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PREFACE

This panel was a continuation of the documentation panel of

the first software worksNo tted in April 1979. The orlgi•el

panel examined the exlvting software documentation ad'ena, and
developed overview descriptions for w•t. they considrred to ba e

comprehensive set of docuuwmnts that rould be "sed fcr Di0 co;'ttacts.

Their recommend:'tions for ,further action included,

1. Pre'aration of Data Item Descriptions (DIDs) for these
dccuments.

2. Preparation of modifict.,ions to existing military
standards (MIL-STOs)., or the creation of a new one,
from which the DIDs con be involved.

3. PrEparAtion of guidelines to help program manager4
select an appropriate subset of documents for specific
contracts.

Since the 1979 workshop, the JLC completed the first task vie
contract, and awarded a contract to accomplish the second task.

I



SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION

1. OBJECTIVE

During the JLC Software Workshop (Monterey II) neld in Monterey,

CA on 22-25 June 1981, Panel A, Software Documentation, pursued four

objectives:

a) Provide recommendations to the JLC for developing project
management guidelines for the selection of software
documentation.

b) Clarify the relationship between the DOD acquisition life-cycle
(milestones, phases) and the JLC-list of software documents.

c) Provide recommendations to the JLC concerning the addition,
deletion or modification of documents in the JLC-list of
software documents.

d) Provide recommendations to the JLC for implementing the standard

set of software documents (JLC-list) within the OSD/JLC/Services.

The "JLC" referenced in the above objectives refers more directly to the

Computer Software Management (CSM) Subgroup of the Joint Logistics

Commanders Joint Policy Coordinating Group on Computer Resource Manage-

ment (JLC-JPCG-CRM).

2. SCOPE

The objectives of thL Software Documentation Panel initially provided

by the CSM Subgroup were:

a) Develop guidelines for project managers to help select the
appropriate subset.

b) Prepare draft implementation plan for the DIDs and recommend

method of evaluation.

The pursued objectives differed from these initial objectives. for two

reasons. First, the time (three days) available at Monterey II was

insufficient to meet the objectives. Secondly, it became apparent, at

the beginning of the Panel session, that several issues needpd to be

clarified or resolved in order to meet the more long-term objectives

of acquisition management guidelines and DID implementation plans.

2
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It was felt that acquisition management guidelines are certainly

necessary, but that Panel A's contribution to the CSM Subgroup should
be to clarify the issues involved with selecting documents. The major

supporting panel tasks decided upon were developing a consistent
acquisition cycle model and, concurrentiy, reviewing the DID's produced

as a result of the CSM Subgroup's documentation contract. The information

resulting from panel deliberations on these tasks was felt to be an

integral part of any guidelines. It was also felt that contractual support

is necessary for guideline development and to this end a discussion of

the required tasking was undertaken.

Preparing a draft implementation plan, per se, was not tackled.

It was felt that the approach most beneficial to the CSM Subgroup would

be to document some of the considerations involved in implementation of

the DID's.

Two additional topics were considered for discussion but were dropped

because they were not felt to be within the scope of documentation/DID

specification, standardization and tri-service implementation. These

topics were the automation of document generation and the proper specification

of software requirements. These are important, related technological issues

but may not have a place in JLC standardization.

Twelve members of the panel met at Ft. Belvior, VA in August to review

the draft Final Report and complete the DID review. This report incorporates

the results of the follow-up meeting.

3. APPROACH

Discussions at the initial panel meeting revealed several deep-seated

concerns about the documents, the DIDs and the life cycle. These concerns

led to the formation of four'subpanels which addressed specific issues.
The subpanels met independently throughout the remainder of the workshop.

Periodic full panel sessions were held to coordinate the activity and

develop group concensus.

The four subpanels were:

1. Guidelines for Acquisition Managers.

2. Life Cycle.

3
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3. Document set and DIDs.

4. Implementation Plan.

Membership of the subpanels is given in Appendix A.

Two of the subpanels had extensive interaction with representatives

of the CSM. The Life Cycle was a particularly controversial topic and,

during one session, discussion between subpanel and CSM members was needed

to clarify the intent of the new life cycle.

The implementation subpanel attended a CRM-CSM meeting on policy

because the enforcement of the new DIDs requires promulgation of the new

MIL-STD. This helped formulate the conclusions reached by this subpanel.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 SUBPANEL 1: GUIDELINES FOR ACQUISITION MANAGERS

This subpanel concluded at the onset that there was not sufficient

time during the workshop to develop a set of guidelines. Instead, they

decided to recommend that the guidelines themselv2s be developed via

contract, and directed their efforts at drafting a Statement of Work (SOW)

for such an effort. (See Appendix C).

As part of their deliberations, subpanel 1 considered two major

questions:

1. What flexibility should an acquisition manager have in tailoring
individual DIDs?

2. What determines if an individual DID is needed on a particular
project?

Regarding the question of tailoring, the subpanel agreed (after considerable

discussion) that DID tailoring should be discouraged. The basis for this

decision, which differed from that of the Monterey I panel, was that document

standardization is the most important concept behind the use of a single

DID set, and that prohibition of tailoring does not prohibit offerors or

acquisition managers from stating particular sections are not applicable

if such is the case.

4



Regarding the question of DID selection, the subpanel had three

concerns. First, it was agreed that there was considerable overlap in

informnation content of some of the documents. Second, it was felt

that not d~l'of the documents were necessary on every project. Third,

it was feared that acquisition managers, when in doubt as to what

documents to require, would tend to procure all of them.

In view of these concerns, the subpanel first decided that some sort

of selection matrix which would list appropriate DIDs versus project

characteristics was needed. However-, in a later split decision, the
panel concluded that a flow chart or selection algorithm would be better

than a decision matrix. (Minority opinions are contained in Section
4.1.2). Despite the differences in opinion regarding the form of the
selection technique, the subpanel unanimously agreed that the tech-I
nique should be incorporated Into a guidebook.

4.1.1 Guidebook

Th e subpanel believed such a guidebook should contain the following:

1. A selection matrix, flow diagram, or other algorithmic form.

2. General discussion of why documentation is necessary, with 2

case histories and the effect of documentation on their
success or failure.

3. Statements indicating how military standards and regjulations
relate to documentation and which are in effect.

4. Descriptions of the role of the Statement of Work (SOW) and
Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL) in requiring DIDs and
providing flexibility when appropriate.

5. Expanded overviews of each document.

6. Project characteristics to be considered in selection DIDs to
be procured.I

Some of the project characteristics which the subpanel felt should

be included in the guidebook were

1. Number of project offices, services, and contractors involved

2. Complexity factors, such as multiple processors and sizing/timing
constraints

3. Criticality of software to system operation

5



4. Interoperability requirements

5. Stability of requirements over system's life

6. Projected length of system life cycle

7. Budget constraints

8. Use of existing software and documentdtion

9. Procurenent type (sole source vs. multiple)

10. Software support concepts (contractor vs. organic)

11. Development phase

12. Significance of software in overall system, i.e.,

Hardware intensive, Software intensive, Operator intensive

4.1.2 Mino~rity Reports
Two Minority Reports were submitted.

4 . 1 . 2 .1 Minority Report sIye

1. The subpanel is recommending that a task be let to a contractor
to put together a Guidebook to aid Program Managers in the
selection of DIDs/Documents in support of Software/Firmware
development.

2. As part of the guidebook an Algorithm may be required to be
developed that, based on characteristics of the project, will
lead a Program Manager to his selection of DIDs.

The subpanel feels that this type of Algorithm is needed because
of the overlapping coverage of some DIDs.

3. The minority analysis of the problem leads to the conclusion that:

a) The number of DIDs has been reduced to a workable
set.

b) A minor expansion of the DID Overview Descriptions
would suffice in the place of an Algorithm and be
simpler to use than a flow type algorithm. If all
additional information were provided in the DID
overviews such as:

1. Under what conditions is the DID
needed and why?

2. Under what conditions is the DID not
needed?

3. Is there a paragraph/paragraphs from
another DID that relate to this DID
that could satisfy this need?

6 I



c) A contract may not have to be let to accomplish this-
it may be within the scope of the JLC staff to
accomplish in-house.

d) It is recommnended that a complete set of software/
firmware DIDs be attached to the Guidebook along
with the "expanded overviews" to give the Program
Manager all he needs to make the document selection.

e) It 'Is felt the algorithm is not impossible to construct,
but may be infeasible due to the estimated 6 months
to develop it and then validate it and due to the
difficulty in quantifying project characteristics in
a way that can be applied to an algorithm and due to
the number of variables involved.

4.1.2.2 Minority Report 2

,Asecond minority report also disagreed with the development of an

"algorithm" for DID selection. The implication of an "algorithm" is
that DID selection can be reduced to a series of black and white
decisions, the resuilts of which totally determine what DINs are "appro-

priate." However, as alluded in I to 3 above, the "number of variables"
involved may be too great to render a neat, deterministic selection

process feasible. The selection process thus becomes a complex one of

synthesis, judgement, and in part, intuition.

Thus, the inclusion of an "algorithm" poses a real risk of leading

the uninitiated acquisition manager to conclude the DID selection process

is less complex than it really is. A "good" acquisition manager who

cannot decide for himself/herself what DIDs are needed should delegate
the authority to someone on the staff who has the background to make

the decision. If the acquisition manager does not have access to some-

one who does have the background, he/she should hire someone who does,
or get out of the software acquisition business, if the latter is not

possible, then require all the DIDs. (From the perspective of risk and
life cycle implications, the public interest is perhaps better served

by ordering and paying for a few DIDs which are not really needed in
the final analysis than by not ordering DIDs which eventually are
needed.) :n any event, let us not try to reduce what is often truly
a complex and somewhat judgemental decision to an algorithm.

4.2 SUBPANEL 2: LIFE CYCLE

The DID set developed for the JLC is based on a new software life

cycle which includes two n~ew reviews: the Software Specification Review

(SSR) and the Test Readiness Review (TRR). Initial deliberations by this



subpanel centered on the necessity of these new reviews. After much

heated discussion, the subpanel decided, in a split decision, that

the question of whether or not these new reviews were necessary was

not their charter. They then proceeded to examine the role of the

documents in the life cycle, with the ground rule that the life cycle

(including SSR and TRR) is "given."

The subpanel examined all documents in the JLC package and pro-

jected them against the life cycle chart, showing when each should be

available in preliminary form, baselined, or modified. (This projection

was accomplished under the handicap of not having ý formal description

of the life cycle available to the panel). The life cycle is shown

in figure 1.

Additional conclusions drawn by the subpanel include:

1. The life cycle chart should reflect the parallel paths for
hardware and system development. Software should always
be considered a part of the overall system. The phases of
Hardware and Software must permit consideration of decision
processes. t

2. The life cycle should be tailored to specific projects and
phases of development. The life cycle figure indicates

the software acquisition process which is key to a total
system acquisition. This process may occur within any
phase of the system development life cycle. However, the

by the complexity of the development.1:3. The life cycle model can be applied to any development
process, whether "start from scratch", modification to an
existing system or the maintenance phase.

4. A method for proving a life cycle phase has been completed
needs to be devised.

5. A good definition of "design review" needs to be developed.
J~t was felt that the reviews indicated on the life cycle
chart represent culminations of the review processes which
track on-going activities.

6. TrhP new policy will reflect the standardization of existing
practices. A means for providing evolution to incorporate
new methodologies must be developed.

Bla
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Page 2 of 2

Figure 1, Acquisition Cycle

ABBREVIATIONS

CDR Critical Design Review
CRLCMP (I) Computer Resource Life Cycle Management Plan (Acquisition)

(If) Computer Rescurce Life Cycle Management Plan (Support)
CSDM Computer System Diagnostic Manual
CSOM Computer System Operator's Manual
CSUM Computer System User's Manual
DBDD Data Base Design Document
FCA Functional Configuration Audit
FQT Formal Qualifica ion Test
IDD Interface Design Document
IRS Interface Requi'-ements Spec
PCA Physical Configuration Audit
PDR Preliminary Design Review

SCMP Software Configuration Management Plan
SDDD Software Detail Design Document
SOP Software Development Plan
SDR System Design Review
SPCR Software Problem/Change Report
SPM Software Programmer's Manual
SPS Software Product Specification
SQAP Software Quality Assurance Pian
SRR System Requirements Review
SRS Software Requirements Specification

SSPM Software Standards and Procedures Manual
SSR Software Specification Review
SSS System/Segment Specificatiorn
STLDD Software Top Level Design Document
STP Software Test Plan
STP Software Test Procedure
STR Software Test Report
SUM Software User's Manual
TRR Test Readiness Review
VDD Version Description Document

10



4.3 SUBPANEL 3: DOCUMENT SET AND DIDs

This subpanel was tasked with reviewing the results of JLC DID
development contract. The scope of this review included not only the

JLC Software Documentation Report, but also existing DIDs and the
Monterey iFirial Report. This was supplemented by panel mebes

knowledge of existing software documents. Panel members received
the DID package prior to assembling in Monterey, and each participant

was asked to review in depth one or more specific DIDs and present

his/her findings during the workshop.

The first task of the workshop was to review the JLC software
documentation list for sufficiency. Open discussions were held on

the necessity of adding, combining or deleting a document. The

following general criteria were used to guide the discussion:

* Will this document alleviate or add to a problem?

* Is this; topic adequately covered in another document?

After discussion on additions or deletions a vote was taken on the

recomm~endation on a document if it was necessary. An open discussion

on the DIDs was then held but was limited to general rather than

specific comments for- each DiD due to time limitations. Specific

commnents were provided later to designated panel members who collated

the conmments. The follow-up meeting refined the commnents which are

included as Appendix F.

4.3.1 Document Set

The panel felt that three documents should be deleted from the list,

some changes were necessary to those re~maining, and three should be

added. Descriptions of these are giv;ý,n in Appendix D. The documents

to be deleted aire;

R-DID-102 Computer Resource Life Cycle Management Plan,
Vol. I, Acquisition

R-DID-103 Computer Resource Life Cycle Management Plan,
Vol. II, Support

R-DID-107 Software Problem/Change Report



The first two do not belong in the contractor set of documents or

cited in the new MIL-STD because they are government-generated

documents. If they are cited anywhere they might be appended to

DODI 5000.29 or left to the services procurement practices.

The Software Problem/Chanyc Report doe5 not require a standard

form and, in any casesthe one suggested does not suffice.

A minority report on deleting certain additional documents is

giver in seciohi 4.3.4.

4-3.1). Firnm're Support Data Document

The panel was in almost total agreemeot that the design and

development of softwarE and firmware Ghould be "ocumented identically. I
The consensus was that size and complexity are th* inpor(Lant factor

in selecting docunentation for firmwre just as it is for software.

It was recognized tUhat there "is a bisic d-fference in the storage

and nmtdification oý firmoare and that the existiiig documents do not
clearly address these difftreznces from a firiwarz perspective. ThE

Subpanel reviewed the F;rvware Support Data DID (UDI-E-3937-i.SO) and

decided that a Firnmare Supoort Date docume-t snould be added to the

JLC list with this DID being used as a guide.

A relat-d discussion was held on the need for a firmware document
that addressed small developments such as the Non-Complex Computer

Programs Specification found in Aupend;x XVI of MIL-STD-483. After

discussion witn tfte Guidebook subpanal this panel agreed thdt a

subset of the JLC list wovld bo sufficier, to address the f•,•iware

requirements of a small project without creating a view document.

4.3.1.2 Operational Concept Document

'One of the documents proposed dur'ing Monterey I which was

subsequently dropped from the JLC list was the Operational Concept
Document. This document was presented to the panel as being a
potentially valid document in that it fed back to the government in

plain English what the contractoir understood about the proposed

system, including man-machine interfaces. The proponents were willing
to admit that, in theory, section 3.1.7 of System/Segment Specification

12
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"Operational and Organizational Concept" addressed1 this area, but because it,

was part of a large specification it had never been adequete~iy addrr'ssed

in reality. The point was made that in a large- syste~i there was a

potential need for a separate Gocumnent covering thic area. A vote war,

taken, and appy-oxi'iately 75% nf pan~el thouyYit that thp, addition of this

document to JLC 1ltst would enhince the sofv;ware documc~ntptioo~ of some
large projects; therefore it would be reeo~mmndec~ that it be added
to the JLC list.

4.3,1.3 Requirements Traceabjflty M~tr

This document was p.-oposed by the Air Force me~nibrs. Its purpose

is to tie together in one place the aliocation of requirements to lower

level documents. It wa~s conceded that each of the B-level doc~.ments

has a requirements tracpability matrix back to the system specific~ation
and similarly C back to B. In large projects however, where there are
several CIs and CPCIs, it is a tedious and time consuming pro'^ess t.) dig
these out of each document and collate all these individual matricies.

In the discussion which fujllowed, it was conceded that this documnie't

would be helpful to government personnel on lerge pro"Jects; thus, the

panel decided to recormmend that this document be added to the JLC list.

4.3.2 Data Item Descriptions

During the discussion on the adequacy of the nliDs, points were
raised that the DIDs included policy requirements that rhould properly

be contained, ini a MTL-STD. Members of the panel who had attended

Monterey I discussed the difference between the actual implemtntation

of their reconimiendations avid how they had envisioned this implementation.

It was the intent of Monterey 1I that the DIDs would be contractual

documetits that pointed to a MIL-STOD for embedded computer systems that

contained the required format and content for software documentation.

As things turned out the MIL-STD development lagged considerably behind

the development of the DIDs. As a result, the contrac~tor who developed the

DIDs put requirements into them since there wasn't any MIL-STD to

reference. It was the general consensus of the panel that revision

of these DIDs should be integrated with the development of the new
MIL-STD for Embedded Computer Systems.

13



Specific %ýomments on each of the DICs are included ini Appendix F.

General conmnents are provided below:

* In revising DIDs the improvements made to MiL-STD 483 by
NOTICE 2 should be considered.

e All relevant existing DIDs should be reviewed to determine
if they can be superseded by the proposed DiDs.

i The word "paragraph" should be replaced by "section," and
contractual language should be used (i.e., '"shall" rather
than "should").

* include irn review the LiDs not originally considered by the
DID contractor (Appendix El. '

s DIbs should not be service related or reference a service-unique
regulation or guidebook.

* Technical Performance Measurement Report (DI-S-3619/S-153) should
be replaced by Software Development Progress Report (U'DI-A-21435).

* The DIDs should be reviewed to ensure that they are not too rigid,
precluding flexibility in documentation.

s Review the EIA DIOs and see if they can be flded into the

JLC's DIDs.

* an-rachine interfaces are not adequately covered.

e 1nterfa0;e Specification shculd be in the speciFication .'rte.

* SOFTWARE DIE-s should be retitled SOFTWARE/FIRMWARe.

* In Block 9 of every DID add reference to MIL-STD-XXX.

4.3.3 Future

The new DID package, though solving many of our present problems,
does not attempt to predict methodologies to soive our future problems

such as the ramifications of ADA on software development and documentation.
Thus, the subpanel felt that the JLC should periodically review and update

MIL-STD-XXX (DID package) to take advantage of new trends in software

development/documentation.

4.3.4 Minority Report

a. R-DID-105 "Software Configuration Management Plan

This plan should be incorporated into the overall configuration

management plan to insure that configuration management is consistent,

1.

14
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tnat the impact of changes on all parts of the system are covered.

lhis cani only occur if the handling of all ECPs are coordinated. The
information in this DID should be added to that for the overall CMP.

Software CM personnel should help develop a new CMP DID.

b. R-DID-1ll Software Top Level Des 4 gn Document

R-DID-1f2 Software Detailed Design Docurment

k-DID-115 Software Product Specification

The Software Top Level Design Document and Software Detailed

Design Document should be combined to form the Software product
spec, eliminating 2 DIDs. This document could be delivered in snapshot
forms, as required, until the entire document is accepted. The

Configuratiorn Management and delivery problews with chis sche.re arp.

what should be addressed.

4.4 SUBPANEL 4: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The objective of this subpanel was to examine the problem of

bringing the revised DIDs developed under the DID study panel to the
point of official approval. I

"Official approval" was agreed to denote a combined joint service
endorsement of the individual DIDs, followed by approval at the DOD

level. With this approval accomplished, the DIDs would be entered

into the AMSDL program and maintained within the procedures presently

in place under DOD 5000.l-L.

The proper role of the JLC in this effort was examined, and it
wes concluded that the on-going OSD Standardization Program is the

orogram within DOD which acts as the focal point for administering
the approval of new documentation that is destined for the AMSDL

program.

The coordination, then, must occur between the JLC and the

Defense Material Specifications and Standards Office (DMSSO) which presently

acts as the DOD agent for the standardization of documentation relating

to Embedded Computer Resources. Several copies of the draft OSD

Standardization Program Plan were made available.

15
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The question arose as to how the JLC, as presently organized,
can effectively interface with the OSD Standardizatiorn Program. In

order to investigate this question, the subDanel was invited to join
a combined meeting of the Joint Policy Coordinating Group and its

Computer Software Management Subgroup.

At this meeting, an explanation of the DOD Standardization Program

was offered, and several copies of its draft Program Plan was made

available to the JPCG and the CSM Subgroup.

The responsibility for resolving the question of "how should the
JLC organize itself to interface with the OSO Standardization Program
as well as to administer their vertical service approval and their

Joint service integration" was accepted by the CSM Subgroup chairman.
This task was sn to be relevant fur two reasons:

a. The OSO Standardization Program Plan needs to be studied,
particularly with regard to its data reqoirements.

b. There is no existing joint service documentation integration
agency of the type envisioned for the JLC.

Considering these factors, it was thought advisable for the CSMS

to examine possible document implementation plans at greater length

before committing to firm milestones. The CSM subgroup chairman accepted
the responsibility for resolving how the JLC should organize to inter-
face with the Standardization Program as well as to administer inter and

intra service approval.

It was agreed that DIDs and their corresponding source MIL SPECs/
Standards/Handbooks must be treated in an integrated fashion by the JLC
in securing DOD approval.

It was also agreed that the ultimate plan for document implementation

should validate the effectiveness by choosing on-contract pilot projects.
Another desirable feature of the plan would be to consider phasing DID/
Standard sets by groups as they become available. In this way the number
of new documentation requirements that are simultaneously mandated can

be controlled. Sample documentr should be developed as part of a guidebook.

II
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The JLC-JPCGCRM-CSM should publish a document selection guidebook

for use by acquisition managers based on the outline in Appendix

C. .This guideline should address both software (operational,

support, ... ) and firmware.

2. Another guidebook should be developed to show how to apply

the forthcoming MIL-STO to specific acquisitions. Specific

items to be addressed should include the goal, conduct, and

tailoring of reviews. The guidebook shculd clarify what is

meant by successful attainment of each life cycle phase, and

when documents are accepted. Emphasis in the life cycle should

be placed on what is to be accomplished rather than who does

it (as in current life cycle models). Three specific issues

should be addressed:

a. Insurance that hardware and software development
are coordinated. This coordination should be
addressed at all reviews, especially at non-system
level reviews.

b. Insurance that software and other system efforts
do not duplicate each other.

c. Firmware should be treated as software during

development.

3. Add three new documents to JLC list: Requirements Traceability

Matrix, an Operational Concept Document and a Firmwara Support

Data Document.

4. Delete three documents: CRLCMP Vol. I, CRLCMP Vol. I1, Software

Problem/Change Report.

5. Retitle SOFTWARE DIDs as "SOFTWARE/FIRMWARE".

b. integrace revision of DIDs with the on-going development of a

MIL.-STU for Embedded Computer Systems. The new DIDs should be

,ýublished in conjunctivn with the proposed DOD standards and

industry and the s,.rvlces should have at least one year to

respond with comments. Until key issues are resolved, existing

DIDs should not arbitrarily be cancelled.

171'
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7. Address panel's comments (Appendix F) during revision of DIDs.

SFurther, this panel should remain active until a published set

of the new DIDs has been field tested and key issues have beeni ~ resolved.

8. Initiate an effcrt to investigate the ramifications of ADA and

other future innovations on software development and documentation.

9. Designate the CSM subgroup as the JLC agent responsible for

integrating JLC standardization efforts with the OSD Standard-

ization Program. Flow should be:

CSM -1 DMSSO - OSD -0 Service Secretary

10. Transition to the new MIL-STD and DIDs should be done

using a pilot program in conjunction with a phased

approach.

11. The life cycle should be reexamined and that current

trends, lessons learned and practical aspects of software

development be incorporated. This should include general-

ization of the life cycle, combining of phases and/or

deletion of reviews. Someone (OSD?, JLC?,...?) must define

what constitutes successful attainment of the objectives

of life cycle phases, reviews and document deliveries.

12. A parallel activity should be started to evolve a surccessor

policy and its implementation to reflect the evolution

of existing practices and technologies such as utilization

of automated documentation techniques.

13. Guidance should be provided for the preparation of documents

according to the DIDs, including examples.

isI18
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MONTEREY III

The Software Documentation Panel should be recalled to address

I the following issues:

1. Review MIL-STD-XXX

3 2. Review the Guidebooks

3. Examine evolving technology and methodologies
19
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APPENDIX C - DRAFT SOW TO IMPLEMENT A TASK TO DEVELOP
A GUIDEBOOIK FOR DOCUMENT SELECTION

1. BACKGROUND

The Acquisition Manager (AM) has always had a difficult task deciding

the amount of documentation required by a specific project. The selection

of the required software/firmware documentation is extremely difficult

(comrplex) due to such factors as system complexity, project resources,

development stage, documentation overlap, etc. In the past, the AM has

typically required too much, too little, or the wrong documentation

because he/she had little or no basis for document selection.

The task, therefore, is to develop a guidebook which will select

the minimum set of software/firmware documentation based upon project

characteristics. This guidebook is applicable for Embedded Computer
System (ECS) Software/Firmware (on-line and support software).

The total effort/task shall be broken up into three subtasks:

a. Generate the DID selection algorithm

b. Validate the algorithm generated

c. Write the DID selection guidebook

The subtasks are described in detail in Section 2 below.

2. TASK DESCRIPTION

a. Algorithm Development

The contractor shall develop an algorithm which takes as
input various characteristics of a program and produces
as output the minimum subset of software DIDs necessary
for the proper documentation of the program.

The algorithm may take any form that the contractor deems
appropriate; however, whatever form is developed shall be
concise and easy to use.

C-i
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The following characteristics shall be considered, as
a minimum-

1) Will the program require interfacing between
multiple services, multiple program offices,
multiple contractors, or multiple agencies
(acquiring, using, maintaining)?

2) How complex is the software? Will multiple
processors be used? What size is the software?
Will there be timing constraints? Is the tech-
nology being used already state-of-the-art, or
beyond it?

3) How critical is the software to the correct and

safe functioning of the system?I

4) What significance does software have in the overall
system? Is it hardware intensive, software intensive,
operator intensive?

5) What are the interoperability requirements of the
system?

6) F~r what application will the software be used, i.e.,
C , avionics, fire control, flight control, etc.?

7) Will the software requirements be firm during the
life-cycle of the system? Is an upgrade of the
system planned?

8) What is the projected lifetime o,-, the software? Is
it planned to be replaced in the near future? Ts
this program a fast, short term solution which will
be replaced by a long term solution when it is

completed?

9) What are the resource constraints? Is there sufficientI
manpower to manage and review the documentation? Is
there enough money? Is the program manager working
with a compressed schedule?

10) Is there existing software code (either off-the-shelf or
from a previous program) which can be uised?

11) Is there existing documentation which can be used?

12) Is the same contractor being used for different
phases in the system acquisition life-cycle? Can
his software development plan, configuration manage-
ment plan, etc. from the last phase be used for this
phase?
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13) What are the anticipated maintenance requirements?
14) In what phase of the acquisition life-cycle is the

program?

b. Validation of DID Selection Algorithm

The algorithm and its documentation shall be validated for
correctness in selecting the critical subset of DIDs for a
given ECS software/firmware development program and for
usability by project manager's staff in clearly and directly
guiding him in DID selection. The following shall be con-
sidered for validation methodology:

1) Coordinated review by a representative sample of
Government and Industry software development and
acquisition specialists and project manager's staff.

2) Analyses of past ECS developments comparing the
results of the application of the DID selection
algorithm to the actual DIDs used in those develop-
ments and their effectiveness.

3) Selection of pilot case developments to use the
DIDs selected by the algorithm. Data shall be
collected and evaluated on algorithm usability
and effectiveness of selected DIDs.

c. Development of the DID Selection Guidebook

The Contractor shall prepare a DID selection guidebook to be used
by program managers in the selection of DIDs/Documents in the
acquisition of Embedded Computer System (ECS) Software/Firmware.
The fcllowing items are to be included to aid the Contractor
in his thought processes and provide guidelines. (These data
are meant to be a minimum and may be expanded upon by the JLC.)

T) The guidebook shall include a tutorial on why
Software/Firmware documentation is needed,
including the following topics:

- maintenance of software/firmware
- high personnel turnover
- planning and good design
- agreement that design is acceptable
- management/development overviews.

The Contractor shall include case histories to reinforce
the need for documentation.

2) The guidebook shall include a section which identifies all
pertinent military standards (e.g., 1679, 483, 881, 490, XXX,
etc.) effecting the use of DIDs and any appropriate comments A

on their applicability or use.
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3) The Contractor shall study the T)IDs and DID overviews
(attached) and modify the DID overviews to state when
each particular DID is needed or not needed. The
expanded 'DID overviews" shall be included in the
guidebook.

4) The use of the algorithm or selection. process shall
be demonstrated in the guidebook with eAamples/instr-ac-
tions on its effectiie use.

C-4
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APPENDIX D ADDiTIONAL DOCUMENTS

D.1 FIRMWARE SUPPORT MANUAL

The Firmware Support Manual provides information necessary to modify
the Read-Only-Memnory (ROM) components of an embedded computer system.
Specifically, the Firmware Support Mlanual describes the physical ROM
components, installation ~and~ repair procedures, ROM programmng~~/testing
equipment ano procedures for ROM "burning," and any spec~al handling
or, security requirements. In the above discussion, the term "ROM"
devicpses. ROM's, PROM's, EPROM's, UVPROM's, and other forms of ROM

I' The Firmware Support Manual is not intended to provide informationregarding the design and implementation of the computer programs7represented by the bit pattern within the RON. These computer pro-?rams are incorporated into the mainstream of software development
and documented) just as any computer program module intended to
reside on read-write memory.

Relevant DIDs are:

1. USAF UDI-E-3937-ASD "Firmware Support Data." .
2. NSA/CSS D141-5526 "Firmware Data Abstract and Document

Record.j

3. NSA U-H-5552 "Firmware Documenttation Standards.'

4. EIA draft "Hardware Intensive Fiyvmare Description.,
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D.2 OPERATIONAL CONCEPT DOCUMENT

The Operationa'l Concept Document provides explicit description of

the way in which the data processing system will appear to its users

and the way in which it will interact with them. It describes assumptions

being made about how tn! user will use the system to perform his

operational tasks. It is derived from: System Operational Concept,

System Specification, CA and CPCI identification, knowledge of current

operations and environaent, etc. Although the system is typically in
an early stage of development and the exact production baseline con-

figuration is unknown when the OLD is first writteni, this document

serves to clarify and make explicit the intended appearance and

functiovil capabi'iitie: f thn future system. The OCO provides a basis

for concensus and understanding between tne various agencies and

contractors involved and serves 4s a valuable source of infurmation
during design, imp'lementation, test and acceptance of the system. The

CCD is delivered prior to the System Design Review (SDR) and the approved

Operational Concept is formally presented curing the SDR. I

I
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D.3 REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY MATRIX

The Requirements Traceability Matrix (RIM) explicitly identifies each
requirement specified in the System/Segment Specification and provides
a mechanism for tracing the allocation of these requirements to the
hardware and software components of the system/seqment (e.g.,
MIL-STD-483/490 CI's and CPCI's). In the case where a system is
divided into segments, the RTM documents the allocation of system re-
quirements to segments, and then to the lower level specifications
and documents: Software Requirements Specifications, Software Prelim-
inary and Detailed Design Documents, Software Product Specifications,
and the appropriate hardware specifications and documents. The RTM,
as it evolves, provides a basis for testing and acceptance.

Ideas to be contained in DID block 10 are given on the following page

D-3
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PROPOSED DID BLOCK I0

10. Preparation Instructions for Requirements Traceability Matrix

The content of the Requirements Traceability Matrix
shall be as follows: The leftmost columns of the matrix
shall contaif, paaLgraph and/or subparagraphs numbers of each
system/system segment (or top-level) specification
requirement and the test method(s) of that requirement from
the test verification matrix. Adjacent column sets shall
show the allocation of requirements to lower level
specifications by listing corresponding paragraph and/or I
subparagraph numbers in those documents and shall show the
test method of each allocated requirement from each
document's test verification matrix. For traceability of
requirements between the system specification and the
segment specifications, there shall be a separate column for
each segment specification. For traceability of requirements
between a system or segment specification and lower level
specifications, there shall be separate columns sets for
each development (type B), product (type C), and interface
specification (IFS) or interface control document (ICD).
Note that test methods for C specs, IFS's and ICD's may not
be applicable. Submatrices which repeat the development
specification requirements in the left column set and the
corresponding product specification paragraph(s) in the |
riyht column set are acceptable. Initial submittal of the
RTM shall include the available segment information as well
as interface specifications. Updates shall accompany
subsequent new specifications submittals, revisions to
approved specification, (e.g., via SCN's), and resubmittals
of draft specifications which contain changes in their
paragraph numbering relative to higher level
specifications. Revis.ons to the RTM in response to
comments made by the SPO shall be submitted by the contractor
within fifteen (15) working days of receipt of comments.

3.x Requirements

Develop a means for requirements traceability which will indicate where,

in each development, product and interface specification (or ICD), each

of the requirements in the system/system segment (type A) specification

is addressed and which will indicate the corresponding test method for

each of those requirements.

0-4
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTER RELATED DATA ITEM DESCRIPTIONS
NOT ADDRESSED IN THE JLC DID STUDY DATED 1 JUNE 1981

SOURCE
DID NUMBER TITLE DOCUMENT NO.

DI-H-3277 Training Equipment Computer Pro- MIL-STD-876
gram Documentation

UDI-I-E-3935 Firmware Development Plan (FDP) AFR 800-14

UDI-E-3936-ASD Firmware Technical Description MIL-D-83468
(Product Specification)

UDI-E-3937-ASD Firmware Support Data AFR 800-14

DI-M-5085 Commercial Computer and PeripherialI
Equipment Manuals

UDI-H-5503 Firmware Reprocurement Specifi-
cation

DI-H-5526 Firmware Data Abstract and

Document Record

UDI-H-5552 Firmware Document Standards MIL-STD-1O0

DI-A-30001 Software Delivery Documentation

DI-A-30023 ADPE Systems Configuration
Report (Schematics)

DI-E-30102 Computer Program Detail
Specification

DI-E-30112 Computer Program Listings

DI-E-30141 Interface Specification MIL-STD-483

DI-E-30149 Research & Development

Computer Software

DI-E-30150 Visual Data Base Description MIL-STD-490
Document

DI-F-30202 Automatic Data Processing AFM-171-404
(ADP) Manpower and Cost
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APPENDIX E CONTINUED j

SOURCE
DID NUMBER TITLE DOCUMENT NO.-

DI-L-30309 Automatic Data Processing Equip- AFM-300-6 f
ment (ADPE) Cost and Utilization

DI-M-30404 Computer Program Configuration AFSCM/AFLCM
item Users Manual (Operational 375-7
Software)

DI-M-30405 Computer Programming Manual

DI-M-30408 Computer Program Configuration
Item Maintenance Manual
(Operational Software) !

D1-M-30410 Computer System Operational
Manual

IE-
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APPENDIX F DID COMMENTS

Table I of the JLC Report (reference 1), page 5 lists 29 documents

recommended by the CSM Subgroup. Of these, new DIDs were developed for

23. The DID contractor recommended that existing DIDs be used for the

other six.

The Documentation Panel reviewed the 23 new DIDs plus four of the

existing DIDs. Comments on these are on the following pages. We igno-ed

the Engineering Change Proposal and the Specification Change Notice.

I
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R-DID-lOl/SYSTEM/SEGMENT SPEC

Below are -omments on the software aspects and on the general aspects

of the System/Segment Spec DID. A considerable number of changes and
improvements are recommended. Problem areas are also noted such as the

level of detail called for on the interfaces (3.1.5). Their resolution

will impact the life cycle model as depicted in Figures 1 and 2 of the DID

package.

1. Spell out all abbreviations (e.g., DMA, ISA etc.).

2. Move Configuration Identification/Spec tree from 3.1 to 3.3.1.

3. Add Interface Requirements to Spec tree.

4. 3.1.3 After "shall contain" add "as a minimum."

5. 3.1.5.1 After "quantitive terms" add
3.1.5.2
3.1.5.3 "such as."

6. 3.2.2 Delete g. "command and control requirements."

7. 3.3 (1) Insert "and computer software" after
"system equipment."

(2) Don't understand last sentence - What
does "specify criteria" mean?

8. 3.3.1 This section should state then an appendix

may be used for the specification tree.

The example figure should be updated to

include an Interface Specification.

9. 3.3.2.3 Computer System Requirements

Add "existing hardware and software items"

Delete "etc."

10. Add a paragraph (3.3.2.4) on Computer Resources Utilization
Measurement. This paragraph shall specify computer resources

utilization monitoring requirements. Included shall be the
requirement that resources be dynamically monitored during real

time operations, the variability of data recording intervals, the
functions under operator control, and the methods of displaying/
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reporting the utilization data.

11. Add paragraph (3.3.2.5) on Firmware. This paragraph shall state

the requirements for progranmling "anguages (3.3.2.1) and design

and coding standards (3.3.2.2) which apply to firmware as well

as software.

12. The subsections on maintenance and supply should be expanded

to include software. It is important to provide guidance as to

where software maintenance/modification will be done and how

software upgrades will be distributed t.o the field.

13. System Spec/SW

3.4.3.2 Computer Resources Support

Change first sentence to: J
"This paragraph shall specify the computer resources facilities,

equipment, and software to be provided for CSCI nalntenance

during the system's operaticnal service life."

14. Section 4 should be titled "Test Requirements." There seems

to be considerable overlap between the information asked for

here and in the Test Plan.

15. System/Segment level verification cross reference matrix should

be added to section 4. 14

16. Add a glossary in Section 6.

Fii F- 3
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R-DID-102 CRLCMP VOLUME I1 ACQUISITION

'I R-DID-103 CRLCMP, VOLUME II SUPPORT I

ti

DELETE BOTH THESE W)CUMENTS
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R-DID-l04 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

1. 1.2 -Expand somewhat to describe general implementation

approach e.g., versions, languages, tools). This also

might be the place to discuss categories of software and

the level of attention to be applied to each category (e.g.,

how will operating systems from hardware vendors be treated?)

2. 6.1 - typo - "computational."

3. Section 6.5 "Preparation for Delivery" is in System Spec

section 5, (DID 101).

4. Paragraph 7 Should include techniques for managing the

allocation of development resources,

priorities who resolves conflicts etc.

5. 7.1 Add firmware - unique facility.

6. Paragraph 9.0 Development plan would be a logical place to

document developer's understanding of what

criteria must be fulfilled to satisfy each

program milestone. For example:

What constitutes data package for PDR? What

documentation in package? To what level of

detail? Whose approval must be obtained to

hold PDR meeting? Can PDR's be segment~d? etc.

7. Add the following items from existing DID 30567A:

system support

proprietary items

long lead items

Ilitles treatment
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R-DID-105 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT PLAN

I. This DID does not discuss or reference the concept of "incremental

builds" or partial deliveries and the impact on software con-

figuration control.

2. Add a section dealing with implementation similar to section 6 of

Software Quality Assurance Plan, R-DID-106.

3. 1.1 Add abbreviation to title "(SCMP)."

4. 1.3 Replace "the approval channel for making changes." to
"controlled"

5. 4.1.d What does "Contractual Significance" imply? It is not

a standard DOD term.

6. 9 Delete reference to other DIDs.

MINORITY REPORT

This plan should be incorporated into the overall configuration

management plan to insure that configuration management is consistent,

that the impact of changes on.all parts of the system are covered. j

This can only occur if the handling of all ECPs are coordinated. The

information in this DID should be added to that for the overall CMP.
Software CM personnel should help develop a new CMP DID.
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R-DID-106 SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN

1. General Comments: The DID should be rewritten to reflect

changes in MIL-S-52779A.

2. 9 Add MIL-S-52279 and MIL-S-5227A and MIL-STD-XXX.

3. 10.4.1 Add to last sentence "and test standards."

4. 4.3.4 Change title to "Critical Resource Factors Montoring."

5. 4.5 Add to section 4.5

e. Method of documentation of problem, corrective

action, and test results.

6. Add a new section. 4.6 Controls for Computer Program Library.

7. Add a new section.

4.7 Work Certification. Describe the procedures and controls for

the handling of source code and object code and related data in

their various forms and versions, from the time of their initial

approval or acceptance until they have been incorporated into the

final media. This shall include controls to ensure that different

computer program versions are accurately identified and docu-

mented, that no authorized modifications are made, that all

znVh ýed modifications are properly incorporated, and that soft-

ware submitted for testing is the correct version.

8. Block 7 "...internal plan or agreements..." imply that it is not

a deliverable data item. Reword "It documents the contractor's
quality assurance program as applied and, if necessary, or
tailored to the specific contract."

9. 4.3.1 thru This sec.:on might be the data that should be

provided as Section 5.6 of the CRLCMP, Volume 1,

as it relates to a management function. These

paragraphs infer that the QA process is to perform

.1l the listed activities. The QA process is to

.ssure they happen, and in accord with contract

promises or company practices. Change context.
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10. Section 5 of MIL-S-52779 Preparation for

Delivery, has been deleted. We suggest that

Section 5.6.3.1 of the CRLCMP, Volume 1, .

placed in the SQAP and Sections 5.6.3.2 arid

5.6.3.3 be part of the SCMP which are then

monitored for compliance by the SQA group.

11. Blocks 3 & 7 Add "or activity" wherever "contractor" is

stated.

F
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R-DID-107 SOFTWARE PROBLEM/CHANGE REPORT

DELETE THIS DID

I

1
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R-DID-108 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

y. Revrite DID to use 483 Notice 2.

2. A subsection (or subparagraph) should be added to the DTeg wherein

the computer resources requirements allocated to the particular

CSCI to be placed. This includes programming languages,

"design coding and standards, ad computer system requirements of

the System/Segment Spec. (3.3.2).

3. Although DID's can include an example when implemented for a

specific system, the "wh itself should not have general examples

because they are misleading, e.g. FIGURE 2 has the design in
Software Specification instead of concentrating on requirements.:

4. Include definition of Inspection, Analysis, Demonstration and

Test in MIL-STD-XXX. Add to Table III in this DID.

5. 3&7 Delete the word "digital" from the phrase

"digital computer software."

6. 3.1.1 Interface Requirements. The word "contractor"

should be deleted from the 4th line. The
governmen•t also performs analysis.

Add "whenever separate interface spesifications

to be used cfwill be referenced ir this

thsection. -

7 3.1line Delete "and followed Table II"
5 to 7 Delete Table II.

8. 3.2.17 The traditional B-5 format for functional
requirements specification does not enhance

the software engineering process. In fact, the

use of separate "input and output sections leads

to confusion and conflicting definitions of

the function-to-function interface.

Recommend that the traditional format be

dropped in favor of a format that requires

F-10



separate sections be :reated consisting of

specific functicn-to-function interface defini-
tion subsections and a separate section created

consisting of specific functional processing

description subsections.

9. 3.3 Add "whenever a separate specification for data

base is written it Mill be referenced in this

paragraph."

10. 3.4 Delete this paragriaph.

11. 4.0 Change title to "Test Requirements."

12. Figure 2 Delete figure and all references to it.

MINORITY REPORT

There should always be an IRS if a CSCI interface, with another

CSCI. Then there will only be one source for all design groups to use

for interface details and there will only be one document to change

when changes are made to an interface. For that reason paragraph 3.1.1

should be changed so that it only identifies the interfaces and
references the IRSs. Also, the materl.l in 3.1.2. 3.1.3, 3.1.4 should

be deleted and the appropriate parts therein incorporated into the

IRS.
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DID 109 - INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

1. Block 3 delete Last sentence

2. Block. 7, line 7, add after "contractors" "or activities' since

government activities sometimes develop this document in-house.

3. Block 7, delete second paragraph.

4. The IRS does specify the physical portion of the interface.

The DID does not presently call for that. Contractors on each
side of an interface must have the electrical characteristics

(signals) of the interface as well as the functional characte.-
istics (messages and data elements) defined. This must be

addressed.

5. Cerrect punctuation everywhere.

6. 1.1 Is interface a configuration item? and does it

have configuration item numbers and nomenclature

as the DID calls for?

7. 1.1 line 5 Delete quotation mark before "The nomenclaure"...
& 7 and after ... numbers)."

8. 1.2 Should be made to read plural (i.e., interfaces,

their relationship ... , which they apply.)

9. 3.1 Delete the underline.

10. Paragraph 3.2, line 2, after "interfacing equipment" insert "man

to machine interface.'

11. Paragraph 3.2, line 3, change "computer programs" to read "theI

12. line 4 Delete 'where applicable." Phases such as these

only lead to arguments between contractors and

customers - give the government representative

credit for recognizing when somethings are

legitimately omitted from a document.

13. 3.2.1 Change "Interface Signal Cross Index" in title t~o
3.2.2 "Interface Data."
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14. 3.2.1 Delete "if applicable."
Line 2

15. 3.2.1.X.l Delete quotation marks.
3.2.1 .Y.l

16. 3.2.1.X.5 Second line - last word - "related", question-
3.2.1.Y.5 "realted to what?"

17. 3.2.1.X.14 Replace "with its" with "and."
3.2.1 .Y.14

18. Paragraph 3.2.1.X.4 - The following sentence appears: "Each

interface data requirement shall be realted to its corresponding

Executive Logic requirements." Again, this requirement, makes
no sense. What is required within this paragraph, with regards

to content, is vague. This paragraph should be rewritten to
make clear that interlock logic is being addressed.

19. Paragraph 3.92.l.X.7 - This paragraph is incomplete. The para-

graph only requires that the "pr)tocol for blocking, message

switching, and handshaking" be stated. Error conditions and
interface testing techniques or requirements with specific

prose pertaining to the periodicity of tests and the type of

data to be tested should be included.

20. 3.2.1.x.15 Add a subsection calling for limits and/or ranges

of values and accuracy/precision requirements.

Or change 3.2.1.x.l1 title to Quantitative Des-

cription of Data Elements" and combine material

here with units of measure.

21. 3.2.2(all) The specific comments on paragraphs 3.2.l.all

apply to like paragraphs of 3.2.2.

22. Paragraph 6. Delete last sentence.

23. 4. Delete entire paragraph.

24. Delete sections 5, 7, 8 & 9.

F-13
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MINORITY REPORT

3.2.1.x.2 (1) The requirements for shared memory, executive
3.2.1 .x.4
3.2.1.x.6 logic control, interrupts, memory map, and shared

3.2.1.x9 variables apply only to interface between two or
3.1.1.x.12 more CSCIs that share the same computer. They

should be categorized as such and grouped together.

(2) The material called for in these paragraphs is

at the design level not the requirements ltvel and

will not be known at the time the IRS is due, which
is between SDR and PDR. It should be in the IDD.

Fi
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R-DID-110 SOFTW'ARE STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES MANUAL (SSPM)

1. Delete Section 3. It is an example of a paragraph that in-

creases the cost of a document without adding utility. It calls

for material (guidelines, philosophy, or rationale used in de-

fining the software performance requirements, and in allocating

requirements to design elements) which can be obtained elsewhere

and which is volatile in nature. Philosoph~y and rationale will

change as the design evolves and as ECPs are made and therefore

the text will become outdated unless the SSPM is changed. It

probably won't be. Further, it's good to avoid situations where

many documents have to be changed for a change to the CSCI(s).

2. 4.4.1 Delete these paragraphs.
th ru
4.4.3

3. 5.4 This paragraph should include a discussion of when,

it will be permissible to use assembly language.

4. 6.1,6,2, Delete the sentence in each of these sections,

and 6.3which defines the purpose of the activity.

5. 6.4.2 Change the last sentence; for example to "Define

the integration testing methodology, top-down,

bottom-up etc.''.

6. 6 This information should be included in the QA Plan,

except for section 6.6 which should be included in
the Software Development Plan.
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DID 111 - SOFTWARE TOP LEVEL DESIGN DOCUMENT

1. Paragraph numbers of BIDs Ill! and 112 should match to allow

traceability between the two levels of desigrn; example: Data

base is Section 3.S in this DID but is Sek-ticn 3,3 in DID 112.

2. All ac-r',nyms and abbreviations should be o•;.ial JLC and

should be found in a single glossary.

3. Frequent use ot "may" vice "shali" in c6o',tractual statements.

4. Nume.rous typo's and incorrect use of capitalization should 6be%
corrected. Also, correct puncLuation.

5. Slock 7: Change "baseiined" to "reviewel." Change 'SE&TO, IV&V

to "the GSE&U and IV&V Cuntractors..

6. 1.2 CSCI's should be allowed Lo be plural, since it

is possible that one software Tu" Level Des 4 gn

DocumEnt cnuld be the baais for nmurfo trian one

program (CSC).

7. 1.1 Third line, lead2!ne with "identified as ... "

8. 3.2 Need to have a sction that addresses each of the

CSC-I's and indibate w':ich CSC's apply to which

CSCI (i.e., mnodile to program allocation). Replace

Figure 1 with the attached.

9. 3.3 Review and rewrite sections. There is significant

difference between information and control flow

neither oi vhich are adiquately covered.

10. 3.3.2 There should be a requirement to specify worst
andand case timing req'iremients. What functions muct

be executable simultaneously, etc. Timing for

individual CSCs does not give a complete picture
i n a mýulti programmi ng./iulti taskin~g environment.

11. 3.4 The N2 chart is subject to controversy in regard

to its utility. Delete the N2 chart (figure 4)

and all references to it in the paragraph.
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12. Paragraph 3.4.X, first line, the word "intent" is redundant wAhen

combinEd with purpose; delete "intent and."

13. Add a new paragraph, 3.4.x.5, to address error detection and

recovery.

14. Need subsection (3.7) for CPU allocation to cover multiprocessing

and multiprograiming applications.

15. Delete paragraphs 4, 5, 7, 8, 9.

Requirements J-
S...CSC1 CSC2 ... CSCN ;

3.2.1 X

3.2.2 X

3.2.n

x

x

3.2 .m

FIGURE 1 REPLACEMENT

MINORITY REPORT

The Software Top Level Design Document and Software Detailed

Design Document should be combined to form the Software product

spec, eliminating 2 DIDs. This document could be delive-ed in

snapshot fors, as required, untii the entire document is accepted.

The Configuration Management and delivery problems with this scheme

are what should be addressed.
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DID 112 - SOFTWARE DETAILED DESIGN DOCUMENT

1. Paragraph numbers of DID 112 should match DID Ill as much as

possible to allow traceability and minimize confusion.

2. General - recommend that an optional section for programming

guidelines be included to allow a small project to reduce the

numbers of required documents.

3. Correct punctuation.

4. Paragraph 1.1, Need to allow CSCI's to be plural, since it is

possible that one Software Detailed Design Document could be

the basis for more than one program (CSCI).

5. Paragraph 3.1, Need to address each of the CSCI's and INDICATE

which CSC's apply to which CSCI (i.e., module to program

allocation).

6. Paragraph 3.1.1, Should be 3.1.X. When referring to, routines, the

term routines needs to be defined - some systems address them as

subroutines, some as procedures. Believe this should be address-

ed as the lowest level program structure element.

1. Daragraph 3.1.1.1 should contain an example of a chart or table

illustrating functional allocation.

8. Paragraph 3.1.1.2 should probably include an update to Table I of

the DID 111.

9. Paragraph 3.1.1.3.Y - all bullets should be numtered sub-para-

graphs.

10. Paragraph 3.1.1.Y Care must be taken to make certain we don't

just verbalize code. This area must be kept at a level above

coding. We have gotten Into the trap of verbalizing code in

the post and the document maintenance becomes overwhelming.

11. Paragraph 3.1.1.3.Y, first bullet, change "development" to reid

"desc:ription."

12. Paragraph 3.3, fourth line, recommendations to delete "so as to

require a lata base manager."

F-18
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13. Delete paragraphs 4, 5, 7, 8, 9.

MINORITY REPORT

The Software Top Level Design Document and Software Detailed

Design Document should be combined to form the Software product

spec, eliminating 2 DIDs. This document could be delivered in snap-

shop forms, as required, until the entire document is accepted. The

Configuration Management and delivery problems with this scheme are

what should be addressed.

F1
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DID 113 -INTERFACE DESIGN DOCUMENT

1. Recomm~end that the title be changed to "Interface Design
Specification."

2. General, Data required at the IRS and IDD levels which are

missing and should be added are error condition detection

and interface testing requirements.

3. The "model" the IDD (and the IRS) is based on assumes that

interfacing CSCIs will all execute in the same computer.

Thus the IDD DID calls for things (executive control logic,

shared variables) that will not apply to many projects.

it Most system to system interfaces will not have CSCIs

executing in the same computer. The DID should be

changed to accommodate both situations.

4. Block 3 Relationship of the IDO to the IRS should be

presented. I

5. Block 7 Line 3, delete "too." Between "or and "several"

insert "if."

6. 3.1 Line 5, delete "it is" and insert "they are",

Delete N2 chart reference and Figure 1.

executive control logic." This requirement

makes no sense. What is meant by "executive

control logic" should be explained or the

paragraph deleted. This paragraph is undoubt-

edly intended to cover methods for shared data

and should be reworded to so state.

SPLIT DECISION
7he panel was equally divided on accepting or rejecting ther

following comments.

8. 1.1 Following the word "between" change remainder

of sentence to "(insert nomenclatures and con-

figuration item numbers of interfacing CSCIs
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and CIs)."

9. 1.2 Delete this subsection. As is, direction in

DID is vague, calling for "overall interface

design" and "major design issues." Will only

add to cost of IDDs.

10. 3.2.1 Change 3.2 to a title only paragraph and delete

text calling for brief overview and discussion

of key design issues. Only adds to IDD's cost.

(1) Change "Signal" to "data element" here and

throughout IDD. Signals are the hardware-to-

hardware realization of the interface.

11. 3.2.1.x.1 Delete "and give an overview of the key design

issues..."

12. Define "design considerations" and provide details oo what is

expected from the contractor. Actually this is material only 1
appropriate at design reviews and, if the customer feels the

need, documented as study reports.

MINORITY REPORT

13. Block 7, the IDD should always be required when a computer to

computer interface is involved.

14. Block 7, the IDD is required in order to adequately detail

performance requirements in the SRS. It should be produced

earlier in the cycle than shown.

15. The IDD must be a government controlled specification. It is

both controlled and maintained by the government and changes

can only be made via ECP once it is baselined.

16. Block 7, (1) Message presented should be chaoged to always

calling for an IDD. If left to the contractor, p-essure

will be to define extremely complex information as being

very simple. The major reason there should a'lwa3y be 6

separate IDD is the avoidarce of the redundancy of repeating

the interface material in two or more Detailed Design Documents
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and to decrease the potential that the different desigrn and

coding groups will be working from different versions of the

interface. Also, only the 100 will have to be changed when

changes are made to the interface design.

(2) Design documents should be controlled by the contractor -

delete last sentence starting with "It is controlled .....

17. Two panel members disagree with comment 3.

1. 3.1 (1) How does the block diagram called for

here differ from that called for in the IRS?

Why have both of them?

19. 3.2.1.x.2 Changes in fornats should be clearly

delineated in 3.2.x.1 not here. Delete

sentence starting wIth "Indicate whether..."

zo. 3.2.1.X.7 Memory Maps are not required to detail an
interface. Place it in the design. Re-

locatable modules and segments make this

an impossible task.

21. 3.2.1.x3 The material called for these subsections
3.2.1 .x.43.2.1.x.5 apply only to CSCIs which share the same

3.2.1.x.6 computer (CPU and memory). A qualification3.2.1 .x.73.2.1.x.l7 should be add.d to the DID which makes this

explicit - for those CSCTs which do not share

the same computer, material such as executive

control design, priority determination

algorithms belong in each respective CSCI

Detailed Design Spep.,)

F-?2
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R-DID-II4iUATA BASE DESIGN DOCUMENT

General Conment

DID-114, as currently written, was found inadequate and was

rewritten. The rewritten version is attachee under the title, "A

Working Paper on DATA BASE DOCUMENTATION, June, 1981."

Selected references used for the rewritten version of DID-114

are as follows:

1) Atre, S. Data Base: Structured Techniques

for Design, Perfo.mance, and Management.

New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1980.

2) Date, C.J. An ef troduction to Database Stems,
2nd ed. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, '!977.

3) Ullman, Jeffrey D. Principles of Database

sstems. Potomac, Maryland: Computer Sciepn.e

Press, Inc. 1980.

General Comments on R-DID-114 follow.

1. In general, the DID suffers from a lack of focus. The Data Base

Design Document identifies itself as covering both the data base

application system and the data base management system (DBMS).

The delineation of documentation between each cf these distinct

products should be explicit. The DID allows for inclusion of

standard documentation on the DBMS portion whei documenting a

data base application. But tha DID confuses this by selecting

out and interleaving parts of a DBMS aescript~on with the

application data base descriotion. For example paragraph 3.3

Data Base starts with the requirement for describing the

terminology and relationship between the different groupings of

data. These are elements of a DBMS, independent of the

application. It continues with a requirement to name all files,

records, fields, and items, which are dependent on the applica-

tion. It then follows with the requirement to -identify con-

struction and reconstruction algorithms, ani data access and
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documentation.

2. There is a definite need to make the documentation required

distinct for the two areas of data base applications and data

base management systems. This provides the means to clearly

identify implementation dependent issues distinct from applica-

tion requirements.

3. There is no attempt to address any of the many additional issues

in data base design resulting from implementation as a distri-

buted application. Such issues include data concurrency, data

distribution, distributed query processing, distributed control,

arid access and security in a distributed application. While the

user of a specific applicaticn would not necessarily know the

difference between a centralized or a distributed data base

implementation, the designer of such an application would.

4. The meaning of section 3.2 is not clear. Does it refer to the

programming source language? If so, than that information does

belong here, but in a programmer reference manual. Does it
refer to some data base descriptor language? If so, then it

should be clarified. It is also not clear why section 3.2.2 is

included as a subparagraph of 3.2 and why it is titled "Processor

Design."

5. The description of the data base should not be a subsection of

the section describing the data base management rules. The infor-

mation asked for under section 3., 3.1, and 3.2.2 is redundant

with informati(n called for in section 3.4.

6. The description of the data base elements should follow the

structure of the data base itself. The following outline for

section 3.1 is suggested:

3. Data Base Description
3.1 Data Description
3.1.1 File Design
3.l.l.W File W
3.1.1.W.X Record X (description of a record of file W)
3.1.l.W.X.Y Field Y (fiela Y of record X)
3.1.1.W.X.Y.Z. Item Z (item of field Y)

(identical structures should reference previous

F- 24



descriptions rath'-r than repeating them)
3.2 Management system
3.2.? Data Base Construction
3.2.2 Data Base Recor.structton
3.2.3 Accessing and manipulation

5
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1ITTcDUCTIMo:

The attached Data Item Description was, w:-ritten in response

tO an assignment by the Chairman of Panel "A" of the Software

1.orkshop held at Lonterey, California 22-25 June 1981 at thea

I'aval Post Graduate School.

The panel is specifically addressing Software Doctmentation

on beh2.lf of the Joint Logistic Commanders' Policy Coordinating I
Group on Computer Rescurce IEnagei.uent. The ob'ective is to
rc.i'.•cc tho size arc. amount of Praper recuire..nts" inherent in

nodrr. sof;tware development. This particular assigmn-ent is to

reviewi the Proposed Data Base Description (DID) vtich is denoted

as

cC:_' -_.V.!_iY OIA' B D-`

Data .bases have been a .ost neglected and mIsunderstood part

of softwvre development. It is seldom recognized that a data- 4

base may be many magnitudes more comple: than the "prog'ranes" or

algorythris .."hich drive the data base.

One of the basic problems is the definition of just what a.

data base is. Nost definitions suffer from the "blind man

syndrome," as described in the fable about a number of blind

men ask~ed to describe an elephant. Each one described the par-&

he could feel. So it is with data bases. The data base require-

ments and definitions given by a Lanagement Infoi.mation Syrtem

Specialist are ent rely-different from those given by an appli-

cations p•,ogramer who works only with tactical embedded computers.

Another complicating f.ctor in dealing with data bases is the

fact that originally the tioneer designers of the data base concept
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tried to make the operating environment entirely invisible to the

user. This was a noble ideal, but as many data base designers

have learned, it is very difficult to talk about a specific data

base without considering the environment it is being used in.

Failing to do this has caused some very rude subrises, such as

the iIfated X2..LCAS system. 1-A,"A 4 C2S failed because its data base

design uwas tied to a hardw:are suitewhich stood still in time, h1-ile

the use-' recuirements grew, and grew:, and grew. The same problem

faces =ny d-ta b:.se designer today, for :ho can tell what surprise
the technological e::-losion will give us nex:t.

',\e have J.e:rned fror e::perience that no matter how esoteric or

sophisticated our daýta b--.e system is, it u.tLnately vill have to

go on a suite of hardware that is limited in size, speed and

throu:hpit capacity, thus limiting the grcnth potential and use- *1
abi.it'r of its data base. The users of small embedded computers

have had to relearn what the users of big systems learned a decade

ago, the fact that there are limits. The vise designer of a com- I

puter data base today scopes his design with the thought of datae

conversion constantly in the back of his mind.

The avowed purpose cf the current workshop is to reduce the

amount of paper and, thence,the cost of computer software develop-

ment. This must not be done, however, at the expense of losing

the far more valuable asset of clear and maintainable software

documentation. It is already clear that the cost of not having

this asset far exceeds the cost of the documentation. Of fdr

greater cost saving significauce is the establishment of a clear

and commonly understood documentation standard which describes for

all users what the documentation requirements are and allows him/her
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to select the subset whv7ich best suits the particular application.

The DoD goal of life cycle development cost reduction can best be

met by developing a good Data Base Documentation Standard which

is clear, flexible enough and adequate to meet both cmrrent and

forseeable needs and, thus, obviate the necessity for creating

unique DIDs or by confusing the industry, DoD and the user by

having a large, confusing and diverse set of "specialized" and/or

general "standards ."

This writer has revieved both the current.rroposed and&tthe

sst- DIDs :'ich have been written on the subject of Data Base

Design and does not find ony of these adequate to fulfill the

re-uire:.ents that, are described in this paper. A number of

tezts have also been revieved on this subject, the last of which

is included in a short bibliography attached to this paper,
• o~resent c oncept s

This research has revealed a thread of couonality which ties p

together in principle, but this thread is seldcm recognized.

The result of these endeavors is attached to this paper.

It is a revritten version of R-DID-114 in the format which this

writer believes best addresses thr real issues of data base design

and =,nagernent. The wrTiter does not entertain ir. the slightest ,.ay

the concept that this document is anything =ore than a very rough

draft or that it is sufficient in itself. The writer does feel,

however, that it does address, on a broad sl.ectrum, the real

issues of data base design in e manner that would adequately meet

the current and at least some of the fvture requirements, while at

the same time deleting many of the older architectural "provin-

cialismY of the preceding dedades. The draft is intended to

ernlighten, stimulate the thinking proaessesand. to Invite cotementary.
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1~.

Data Base Design Document

2. Description/Purpose

-- The Data Base Design Document establishes and defines the

type of data base, the environment in which it is used, its

design/architecture, its structure and, the methods, rules and

ldnguage required for the maintenance, update and use of the

data base system.

See Section (7) on separate sheet Yla)

IC. Prep=.ration instructions

l1.0 Leg_-l preface, see DI-R-2174

10.1 Identification (See R-DID-114)

10.2 introduction

10.2.1 2-ackground Describe the type of system this particular

-a base is intended to be used on and the use/user environment.

e.. stnction she.ll be made as to %,hether the dcta. base is
intenred for use as a man:ger:ent information system, a scientific

ap"lication, an embedded computer eystem or other system of special

design and purpose.

20.2.2 Purnose Describe the purpose and intent of -he Data Base

Document. INormaly this should be the same as block 3 above but

tailored and enhanced to fit the particalar application of this

document.

10.2.3 Scooe This pzragraph shall describe the scope of the

data base and its objectives in terms of theuuser require:rents,

mission requirements or system reqUirements and the manner in

which these objectives are intended to be met and described bY

this document.

10.3 ;ype o1 D This section shall describe in detail
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the type of data base that is intended. This description shall

use the terminology and vernacular appropriate to the application

of .the system described, with the intent that it be clearly

understardable by the practitioners of the discipline addressed.

10.3.1 E'.rdvare Environment This section shall describe the

basic hardware environment which the data base system is intended

to be used on. It will describe the type of computer, the memory

allocation for date, the I/O ports available, Data Base System,

and types of peripherals intended. Where distributive processing

is used, the number of processors, the network interconnect scheme,

the"hardshake protocol" and specific constraints shall be adiressed.

:hen appropriate and convenient, these documents shall reference the

resource project on other documentation which contains the cited

infornat ion.

10.3.2 Softvre 7nviron-nent This section shall describe the

softvare environment vhich the data base system was designed to

be used on. If the system is designed for generil use, it shall

so state, but shall specify the systems en which it has been tested

and used and describe constraints, if any which are peculiar to

each system.

10.3.2.1 Ooerating System .here appropriate, name and describe

the operating system which the data base was designed for use with.

This description should describe the setup procedures, job control

language required, utility programs required and or other special

configurations used) such as special library packages and the

special user software required. This section shall state the

High Order Language (HOL) or other which the user program is

written in and the version/mod of the computer HOL required to
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6

compile these programs. XWhere the system is designed for use

under a special run time ey-ecutive written fcan embedded computer,

user constraints shall be specified

10.3.3 kt= Base Des Z =n e This paragraph shall address the

particular design approach of the data base. In particular, it

shall state the design approach used, whether the relational

•pnroach, the hierarchial approach, or the network anproach or ,hat

other approach is being utilized. j
10.3.3.1 Record Characteristics Describe the record and file

characteristics of the data base design. The definition of such

wuords as file, record, etc., shall be given. Vaztable or fixed

length file/record schema shall be described. Also describe the

brsic record characteristics ýnd type, such as byte, w:ord, etc..

In genera!, the purpose and intent of this section is to fully

describe all record data ch-rccteristics. The descr-ntion shall

include, but not be limited to, the following.

10.3.3.2 Record Access 1"ethods Describe the type of record access

met.odology used, such as sequential or indexed. Describe the

data reference dictionaries, data indices, sequence pointers,
dictionaries, and

data/bibliogra.phies. In particular, show a record map which

describes w:here pointers are embedded into the basic record unit.

10.3.3.3 Data comoression and Fxpression If data compression

and expansion techniques are used, describe the methodologies and

techniques used to compress and decompress the data.

10.3.3.4 Stacking Where stacking and stack processing &re used,

describe fully the stacking techniques used, and the stack table/

pointer structure.
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.,1 Throubut tn reuireents This taragr~h shall

specify the throughput requirements and constraints in terms of

nu~ber of record sets per unit time. Where applied 1o an embedded

computer, this section shall specifically state the access time of

a urtit record, as specified by -he contract, from mass stroage,

through buffer channels, and to the acti've memory use via the

runt5iie executive or direct memory access used. This unit time

shall then be used to show full access time in terms of system

time available and number of records that can be processed in

such a manner that totaethroughput times can be computei. The

specific data base access time and reserves time shall be stated.

W'here random recrrd accers techniques are used and where applicable,

this shall be stated in terms of a statistical equation which

addresses systems design parsmeters, in such a wny as to allci a

determination of the effect of system expansion on timing and

throughput.. 1here distributive systems ate used the impact of
for

schem•.•rioritizing of data access, and the "handshake protocol" used

shall be considered ;i-th regard to their impact andtiming and

throughput. Where the application addresses a management

information system, this paragraph shall show the anticipated

throughput with respect to the target user system. It is the

intent of this paragraph to enable the user to assess the operational

and cost impact of increasing data base size.

10,4.2 User Formatinp Recuirements Where the data base described

is for management Information systems, or business type application,

this section will be included to describe for the user the required

User information.

10.4.2.1 Ora-n-tion C jgi Show an overall flow diagram.
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Describe the hierarchy of data base management rules and how

they are implemented.

10..4.2.2 User Language Describe the syntax and rules for the

use o' the fulu management language. A complete dictionary of user

words and reanings shall be Included. If a particular syntax,

such asthe Bacus Naur (BIT) syntax is used, it shallbe completelyshall11

described, or an appropriate reference document/cited vxich

will acccomplish this purpose. In any case, departures from

standard syntax shall be fully explained.

10.4.2.3 Outnut Formats The format of all output data shkll

be desdribed in terms of information fields and the purpose,

meaning and intent of the information presented.

10.4.2. 3 Data Innut. Formats This section shall describe the

input data format in terms of the outputs they generate. Where

the output format is variable, the controls and tags for varying

the outnut and the expected result shall be destribed.

0.01+.2.4 Data Addess Where applicable and in the use of a specific

environment, the methodology of calling and displaying the data

via an interactive terminal shall be described.

10.4.2.4.1 Soecial Security Describe all data secutity

requirenentss •

10.4. 2 . 5 St orae Requirements This section shall describe all
data storage requirements which shall include active memory,

peripheral storage requirements, and backup storage reqixirements.

Thos requirements shall be described in terms of the storage

required and or used. Backup storage life expectancy and/or

renewal cycles shall be recommended2 and the arguments supporting
these requirements presented.
10.4.2.6 V T -ntgrornn This section shall describe
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trie

the ::ethcd of collecting dcita for ornralng,/d'tI collected an5 the
met-.c, of

/i c.uting to n un~atin- the dot• base.

10.4.2.6.1 n ?_._ Factcrs This -arý;r': :)h sll adiress the

complexity level, hum.n co-Drehensibility, anid training reouired

for personnel supoort and use of the data base.

lO..7 Data Conversion %ecuirencnts Thi-; section st

eaddress specif'ic-lly the Lethcds an- rfruireements for converting

the data base or specific co:ponents cf t:.e data base to another

1ata U e- : ;-: sect-1o.n shc.!T describe the characteristics of the

adXrossea d~t- ba:e %1-3:....1 cod., Field dt-, ZZDIC, etc.
a . 'd .C re ui--ernts _or ror.ve.tLn•

!/ro: one t*pe o? -dt, base to another. It shall include chan-es

in media ta-s, identificatn an5r. for=:•ting labels, such as

t--ne !or~.:2r f ormts, en.' of file :rs, etc.. Thiz secticn is

nt'.7:•. t OrV --.ni - ! e2_. ,.1_i z -.- o oh ~ ::.- f t;he tot-.! d•.tý. delivered

in the fin-r.l pro•!'a!:. T,_-'O.uct . -.c:a=E;.

0 eci c ircnc. .. :,n ca•led -for nt-e t rnrrct

tri.s section shall ..d-esz ny spe•,Fl data requirerents not

covc-red in the precedin7 c•etions. It m?.y also be used Ct the

*:iscrotion of the cnntrn.ctor as snecified in the contract to

describe the internal active datS, memory structures and/or

forrt-ts of intern:.! dat:.. The ge,'•erz! format of the sLta sll

include but n:t be restricted to :he fc'1lov%.n Zections.

10.5.1 sta Dictionary This sht.ll give tie definition and

description ofthe internal use of. all inter-nal data. Data shall

be grouped-and defined as the fcLlowing, as a minimum:

(a) Global. Data: Defined as data used by a number of

processors operating ,is z system;

(b) Common Data: DefinedL as data used commonly by a

number of modules wiv,hin one =rocessor;
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(c) Local Data: Local data is data used by a single

single
module or routine.

. All danta sh.all be listed by its li't.eral name and its symbolic

name and/cr the engineering mathematical symbol 4.t represents..

Data shall further be listed in accordance with its functional

characteristics, sbch as whether it is ASCI data, Boolean IngS~al

data, or mathematical data formated for external tzansfer or internal

usa-e by the CPU. If the data Is arithmetic in nature the

scale factor shall be specified and the computer word size

requirements stated, along with field definitions within the

data wort such as the mantissa and characteristic of an

arithmetic double precision floating point word.

In adaition, data shall be categorized as to whether it is

constant data or variable data, and all v.ýriable data shall

.p ecifically state whe4her or not an initial value is required
and what that value should be al6ng with any special conditions

which req iire its reinitialization.

10,5.2 Data Cross Reference Whnere required a Data Cross

Reference shall be provided.

10.5.3 M ry = A memory map shall be provided which shows

the location in memory where all. data are stored.

10.5., Table. Structure This section shall describe the

structure of all internal tables (meaning tables internal to

a specific C?U memory structix.e). The structure of the table

shall descrl.be the table access dictionary, the basic memory

storage unit (i.e., 1 byte, '! byte, etc.). The indexing

scheme, the table access dictionary, and table concatenation

schemes. Ihere practical these shall be standardized throughout
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the system.

0,5.5 Sec or.. Forrv-ts This scction shr.Idescribe any or

all special word for:mats used in the data base. For example,

see Figure I for an example of a data word used to depict a

rqnge and elevation word used in a tactical computing system.

(Us6 rigiLre I in DI-A-21'+0)

Other examples nay be packed word instruction format- used in

"table driven" control systems.

APPE' z

When specified in the contract the following appendices

shall be used in the data base design system.

(a) Glossary: This is a glossary of terms used in the

data bnse design syt:tem.

(b) Index: This is an index of all data symbols and is

utilized in the jata base.

(c) Data Crcss Reference: This is a cross reference of data

symbols and may reference data symbolic names to

engineering symbols or common name labels. This may be

used in lieu of similiar sections in Section 9,

(d) Bibliography: This is a bibliography of technical data

vhich may enhance cf support the maintenance of this

data base system.
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(7) Application/Interrelationships This document is based on the

top level computer program specification documents and is

intended to be used with large software development projects

and with a variety of software applicitions. It is intended

that it be tailored to fit the particular applications and is

written to cover a variety of discipli.ies, from the large data

bases to small embedded computer systems or distributive com-

puter systems.

The elements of the DID are intended as a minimum set of

data which the user may tailor to his/her specific requirements.

Block (9) MIL-STD-483

MIL-STD-1679

DoD Standard 7935.1-5
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R-DID-115/SOFTWARE PRODUCT SPEC (SPS)

1. 2.3 Add after disk, "or firmware memory
'line 3 device".

2. 3.2 This section calls for listings if IDDs are

generated. Listings are not associated with

IDDs. The IDD only specifies an interface.

The software to implement the interface is

included in the interfaced CSCIs.

The Panel was equally divided on the following comments.

3. The "model" upon which the IDD (and the IRS) is based is needed

by a reviewer in order to appreciate what interface listings

are (see 3.2 of the DID). An interface is the description of

the functional (data transferred) and physical (electrical

signals that go between) characteristics. Within each CSCI

there will be programs, such as message handlers, that handle

the data transferred from another CSCI. The listing of such

programs would not go in an interface documen" but in the

product spec of the CSCI in which the program is contained.

4. Source comment requirements should be put in the systenm/segment

spec and then allocated to the SRS which is the "test to" docu-

ment. That way the listings can be tested (by inspection) to see

if they conform to the good workmanship requirements that were

specified. This is no different than the workmanship for hard-

ware that is already called for in the system spec (3.3.3, 3.3.3.

2, and 3.3.3.3).

5. 2.3 Delete from.."Compiler Source statements..."

to end of page.

6. P3ge 2 Delete from top of page thru "The Restrictions"

sentence.

7. 3.2 IDD should, if anything, be appended to IRS.

8. 2.3 Cross reference listings specifically call for

mnemonically labeled statements. Numbered
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statements should also be cross referenced.

Change th~e bullets to sub-paragraph numbers.

9. A provision needs to be made -for machine readable object code.

In section 2.3, delivery on "card decks, magnetic tape, or disk"

is too restrictive. What about direct transmission across remote

data lines, or piuggable bubble memories, etc.? Perhaps a phrase

like "media acceptable to the Government" could be used.
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R-DID-116 VERSION DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT

Thit PID is acceptable as is, although some panel members are in

favor of the following change.

Paragraph 2, change "APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS" to "REFERENCE DOCUMENTS"

since a Version Description Document does not have "applicable

documents."
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II
R-DID-117 SOFTWARE TEST PLAN

1. A preliminary test plan is needed at POR and the final plan

should be submitted at CDR. (Reference 80.6451.2-316, Rev. 1,

page 27).

2. Block 7 line 4 Change "Quality Assurance" to

"Test".

3. Block 7 line 6 Change period following "Specifica-

tion" to comma and make "Also"
lower case.

4. 4.1 This isn't the place to define

a unit, It should be defined in

the SDP or SSPM.

5. 4.2.2 (a) line 3 Add "testing" after "integration".

6. 4.2.4 (a) Defin3 terms.
5.2.1 (a)

7. 4.2.5.b This se:tion should reference the

SRS a4 the source of the software

requil rements.

8. 5.2.3 The 3xample of a tabular form to
correlate tests versus requirements

could be better.

9. 5.5.d Shouldn't the "of control" be "to

control "?

SPLIT DECISION

The panel was equally divided on the following comments.

10. Paragvaph 3 Line 5 Software Test Plan es not account

for system level testing and it

should.
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11. The test plan should provide for both informal and formal Hard-

ware/Software Integration Testing. These tests should be design-

ed to verify that the software correctly functions with the inter-

facing hardware prior to system level test. In many cases

system level tests do not adequately test the software/hardware

interface from the software viewpoint.

12. This DID refers to interfaces between the contractor and the

government (seems to use customer and government interchangeably).

It should also specify an interface to contractor CM, QA, and

independent test groups. 'There is also an Independent Verifica-

tion and Validation contractor interface when used.

13. There should be one outline for all three types of testing (Unit,
Integration and Qualification testing) a proposed outline would

be:

x.1 Purpose
x.2 Resources Required ~
x.3 Test Management
x.4 Test Structure
x.5 Test Requirements
x.6 Schedules
x.7 Retest
x.9 Test execution QC

14. Block 3 Line 4 "test requirements" are provided

in SRS.

15. 1.1 Line 4 "Authority" not called for in other

DIDs.

16. Paragraph 2 Some provisions should be made for
reference documents.

17. Paragraph 3 Line 5 The word "procedures" is used as
part of the description or purpose
of this document but it is not.
Test Procedures in a separate DID.
Remove the phase "test implementa-
tion procedures".
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18. Paragraph 4 If contractor testing is informal, i.e.,

not contractually deliverable, why is itPI
so explicitly defined in a contractual

document.

19. 4.1 a thru d Move to Standards and Procecures Manual.

I

II
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R-DID-118 SOFTWARE TEST PROCEDURES

1. General Comment: An apparent conflict exists between this DID

and R-DID-I19, Y"est Report. 119 is geared to an integrated

software system while DID 118 addresses module or task level

type testing. DID 119 states that the test procedures applicable

shall be part of test report. Is one test p,-ocedure ineant to

accommodate all levels of testing or are they oriented to a test

level.

2. Paragraph 7 Line 5 Change: "base" to "basis"

3. Paragraph 2 Change Title from "Appropriate docu-

ments" to "Reference Documents."

4. Paragraph 10 Line 7 Change "a test procedure" to "test

procedures."

5. Paragraph 1.1 Line 4 Change: "base" to "basis"

6. Paracjraph 2.0 Line 2 Change: "base" to "basis"

7. Paragraph 9.2 Change title to "Computer Preparation"

because "Digital" excludes Hybric' or
Analog Computers.

8. Paragraph 70.0 Change "a detailed procedure" to
"detailed procedures."

F1
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R-DID-119 SOFTWARE TEST REPORT

1. Paragraph 1.1 Line 3 Change: "test procedure and"

"test plan, test procedure,

and" to complete the defini-

tion of the test being

report,.d

2. Paragraph 1.1 Line 4 Change: "Also idet'tify" to

"Identify" for clarity and

to prepare for following

commands

3. Paragraph 1.1 Line 5 Change: "participate" to
"participated"

4. Paragraph 11 Add after last sentenc:e: "Identify

date and location of i'e!;t."

5. Paragraph 7.0 Line 2 Change: "design or operation" to

"design, operation, or

additional testing" to

provide capability to

recommend the conduction of

additional test to fulfill

objectives for which results

were not expected.
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R-DID-120 COMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATOR'S MANUAL

1. Block 7 and 10 (1.1) Delete "host"

2. Block 9 Reference should be made to MIL-STD

-XXX being developed by the JLC's

under contract that will supersede
MIL-STD-1679. MIL-STO-1679 is a

Navy document and not recognized

by all services under the JLCs.

3. Block 10 Line 2 Add "and" at end of line.

4. 1.2a Change "by name and nomenclature"

to "either by popular trade name

or official nomenclature."

5. 3.1.b.3 Lowercase bootstrap

6.. 4.1 Line 2 Delete "...if any..."

7. General The manual should be verified.

I
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DID 121 - SOFTWARE USERS MANUAL

1. This DID is written for Air-Force use and not joint service

JLC use. It specifically references AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7 where

it should reference MIL-STD-XXX being developed by the JLC.

2. Paragraph 5, obviously written with a batch/operating system in
mind. Should be i-ade flexible enough to cover tactical software I
and console operations of a complex nature.

3. Block 3, correct spelling software.

4. Correct punctuation throughoutc.

5. Paragraph 4.a.7., delete "formnalized".

6. Add a paragraph tc specify system termination procet'ures.

I

lii'
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DID 122 - COMPUTER SiYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC MANUAL

1. The manual should also include a fault catalog listing error
messages that are present!d to the operator by built in test

software. Such a catalog should include instructions for manual
test using special equipmw.nt or replacement card numbers.

2. Block 3 of the DID says that the Diagnostic Manual is to identify

hardware malfunction. This is consistent with the common

meaning of a diagnostic ,.ianuall. However Block 7 says that the

inanual is based on the SRS. It should be based on the Software

Programmer's Manual (R-I)ID-123).

3. Block 7 states that a S:)ftware User's Manual is not required when

a diagnostic manual is 'written. These documents are not related;

one shouldn't influenc(! the other. Users and maintenance

personnel are usually (!ifferent people with different responsi-

bilities and backgrouni1,

4. Paragraph 3. Circled '4ame/Nomenclature. Question What's the

difference - redundant,.

Minority Opinion

There is no need for a separate DID for a Diagnostic Manual. Applying

the Software User's Manual DID to the diagnostic CSCI will achieve the

same thing.
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DID 123 - SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS MANUAL

1. Block 7 - meaning of "Interpretive Computer Simulation (ICS)" is

questioned.

2. Block 9. This DID is written for AF use and not joint service

JLC use. It specifically references AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7 where it

should reference MIL-STD-XXX being developed by JLC.

3. Paragraph 1.0 - The scope oi subject manual is specified in para-

graphs 1.1 and 1.2 conflicts with text contained in Blocks 3 and

7 which appear to require a computer-dependent manual vice a
system-dependent man~ual. Since a given computer may be imple-
mented ir, many systems it is recommended that subject manual be

system-independent. This will tend to preclude the time-honored

technique of re-documenting the system-independent material with-

in system dependent documentation. Suggest documentation be

structured to prohibit the redocumentation practice. This will

permit single-source documentation with a resultant capability

of effective configuration control.

4. Paragraph 5.2.C.10 - Inflating terminology should be defined if

used (e.g., "supercode").

MINORITY REPORT

5. The DID for the Software Programmers' Manual is not very

useful as it is written, because it is only applicable to the

macro programming level. This type of manual will be less and

less needed with the increase in use of standard architectures

and higher order languages. There is a definite need for a pro-

gramming manual which is oriented from the microcode level, down

to algorithms implemented in discrete logic and driven by PROM

date. (AYK-14 is currently dealing with the former case, and

LAMPS is dealing with the latter case.) Attached is a proposed

Microcode Programmers Reference Manual DID written for the AYK-14.

Whether it is better to combine this with the existing SPM DID or

leave them separate, I do not know.
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DATA ITE1 DESCRIPTION

I. Title:

Microcode Language Reference Manual

3. Description/Purpose

'The Microcode Language Reference Manual (MLRM) provides instructions to enable

microcode programmers to prepare, interpret, and alter microcode programs.

These microcodle programs will be written in a particular machine, assembly or

compiler language, usually for a specific computer. The manual is based, in

part, on the product performance and design specifications which describe the

particular machine.

7. Application/Interrelationship

This Data Item Description is used to develop a microcode language reference

manual for a specific microcode language being developed where no suitable

commercial manual exists. Microcode is machine code whic. controls the

elementary parts of the computer to define the instruction set architecture.

The MLRM will be used for evaluating, generating, correcting, or updating one

or more microcode programs. This manual together with associated microcode

documentation should provide a sufficient basis for microcode maintenance. It

is also used to evaluate commercial manuals to ensure they meet Navy

requirements.

This Data Item may be used in conjunction with DIDs:

DI-S-2141 Program Package

DI-E-2136 Program Design Specification
DI-E-2138 Program Performance Specification

DI-S-2139 Program Description Document
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10. Preparation Instructions

The MLRM shall contain sufficient information to enable the microcode

programmer to fully understand the microprogramining aspect of the particular

machine, assembler or compiler language. The manual shall be applicable to

any microcode program and any equipment configuration of the computer in which

that microcode program may be utilized. Information presented in the

MLRM shall be that necessary to enable the programmer to (1) produce a

microcode source program suitable for the particular machine language or

assembler/compiler, ;(2) interpret an existing microcode program for that

machine language or assembler/compilier, and (3) effect corrections,

additions, and deletions in microcode programs. Information shall be in the

form of text, supporting illustrations, tables, diagrams, and appendixes.

1. Arrangement. The microcode language referenc manual shall contain the

following in the order indicated:

Title Page

List of Effective Pages

Table of Contents

List of Illustrations

List of Tables

Introduction

Chapter 1, General Information

Chapter 2, Programming Features

Chapter 3, Bus Control and Internal Memory Usage

Chapter 4, Program Instruction Statements

Chapter 5, Micro-instruction Timing

Chapter 6, FPLA/PROM Code Generation

Chapter 7, Error Detection/Diagnostic Features
Glossary

Appendixes

Index
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2. Introduction. The introduction shall identify the specific microcode
language by Government or manufacturer's designation and shall contain a brief
statement of the language's use. The scope of the manual shall be outlined

briefly by description of the contents of each chapter so that the user can

readily locate needed information. In addition, the introduction shall list
the publications, Government specifications, etc., needed for clarification of
symbols, designations, arid abbreviations used in preparation of the manuals.

3. Chapter 1, General Information:

a. Purpose. This portion of chapter 1 shall contain a description of the

purpose of the manual and the manner of its intended use.

b. Equipment Organization. This portion of chapter 1 shall consist of a
brief description of the specific target computer system, including a general
description of th~e basic modules comprising the equipment. The information

may be given in tabular form. A figure shall be provided to illustrate the

functional equipment organization. A block diagram of the computer system

shall also be included in chapter 1. Examples of basic modules are the

following:

(1) ALU

(2) Micromemory

(3) Internal memory and FPLAs other than micromeniory

(4) Registers used by microcode other than the internal ALU registers

(5) Busses used or controlled by the microcode

(6) Micro sequencer -
(7) External~ interfaces such as UARTS

c. Operational Structure. This portion of chapter I shall consist of a
description of the operating characteristics, capabilities and limitations of

the target computer system as it relates to the programming function. The
information should include:

(1) Machine Cycle Time

(2) Word Length
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(3) Memory Capacity and Characteristics

(4) Arithmetic Operations

(5) Interrupt/Event Capabilities

(6) Micro Conrmand Word Format

(7)'Micro Command Word Bit Pattern Definitions

(8) Module Intercomnunication

(9) Operational Registers

(10) Internal Flags (parity, overflow, timeout, etc.), Flag Registers,

and Control Registers

(11) Input-Output Descriptions

(12) Communication With Support Equipment

4. Chapter 2, Programming Features:

Ji.. This chapter siiall c¢nt.:0n descriptiorns !f the programming featurznz of

the particul.r microcode language. Complete detail should 'be incluacd if the -1

feature is unique.to the equipmert, machine language or assembler/compiier

Invvoled and could net be expected to be within the scope of knowledge of the

experienced programmer. Features described should include:

(1) Type of instructions/statements

(2) Word structure

(3) Command list

(4) Pseudo-instructions

(5) Operand stack

(6) Indexing

(7) Relative direct addressing

(8) Indirect addressing

(9) Bran.-hi ng ,

(10) Subroutine control

(11) Interrupt/Events

b. This section shall include illustrations of typical instruction word

formats and data word formats and flow charts of unusual programming features,

as applicable.
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5. Chapter 3, Bus Control and Internal Memory Usage

a. Section I, Bus Control. This section shall describe the way in which

the microcode controls the computer busses. Detailed descriptions of the use

of control registers and flags (set or cleared) shall be provided. These

descriptions shall be supported by Illustrations and Tables.

b. Section II, Internal memory Usage. This section shall list all

internal memory locations for which the microcode has a designated use and

indicate their use. This information may be provided in the form of a Table.

6. Chapter 4, Program Instruction Statements:

a. Section I, Microcode Wora Format. This section shall describe in

detail the wordistatement formats used. An illustration of each

word/statement Format shall be included.

b. Section I1, Instruction Description. This section shall describe all Ii
the micr-o-program instructions/staternents used with the computing equipment. 3

Examples of instruction and statement/group are:

(1) Fixed-point arithmetic instructions.

(2) Floating point arithmetic.

(3) Shifting operations.

(4) Hardware Control operations.

(5) Index instructions.

(6) Logical operations (if applicable).

(7) Input-output operations.

(8) Branching operations.

The execution of the instructions by the computer shall be described and

illustrated as necessary, with flow charts.
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This informdtion shall include

(1) Instruction Mnemonic

(2) Description of What The Instruction Does

(3) Micro Command bits set or cleared by the instruction

(4) Special Conditions When This Instruction Can't Be Used

Information provided shall be supported by tables giving descriptions,

abbreviations, and codes used in the presentation. Examples illustrating the

use of the, instruction shall also be provided, This section shall also

include a table of instructions with variable cycle t i me, a table of

operational registers and their functions and table of arithmetic properties

of registers.

7. Chapter 5, Micro-instruction Timing. This chaptet, shall indicate the time

it takes to execute a complete micro-instruction. Any special conditions
which cause this time to be lengthened or shortened will also be stated. This

chapter shall also explain all hardware dperations not completed during the

same micro-instruction in which the operation was initiated (i.e., memory

references where thu data are not available until halfway through the next
micro-instruction). This chapter will also il'lustrate the timing w'ithin a

micro-instruction (i.e., if the micro-instruction can perfovvi more than o,-e
operation, indicate the order in which the operations are performed).

8. Chapte'r 6, FPLA and PROM Code. 'rhis chapter shall contain information
f'equired to er,able th,ý programmer tu write, understapd, and modify the
portions of micricode which generate code for FPLAs and PRC•ri: other than the

code generated for micromemory. This shall include an explanation of all
instructions used that are not defined in chapter 4, illustrations of the

format required for these instructions, and examples which will illustrate how
to generate FPI.A/PROM code.' Diagrams and tables shall be aaded as needed for
clarification.

9. Chapter 7, Listing Interpretation. Each error detection/diagnostic
feature of the compiler/assembly language will be c6early described. The

exact printout provided by the system will be shown with concise descriptions
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of what the printout means and what conditions generate the printout. An
explanation of any cross reference list and memory maps generated by the

compiler/assembler shall be provided.

10. Glossary. The glossary shall list, in alphabetical order, all terms and

their accepted meaning as used by prograirmers, operators, and other personnel

associated with the target computer ind peripherial equipment. It shall

include definitions of registers, components, and characteristics of the

particular equipment which the manual supports.

11. Appendices. The appendices shall contain information to support the

programmer in the preparation, use, and maintenance of microcode programs.

Only those appendices shall be included which are required for the particular

computer which the manual supports. Applicable appendices shall be numbered

consecutively. The appendices may include:

Appendix 1. Mnemonic listing of operation codes (if applicable).

Appendix 2. Alphabetical listing of operation codes.

Appendix 3. Numerical listing of operation codes.

Appendix 4. Instructioa,.s by operating group or micro command subfield.

Appendix 5. Listing of control inputs required to effectively use the

machine language or the assembler/compiler.

Appendix 6. Magnetic tape BCD codes (if applicable).

Appendix 7. Input-output typewriter codes (if applicable).

Appendix 8. Flexowriter (or equivalent) codes (if applicable).

Appendix 9. Punched card codes (if applicable) (should include an example

of card).

Appendix 10. Papertape codes (if applicable) (should include an example of

tape).

12. Index. If the completed manual will consist of more than 50 pages. an

alphabetical index shall be provided.
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13. Arrangement and Content:

a. Abbreviations. Standard acronyms and abbreviations may be used

provided they are first defined in the text. They shall also be defined in

the glossary.

Kb. Page Numbers and Titles:

(1) Pages, paragraphs, figures, and tables shall be numbered

j separately and consecutively within each chapter by Arabic numerals.

(2) Chapters, numbered paragraphs, figures, and tables shall have

brief descriptive titles. Chapter titles shall be centered horizontall.y on

the page.

C. Space Conservation. Layout shall conserve space without lessening

usability or clarity of material. Blank pages and spaces shall be avoided

except to meet basic format requirements. For example, the first page of each

chapter must always start on a right-hand page, even though this may require a

preceding blank page.

d. Blank Page Numbering. All blank pages shall be shown on the

succeeding printed page, under the number of that page.

Example.: 4-13

(Page 4-12 blank)

e. Number Identification of Manual. Identifying numbers on each manual

.shall be as specified by the procuring activity and/or user activity.

f. List of Effective Pages. This page shall provide the current status

of each page of the manual with regard to its letter code and date of

publication. If a manual is to be changed periodically, the list of effective

pages shall serve as a control device by specifically identifying the latest

changed pages as well1 as showi ng the exact page breakdown of the entire manual.
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g. Table of Contents. The table of contents shall list chapter titles
and numbered paragraph headings. When applicable, a list of illustrations and
a list of tables shall follow the table of contents.

h. Collating, Drilling, and Binders. Collating, dritling, and the type
of covers shall be as directed by the procuring activity and/or user agency.

i. Style of Writing. The text shall be written in a style that is
clearly understandable to the users of the manual. The instructions shall be
concise, specific, and clearly worded. Illustrations and tabular data

(tables) shall be used as necessary to clarify or supplement the written text.I

J. Authorization for Relaxed Format and Reproduction Requirements.

Relaxed format and reproduction methods shall be permitted for the handbooks
in the interest of econom~y and expeditious availability. Areas in whichj
requirements may be relaxed are:

(1) Continuous type across page.
(2) Use of standard typewriter to prepare reproduction copy.

(3) Use of office-type reproduction equipment.
(4) Uniform lettering size on final copy not required. However,

lettering shall not be smaller than 6-point type.

k. Illustrations and Diagrams. The illustrations and diagrams for users
manuals shall be prepared under relaxed format style and shall1 be used in lieu
of halftones whenever possible.
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SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS REPORT DI-S-3606i'S-1 28-1

DESIGN ANALYSIS REPORT 014-S-3606

These two reports reference different version of the same DID. Only

DI-S-3606/S-128-1 is approved for use ir, the Acquisition Management System

and Data Requirements Control List (AMSDL). There are many things wrong

with this DID.

1. It is written for the Air Force and references J

AFSCD 375-7 is block 9.

2. Block references DI-S-3618/S-152 and block 10

paragraph 1.d references DI-S-3605/S-127-I.

3. It does not define the differences in system

development being reported in t6L two reports. i

IF

I.



POSITIONAL/STATION HANDBOOK DI-M-3409/H-109-1

This DID is written for Air Force usesnot joint service use under

JLC. It specifically references AFR 8-2, AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7.

Paragraph 3.b references AFH 35-1.
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DI-S-3619/S-153 -TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT REPORT

1. The proposed DID is primarily hardware oriented and does not $

address the software aspects of the development.

Replace this document with attached Software Developm~ent Progress

Report (UDTI-A-21435).

Delete the Navy-specific references.
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DATA ITEM D'SIUPT!-HI IoC,4T~fICAti .'s

Slt'port, Software Development Progress (SDPR) NAVY-AS LDI-,-.21435

3 OVIUI 14 0 5 4, A'OIIl

ihis report rresents zz'ae star~us of the software during ~ A- ~
its development. 01sp-ce or P-.sb,•,4 I

IR-5331
S. DOC 14Q6U.PrCb

0. APPRO@VAi k#i4IT&TION

7.1 Curfen S taLus is based upon the in•foration

provided in tbe Software Development Mtanagement
Plan (SD.I). , mepgot.Nc, (,.,,,..., .. ,

SECNAVINST 3560.1
7.2 Do not order this data item unless the Software

Development Management Plan, DID LMt-A-21434 is
citad on the CDRL, UD Furm 1423.

i0.1. This report shall provide the status for softw.are designed and docu.en:ed
in accordance with 3ECN:AVINST 3560.1 and shall include as a. ninimun.;.

(a) The progress of the milestones defined in the Software Development
Management Plan and causes for deviations, if any.

(b) Accounting of functions or threads that are in system analysis,
in simulation, in design, -in code, in module test, in system test,
and in flight test.

(c) Hardware changes and discrepancies that affect procebsing.

(d) Ma/jor dlfFicultics anticipated or encotintered and plans to overcome
them, including:

(1) Events that are currenUly behind schedule (or have antici-
pated schedule changes), their affect on completion of the

project, and steps being taken to remedy schedule delays.

(2) Other information which defines cause and effect of sig-
nificant zhanves on the contract, schedule.

(3) Problems which actually or potentially will cause deviationS~from concractua! reluirements.

D DP ,,0, 11 -l.o._..,,
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UDI-A-21435

(e) Revised schedule with projected completion dates.

(f) Manpower incurred versus planned manpower with projected
manpower to completion.

"(g) Total costs incurred versus planned costs with projected
t costs to completion.

(h) Core and timing estimates per module versus planned core
and timing.

(J.) Actual computer usage versus predicted.

10.2 The reportshall conform to the following:

(a) All pages, including attachments shall be typewritten or qlearly
lettered with non-fading ink on standard letter size paper or an
a standard size engineering draiing paper.

(b) The first page shall be a title page on which the following data
shall be contained, located three inches from the top of the page,
and two inches 2rom its unfastened edge:,

(1) Type of report, e.g., monthly, interim, final.

(2) Titic as indicated on the data item description.C
(3) Contra:t number.

* (4) Dates of the reporting period.

(5) Contractor's name.

Other necessary information may be included elsewhere on the title page.

(c) All figures, tables- appendices, attachments, etc., will be
identified in the Table of Contents and within the text of
thQ report.

(d) Security classification and distribution limitation markings
shall conform to the requirements contain in the contract to
which the status report applies.

10.3 Ut less othc rwisc iiidicat ed ier'iii, d cui..,,Its ei Ltd Iii Lhis block of tho
issue in effect on the date of invitation for bids or request fur proposals or
quotations form a part of this DID to the extent specified herein.

Page 2 of 2 pages
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TRW

18 September 1981

LTC Casper H. Klucas
HQ, AFB/LOEC
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45431

To: Panel B Participants of the JIC Software
Workshop - June 1981

Enclosed Is the final report of the panel on Hardware/Software/
Firmware Conflguration Item Selection Criteria. Although a total
concensus on several complex Issues was not achieved, I feel the
panel attacked the problem In a structured manner and have offered
the JLC CSM/CRM several specific recommendations and have outlined a
course of action for additional effort. I know I speak for Ralph
San Antonio and all the panel members In expressing our graditude at
being selected to participate in a very interesting and productive
workshop.

Please call on us again for continued support.

Sincerely,

R. A. Maher
Cha I rperson
Panel B

RAH: rd

Attachment

cc: R. Dunn
P. Mauro
T. Schuman
ID. Hartwick

DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP OF TRW INC - ONE SPACE PARK. REDONDO BEACH CALIFORNIA 90278 - 1213) 533-4321
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Draft Report - Panel B - Hardware/Software/Fimware Configuration Item
Selection Criteria

1. OBJECTIVE: The objective as defined in Appendix C-1, JLC Charter, was
to examine the general problem of hardware/software/firmware CI/CPCI par-

titioning and specification and develop a set of criteria to aid in the
selection and documentation process. The problem has become exceptionally
complex for microcomputers and computer software embedded in reprogrammable
hardware (firmware). The difficulty lies both in defining the "hardware
intensive" vs "software intensive" nature and also in the style and com-
plexity of management control documentation. A secondary objective there-
fore was to recommend an approach for defining firmware/software categories

and support documentation requirements.

2.0 SCOPE: Reprogrammable CIs have a varying scale of software content
that range from simple ROM/PROM devices, utilized as design solutions, never
intended to be changed or have attendant support system requirements; to

software intensive systems, requiring full CPCI treatment and very complex
support systems, tools and maintenance CI/CPCIs. The current CI/CPCI allo-
cation process does not recognize the "hardware intensive" or "software
intensive" nature of firmware CIs nor is adequate criteria available to
guide in the CPCI selection process or scope the required support documen-
tation and data. The panel attacked the problem in the following manner:

a. Conduct a top down analysis of technical and management considera-
tions important in the selection of systems hardware, software and
firmware components.

b. Establish technical, programmable and management guidelines/criteriafor CI/CPCI selection and treatment.

c. Test the criteria against representative hardware/firmware/software
architecture for adequacy and clarity.

d. Define sensible categories of reprogrammable CIs for treatment of
their software nature as less than full CPCIs.

e. Review recommended firmware DIDs and define documentation require-
ments for the different reprogrammable CI categories.

The panel effort was scoped by first establishing an initial cut at tasks
a. and d. and utilizing the remaining time for related tasks b., c. and e.
considerations.
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3. APPROACH: The panel conducted a general review session of selected

reference material from the bibliography. Several of the references have

been included in the Appendices for completeness of this report. Each panel

member discussed CI/CPCI issues, problems and imr--tant considerations from

their technical/management experience point of 'iew. Several action items

and questions were generated and groupe,. toqytta:- as best matched the five

task areas defined in Section 2.0 (Scope). Two subpanels were established

in which one group (subpanel B-2) would attack the basic selection criteria
problem (Tasks a., b., and c.), while another subpanel (B-I) would jump in i
the middle of the "what do-I-do-now?" problem of firmware definition and

documentation (Tasks d., and e.).

4. DISCUSSION: Sub Panel B-1 divided firmware into four general categories

and reviewed the impact to MIL-STDs, DIDs and CPCI selection. References

used included receWt' EIA findings and recommendations (Reference 8). Dr.

Sylvesters (USAF/ASO) Hardware Intensive Treatment white papers (Reference

9-11) and four candidate sets of firmware DIDs (Reference 4-8). It was con-

cluded that reprogrammable CIs could be sensibly divided into four general

categories with CPCI impact as follows:

Category #1 - Software Intensive - Full CPCI and support system (Docu-

nmentation tailoring as necessary)

Category #2 - Moderate Software Attributes - Non-complex specification

treatment for definition and documentation. Adequate CPCI and support

system

Category #3 - Hardware Intensive - CI with Product Specificatinn-

identification and new firmware DID. Partial software support system

Category #4 - Slightly Reprogrammable - CI with reprogramming data and

attributes included in DoD D1OO/D1000 drawing release. Some support

system definition.

Recommendations for a new DID or DID application matrix were made to

Panel A in a working session.

Subpanel B-2 reviewed the DRC recommended selection criteria (Reference

14) and several of the source material references as a starting point



initiated systematic process of issue statement, criteria identification

decision flow development and test criteria application. The available

time did not allow completion of the full sequence, but a base'iine set of
selection criteria were established as an excellent continuation point

1 for this effort.

1 J
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4.1 SUB-PANEL B-I, FIRMWARE DOCUMENTATION

4.1-i Background

We are experiencing an explosion of microprocessor technology that

will yield thousandfold improvements in computer resource's cost,

size, and performance during each of the next two decades. Micro-

processors are proliferating at an exponential rate, and they are

performing tasks never before imagined for military systems. This

unprecedented expansion of computation embedded in military systems

has created an entirely new set of management concerns for today's

military managers and defense contractors.

In early applications of microtechnology, the software aspects of the

application often were not visible to the military program manager.

Concerns were expressed over real and perceived problems in managing

this new technology area. Do you manage it as hardware, or software,

or both? We found ourselves caught up in a debate on definitions.

What is a "microprocessor", "microprogram", "microcomputer", "micro-

code', or "firmware"? Something had to be done - but what?

The military services determined that the most significant problem 2

lay in establishing a mechanism for the control of the software

aspects, i.e., firmware, of the microtechoology area. As an interimn
measure, the Military Services determined that firmware should be

handled as software "rnd the ;,'icroprocessors and microcomputers would

be controlled as hardware items.

While this solution did solve the immediate management and control

problem, it also introduced a potential for significant growth in

acquisition costs. If all firmware was to be handled as software,
then must it not also be managed as a Computer Program Configuration

Item (CPCI)? As a CPCI, the full rigors of a structured development

process would apply: requirements and product specifications, design

reviews and audits, development and management plans, and test plans

and procedures. Further use of an approved higher order language in

developing the CPCI would be required, data rights to the software

would be acquired, and the support tools required to develop and test

the firmware would be deliverable. For many applications of firmware,
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II
4.1.1 (Continued)

implementation of the described requirements would clearly be a case

of "over-kill".

The Air Force Sstems Command, under the guidance uf Dr. Richard J.
Sylvester, developed, in 1979, a draft policy which described either

a "hardware intensive" or "software intensive" classification for

firmware (ref. 9 and 10). The intent of this policy was to allow the
identification and description of the hardware intensive firmware as
part of the hardware documentation hierarchy, and to manage and con-

trol hardware intensive firmware as part of the hardware; thereby
avoiding the costs inherent in designating an item as a CPCI.* At
the same time, provisions were made to designate an item as being
software intensive, and thus subject to all the management and con-
trol provisions inherent to the CPCI designation. The hardware cr
software intensive classification seemed to offer a possible solution
to the problem of cost effective management and cortrul of fim.rmare.

A problem, of course exists in defining what comprises a hardware
intensive versus a software intensive application. Technology is
moving so fast, it is questionable whetheranyone could, in fact,
define a set of classification which would remain valid for an
extended period. Dr. Sylvester's most recent report on this subject
(ref.ll) does provide a good discussion of cases where the distinction
can be made. However, many other cases are less clear. Figure 1
diagrams the "fuzziness" which occurs when attempting to determine winat
classification to assign to firmware. Conceivably, all microprocessor/
firmware applications falling to the left of point "a" might be ex-
cluded from most software management requirements, and all applications
to the right of point "c" would be subject to the normal software control
practices. Applications falling between "a" and "c" would be considered
a case-by-case basis (ref. 12).

*Sylvester Report (ref. 11) page 3, "For hardware intensive applications,

policy . . . does not exclu~de in the imposition of full MIL-STD documentation..."
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Figure 1. Firmware Categories for Management -

The "Gray Zone"

4.'.2 SubPanel Charge

Against the preceding backgroun•d, the basic problem assigned to our
sub-panel was to determine what methods currently exist, or must be
developed, to establish required management and control of firmware. A

Both hardware intensive and software intensive firmware was to be
considered..

4.1.3 Sub-Panel Deliberation Summary

a. AssLmptions

Tho. sub-panel began their deliberations using the following basic

dssumptions, or precepts:

9 All firmware has both software and hardware aspects.

I The development, release and maintenance of firmware must be

controlled following basic project management and configura-

tion management practices.

While the charter which must be developed to determine whether

firmware should be classified as hardware or software inten-

sive is extremely important, it was neither within the purview

of the sub-panel to establish this criteria nor was it required
to accomplish our purpose.
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4.1.3 (Corfinwreidntfiatonan

e Mximm avanageshould be taken of existing, or proposed

specfiction an/orData Item Descriptions (DIDs) in devel-

All government panel participants and the Mitre representative

expressed significant concern over the management of firmware,

and the need to provide increased visibility into its (firmware)

design, development, test, operation, and maintenance. Each

government representative was able to provide examples of current

or past projects wherein lack of effective control of firmware or

related support tools had led to, or was leading to, difficulties

in its management and control. Major emphasis was placed during

these discussions on the Aeed for providing improved visibility

and control of the software aspects of firmware. Howiever, it was

also agreed that designation of all firmware as CPCI's was not
required for effective management, nor was the CPCI designation

always defensible from a c~ost effectiveness standpoint. Judi-

cious use of the hardware and software intensive classification

for firmware was generally endorsed as a means of etfecting the

proper level of management visibility and control.

Concern was also expressed on the need to ensure that the appro-

priate degree of firnmare support tools (those tools required toI
develop, test, enhance, and maintain the firmware) be acquired

as part oil the basic procurement. The level of support tools

require~d is closely oriented to the planned application of the
firmware and the planned maintenance concept.

While the discussion of support toolis, or environment, is closely
allied with the firmware management and control problem addressed

by the sub-panel, it was eventually agreed that the subject was

not specifically germane to our chapter.



4.1.3 (Continued)

The panel's industry representatives described their current
policies and practices related to firmware. Systems have evolved
which can, perhaps, be best described as being of a hybrid nature,
e.g., a combination of hardware and software identification and
control criteria and pces!;es. These policies and practices
have been developed in response to the perceived need by indus-

try to properly identify and control their microtechnology
products . . . both hardware and software. Although these prac-

tices have been effective for the firms involved, there are per-
ceived weaknesses in the process:

o Each firm has established systems which are unique unto
themselves,

* the customer has no, or limited, visibility into these inter-
nally developed and implemented policies and practices, and

* no convenient, or formal, contractual vehicle exists for the
government to request the firmware data.

There was considerable discusfion of the adviseability of treat-
ing the documentation of the software aspects of firmware in the

same fashion as conventional software, without the stipulation
that it be designated as a CPCI. If this path were pursued, the
minimum documentation for the software aspects of firmware would
have to be established well below the full CPCI level. The con-
cept of a tailored CPCI was introduced during these discussions

to designate those diminished documentation requirements. The
concept was finally dropped by the panel in favor of the recom-
mendations in paragraph 4.1.4 but a minority report has been
included in paragraph 4.1.5 to record (and, hopefully, more

clearly identify) the issue on which so much fruitful discussion

was based.

The panel also considered the adviseability of imposing direc-
tives on the use of HOL's for firmware and on the use of specific
computer Instruction Set Architectures (ISA's). The unanimous
conclusion was that the use of HOL's for firmware should be



4.1.3 (Conbinued)

encouraged but should not be made mandatory by directives,

especially for hardware intensive applications. That is, the
use of specific HOL's and/or the use of HOL's in general should

not be edicted. This conclusion was based on the conviction that

such edicts would often create costs which are not recovered in

the life cycle. Where the use of HOL's is, in fact, practical -

the designer will -likely elect to use the HOL since that will

simplify his/her task. A similar conclusion was reached with

respect to ISA's, although it was not unanimous in that case.

c. The Problem

The sub-panel's deliberations pointed to the need to establish

an efficient and effective method of identifying both hardware

and software intensive firmware. Once identified, there is a
need to tailor the acquisition process to accommodate the unique

characteristics of firmware.

The sub-panel further expressed the opinion that current DoD
military standards, and related Data Item Descriptions (DIDs),

do not adequately address firmware management and control. Short-

comings identified in the MIL-STDs/DIDs were:

* MIL-STD-483/490: Provisions for inclusion of the software
elements of firmware, or for providing traceability to these

elements, is not provided in the Type A, B, and C hardware

specification detailed requirements appendices. The reverse

situation is true for the hardware elements of firmware in the
related software specification requirements appendices. Such

provisions are required to support the respective classifica..

tion of firmware as hardware or software intensive.

. NIL-STD-1679: Provisions for inclusion of the hardware ele-

ments of firmware, or for providing traceability to these

elements, is not provided in the documentation DIDs related

to this MIL-STD. These provisions are required to support the

classification of firmware as software intensive.

~ ... . . . . . . ..
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Similar findings would also apply to the documentation formats

found in DOD-7935.1 S.

Since the above referen.:::. specifications are key to establish-

ing the configuration identification of all CI/CPCIs, the sub-

panel believed it was critical that these MIL-STDs/DIDs be
modified to effectively accommodate firmware. Good configuration

management practices dictate that whenever feasible, a single

configuration identification (CI or CPCI) be applied to firmware.

d. Proposed Documentation

During the past several years, the military Services, industry,

and many of the industry associations have devoted significant

time and energy in discussing the firmware issue, and in, develop-

ing documentation schemes for firmware. Our sub-panel reviewed
several specific documents which have been developed as part of

this overall effort, and which appeared to provide a possible

solution to the problems with the existing MIL-STDs/DIDs cited

in c. above.

(1) Panel D, "Tailoring CM Practices for Microprocessors and
Firmware", Electronics Industries Association (EIA), Report

of the Fourteenth Annual Data and Configuration Management
Workshop; October 20-24, 1980

The report prepared by Panel D at the 1980 EIA Workshop re-
viewed configuration management requirements for micropro-

cessors and firmware. Two recommendations made by this
panel, which were of specific interest to our sub-panel:

9 Define a new element of a hardware Configuration Item (CI)

entitled a Computer Program/Hardware (CP/H). The CP/H is

microprocessor firmware which is identified and controlled
as a portion of a hardware configuration item. (Appen-

dices C-3 and C-S.)
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* Prepare a Data Item Description (DID) for the Computer

Program/Hardware (CP/H). The DID would be in -the format

of a Book Form drawing and would be cdlled for as a CDRL.

The DID would reference DOD-STD-100 and DOD-D-1000. See
Attachment 1 for detail.

(2) UDI-E-3935, "Firmware Development Plan"; September 14, 1979.

This proposed DID provides format and content guidance for a

Firmware Development Plan (FDP). The FDP is the engineering

management plan which identifies the contractor's efforts

required to develop and deliver computer resources and the

associated firmware, processes, documentation, and necessary

support resources. See Appendix C-6 for detail. The plan

would be appropriate when a procurement does riot require a
Software Development Plan/Computer Program Development Plan

to be developed.

(3) UDI-E-3936 - ASO, "Firmware Tecnnical Description (Product

Specification)"; March 30, 1979.

This proposed DID provides d coiplete and oetailed technical
description of each functional implementation of firmware.

The document(s) serve as ai; instrument for acceptance, modi-

fication, trouble diagnosis, maisienance, and reprocurement

of firmware. See Appendix C-7 for detail.

(4) UDI-E-3937 - ASD, "Firmware Support Data"; March 9, 1979.

This proposed DID provides a description of the data required

for the maintenance and modification of firmware ROMs (Read
Only Memories) and PROMs (Prograimfable Read Only Memories),
microprocessors, and other firmware devices. See Appendix

C-8 for detail.

(5) Draft AFSC/ASD paper, "Hardware Intensive Application of

Computer Resources", Dr. Richard J. Sylvester; June 4, 1931
(Reference #11).
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4.1.3 (Continued)

This paper provides a full iiscussion of hardware intensive

firmware: the advantages and disadvantages which are in-

herent in the classifIcation, criteria for selection of the

classification, documentation required, testing, and SOW

guidance. Further, a di-aft DID, "Configuration item Product

Fabrication Specification" was provided. See Appendix C-9

for DID detail.

4.1.4 Sub-Panel Recommendations

The sub-panel recommended the following actions be considered by the

Joint Logistics Commanders, Computer Resources Management Committee,

and Computer Software Management Sub-group:

a. Consideration be given to the adoption of the 1980 EIA Panel D

recommendations for identification of a Computer Program/Hardware
(CP/H) component of a hardware Configuration Item (CI). A

related recommendation is for the publication of a DID referenced

to DOD-STD].OO-DOD-D-lO00, describing the Book Form drawing which

encompasses the software elements of firmware (see Appendix C-5).

The documentation provided under this DID would serve to satisfy

required configuration identification data for selected current

and future perceived hardware intensive applications of firmware.

Selection of this DID would be appropriate when minimal visibility

into the software aspects of firmware is required.

b. Consid2ration be given to the adoption of the Configuration Item

Product Fabrication Specification DID found in Dr. Sylvester's

draft paper on "Hardware Intensive Application of Computer

Resources" (See Appendix C-9).

The documentation provided under this DID would serve to satisfy

required configuration identification data for selected current

and future perceived hardware intensive applications of firmware.

Selection of this DID would be appropriate when greater detail and

visibility into the software aspects of firmware is required.

• I.
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c. Consideration be given to the adoption of the Firmware Technical

Description (Product Specification) DID developed by AFSC/ASD.

This DID should be published under MIL-STM-483 and/or 490 (see

Appendix C-7).

The documentation provided under this DID would serve to satisfy

required configuration identification data for selected current

aiid future software intensive applications of firmwdre. Selec-

tiorn of tnis DID, which would define what the sub-panel referred

to as a "tailored CPCI", would be appropriate when it is deemed

feasible to: combine the performance, detailed design require-
ments, test and evaluation requirements, and hardware aspects of

firmware in one specification.

d. Consideration be given to the issue of a DID referenced to MIL-

STD-483, 490, and 1679, which would modify the software specifi-

cation formats contained, or referenced therein, to include data

in the form of an appendices, on the hardware aspects of a soft-

ware intensive firmwdre application. The appendices would be

similar in intent to that which has b-ien provided in Appendix
C-9, except it would be for hardware versus software.

The documentation provided under this DID would serve to sitisfy

required configuration identification data for, those firmware

applications determined to be fully software intensive.

e. The preceding recommendation, since they are all keyed to exist-

ing MIL-STD's, should be considered for imnplementation as soon

as practicable.

To erisure a long er ternm solution to the firmware docu'lentation
problem, it is requested that the provisions of the documentation

changes requested in a. tn-ot.19h d. above be considered by the

members of Panel A when defining their final recommended DID list.

To provids' an overview of our recommendation f:r firmware docu-

mentation, refer to Figure 2.



HPADWARE S OF".,WARE
INTENSIVE INTENSIVE

"gray zone"

1. - AFSC/ASD CI Product Fabrication Specification (paragraph 4.1.5b)

2. EIA Book Form Drawing for CP/H (Paragraph 4 .1.'a)
3. AFSC/ASD Firn•ere Technical Description (paragraph 4 .1.5c)

4. Sub-Panel recommended modification to MIL-STD-483, 490, and 1679
(Paragraph 4.1.5d)

Figure 2. Recommended Firmware Documentation Scheme

4.1,4 (Continued)

NOTF: The subpanel did not hi',e sufficient time to review the

recommended DIDs in detail (Appendices C-6, C-7 and C-8),

therefore, 8 full review of the DIDs should be accomplished

to insure appropriateness and correc*ness for the recom-

mended application.

f. It is further requested that Panel "'s coisideration be extended
to the DIDs found in Appendix C-6 (Firmware Development Plan),
and 4 (Firmware Support Data). This consideration should ensure

that the data encompissed in thse DIDs has been providcd for in

their final recommeded DID list. It is oir understanding that

Appendices C-6. C-7 and C-4 are intended to be utilized as a

package.

g. Do NOT impose HOL dire(.tion on firmware developed (especially

hardware -intensive Firm~are) but do encourage its use.

II
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h. Do NOT impose specific ISA direction on firmware controlled

computers (especially for hardware intensive applications) but

do encourage use of common ISA's.

4.1.5 Minority Viewpoint

When considered from the viewpoint of the software practitioner,
there would appear to be no difference between conveiitional softwareI
and firmware, except for the requirement to make a hardware change

whenever the associated firmware program is changed. Why then

shouldn't the existing software documaentation technology be perfectly

adequate for covering the software aspects of firmware? After much

discussion, the sub-panel decided not to pursue this approach but

rather to support efforts to define special documents to contain

coverage of the software aspects of firmware (see reconmmendations

above). While the final vote on this issue was clear-cut, the issue
merits recording here since it does not receive explicit treatment

in-the current literature and since it is likely to elicit support

from the software community if the spectre of "full CPCI" treatment

can be disspelled.

In the fourth subparagraph of 4.1.1, the reasons.for avoiding the

use of "conventional software documentation" for firmware are well
presented. We are all familiar with attempts to apply full CPCI
treatment to a small firmware program with little prognosis for change

during its life cycle. This certainly is overkill but it does not
directly follow that a more suitable approach cannot 4e found within

STD's permit the tailoring of the CPCI concept to be a subset of "full

CPCI" treatment. However, this approach is not often used in prac- *
tice - perhaps due to ignorance of the existence of such an option.

"Aany firmware programs are developed by design engineers with a dom-

inantly hardware background. Their natural reluctance to get involved

in the apparent maze of ''software documentation'' is another reason for

avoiding this approach. However, if one believes that there is no J
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technological difference between a firmware program and a software

program of comparable complexity, then avoiding the existing devel-

I ~opment and documentation technology for software will dcorn these new

firmware designers to relearn the lessons which were painfully taught

I to today's software practitioners over many years of evolution and

refinement. It would be more effective to introduce them to the

least complex forms of software documentation, which will likelyI prove adequate for most of their work.

j From this perspective, the identification of a plethora of new DIDs

(as recommended in 4.1.4 and elsewhere) to cover the software aspects

of firrrvt:are is redundant, wasteful, and is likely to be ineffective

in many cases. To illustrate the point, suppose two engineers develop

the identical program. But one is implemented in Read Only Memory

(ROM) and is considered firmware, while the other is implemented in a

writeable memory and is considered software. Why should these pro-

grams be documented in two different ways? Their software design

aspects clearly call for uniform treatment! The plethora of firmware-

To pursue the thesis: uniform documentation for programs of compara-
ble complexity-.it would be necessary to clarify the available

options for handling the case of minimum complexity. A minimum doc-

umentation package for such a case might be defined to be a Version

Description Document and i Listing Document (an approach which has

been successfully used by at least one manufacturer). Sub-?anel #1

elected not to pursue this path so no further specific recommnenda-

tions are available as a result of their deliberations.
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4.2 SUBPANEL B-2; CI/CPCI SELECTION CRITERIA

4.2.1 Objective. The objective of Subpanel B-2 was to identify the tech-

nical and management needs that should be considered in selecting the con-

figuration items from the hardware, software and firmware components of the

system.

4.2.2 Scope. This effort was limited to developing criteria which can be

used by a program manager to select the minimum set of CIs/CPCIs for a given

system considering management, technical, and programmatic issues. These

criteria, along with appropriate guidelines, will assist the program manager

in deciding how the individual components of a system should be managed.

Outside the scope of this panel were the tradeoffs which can be made between

the management visibility and control provided by a given CI/CPCI structure

and the attendant cost. (Subpanel B-i dealt with the specific issue of how

these tradeoffs should be made for the firmware components of a system.)

4.2.3 Approach. The approach followed by Subpanel B-2 was to: first, state

the issues; second, identify the list of appropriate criteria and subcriteria;

third, develop guidelines (decision flows, text) for applying the criteria;

and, last, test the criteria, subcriteria, and guidelines against some real-

world examples.

4.2.4 Discussion. CI/CPCI designation provides a level of management visi-

bility and control identified as follows:

* Formal configuration identification

* Development/product specifications

* Government approval of changes

* Configuration status accounting records

* Individual design review activity

* Individual qualification testing

a Individual physical and functional configuration audits

a Direct ECP handling

* Separate identification, marking

s Separate operating and user manuals

* Standardization requirements.



The "cost" associated with a given CI/CPCI structure is measured not only in
dollars, but also in the administration burden, personnel resources, and

complexity introduced into a program by the above requirements.

Historically, there has been very little guidance available to acqui-
sition managers for selecting the hardware, software, and firmware configura-
tion items of a system. For many years this lack of guidance resulted in
very little visibility and control over the software elements of the system
as the software was treated as data (a disposable commodity) procured in

conjunction with the hardware elements of the system. This period was fol-
lowed by one in which there was a tendency to overspecify the number of

CPCIs (to maximize visibilit; and control), which resulted in excessive cost
and administration burden, increased program complexity, and a drain on per-
sennel resources. The net result was to decrease visibility and control
over the software.

A major step forward was achieved with the addition of Appendix XVII to
MIL-STD-483. This appendix identifies the importance of and provides guide-
lines for proper CI/CPCI selection: it was the starting point for the work
undertaken by this subpanel. Other reference documents reviewed by the sub-
panel are identified in Table 4.2-2. These references were used to develop

the "strawman" list of CI/CPCI selection criteria contained in Table 4.2-1.

Subpanel B-2 identified the following issues related to CI/CPCI selec-

tion criteria:

6 For a given system, what are appropriate criteria for selecting

the configuration items from the hardware, software, and firmware

components of the system? or

0 When is an item important enough to be considered a configuration

item?

To address these issues, the subpanel developed subcriteria and guide-

lines for each of the criteria listed in Table 4.2-2. (See Appendix C-4.)
These are contained in the following sections. In practice, the acquisition

manager would apply each criterion to the program element under considera-

tion, weigh the relative importance between criteria, and decide if the pro-
gram element me~rits treatment as a CI/CPCI, "tailored" CI/CPCI, or as a

component of one of the above!

A



Table 4.2-1. Panel B Reference Material

MIL-STD-483 March 21, 1979 Configuration management practices for
systems, equipment, munitions, and com-
puter programs

ESD-TR-77-254 August 1977 An Air Force guide to computer program

configuration management

AFSCP 800-7 December 1, 1977 Configuration management

UDI-E-3935 September 14, 1979 Firmware development plan data item
description (DID)

UDI-E-3936 March 30, 1979 Firmware technical description (product
specification) DID

.1

UDI-E-3937 March 9, 1979 Firmware support data DID

EIA G-33 October 1980 Tailoring CM practices for micropro-
Panel D Report cessors arid firmware

Table 4.2-2. CI/CPCI Selection Criteria

Criticality

Function

Maintenance Concept

Supplier

Interfaces

Location

Size

Schedule/Phasing

"-....* - - -* .- "~'-.-~-.- . ..... .. .. .... .. .....-



4.2.4.1 CI/CPCI Selection Criteria. The information contained in this

section is intended to assist program managers in deciding how the indivi-

dual components of a system should be managed. Detailed guidelines for the
following criteria are provided in order: location, criticality, function,

maintenance concept, use, supplier, interfaces, size, and program schedule!
phasing. To use this information, the program manager should apply each

criterion to all program elements under consideration, weigh the relative
importance between criteria, and decide if each element merits treatment as

a CI/CPCI, "~tailored" CI/CPCI, or as a component of one of the above.

4.2.4.1.1 Criticality. If failure of the element would adversely affect
security, human safety, the accomplishment of a mission, or nuclear safety,
or would have a significant financial impact, strongly consider identifying
the element as a separate CI/CPCI.

SAEYESSENTIAL INVESTMENT SAFETY *



4.2.4.1.2 Function. The program manager should avoid mixing training,

mission (including initialization, normal operation, and back-up or degraded

operation), test and maintenance, and support functions within a given CI/

CPU.

FUNCTION

MITNNEPROGRAMS PROGRAMS

!--.------. I

-
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4.2.4.1.3 Maintenance Concept. When different agencies have responsibility

for maintaining parts of an element, the program manager should consider

breaking the element into separate CI/CPCIs.

When the source of an element will maintain it, or when -it is intended

that the element be replaced rather than repaired, the program manager can

safely consider tailoring the CI/CPCI or including the element as part of a

larger CI/CPCI. Additionally, the support tools need not be identified as
CI/CPCI to be delivered.

MAINTAINER APOC

MULTIPLE
ASOURCE NON-SOURCE REPAIR REPLACEAGENCI1



4.2.4.1.4 Supplier. Elements provided by different-suppliers should be

assigned to separate CI/CPCIs.

'41

SUPPLIER

I
SINGLE MULTIPLE

SUPPLIER SUPPLIER
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4.2.4.1.5 Interfaces. Interfaces among CIs and CPCIs should be simple.

Fuictions which are highly data or control interdependent should be allo-
cated to the sanme CI/CPCI. Functions which exhibit a high disparity between

input and output data rates should be allocated to separate CI/CPCIs.

INTERFACES

4.2.4.1.6 Use. Elements which are general purpose in nature, require the
capability to be operationally reprogramined, or are intended to be reused

in another system should be considered as separate CI/CPCIs.

USEf

INTENT A GENERAL

TO REUSE EPROGRAM PURPOSE
ABILITY

................
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4.2.4.1.7 Lncation. The functions allocated to a CI/CPC1 should not be
partitioned among separate geographic areas. Functions allocate( to physi-
cally distinct processors in a distributed environment should be -onsidered

as separate CI/CPCIs.

LOCATION

(RCHMECTURAEGAHC

4.2.4.1.8 S4 ze. CI/CPCI selections which cannot be made on the basis of
other criteria should be iade to keep the CIiCPCI to manageable proportions.

4.2.4.1.9 Schedule/Phasing. Elements scheduled for development, testing,

and delivery at different times should be assigned to separate CIs/CPCIs.

4.2.4.1.10 Criteria Development Status. Although the subpanel textual
descriptions of how the criteria and subcriteria should be applied to a

given program element, there was insufficient time to develop decision flow

diagrams which would lead the acquisition manager through the CI/CPCI selec-

tion process. In addition, the suboanel was not able to vigorously test the

criteria, subcriteria, and guidelines against actual system configurations.

4.2.5 Recommendations. Subpanel B-2 recommends that the JLC-CSM subgroup,

support continued work in this area to accomplish the following:

1. Expand and refine selection criteria and accompanying guidance

2. Test criteria and guidance against actual system configura'ions.

3. Document expanded guidance in existing and planned acquisition

management guidebooks.

4. Revise MIL-STDs to include new requirements as appropriate.

5. Coordinate the effort in recommendations closely with the on-going

JLC documentation and standards development activities.



5.0 Panel B Recommendations

The following are general recorm'endations based on Panel B review of the

C/i/CP/Cl selections criteria problem. Detailed, specic recommendations are

contained in Subpanel B-1 and B-2 reports (Silicons 4.1.4 and 4.2.5).

1. The JLC should recognize and adopt a po'icy of reprogrammable C.I.

categories and take appropriate action 'to revise MIL-STD-490, 483, 480 and

DOD-STD-100ID-I00 necessary. S

2. JLC obtain a contractive effort to refine the firmware treatment

categories further develop selection criteria;establish test criteria, cases
and test architectures; and perform allocating during system aquisitions

activities.

3. Panel A and Panel C meet as a follow-on activity to jointly review
" and develop a matrix DID firmware appliciability matrix and/or review

proposed firmware DIDs (Appendix C-6 thru C-9).

! ,I
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APPENDIX C-i JLC PANEL B CHARTER

I1Ak).,IE/Sd. I WAP, E/FIR\IARE CONFIGURATIUN
1LN SLLICI'UN CKI'TLRIA

1. Rationale: Fcom thv gloveriiment viewpoint, few criteria
are avai-1ahi for the srt:oction of computer software config-
uration items. ~l1l-STD-483 (USAF), Appendix XVII provides
some top levul guidance for configuration item (Cl) selection.
The Air Force Systcumw Command Pamphlet (AFSCP) 800-7 provides
some limited critaria, primarily as do nots, for selecting
computer software Cls. Various guide-ooT--have also been
deVeloped by the iervicvs which discuss computer software
selection but projide few criteria to guide selection.

With the advent o microcomputers and computer software embedded
in firmware, it hts become more difficult to predetermine
how CIs (for hardaxe) should be distinguished from computer
software CIs. Whit is needed is a complete set of criteria
for guiding the s-lection process. These criteria should
take into account both technical and management considerations. B
In addition, the :riteria must consider procurement, developer
support, and user needs. Criteria must be specified which
allow for reasonableness in selection so that overhead costs
such as documentation and control mechanisms are not restric-
tive in getting tae software developed.

2. Appro c.. A panel should be formed to address the issues
associated with computer software Cl selection and to develop
a set of criteria to aid the selection process.

.I",
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APPENDIX XVII

170. Guide for Selecting Configuration Items (CIs)

170.1 Purpose. This appendix provides guidance to government and
contractor personnel responsible for selecting CIs. As used herein,
CIs also encompasces Computer Program Cls (CPCIs).

170.2 Scope. The criteria of this appendix sha]l be used in the CI
selection process whenever it occurs during the life cycle, however,
the most beneficial results from its application will be realized
when used at the beginning of the acquisition cycle.

170.3 Applicability. Each contractor to the government shall be
responsible for his compliance with this appendix as well as the
compliance of his subcontractors, vendors, and suppliers in accord-
ance with paragraph 1.3 of this standard.

170.4 General Considerations.

170,4.1 Selection of CIs is based on the definition contained in DODD
5010.19, "an aggregation of hardware/software, or any of its discrete
portions, which satis!ies an end use function... CIs are those speci-
fication items whose functions and performance parameters must be
defined an-' controlled to achieve the overall end use function and
performance."

170.4.2 The selection of Cls is normally a function of anticipated
design and should be independent of the concept for future reprocure-
ment. The selection process is one of separating the elements of a
system into individually-identified sub-sets for the purpose of
managing their development. The CI should be regarded as a delivez-
able entity to which certain system functions have been allocated.
CI selection reflects an optimum management level during acquisi-
tion. This level is one at which the procuring activity specifies,
contracts for, and accepts individual elements of a system.

170.4.3 The selection of items to be managed as Cls should be
determined by the need of the government to control an item's
inherent characteristics or to control that item's interface with
other items. The selection is a management decision normally
accomplished through the system engineering process in conjunction

with configuration management and with the participation of logistics.
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Selecting Cls should be with a full view of the life cycle cost
and management impacts associated with such a designation.

Choosing too many CIa increases the cost of control, choosing
too few or the wronq elements as Cls runs the risk of too little
control thrlugh lack of manaqement visibility. "What doe,; I'roqrim/

projt.ct matnaiqQjoil t ri.ed to knoiw and uontrol?" T'ho, gjuvermownt. muist
determine what control it needs to exercise in light of cost/benefit

trade-offs. The CI selections are made accordingly.

170.4.4 On development programs for subsystems or support equipment
that will be common to more than one system, the basic CI should be
that assembly that is common to all applications. An assembly part
that is required to meet interface or other requirements peculiar to
one of the systems should be identified as a separate CI in that

system.

170.4.5 The major elements comprising the system should be identi-

fied as CIs during the Demonstration/Validation Phase. Early
selection of CIS is important sin-ce management emphasis become3
greater as development progresses. As development continues and

logistic or technical considerations surface, additional items
can be designated CIs. Usually, the CT selection process should

be essentially complete by PDR.

-. 170.5 Specific Considerations. The following are some of the" ~considerations upon which the decision shall be based:

170.5.1 Level of Government Control. The CI must be a manageable
level of assembly. The CI is the basic element for configuration
control and, for example, is usually limited to major subsystem
levels of the Work Breakdown Structure or to a critcal item of a
lower level, when so identified.

170.5.2 Engineering Release System. The CI must allow the contractor

to release engineering changes at an assembly level which is report-

able and which enables verification of change incorporation, i.e.,
does not preclude change incorporation verification in a lownr level
assembly.

170.5.3 Safety. If the operation of an item is critical to other

operations, flight safety or ground safety, the item will be more
susceptiblr to being classified as a CI.

''' 170.5.4 Existing or modified existing design items. Existing items
that dre not CIs developed at government expense, should sut generally
be candidates for reidentification as new CIs on new programs.

Existing/modified design, commercial off the shelf euiipment/computer

program(s), should not necessarily be excluded from CI selection.
The consideraticns identified in paragraph 170.5 and its aubpara-
graphs should be addressed prior to making a decision.

13
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170.5.5 New or modified design. Careful consideration shall be
given new or modified design items, wherein more than a modest
degree of complexity, utilization of new materials, processes or

technology is involved; and, where the government wants direct

control over the performanoe requirements for that item, at a

specific time, i.e., ihen the government is directly concerned

with the detail development.

170.5.6 Interface with GFE. The higher the degree of interface
with Government Furnished Equipment (GFE), the higher the lil eli- 1'
hood for selection as a C!.

170.5.7 Susceptibility to change. The higher the anticipated or

estimated degree of change or modification which might be expected
after the item is operational the higher the likelihood for selec-

tion as a Cr.

170.5.8 Repairability/Maintainability. An itemt which is clearly
designated as "Repairable" is much more a CI candidate than one which

is not repairable. Eventually logisticians must deal with the Line
Replaceable Units (LRUs) which comprise the principal components of

the subsystem. However, designating Cls at the LRU level at the

onset of full scale engineering development (PSED) would add signifi-

cant cost to the development effort, especially in the area of
change management. The LRU level is usually too low a level for

effective government control during development.

170.5.9 Support Equipment Considerations. Without proper planning,

minor items of support equipment could swell the list of CIs.
Minor in this context refers to items such as individual hand tools,

as compared to hydraulic torque wrenches, engine build-up tools,
etc. There will usually be little or no change activity on many
of these minor items. It may be sufficient to list these items
as "support equipment in paragraph 3.2.4 of the CI Part I specifi-
cation per MXL-STO 490, paragraph 20.3.2.4.c.

170.5.10 Subassembly Characteristics. Subassemblies (within a
CI) should have a common mission relationship; should have common

installation and deployment requirements (ground and airborne
segments would be separate CIs); should have a cycle of changes
dependent on the CI; and should not be the subject of separate
test or formal acceptance by the procuring activity (should be
accomplished as part of a CI). If these conditions are not met,
the subassembly should be either part of another CI or a separate CI.

t

170.5.11 Computer Program CI (CPCI) Considerations. CPCI selec-

tion in ,vnim1lly n technic.ally drivon deci nlin mad I-lh i th Ihv&lnpor.

'rlie e.-I ni ni( ) I n/Are h~nod |iiupon iytcitt 'h frado-o l4 eii liii Iliv it t • itrd

dec(homposition of the noft.wnre. Pre',matLurt p.,rtitlt. f oil .; munrt ho, 4

avoided bacause to a certain extent it may preordain the design.
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Generally, the executive/supervisor, functional/applications,
input/output, test and support programs should be individual
CPCIs. CPs with potential use in multiple systems should be

A -wow separate CPCIs. Ilicjhly interrelaited CPs should be combined as
one CPCI*. CPLIts nioilI two ,stdahllshoet to their lartpl,;t Ntnctiondl
Clement (i.e., OptotaLionil I'ligtht Program, Plight Simulator CP,
etc.).

170.5.11.1 Source of Assemblies. Assemblies of CP elements to
be acquired from a single contractor are potentially a single CPCI.
(Separate sources usually supply separate CPCIs for contracting
and delivery purposes.)

170.5.11.2 Separate Applications. CPs to be designated for
operation in different models of computers should be separate
"CPCIs. Separate CPCIs may also be indicated for computer programs
when a given installation uses a number of computers of the same
type/model, each performing different functions in the system as a
whole and having different sets of interfaces with other system
elements.

170.5.11.3 Separate Schedules. CPs scheduled Zor development,

testing, and delivery at different times may •e separate CPCIs.
When indicated by interrelationships and intended use, however,
consideration should be given to such alternatives as: expansion
of the earlier-developed CPCI via ECP; or development of the later
CPCI to incorporate and replace the earlier item.

170.5.12 Types. If there are different configurations due to
different adaptation data for each operating location, the different
configurations should be identified by types (MIL-STD-490, para-
graph 4.1.2 and 4.3b) within a single CI.

170.6 Effects of CI Selection. CI selection affects cost, schedule
and/or performance for the government, prime contractors, sub-
contractors and suppliers. The effects of CI selection should not
be permitted to occur automatically upon selection of an isem as
a CI. The effects which are unnecessary or premature can be
tailored out for each CI by means of an appropriate contractually
recognized vehicle, e.g., Program Plan, Statement of Work, CM
Plan, Exceptions and Deviations. Selection of an item as a CI for
manageability may be based on its administrative complexity,
technical (engineering) criticality or maintenance (logistics)
criticality. The following is a listing of the usual effects of
CI designation:

a. Formal preparation of discrete configuration identi-
fication - most often in the form of a specification(s).
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b. A dincretr\ deveopmviut speclficatinn and a cnmpanion

product specification.

c. Government approval of changes over the configuration
identification governing the item.

d. Continuing and accurate recording of the exact config-
uration status of the CI, including providing field
activities precise data dealing with impending or
completed modification actions.

e. Providing traceability of. detailed design for follow-on
activity, including historical data and individual
status information for accident investigations, failure
analysis, etc.

f. Individual design review activity (PDR, CDR, FQR, etc.)
during development.

g. Individual qualification testing and reporting. L. j
h. Individual physical and functional audits (PCA and FCA)

at the conclusion of development.

i. Discrete and separate "related" FCP development prepara-
tion, review, approval and negotiation (for changes to ,*. ,

CIS).

j. Separate identification indices and qualification records.

k. Separate nameplates and discrete CI identifiers (i.e.,
CI number, type, model, series, etc.).

1. Preparation of separate operating and user manuals.

m. Too many CIs may result in effects fhampering visibility
and management rather than improving it. These effects
include:

(1) Increased administrative burden in preparing,
processing, and status reporting of enqineering
changes which tends to be multiplied by the number
of CIS.

(2) Increased development time and cost as well as
possibly creating an inefficient design.

(3) Pornible increase in minaqemont effort, difficul- ,

ties in maintaining coordination and unnecessary 4
generation of paper work.
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n. Too few CIs may result in costly loyIstics and main-
* tenance difficulties. The following *ay result:

(1) Loss Of identity through separation of affected
portions of a C1 during field or de~pot mainten-
ance or modification installation activity, i.e.,
an autocfllimator and its mount.

(2) Inability to control like individual remove/
replace items when CI identification and control

is at the "st lqtiel, e.g.. a storage battery
set.

(3) Loss of operational use of one function because
required maintenance on another function requires
action against the CI level, e.g., a CI having
separate VHF/UHF functions loses both when main-
tenance must be done on either function.

170.7 CI Selection Checklist. The following questions should
be used in selecting Cis tailored to individual program/project
requirements. If most of the questions can be answered HO, the
item probably should not be a CI. If most questions can be

* .answered YES, the item probably should be a C1. If the questions
can be answered with approximately equal numbers of YESs and NOs,
additional judgment is needed to determine if the item should be
a CI. The selection of CIs is a management decision based on
experience and good judgment. it should be kept in mind that some
of the factors such as serialization and nameplates will be required,
regardless of CI selection, e.g., part of a higher level assembly.

a. Is it a critical high risk, and/or a safety item?

b. Is it readily identifiable with respect to cize, shape
and weight (hardware)?

c. Is it newly developed?

d. Does it incorporate new technc.logies?

e. Does it have an interface with hardware or software
developed under another contract?

f. With respect to form, fit or function. does it inter-
face with other itemw whose configuration is controlled
by other entities?

9. in there a requirement to know the exact configuration
and status of changes to it during its life cycle?

1 14
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ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (E/A) PANEL WRITE-UP

PANLL D

TAILORING CM PRAC1ICES FOR MICROPROCESSORS AND FIRAmREI

INTRODUCTION

Panel D explored alternat:ves in managing the S§ubpanel Topic
production configuration of firmware and micro-
DroLissor software. Concerns were raised with D-1 Idetitification
respect to the imolementation of programs in 0-2 Configuration Control
several read-only-memory devices, the type of D-3 Configuration Ac(uJnting
airplane proqrans are installed in, and the mis- D-4 Configuration Audits
sion assign,:d to each airplane. As a result of 0-5 Library Controls
these conce-ns, it was concluded that any change
to seftwart in read-only-memory devices will be A su.miary of the bacKground information presenta-
treated as a functional change. The rationale tion and the report of eacn subpanel is provided
for this approAch is based on the fact that all hereinafter.
sot.wdre chances require some retest. it was
further concluded that read-only-memory device
changes will be identified and handled in accor-
dant÷ with soD-STD-100C. To acccmodate these
conclusiont. the logisticaý asoects of read-only-
memory devices need to be reviewed and considered
as z oart of the Preliminary Design Review (PDR).

To form a basis for the panel's deliberations,
thp followin,. definitions were adopted.

Firmware 4s cc . 4uter software, resident in hard-
ware read-only-ioemory devices, that cannot be
modified under program control.

Microprocessor Software ;s comptetr nof\warel

used in corjLnction with microracassor, It t.wy
be oelivered as firmware or as coda ar, data
stoied on tedia (tapes, disks, -ard decks, etc.).

Computer Prrog r"n/hrdware(CP/H) is microproces-
sov~ firimvare iuenuCfieý an6 c&_nrolltd as a por-
tio.i of %arlware configuration item.

Prior to the start of deli-.ratiuns a :resenta-
riuot, whicl, provided background information an
mic;roprocessor software, was made to Panal 0
participants. Subsequent to this presentation,
th, ',articit,4n1s were subdivided into five sub-
panel%-. na~wly:r

1.Co,.;puter software is a collection of associated
c,rmputer proqrams &nd computer data required to
enable the computer equiplinot to perform compu-
tatioeial or :ontrol functions. NOTE: It is the
abstract of teoes, disks, card decks. and firm-
ware (reference EIA Bulletin 4A, dated April 1979).
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION SUMMARY

PANEL D

MAJOR LARRY FRY

-1

AIR IORCL SYSTEMS C(4MAND

The increased applicdtion of software in micro- The overall governing directive within DoD for
processor read-only-memory devices (commonly computer resources is DoDD 5000.29, "Management of
refe-red to as firmware) is having a major im- Computer Resources in Major Systems". This direc-
pact on defense systems. As more and more tive stipulates that computer software will be
microprocessors and associated firmware apnear specified and treated as configuration items. In
in devices such as displays, controllers, etc., a recent draft rewrite of 5000.29, additional words
configuration management practices need to be were added; namely: "A hardware implementation of
reviewed ind -evi' 4ed, as necessary, to accommo- computer software (so called firmware) may be sub-
date management and control requirements of the !Prt to con'iguration management as either hard-
acquisition an: support environment. This is ware or software depending on the need for post-
the charter of Panel 0; Tailoring CM Practices developmeat support".
for Microproceshors and Firmware.

The stwnirds covering software configuration

Imposing extensivc software configuration ronxngenen( ien .g., MIL-STD-483, MIL-STO-490, etc.)
managemert procedures on microp-ocessor f'rm- are silent c;jncerninc the treatment of microoroces-
ware could Drove to be unnecessarily expensive. sor firriware. However, since firmware is, in fact,
For exarole, it is hard to visualize treating comocter softwarc that is hardwired, one can
a small connuter program, which is hardwired assune that the controls utilized for computer
(i.e.. stored in a read-only-memory device) programs would equally apply to firimware.
into a display teýrin•al, as one would treat a
more cophisticateo Computer Program Configura-
tion item (CPCI). The costs associated with
cofrducting comnrehensive reviewsaudlts, testing,
at, doLumentations, using such an aporoach, could
prove to ae more costly than the development cost
cor the small c)mputer program.

Assuming that t'ie display terminal is a hardware
Configuration Item (CI), it is more cost
ef5ective to treat the computer program as a
part -f the display terminal Cl and not as a
Leparate CPCI.

On the other hand, treating i larger hardwired
corp•Puter "roorani as part of a hardware CI is
- a.ably not * rrudent move either. This is
ceitainly the'case if this program ts expected
to chanse once the Cl is fielded. Changes to
f lded hardwired software implies a capability
to gvner'te a changed computer program, support
facilities to b"rn-in and verify these changes
int: rciad-onlv-memory devices, and procedures to '"
identify tht,%e channes in the hardware implemer,-
t(tatlr envirop-rt-t. When changes are antticipa-

i trd, there may a)'Q, be need for a requirement
"t3 pýoiram the software in a higher order l)n-
quaoe tu facilitate the change process. All of

¾' - i implies tniat srct hzirdwlied microprocessor
;ofltwrŽ sJo)' C be treated ds a CPCI with the
. tte•hdAi.t rew.ews. audit', testing, and documen-

4, taio,",
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SU~BPANEL REP"RTS

D-1: IDENTIFI-ATION

Subpanel ,qemberi were as fellfws:

Anderson, Jack V. Sperry Univac.
Bryan. William L. CTEC. Inc.

Cardini. L. P. Roland Garrett Manufacturifig Company
Egan, Leo G. ITT, rederal Electric Corporation

Finch, Frederick D. Nirdeo Systefli
Hill. Charles -A. Mgao
Koisti, Weston G. Analytical S~st"' Engineering
Lewis, Joseph L. Westlng))ouie
Liberatore, Domlenic Rayt~heon
Lillo. Clifford L. Hughes A~ircraft
Wallin, Joe D. H~ignes Aircraft

Subpanel Chair

The objectives of this subpanel were as follows:

(a) Prepare a typical specification tree. and softw~are within a mnicrcproces,.or device was called
design/test docum~ents. CP/H (Computer Frogram/liardware).

(b) P'repaue a flow chart of the activities re- -
quired to achieve microprocessor software. In keepiing with the ob~jectives stated earlier. we

(c) Prepare checklists tha' can be used to as- developed a ,pecificdtio-n tree which is depictizd
sure the achievem~ent of configuratiuvr 5,n Figure 1 1, ,We jlso develo.)ed rdocumene.tion
identificatiovi oltýectives for mnicroproces- trees for th~e desi~rltest docu'ientls of a rPIH.
sor software. These aro 5shown in Fioure,, 14?, 1-.3 arfs 1-4. A

The anelexamned ocumntaton ajprochesfor time line chart, 'or tne typici' e-:r-rts that ~~l
Thepanl eamneddocmetaton ppoaces or take ~lc~in Yhe developnient of a CI that, includes

mir-processor software when it is treated as a: a CP/H, was develo:)ed as !.hDwfl in Figure 1-5. To
,kapport this ti'tq line, ;d flow ch~art tis deve.iped

a)Configuration Ittm (CI), aaI rsne nVn~.l~.inly cek
(b) Computer Prog7'am Configuration Item (CPCfl,. list ()il~gle 1-1) was prepered b';hicv ciuld ý,e used

or tG ai ,i'e the &achievemi'ent of the ibjectives'tnat
(c) Software wi~hin a harewhre C1. relai, tp, ttftwtre -aii.hin a 0~.

When treated ss a C1 t~ere was zto problein. Tý.e
identific,*tioo, of a C1 would be docoinmented'via a
set of spe'.ifications. tyr~izally a Tym ýI/C'! or
fl?/C?. ýhr iypp C %rvrfivt~uitnn would ca I out
.1 ulII% iS~i~ni) Iy f-~.iw Ino, *h wiý wou 14 Otit i fy all1
uf tAv. d t a I I r~i.7iiner Iin oriwi 31n% , WIilt-1 wilicr0

Proces!sor software is trt'ated es a MrA~. on .-,p-
I-parent orctfleirs result. li.,' identificat.6t of a

CPJl would be through the P5/CS set -i sptc.ficai
tions,. Whien rnicrCoprric%.sSr software .. treated
as software within a hat-Aware Cl, many prob)6_s.
arise. This ;s a "fi-.l.ware" pi.,blem. As an aid
to resolving this problem,. the r'icroproq%-m or

411
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RACK
loX (CI)

IF APPLICAILE TO

OTHER CCA. I PROGRAM

CIRCUIT bUIN TAPESO•THER CARD (TRUTH TABLES)

CCA"s ASSEMILY

if ONLY USED

ON THIS PARTICULAR
CCA

PROWV•: Prom/ROM

APPLICABLE TRUTH TAKE
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SOFTWARE INTENSIVE HARDWARE INTENSIVE

CpcI CP/H

85 S PEC • |-•T-4(BOOK FORM DRAWING
C5 SPEC

1 DESIGN DESCRIPTION

C T AA. NARRATIVE
CPCI TEST PLAN DOD-D-1000

TEST PROCEDURE B. FLOWS

TEST REPORT C. TRUTH TABLES

2.. LISTING

CI ACCEPTANCE TEST SPEC

ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN

ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCED

ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT

OTHER

PRINTED CIRCUIT ASS'Y DWG

SPEC OR SOURCE CONT DWG

FIGURE 1-3: DOCUMENTATION FOR SOFTWARE WITHIN A CONFIGURATION ITEM
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II

Recommendation%:

I. Provide for allowing the (Tyne A) Setnment
Specification to be used when a "software
intensivC" CPCI is cimbedded within a C1
revision to MIL-STD-483 is needed.

2. Prepare a Data Item Description (DID) for the
Comruter Proaram/Hardwarc (i.e. Book Form
Drowing) and call for it on the C•lRL. This
DI1) should not requiro authentication since
it i., o, .rt ut ihi, t'.iwi'ij vsy tem difined
by I IOU-I'- II)UU.

3. MIt-STU-130 should be revised to Include
part nurber tidrk inq of finirware media.

4. Devtlop procedures that would be applicable
| when both hardware-intensive and software-

intensivp nicroprocessor software reside in
the same C1.

Iq
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MADLE I-I CIIECKLIST ION NICROPHOCLSSOk sorTWARE IULNTII LATION

Yes No Yes No
1. Does a work breakdown structure/ 20. Does the test documentation call for

specification tree exist for the pro- both read/write and read-only-memory
gram? test phases?

.2. Where do hardware-intensive soft- 21. Is final validation testinq performed
ware applications exist? Have they with read-only-memory as configured for
been identified? delivery?

3. Are these applications mutually agreeU -- 22. Has a functional Configuration Audit/
to between contractor and customer? Physical Configuration Audit been per-

4. Has a maintenance philosophy at each formed?
revel of maintenance been defined for 23. Has a product baseline been establish-
these applications? ed?

5. Is the intended application an exist-
ing design? Is thit a proprietary
design?

6. Have the firmware developmental re-
quirenents been adequately defined?

7. Have configuration management require-
ments for customer design reviews and
audits been established?

8. Has a functional baseline been es-
tablished?

9. Has an allocated baseline been es-
tablished?

10. Has a preliminary design review been
conducted?

11. Has the software development environ-
ment been identified and documented?
(what versions of assemblers, compilers,
linking loaders will be employed?)

12. Has an engineering release schedule
for the firimnare under development
been prepared?

13. Have design documentation guidelines
been established?

14. Have adequate internal cont,-ols been
established for version-tracking of
the application prograhn(s) under de-
velopment?

15. What physical media nave been chosen
for the firmware in Question (RCG4,
EPROM, PROM, EAROM, etc)? Have docu-
mentation requirements for that medium
been adec•uately defined'

16. Have firmwfare me.dia marking require-
nmints benn drfined?

17. Hoi a Critical Lelriqn kevliiw b%4'1i Lon-
ducted on tne r(vmiutvr Prorlram Hard-
..ore (CP'M) in question?

18. Have tne production firmware master
tapes beý'n released th ough the en-
Qineerinc release system?

19. Have firmware quality assurance re-
quirements been identified?

49
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SUBPANEL REPORTS

D-2 Configuration Control

Kessel, Robert Raytheon

+I

D-Subpanel Chair

The objectives of this subpanel weoe as follows:

(a) Define Class 1/11 changes for iilcre- (c) Chanqes to mticroprocessor software should
O rocessor software, usino Ery Bulletin be processed using the existinU methodology
4A as a guide. for CPCIs.

(b) Prepare a flow chart which depicts the (d) Formal, internal chanse control for micro-
activ.ities reqauired to control mic;,o- processor software should occur at the comn-
processor software changes. pletion of unit test and prior to the start

of subsystem inteEration test.
(c) Prepare a checklist that can be used to

assure that microorocessor software Figuoe 2.1 depicts the "Sequence of Events for A
chances are adequately controlled. Generic Project/Pronram. It should be understood

that for a snecific Droject/o-onram, events may
To satisfy these objectives, the subpa:el in- deviate from those depicted. The triangles (4s
vestinatoe configuration chanqe controls for are used to identify items rele ased for use soter
microprocessor software that is treated as a specific evsnts occur, After release, either in-

ternal (conrpany) Cr external (customer) change
(a) Configuration Item (Cf), control procedures should be applied.

(b) Computer Program Confieuration Item (CPCI), Figure 2-2 is a flow chart that illustrates the
or changee control 'activities res uired for micropro-

cessor soltware after engineering release. Respon-
(c) Software within a hardware C1. sibility for change nrocessinq ranges from a single

control point consisting of tshe Enqineering
Subpanel members concluded that fanaaer to a formal Chanr e Control Board (CCB).

(a) s nati ony es o njectrolnested onlybeapl ied dDetailed chfnne recpriendatihns are subtnitted to
()t Configurationpr c ontrol deved nd be sa i thfe uermal CCB for fteal revirw and acceptance or

tomicroprocessor doftwere vtice trated te soprejection. The v Aesocrvze Actjird Chanse, Assess
ware (code and data). I(oactr rectanole recoanizes a neped to . so re-

view baseline docurwchtation for necessary changes.
(b) Once a microprocessor device is released

(Enqineerine Release) for use. changes
should be processed via the methodoloqy
utilized for hardware Chs.

k.U
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TABLE 7-1 CHECKLIST FOR •ICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE CHANGE CONTROL

F II
Yes No

1. Has a conliguration iientifica4Zrn Ys

system been estaoiished?
(a) Are release rnites available?

•b) Is A ducument/speclfication t,,,e
ava'. I db.o?

2. Has a Problwem reporting s.yrtem been "
do.f ined7
(a) Have forts anJ '.armat been de-

fine•d?
()Hv chfinge con!"PI approval ,

au'horities been ideit(fid? ,__
Ma Ha proble.-m umber/trachkiny
system been established? ,

(d) Has a mean-, of software problem -

classification been categortzeO? ._ -

3. Pa s the i•mp)lFentation/verification
Pi'ocedute been documented?

4. Have the Prpredures for distributing
release, pi.)blem and change documeflt-
tion bt-an devtlcped?

S. Have logistic requirements been iden- - l

-i d?

I
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D D-3: CONFIGUP.TION STATUS ACCOUW'1IN6

Subpanel members were as follows:

,Ganey, Ann M. NdvA1 Weapons SLý,ot C~ntei'
Hirtman, L. Alvin L~cheed
Roggero. Vincent R. T-tdtnt Comwnd
Yo.-ba, Michael NAYSHIP'

SSubpanb) Chair , .

The objectives of this subpanel were a. follows: The flow ,Jha~t rhdtsn ir Ficure 3-1 reli'cs t'.e
diyision of activity between rontraitetal acid al -

(a) Define internal and contractLal require- h'rnal renjirements 7or configuration status
ments for microproLessor software 13;_ ACCOunt,n9 s ie~op4-enr progre•sel _h-.Igh
figuration status accounting. spcific rl10stones.

(b) Prepare a flow chart deric:t1,g the ac- F.gure 3-2 depits the flow oi activi:iie•s •ht "
tivities required to achieve adequate are riqui-to Lo aehievt 6oW.atr configur•:ion

configuration status accournting ?or ;tatur., acaouiiing ',j micr'oroes-j.,- n. twa.. rt
microprocessor software. im pprwt~v that. th! ^Act untina tasks, dpiq!,teo

by tr~ang1ns As). he st:rte/ at tt* v'eresir-i-
(C) Prepare a chEjzlist that can be used to catre. Hpnc., Zhte -,tat':s acc .nting t0sk increases

assure the achievement of configuration a; docunrei-., hardwire aM pivftwa tr. , and in-
status accounting objectivesfo., micru- tt-gratlon asrL,bli-Žs are added.
processor software.

A "*onfiquratior 'tatus Ace.,, ting %;hecklist "or
The subpanel investigAted configur~tlon status Micrt;'ez-• or 'ioftwaro Is presen.o-1 in Table ,
acccunting requirements for microprocessor soft-
ware that, is treated as a:

(i) Configuration Item (CI).I

(b) Computer Program Configuration Item (CPLI).
or

(c) Software within a hardware C1.

Subpanel members concluded that:

(a) When microprocessor softwart is treated
as a CI. configuration status arcotqtlng
methods used for hardware are applicable.

(b) Configuration stetus accounting methods
applicable to softa&r. should be used
when microprocessor 3oftware is treated
as a CPCI or a component within a hard-
ware Ca.

* 
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TABLE 3-1 CONFIGURATION STATUS ACCOUNTING CHEIKLIST FOR MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE

Yes No

1. Have policies and procedures for con -
figuration management been published? _

2. Does a procedure for internal change
control exist?

3. Has a Configuration Change Board (CCB)-
been established (single CCB for hard-
ware and microprocessor software)?4. Have different levels of change

approval/authority been established for
different states of development/produc-
tion?

5. Does a numbering/identification system
exist for:

Microprocessor Software
"Related Documentation

6. Does a system for approval/quality
control, prior to release/acceptance,
exist for:

Microprocessor Software?
Related Documentation?

7. Has a library control procedure been
published for microprocessor software
and documentation?

8. Has a configiration management account-
ing systt.n been established for record-
ing and reporting the status of proposed,
approved, and implemented changes for
hardware, microprocessor software, and
related documentation?

9. Does the confiquration status account-
ing system provide for timely and
accurate reporting of the information
needed by management or procuring acti-
vity?

10. Does a procedure exist that provides forF
for an audit/quality control check of
microprocessor software to insure that
it matches Lonfiguration documentation
prior to integration into higher level
assemblies, burn-in of microprocessor
devices, or acceptance by the procuring
'Nctivity?
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0-4: CONFIGURATION AUDITS

Subpanel members were as follows:

Hawks, Kenneth HQ ASO/RWCC
Hoyt. Richard Tracor
McAlister, Clyde 0. Sperry Univoc
Parks, Frederick Naval Electronics System
Stees. Mae S. Magnavox
Teixeira, Stephen M- Naval Underwater Systems Center
Whdtloca., James A. General Electric

* Subpanel.Chalr

The objectives of this subpanel were as follows: Cb) Identitication of microprocessor devices
is important; however, a definitive :on-

(a) Prepare a typical Cross Reference Test clusion did not result. Several labeling
Verification PMtrix for microprocessor methods were discussed. but each one had
software, drawbacks. The methods discussed are

summarized in Table 4-1.
(b) Propose method(s) for directing/deter-

mining the physical identification of Wc) A flow chart depicting the activities Te-
microprocessor software. quired to conduct audits for microprocessor

software was not preoared fir lack of time.
Cc) Prepare a flow chart which depicts the

activities reqLired to conduct audits (d) It was determined that a FCA and preliminary
for microprocessor software. PCA should be performed for microprocensor

roftware prior to irtegration into the
(d) Prepare one or more checklist that can microprocessor device. The preliminary

be used to insure that microprocessor PCA would involve examination of the micro-
software audits are conducted properly. processor software on a sampling basis with-

out establishinq a product baseline. Once
The subpanel investigated configuration audit system level testing is completed, the
requirements for microproccesor software that microprocessor software PCA and FQR would
is treated as a: be held jointly with the microprocessor

device (hardware) PCA and FQR. (See Fig-
Ca) Configuration Item (CI), ure 4-2).

(b) Computer Program Configuration Item (CPCI), (e) Microprocessor scftware audit checklists
or were prepared for the FCA, PCA, FQR, and

minutes of these audits/reviews. and are
WC) Software within a hardware Cl. presented in tahlv 4-4. 4-3. 4-4. and 4-5.

re-.Ispec tively. SivIn' uf the lAI,. I 11t0.0d
Sulhpanel conclusions are as follows: may not li ui Inhie for a lilvun prncure-

ment. Users should tailor the list to
(h) The Verification Cross Reference Matrix their needs.

(VCRM) shown in Figure 4-1 was developed
for microprocessor software. It is a Side issues that were aiscussed during oanel
modification of the MIL-STD-483 version. deliberations are as follows:
This VCRM is applicable because micro-
processor software Must undergo the (a) The diffe'erence between a software version
same tests as any other softwaie. and revision.
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(b) Tracrahll i ty of microprocesor software,
vi4 the' pijneerilnretn relr~ir system.

kc) Declassification of Pon-eraseable micro-
processor devices.

Recommendations:

As part of the military qualification process,

the responsible agency Should:

(a) Provide potential users with suggested
method of identifying/labeling micro-
processor devices which contain software,
and

(b) Provide guidance on ipplicable constraints
with respect to the erasure of classified
information contained within microp-oces-
sor devices.

0I
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FULL SCALE EPIGINEERING DEVELOPMENr 4- MO ' OIUCTION

jCODING
CDR DEEUt

PO1

FOY

SOFT1WA
HARCWAUI NTEGRATIONTESTING

CI QUALIFI-
CATION
TESTING

CP/H FCA SYSTEM
PRELIMINARY TESTING
PCA

PRODUCTIONM/

DEPI OY MENT

ATP
APPLICATION

FIGURZ 4-2: PROPOSED AUDIT/REVIEW EVENTS FOR MICFOPROCESSOR SOFTWARE
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TABLE 4-1 IDENTIFICATION METHODS FOR MICROPROCESSOR DEVICES

IMethod Remarks
1. Stick-on Tape 1, Relatively easy to

uuseIl noIamu
to microprocessor
device. orlde

* off when heated.
2. Ink Numbering 1. Easy to read and rub

Off.
2. Somie inks produce

static charges.
3. Difficult to record

numbers in space
provided.

3. Burn and Bag 1. Unlabeled micropro-
cessor device is
placed in a container
which is subsequently
labeled.

2. If item is separated
from container, iden-
tity is lost.

can be used.
2.Color code is confus-

ing.
3. Government agencies

* object tn it.
S. Decals 1. Easy to apply dfld read.

~.Can produce static
charge.

~.Few vendor sources.
6. higher Assembly 1. Unlabeled microproces-

Labeling sor de~vice is installed
on printed circuit
board which is subse-
quently identified.
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TABLE 4-2 FCA CHECKLIST FOR MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE

1. Review minutes and corrective action from
previous design reviews.

2. Evaluate Contractor's briefing of functional
requirements and test results.

3. Audit Preliminary Qualification Test (PQT)
and Formal Qualification Test (FQT) reports
against actual test data and procedures.

4. Validate test report(s).
S. Review approved ECPs for implementation

status.
6. Review interface requirements and related

test results.
7. Identify parameters not verified during

PQT and FQT..
8. Identify support software used during de-

velopment and test.
9. Review deliverable documentation for com-

pliance with applicable Data Item Descrip-
tion (DID).

10. Insure that pre-FCA checklist is completed.
11. Review failure modes and effect verification

data.
12. Review PCA procedures and requirements, if

FCA and PCA are not held jointly.



TABLE 4.3 PCA CHECKLIST FOR MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE

1. Review minutes and corrective actions from
previous design reviews and audits.

2. Compare microprocessor software listing
with narratives (HIPOs, flow charts, etc)
in C5 specification.

3. Compare narratives with requirements in BS
specification.

4. Review deliverable documentation for com-
pliance with applicable Data Item Descrip-
tion (DID).

S. Review interface control documentation for
currency.

6. Review approved ECPs for implementation
status.

7. Review applicable deviations and waivers.
8. Review DD250.
9. Reveiw Acceptance lest Plan (ATP) for

currency.
10. Review nomenclature/numbering scheme.

I J
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IABLE 4-4 FOR CHECKLIST FOR MICROPROCESSOR SOrTWARE

1. Review the minutes of prewious reviews andI.!' . audits;
2. review system test results to insure that

imposed requirem+ents were satisfied.

67
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TABLE 4-5 CHECKLIST FOR MINUTES OF MICROPROC.ESSOR SOFrWA) AUDITS AND REVIEWS

1. Corrective action completion dates are es-
tablished and recorded for all discrepmn-
cies revealed.

2. All requirements not tested are recorded.
3. Revisicn level of all deliverable documents

are recprded.
4. Unacceptable reconmendations and the reason

for rejection are recorded.

681
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D-5: LIBRARY CONTROLS

Subpanel members were as follows:

"Hall, Harold D. lexai Instruments
tett, Alva'F. General Dynamics
Negrelli. Thomas J. HQ AFLC/LOFE
Reinish. "eter Hughes Aircraf:
Scnnackenberg. Walter General Electric

" Subpanel Chair

The objective, of this subpanel were as follows: extracteo from EIA Bulletin 4C.

la) Review NIA Bulletin 4C, Computer Software
Libraries. and determine its applicability (d) Table 5-1 oresents a checklist that can
to mikroprocessor software. be used to assure the adequacy of micro-

processor software library controls.
(b) Prepare a flow chart which depicts the

activities required to implement library
controls for microprocessor software.

(c) Prepare a Checklist that can be used to
assure the adenuacy of library controls
for microprocessor software.

Thý- subn.nel examined lit rary control require-
men:s for ric-oprocessor software that is treated
as 9:

,6) ConTi•uration Iteh. (el),

(o) Computcr Program Configuration !tem (CPCI).
or

(c) Software within a hardware CI.

Subpanel members concluded that:

Ca) EIA Bulletin 4C is not applicable when
micronrocessor software is treated as a
Cl. HArdware disciplines would apply.

(h) Whnn i:,icrnprnrnsor softw.irv i% treated
i a I 'ri or ..ollw,•i within a CI. CIA

Oul let iii 4C is app! icahle.

(c) Figure 5-1, Master library and Prograrminq
Sursort Library Ph.sin,1, and Finure 5-2,
Corrputer Software Lihraries and Rrnository
Rplationships. depict thy activities re-
quired to imple'•ent library control for
microprocessor software. These flows were

'9
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TABLE 5-1 CHECKLIST FOR MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE LIBRARY

Does the microprocessor software library contain:

Yes No

(a) Source Code, both for application
software and, as applicable, sup-
port software? _

(b) Object Code, both for application
software and support software? _

(c) Load module?
(d) Source listing, both for applica-

tion software and, as applicable,
support software?

(e) Object listing, both for applica-
tion software and support software? __-

(f) Test plan, test procedures, test
case source media and test reports
associated with the qualification
of tte application software?

(g) Software. Standards and Procedures
Manual?

(h) User manuals for both target and
host computers (if not contained
in another corporate repository)? -- --

(i) Configuration identification
(specifications and drawings) if
not contained in another corporate
repository? --

(j) Version Description Document or
equivalent (identifies all items
which make up the version plus all
utility and/or support items/mod-
ification levels which are required
to operate, load or regenerate the
application software)?

(k) Identification of equipments/mod-
ification levels, including both
target and host computers, which
were used for testing of the ver-
sion (if not contained in test
documentation or VDD as discusse-i
in item j above)?

(1) R.le'has Irocndure? -

(im) t•Jihte Conntrol Proc•mdure?
(n) rioal Release Procedure?
(o) backup File Procedure?

7i.



PANLL RECO9•MENDATIONS

5I

lV

1. For Industry

(a) Develop procedures that would be
applicable when both hardware-intensive
(Firmware) and software-intensive
(microprocessor software) reside in the

same C1.

(b) Develop guidelines for the erasure of
microprocessor devices containing clas-
sified software.

2. For Industry Associations

(a) Prepare a Data Item Description (DID)
for the computer program/hardware
(i.e.. book-form drawing, that can be
called for as a Contract Data Require-
ments List (CDRL) item). This DID
should not require authentication
since it is a part of the drawing sys-
tem defined by DoD-D-1000.

3. For Government

(a) Revise MIL-STD-483 to allow the use of
a Type "A" specification when software-
intensive CPCIs are embedded within a
hardware C1.

(b) Revise MIL-STD-130 to include part num-
ber marking requirements for microproces-
sor devices containing software,

7I
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SOFTWARE INTENSIVE HARDWARE INTENSIVE

CPCI CP/H

85 ?E 1 MIL-STD-490 BOOK FORM DRAWING
C5 SPC I )1. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

CPCI TEST PLAN A. NARRATIVE 1

TEST PROCEDURE B. FLOWS

TST REPORT. C. TRUTH TABLE.S

2.. LISTING

CI ACCEPTANCE TEST SPEC

ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN

ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCED

ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT

OTHER

PRINTED CIRCUIT AZS'Y DWG

SPEC OR SOURCE CONT DWG

FIGURE 1-3: DOCUMENTATION FOR SOFTWARf WITHIN A CONFIGURATION ITEM
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DATA rTEM DESCRIPTION AGIUe- Olemr

USAF UDI-E-3935rirmware D~evelopment" Plan (FD) UA" U/E33
| ASrj/H2

SI O AIJNiqPTION/rWumpols 4 , m W & O~OVAL GATICThe Firmware Development Plan (FDP) is that engineering L4 September 1979

management plan which identifies the contractor's efforts * o r

required to develop and deliver computer resources and the AFSC/ASD/ENETC
associated firmware, processes, documentation, end necessary _

support resources. The plan is used by the contracting 6. oocm040%iAo0

activity to monitor and evaluate the contrector's firmware
computer resource development effort and to plan the support _.__

of these resources. ss. A00010VAL ~~t t

,, PP.ICAT.,€ @Wd,w,?,M8gL,?.-@o-•,P For use at ASD/ENETC
This Data Item Description applies to system development and ASD/Ye a

and acquisition contracts involving computer resources
0. M(hCf"(NCsal •*t s .€ I eW- . C... d in-

during the phases of validation, full scale development
and production. This plan is related to the Computer AFR 800-14
Program Development Plan (CPDP), configurstion management HILSTD-1521
plan and test plan. The FDP and CPDP together cover the nLD8J468
full spectrum of computer resources being acquired. DI-S-30567A
Furthermore, this plan is closely related to contractual UDI-E-3936-ASD
requirements covering the System Engineering management UDI-E-3937-ASD

requirements and documentation. UDI-E-3936-ASD and
UDI-E-3937-ASD are companion data items.

lO.1.a The FDP is a documented engineering management plan that shall define the
contractors efforts to develop, document, and deliver computer resources in

* accordance with the ccntract terms. As a management plan, the FDP shall analyze and
: structure the work into manageable elements (components, modules, tasks, sub-systems,

etc.), schedule the progress of these elements, define milestones and measurcable
: products for each milestone or activity during the development process through

delivery of the product (system). The FDP shall identify the organizational structure
to perform the tasks, the interface with other groups, and the resources allocated
to the work effort. Thus, the FDP sh'all provide effective management visibility,
monitor~ng and control of the product development, test, integration, acceptance and
delivery.

10.l.b The FDP shall be coordinated with the CPDP (DI-S-30567A) in terms of
resources and schedule. This FDP shall apply to computer programs, computer data.
microprocessor, digital electronic processor, and firmware developments and appli-
cations or implementations defined herein as Hardware Intensive. The balance of
these applications and developments defined as Software Intensive shall be addressed
In the CPDP.

10.2 As- a minimum, the plan shall include the folloving:

~ ~ m d ;f d- .. ..-- . . . * -. *
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lO.2.a The contractor shall provide definition of the microprocessor, Digital

Electronic Processor (DEP) and firmware intended to be developed and covered

in this FDP (that is hardware intensive applications) as a supplement to the

definitions provided herein. These definitions shall be used in identifying

the appLication% covered in this FDP (as required by P,'tion 10.2.b).

10.2.b Firmware Identification. All planned/kno'n application of microprocessors,
DZP, end firmware elements in the system shall be identified and described as to
functions performed and implementation technology. An overall block diagram
aid table shall be orovided which identifies all microprocessor, DEP, and firm-
ware implementations in the system.

10.2.t Firmware Development Process. The FDP shall include & complete definition

and description of the step-by-step process of implementations or applying micro-
processors, OEPs, and firmware in the development of this system development. A j
diagram of phased development/process steps shall be included. Each development/
process step shall be completely described including the input baseline from the
previous development/process step, the output to be generated by the activity,
and the exact nature of the activity (see Figure 1). Identify specific mile-
stohes, integral to this process, which you will use to manage and crack the
schedule (required by 10.2.e). Where appropriate the milestones identified in
the CPDP (DI-S-30567A, Sec 10.4.a) may be used herein. Identify your method of
lacegrating and verifying the status of these milestone products into your

management control system and cost performance.

1O.2.d The structure of the organization responsible to develop the Hardware
Inteusive application shall be provided. This manning structure shall identify
all personnel responsible for and contributing to the defit-iton/development
of the applications. The structure, authority, responsibilities, interfaces
and lines of com•nunications for all participants shall be indicated. Each
element of Hardware Intensive application should be size estimated in terms of
instructions and/or data. The total manpower allocated to each element of the
firmware shall be identified in terms of man months per month and by skill levels
such as analyst, engineer, programmer, etc. Recognizing this development effort
to be closely integrated with the total system development effort, the inter-
relationship and interfaces between the Hardware Intensive application development
organization and the other development organizations shall be defined.

1O.2.e The plan shall contain a schedule which defines the total development
effort. This schedule shall identify the development tasks, milestones, and
written documentation product associated with each implementation/application
of microprocessors, DEP and firmware. These tasks shall include:

(1) Definition of the functional performance requirements to be

implaemented (allocation).

(2) Verification of allocated functional performance requirements.

(3). ALgorIthms, equations, and data structures development and their
derivations.

(4) Verification of the derived algorithms, equations, and data
against the functional performance requirements.

2 of 6
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(5) Derivation of the design throj.la detail flow proce.s, specific
data content, and data addresses (implementation of the design).

(6) Definition of Test criteria and test procedures to verify correct
performance once implemented.

(7) The process the coding of digital data (manual or otherwise conver-
sion of the data, i.e., micro instructions irto bit paLterns and the
allocation of the data to firmware).

(8) Implementation of the writing of Information, the code and/or
data into the firmware device.

(9) Verification that the programmed device correctly performs the
intended function.

(10) Integration (incremental build-up) of the firmware elements into
the subsystems and system (including measurable criteria for determining
completion). e

The scheduled tasks shall include the rmanhours planned to do the task
and the specific planned personnel by skill level assignments. These tasks
shall be scheduled and tracked with start and completion milestone dates.
It is essential that these milestones be finite and measurable (written
product). This schedule shall be consistent with the cost/schedule/reporting
Information required by the contract. Information identified for each item
in this schedule shall include scheduled completion of the documentation
milestones (e.g. detail. design solutions must be documented at the Critical
Design Review milestone). The contractor's approach to track and report
progreas relative to this development schedule shall he identified.

l0.2.f The planning and procedures for firmware cost/schedule reporting
shall be identified. Specific methods, reporting formats, lowest level
planning status reporting tools shall form the baseline for cost performance
reporting.

10.2.g Planning for testing shall be identified to include specific plans
for all Hardware Intensive applications. Test plans shall cover both con-
tractor verification methods and scheduled activities and Air Force verifica-
tion. These plans should be integrated with the simulator system level test
plans, but must :over the Hardware Intensive applications performance.

10.2.h Methods and procedures planned to develop firmware product speci-
fication information to meet the requirements identified in the Contract
Data Requirements List shall be provided. The successive milestone build-
up of the firmware development documentation in terms of design solutions
is critical and must be planned and achieved In order to meet the scheduied
design reviews. Detail design solutions, flow charts, process flows, or
equivalent information processing designs must be planned to be complete for
Critical Design Review.

3 of 6
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10.2.1 Methods and procedures to accomplish verification of each develop-
ment step prior to preceeding to the next development step shall be identified.
For example, the flow process or equivalent design must be verified against
the algorithm and/or Part I specification prior to coding. Techniques used
for design control to assure completeness, validity, traceability to require-
ment, testability, modularity and compliance with internal standards shall

be identified.

10.2.j Resources, including computer programs, equipment, documentation,
and personnel skills required to support the development, modification, and
test of the Hardware Intensive applications shall be identified and scheduled.

l0.2.k Planning which describes methods to develop and control digital data
base information shall be identified. This planning shall include methods
to baseline and control source and operational loads and to document these
data buses. Levels of baseline control used throughout the development
shall be identified% t

10.2.1 A description of engineering practices, standards, conventions, design
reviews, etc., as they apply to the development and how these standards will
be maintained shall be provided. In addition, the methods to be employed
to assure adherence to these disciplines shall be described.

10.2.3 Definitions:,

7Irlware: Solid state electronic devices, i.e., ROM, PROM, EPROM, etc.,
which contain binary bit patterns (digital information) that
cannot be readily modifiable, i.e., read only.

Digital Etectronic Processor: An electronic device whose functions cr
characteristics are programmable at multiple levels, i.e.,

programmable at the primative microinstruction or higher
level (machine instructions). These microinstructions com-
bine to make the microprograins which define the instructions

set (macroinstructions or machine instructions) at the user
level.

Embedded: (1) physically ircorporated into a larger tystem or subsystem,
i.e., integral.

(2) the larger system function is not general purpose data
processing.

(3) the application may be hardware intensive or software

Intensive.

RH intensive: Those microprocessor/digital electronic processor
applications in which the function performed is fixed and
for any change to occur a redevelopment of the application
f unction would be required.

II
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3V Intensive& Those microproceinor,'diital aclectronic processor
applications in which the function can vary or is c&peske
of pcrforming multiple functions within the embedded appli-
cation (real-time function, calibration function, built-
In test, diagnostic).

ktaroprocessor: An.integrated circuit chip or chip set which has a
fixed instruction set at the micro or machine instrjetLon
level and which has a fixed architecture.

Progrumable microprocessor: A microprocessor where the instruction
set Is programmable (modifiable) at the microinstiuction
level and whose architecture is therefore defined by those
microinstructions.

Microinstruction: A bit pattern stored in high speed memory (normally

nonvolatile) which controls the processor hardware logic.

Machine Instruction: A bit pattern that is interpreted by the executing
control hardware of a processor and is made up of a requi-ce
of microinscructions.

kacroinstruction: A nmemonic instruction which causes an HOL computer
program to generate one or more machine instructions.

ROLW Higher Order Language.

i ,-
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APPENDIX C-7

PRCPOSED

FIRMWARE TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
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DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION 1 IC. I o, NO

Firmware Technical Description (Product Specifica- US,.F UDI-E-3936-
tion) ASD

6. oaca.i€ o T JOST, 0AVO0I *& i* APPO8 . OAT&

Provides complete and detailed technical descrip- 30 M~arch 1979
tion of each functional implementation of firmware. ' , I
The document(s) serve as an instrument ýor. accept- AiSC/ASD/SD24:
ance, modification, trouble diagnosis, maintenance, _ _ _-,

modification and reprocurement of the firmware. DOC ,,,*L,

S. AlW llO V & •. h.1M *kl•• SOM

AP*€IC £?S•k/I.CN. gL A*aO• . g. For use at ASD/SD2t
This description serves to fully document all and ASD/ENETC
available information for each functional imple-
mentation of firmware to be delivered. Jt is .* ,
developed simultaneously with the firmware and is
used incrementally to measure development process AFR 800-14
at the various milestones. It includes flow charts MIL-STD-1521
and detailed descriptive text needed 'by the systam MIL-D-83L68
programmer and data analyst in support of the
delivered firmware. DI-E-3120, UDI-E-3935-.ASD and
UDI-E-3937-ASD are companion Data Items.

io P &N hUATIO• I NSi 7•YU.VIO

10.1 Prepare a complete comprehensive technical description of the firm-
ware to be delivered under this contract.

Definitions: Firmware, most commonly defined as computer programs and
computer data at the microprogram level, also applies to any level of
executable computer programs and computer data that cannot be readily
modified under program control, that is read only. For the purpose of
this data item description, firmware is defined to include the above
definitions and, in a-broader sense, will include all information pro-
cessing implementation technologies, programs, digital data, and de-
vices not included under the definition of digital computers and associ-
ated computer programs, and not included under hardware. Firmware in-
cludes microprocessors, Read Only Memories (ROMS), Programmable Read
Only Memories (PROMS), and any other programmable logic elements. The
contractor shall expand from these generic definitions to specific de-
finitions of the firmware intended to be covered by the documentation
technical descriptions in response to this data item description.

10.2 Each firmware implementation (e.g. individual or grouped PROM(s),
ROM(s)) shall be identified and entitled separately by function per-
formed and .described in relation to the associated configuration item
of which it is a part. The technical data shall be comprised of the
following: 'A -.
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UDI-E-3936-ASD

Preparation Instructions (Cont'd)

a. IdentificAtion of -he performance requirements and functions
to be implemented. This shall include test criteria and re-
quirements.

b. A narrative descript.ion of th= functions to be per-
formed, the inputs and outputs associated with the functions,
and the hArdware and software interface5.

c. A description of the functional characteristic of the
devices to be prograrmmted and the types o' information struc-
turing, e.g. inicroinstruction/data formats Pnd instruction
type functions. As appropriate, device micro instructions
shall be defitied.

d. A complete description of the firmware device(s) to
include memory size (length, width in bits), operating
characteristics (access time, power supply/requirements, logic
levels, etc.), pin functional descriptions and logical inter-
faces, and manufacturers part number..

e. A complete definition of the algorithms, equations
and data structures to be implemented. Flow processes and
data formats of implementation shall be described at the de-
tailed functional level.

f. Logic layout schematic type block diagrams. These
shall include timing, cycle, and clock information.

g. Detail process flow diagrams which support coding as
the next step. Data structures, e.g. look up tables, shall
be completely detailed including addresses and hex/decimal
equivalents. The derivation of table entries shall be pro-
vided including descriptions of the equation/algorithms which
generated the data.

h. The source code of instructions and data. Listings
of the firmware contents, sequentially by addcess, in binary,
hex or decimal and mnemonic reptesentation or descriptions
shall be provided. Listings shtz2 contain comments which
accurately correlate to the flow process diagrams used to
generate the contents. These listings may take the form of
parenthetical drawings of the contents of the firmware.

i. A listing of the firmware contents (i.e., the logic/
program contained in memory) in either a binary or mnemonic
representation referenced to a logic diagram graphical

A- I
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Preparation Instructions (Cont'd)

representation. Comments shall be included in the listings
except for listings of data tables.

j. Test requirements, procedures and test results.

k. Identification and description of the compiler/as-
sembler systems used to develop the loadable object tapes
(or other media). (Vendor format acceptable.)

P
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PROPOSED

FIRMWARE SUPPORT DATA
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DATA ITEM D$4ICRtPT"M A,,.Co NWt

t. Tiltt,

Firmware Support Data USAF UDI-E-3937-___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _,___ASD
* DSIeIsP?a@.P m@SSPN~i 4 ,AP~iUO' AL. CatS

Provides the data needed for the maintenance and 9_Marcb 1979
modification of firmware (Read Only Memories (ROMs)
Programmable Read Only Memories (PROMs)) micropro-
cessors, and other firmware devices. AFSC,/ASD/SD24L Al

4. 0¢0 i[,C•oAC I.LIt

- For use at ASD/SD24
and ASD/ENETC

This data serves to fully document all available
information for the maintenance and modification of
firmware. It is to be used as: (1) a maintenance ,
manual by the system programmer in support of the
delivered firmware, and, (2) engineering documenta AFR 000-1v
tion for depot level support. DI-Ew3120, UDI-E- MIL-STD-1521
3935-ASD and UDI-E-3936-ASD are companion Data Item MIL-D-83468

6AC.I .IUMS*.

.i. IPAUD L/mA 1&T ION |,61 T uC ?,@4is

Unless otherwise stated, the following information will be provided sepa-
rately for each functional implementation (i.e., individual or grouped
ROMs/PROMs and other devices) of firmware.

a. The object rode for each ROM, PROM or other device (as input to a
PROM (device) progr,.Jmmer) on punched paper tape, magnetic tape or other
specified medium su:;:plemented with a listing of the object code and a
narrative descript:1.n of the complete contents .-f the tape or other speci
fled medium (to inc::ude the leader, etc.). If the listing 1,s on perfora-
ted forms, the pages shall not be separated. The listing shall contain
both address and content (in binary, octal or hexadecimal) to each indi-
vidual (for PROMs and other programmable devices) ROM, PROM or other de-
vice. A listing of source language statements/code used at each stage of
development shall be provided. All listings shall be annotated to ident2.
fy computer program identification member (CPIN), version, date of listin
system memory location, card memory location, and chip memory location.

b. A Programming Guide (for PROMs and other programable devices)
ROM, PROM or other device shall be provided in contractor format. This
guide shall identify all hardware/software and describe the procedu4res,
used for maintenance and support of both the PROMs (devices) and the in-
formation conent of the PROMs (devices). The content of this guide shall.
include.

(I) A list of all equipments for each functional imple-entatior.

DD '°" 1664 P A$ PASS
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UDI-E-3937-ASD

Preparation Instructions (Contd)

of firmware including computers and computer peripherals used by the
contractor for software development/data base generation,
PROM loading, PROM burn-in and PROM test (including verifi-
cation that the proper content is stored). Each equipment
shall be identified by manufacturer, manufacturer's designa-
tion, and any special features. Any unique equipments used
shall be so specified.

(2) A list of all computer software for each func-
tional implementation of firmware used by the contractoz for
firmware logic development/data baso generation, device, e.g.,
PROM loading, burn-in and test. All cross-compilers, cross
assemblers and utility programs used will be included in this
list. Each computer software item shall be identified by
vendor, vendor's designation, version, and any special fea-
tures. Any unique software used shall be so identified.

(3) A sequential list for each functional implemen-
tation of firmware of those detailed procedures used by the
contractor for firmware logic development/data base genera-
tion, device, e.g., description of PROM loading, burn-in, and
test. All equipment and computer software used in each pro-
cedures shall be identified. All burn-in schedules and con-
ditions used by the contractor shall be included.

(4) A list for each functional implementation of
firmware of those tests used by the contractor to validate
firmware logic/data base, compatibility of the firmware logic/
data base with the s'ystem, device (e.g. , PROM) specification
and device (e.g., PROM) content after programming. A brief
overview of each test will be included. The test method and
criteria for acceptance or rejection. will be included for
each test. Those equipments and computer software used for
each test will be identified.

c. Vendor/Implementation Information.

(1) Vendor data as supplied by original supplier
and/or vendor which, as a minimum describes in detail, the
capabilities and methods of &chieving these cApabilities for
each device.

(2) Pin layout and logic diagram relation to each
pin shall be provided.

Page 2 of 2 Pages
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APPENDIX A

DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION 1a IOFTICA71ON 4OS1

AGENCY 04UMBEA
1. TOItLS

Configuration Item Product F~brication Specification - UtSAF (2 iF
I. ocac(I¢IPO.I .,40URPO|S I.O, - I

The product configuration iden'ification documentation
(specifications aind referenced drawings) establish the rn- 0 o,,.ce oF r,411A

quirements for manufacture and acceptance of the configura L 1oV,,

tion items (CI) to be delivered under the terms of the AFSC
contract. ,. Doc REIQUIRO

0, APPROV AL LIMITATION

A FP .,IC AT€ 10O W ,164NS lAO ,OlL A T I Ihe urod ucf t ab ricalion s F c c_--
tion is used to identity t ne con ractual requ ranengs proauc
baselir, e) for the configuration item. The product specificati n
is the documentation to which production/operational engi-
neering Lhange proposals (ECPs) are addressed. The product s. REFERENCES M*en•o. of.d,.n

fabrication secification will normally be prepared as Part blac,101

I1 of a two part specification. Part I of the specification MIL-STD-483
will always be the overriding part of the specification. For MIL-STD-490Computer Program Configu'ation Items (CPCIs), use DID-E-3120B
If other than Furm la specifications(MIL-STD-490) are requir- MIL-S-83490
ed, the specific form from MIL-S-83490 will be called nut in
block 16 of the Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL). For
configuration items that contain embedded microprocessor ap-
plications, whose computer pro rams are not separate com:uter

program coniguraiton items, the additional requirements con-
[ained below in Bock 10 (para.2), Preparation nstructions,
shall be included in the specification. For Prime Items that MCSL NUMS
are training eouipments, the additiondl requirements contain-
0 1 1 . ie i 10 (e1 Fop ci.Preparation Instructions, shall
.-e ?#n~cwLidled int te spe 1 1cat 11.
to PACP ANAT0 ION INSTRUCTIONS

1. The contractor shall prepare a product fabrication specification for each configur-
atic'n item in accordance with the requirements of MIL-STD-490, Appendices VIII, X and
XI, as applicable and as stated in the contract or work statement. When other than Form
la specifications are called out in Block 16 of the CDRL, Appendices of MIL-STD-490 wil
be used as a guide in the preparation of specifications. The specifications cover page
shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-483, Figare 1.

2. When the configuration item contains embedded microprocessor applications, an ap-
pendix for each microprocessor application shall be included in the configuraiton item
product fabriacation specification. This appendix shall contain additional information
about the microprocessor application. The section in the product specification which
contains the chip schematics and bit pattern drawings shall reference this appendix.
Title and numbering of the appendix shall be in accordance with HIL-STD-490. Detailed
preparat,!:n instructions shall be implemented by the following instructions.

S;crion 1, Scope: This section shall identify the microprocessor and describe its
function within the configuration item.

Section 2, Applicable Documents: References which may be required and which relate
to this appendix shall be listed tin Section 2 of the basic specification and s1iall be
listed by the title in this section as a minimum. If there are no applicable reference
the following shall appear below the section heading:

"This section is not applicable to this appendix."
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Sectte 3,_,guIr.cnleits: All of the requirements which are allocated to Ohe micro-
processor aipplication UT•jTl be clearly stated, either directly or by reference, in thi,

section. Any rcquirempnts derived as a consequence of rhe application of a microprocec
in the configuration item shall be included in this section. Derived requirements may
be allocated to the digital processing equipment, the microcode, computer program or
data, t'nd may include processing rates, memory usage, programming language(s), data
structures, etc.

Paragraph 3.1__Instruction Set: Identification of the programming language and
instruction set shell be included either directly or by reference in this paragraph.
If the microprocessor is a user programmable microprocessor and an instruction set was
developed, a complete description of what happens with the execution of each instructic
shall be included either directly or by reference, along with a memory map for the
instruction set in this paragraph and subparagraphs, If the m.'croprocessor is a user
programwnable microprocessor, but an instruction set was not developed (i.e., the micro-
processor is used as a hardware controller), then a complete description of tie contrc!
flow sequencing and timing shall be included in this paragraph and subparagraplhs. If
the microprocessor is user progranaable, but an instruction set was not developed,paragrpahs 3.2 through 3.5 of this appendix will not be applicable.

Paragraph 3.2, Functional Flow: This paragraph shall describe the major operation(-!
performed by the computer program. This paragraph and subsequent subparagraphs shall
show the general flow of both data and control within the computer progra-m. Paragraph
3.2 shall graphically portray the operations performed by the computer program.
Graphical representations shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-483, Appendix VI.

Paragraph 3.2.1, Interfaces: This paragraph shall dezcribe in detail., either
directly or by reference, the as-built interface design between the computer program
and the hardware with which it must operate. It shall provide a detailed logical
description of all data, messages, and control signals. Sources for all inputs and
destinations for all outputs shall be described. I

Paragraph 3.2.2, Program Interrupts: This paragrpah shall describe all program
interrupts. Each interru-, shall be described as to source, purpose, type, priority,
and the required response. The probable rate of occurrence of interrupts shall also
be given. If the computer program is loop driven, then loop rates (inner loop rate(s),
outer loop rate(s), etc.) shall be described. The effect of interrupts on those loop
rates shall also be described.

Paragraph 3.3, tesipn Description: The design description provided shall be to a
level of detail sufficient to permit computer program modification and/or adaptation
by the government. For applications specified by the government as Hardware Intensive,
the level of detail shall be sufficient to provide for the theory of operation of the
Configuration Itelh and to facilitate applicable mainter.ance at the hardware level.

Paragraph 3.3.1. Data Base Definition: This paragraph shall include the name,
definition, variable type, and rapge of values for each variable, table, or array
used in the computer program.

Paragraph 3.3.2, Storage Allocation: This paragraph shall include a memory map
which describes the utilization of all portions of memory. This memory map shall
include a description of how memeory has been partitioned and allocated to different
section of the computer program(s) and/or data.

Paragraph 3.4, Object Code Creation: This paragraph shall describe the computer
programs, digital processing equipment, hardware and procedures required Lo be uti-
lized to generate the object code.

Page 2 of
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Preparation Instructions (Continuation)

a. Computer programs required, including but not limited to host operating
systaem, compilcrs, assemblers, link editors, loaders, and translators.

b. Digital processing equipment including host computer hardware minimum
configuration, vendor(s), part numbers, and other pertinent data such as model capacity
and special capabilities.

c. Procedures required to generate object coce in the specified media suitable
for operation in the target microprocessor.

Paragraph 3.5, Listings: This paragraph shall include source and object code
listings. Comments of explanation shall be included and considered part of the
listing. The level of detail required in the listings shall, when used with other
information contained within this appendix, permit support, modification and/or
adaptation of the computer programs and data utilized within the microprocessor.

Section 4. Quality Assurance Provisions: Requirements for formal verification
of the microprocessor and associated computer program requirements o:! Section 3
and Section 5 shall be included in this section. This section shall referenck each
performancedesign or delivery requirement of Section 3 and Section 5i and specify the
specific verification method. The methods of verification to be specified herein

may include inspection, review of analytical data (analysis), demonstration(s), and
test (witnessing test results and review of qualitative and quantatitive test data
resulting from formal procedures, controlled environment and instrumentation).
This section shall specify requirement(s) for verification to the level of detail
necessary to establish the scope and accuracy of the verification method, and shall
clearly identify each verification requirement with the applicable performance/design/
delivery requirement in $ections 3 and 5.

Paragraph 4.1 Microprocessor/Computer Program Testing: This paragraph describes

testing at the microprocessor/computer program-level where the results are intended

to be the only source of data to verify specific requirements of Section 3 or 5.

These tests may be conducted prior to integration of the microprocessor into the

configuration item.

Paragraph 4.2, Configuration Item Testing: This paragraph shall identify require-
ments specified in Section 3 which will be verified during Configuration Item.'esting
and which therefore ;ust be listed as CI test requirements.

Paragraph 4.3, System Test Program: This paragraph shall identify requirements
specified in Section 3 which cannot be verified until system testing (or equivalent)
and which therefore must be listed as system test requirements.

Paragraph 4".4, Verification Cross-Reference Matrix: This paragraph shall include a
Verification Cross-Reference Matrix identifying each Section 3 requirement with the
Section 4 paragraph where the qualification requirement(s) is/are specified.

Section 6, Preparation for Delivery: When applicable, this paragraph shall be
used to describe special handling requirements such as: packaging for delivery (e.g.,
to ships or to remota sites), which may require special labels, etc. This para-
graph shall also specify the media or delivery, e.g., cassettes, cartridges, magnetic
tape, punched paper tape, punched cards, disks, firmware, etc. Also incl~tdod shall
be the general or specific characteristics of the meoJa as required fur qualification
testing and verification. If special or unique packaging is requirel to avert possible
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Preparation Instructions (Continuation)
V

compromise of CI performance, then packaging requirements'shall be included.

Section 6, Notes: This section of 0%e specification is not contractually binding,
and should not contain contractual requirements. It may include information or pnrticu-
lar importance to the ptocuring activity in using the spafication as a contractual
instrument or administrative or background information (e.g., ordering instructions
for technical data pertianin& to the computer program, or specific information related
to the use of the program in future assembly and integration testing). It shall
not include requirements which constrain design, development, or qualification. The
text may be precwded with the statement "Administrative Information Only - Not
Contractually Binding." Background information or rationale which will be of
assistance In understanding the specification itself, may be included herein. The
procuring activity must specify material which is mandatory for inclusion in Section 6.

3. When the prime item is for training equipment, the prime item product fabrication

?• specification preparation instructions in Appendix VIII, MIL-STD-490 shall be
implemented by the following instructions:

APPENDIX VIII

80. TYPE, Clb, PRIME ITEM-PRODUCT FABRICATION SPECIFICATION.

80.1 Section 1, "Scope." No Change

I Example:

i 1. Scope.

o.f "Scope." This section shall also briefly describe the intended use
of the trainer, by whom, and where it is intended to be used; e.g., contractors'
plant, ATC base, etc.

1.2 "Classification." No change.

80.2 Section 2, "Applicable documents." No change.

80.3 Section 3."Requirements.'

80.3.1 'Paragraph 3.1, "Item definition." No change

80.3.1.1 Paragrpah 3.1.1, "Major component list." Add "This paragraph shall
list the major items of equipment required to operate with a trainer in an instruction
situation by the following categories:

"Contractor furnished system operational equipment."

"Government furnished equipment (by expected soruce)."

80.3.1.2 Paragraph 3.1.2, "Government furnished property list." No change

80.3.2 Paragraph 3.2, "Characteristics." No change.

80.3.2.1 Paragraph 3.2.1, "Performance." No Change.

Page 4 of
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Preparation Instructions •Continuation)

80.3.3 Paragraph 3.3, "Design and construction." No change.

80.3.3.1' Paragraph 3.3.1, "Production drawings." No change.

80.3.3.2 Paragraph 3.3.2, "Standards of manufacturer." No change.

80.3.3.3 Paragraph 3.3.3, "Workmanship." No change

80.3.4 Paragraph 3.4, "Feproduction sample." Not required.SI
80.4 Section 4, "Quality Assurance Provisions." No change.

80.4.1 Paragraph 4.1, "General." Add, "For trainers requiring extensive
installation and checkout, the acceptance inspection may be accomplished at theinstallation site. This does not necessarily preclude an interim acceptance for
specified purposes at the place of manufacturer."

80.4.1.1 Parajiaph 4.1.1, "Responsibility for inspection." No change.

80.4.1.2 Paragraph 4.1.2, "Special tests and examination." No change.

80.4.2 Paragraph 4.2, "Quality conformnnce inspections." No change.

80.5 Section 5, "Preparation for delivery." Add,"Markings for items appearing
in the Training Equipment List (TEL) shall coincide with their identification in that
document. Interior packages and exterior shipping container shall be marked in
accordance with specirication MIL-STD-129, "Marking of Shipments," and MIL-STD-130,
Identification Marking of U. S. Military Property," and the words "Training Equipment"

- shall be stenciled thereon. Interior packages shall also bear the:

a. TEL item number

1 •b. Stock number

I c. Condition status (indicate if item is reject)

Training equipment, ijncluding part of trainers, furnished in reject status, shall be
permanently marked by stencil, stamp, engraving, or decalcomania: Factor Production!• ! Reject.

80.6 Section 6, "Notes." No change.

1 80.6.1 Paragraph 6.1, "Intended use." No change.

80.6.2 Paragraph 6.2, "Ordering data." Not required.

80.7 Section 10, "Appendix I." No change.

* Page 5 of
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1. OBJECTIVE

Agency policy freqisently dictates the use of standardization. Given

that this is a requirement, evaluate the potential for utilizing accredita-

tion of computer architectures as a viable tri-service computer acquisition

strategy. Determine the role and impact of MIL-STD-1750A, MIL-STD-1862

and DoD Instruction 5000.5X within the overall defense computer acquisition

standards.

2. SCOPE

Each service has been acquiring embedded computer systems (versus

commercial ADP-type computers) utilizing a myriad of selection criteria.

The end user is often required to implement a system with an approved

standard, yet technologically obsolete, computer. Accreditation has been

promoted as an alternative computer acquisition strategy.

In 1978, the Navy's Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research,

Engineering and Systems (ASN, RE S) assembled a panel to review the status

and trends of embedded computer applications and to recommend alternatives

to existing acquisition policy. One of the panel's suggestions was the

concept of accreditation, which had the following goals:

-- Stimulate competition in production (vs. sole source production)

-- Ease technology insertion

-- Increase flexibility of choice for program managers

-- Shorten the acquisition cycle

-- Minimize cost of ownership

With this as background, the issues relevant to the objective include:

-- The architectural levels at which accreditation can apply

-- Hardware and software logistics support

I- ~~



-- The effect of multiple vendors on the attainment of standards

-- Industry's willingness to support an accreditation policy

-- The capability of an accreditation policy to meet service operational

and technological needs

-- Other influences on the flexibility of choice and the length of the

acquisition cycle.
I

-- Administration of evaluation and selection under an accreditation policy

-- The introduction of new architectures as standards

As interpreted by Panel C, all computer acquisitions related directly to

weapons systems, operational support, ATE, and the like, fell within its scope.

Hardware-intensive processors were, however, excluded. The only ItOL considered

at the source level of architectural standards was Ada. Where relevant, a given

standard was assumed to apply to a single performance envelope (e.g., mini,

maxi, large scale).

I
' 3. APPROACH

j Presentations by Lt. Col. Vance Mall of the Ada Project Office, Doug Stapp

of ASD/ENASD, and William Smith of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the

Navy (R E &S ) established a background for the discussion of standardization

and accreditation. See Appendices C thru 1Y.

Early in the panel's discussions, it became evident that the concept of

accreditation went beyond the definition originally used by the Navy (see

second sheet of Appendix E), which has viewed it in contradistinction to its

policy of standardization. For acquisitions directed toward achieving archi-

tectural standards at other than the lowest replaceable unit level, accredi- &

tation could take on new meanings. Accordingly, the panel decided it must

provide a definition to frame the balance of its deliberations. This definition

-2I
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(anticipating the next section of this report) was

"Accreditation is an acquisition strategy by which a product is

certified to be suitable for service use in accordance withI

With this definition, it became clear that there were, in fact, several

accreditation approaches that needed consideration. Moreover, the panel

decided that there were two distinct standardization methods that have been

used and had to be included in further discussion. These acquisition strategies

are defined in para 4.1.

As discussion evolved, it became evident that there were a large number

of issues concerning the relative merits of each of the acquisition strategies

that had been identified. To better focus on each of these, the panel decided

* ~to evaluate each of the acn1uisition strategies against specific criteria.

j These criteria (several of which are of more than one part) were

1. Reliability and maintainability

2. Effect on logistics

3. Effect on personnel

4. Sources for development and qualification funding

5. Promotion of a competitive environment

6. Effect of shortening the acquisition cycle

7. Life cycle cost

8. Product availability -- marketplace

9. Capability of achieving technological currency

Response to specific weapons systems requirements was not used as a

criterion.

The panel wished, also, to consider the effect of these criteria at

four levels of standards: source, object, box, and LRU. These are defined

-3-



in Section 4 of this report. Although it was recognized that somae criteria

would apply equally to two or more of these levels, it was clear that the

evaluation of the acquisition strateies vs. criteria vs. standard level would

be a formidable task. Accordingly, to make the evaluation process more

manageable, the panel divided into three sub-panels, with each responsible

for a group of related criteria. Sub-Panel 1 tackled criteria 1 thru 3,

sub-Panel 2 dealt with criteria 4 thru 6, and sub-Panel 3 was organized to

handle criteria 7 thru 9.

The special task of each sub-panel was to evaluate the identified

,quisition strategies (plus a sixth, "laissez faire," representing the

antithesis of standardization) against each of the criteria assigned to it

and at each applicable standard level (Source, et at). This ,.,ould, in effect,

provide an in-depth overview of the entire issue of standardization and

accreditation independently of unique service needs.

he last day of the workshop, each of the sub-panels reported its findings

to others. This enabled all panel members to provide input to the

identification of the key issues, and to draw attention to the need for

clarifi Ltion of the assumptions underlying each sub-panel's conclusions.

Althovph the resultant three-dimensional array of mini-position papers is,

in itself, a set of conclusions, before adjourning, the panel proceeded to

synthesize the work accomplished to draw some general conclusions and

recommendations.
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4. DISCUSSION

The bulk of this section is formed by the matrix of acquisition

strategy/criteria/level of standard. As will be seen, this matrix consists

of a quick reference table and, of greater importance, the premises and

remarks attending all but the most obvious entries in the table. Some

definitions and additional background which are required for interpretation

of the matrix follow in paragraphs 4.1 thru 4.4.

4.1 Acquisition Strategies

The following strategies are those evaluated by the panel. Strategies

4.1.2 thru 4.1.5 are accreditation techniques, although strategy 4.1.5 has

also been regarded as a standardization method, and is so labeled.

4.1.1 Laissez faire ... So named by the panel because it permits each

Program Manager (PIM) or his contractor to select whatever computer architecture

and implementation he chooses. This is the de facto method of acquisition

currently used for many programs. Consideration of this strategy was not within

the scope of the panel's task. It is included because it serves as a reference

(at the pole opposite that of 4.1.6) against which all other strategies may be

compaied.

4.1.2 Accreditation I ... In this strategy, the PM has the responsibility

for verifying (validating, the implementation of a standard architecture.

This technique has been employed by the Air Force.

4.1.3 Accreditation II ... As in the operation of a qualified parts list,

computer manufacturers develop implementations of standard architectures and

submit t.em to the government for validation as machines qualified to join

others on a published list.

4.1.4 Accreditation III ... In this strategy, the government buys a large

number of machines for application to one or more programs; in essence, acting
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as a central supplier of a computer commodity. It is expected that the

development costs of each such implementation of a standard architecture

would involve at least partial government funding. This strategy, which

has been considered by the Navy, lends itself to multiple developers and

producers, with the number of developers expected to be greater than the

number of producers.

4.1.5 Standardization I ... Still an accreditation method, in this strategy

several potential suppliers are competitively selected and funded to develop

an implementation of a given arc'litCcture. One of these is subsequently

aw:arded a production contract. A second source production contract is also

possible. This strategy is now employed by the Army and Navy.

4.1.6 Standardization II ... A single developer is funded to develop and

produce machines conforming to a given architecture. That is, a single supplier

is awarded a contract, normally on a competitive basis, for both development

and production. Second sourcing is possible here, also.

4.2 Architectural Levels to Which Standards Apply

Four levels were defined. It should be noted that for certain criteria,

the level was immaterial, as will be seen in the matrix, while for others,

It was of critical importance.

4.2.1 Source ... This describes the ability to deliver a computer and (if

not capable of direct execution of iJOL programs) a compiler such that HOL

programs will run predictably. The transportability of assembly language

programs is not an issue here.

4.2.2 Object ... Implementa.:ion of an object level standard refers to

transportability of the assembled or compiled source language. This may be

viewed as a run-time architectural standard. HOL standards are implicit.

S,>*1



4.2.3 Box .. This is a hardware standard at the level of form, fit, and

function. 1101, and ISA standards are implicit.

4.2.4 LRIJ ... Similar to box level except that the implementation specifics

are standard as well for logistics commonality. That is, computers at this

level of standards conformance are spared identically. HOL, ISA, and box

standards are implicit.

4.3 Weighting of Criteria

In general, the several criteria were not rated with regard to relative

respect to other criteria. The reason weighting was not attempted derives

from the recognition that no weighting scheme can apply equally to all system

applications. For example, hardware logistics would be much less important for

space probe applications than it would for applications supported by recurring

depot level maintenance. Differences among the four services in their support

philosophies would also affect weighting. A weighting scheme of suitable

generality would require considerably more study than could be undertaken

within the time constraints of the workshop.

4.4 Interpretation of Tabular Information

The tables found later in this section Sumrmarize the issues attending

the evaluation of the criteria against the six strategies. For most of the

criteria, the evaluation is made at the four levels of standardization with

the key to the level to which each evaluation applies given in the upper left

hand corner of each table. The numbers accompanying the ratings (very good

to very poor) refer to the notes following each table.

The evaluation ratins, givýen (very good to very poor) must be used

gurdedly Indeed, several of the panel stated that they would prefer the

report not include these, for fear that if quoted, reproduced, or summarized
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out of the context of the accompanying premises and remarks (Notes 1 thru 67),

the ratings could lead to inferences of doubtful correctness or value. The

tabular ratings are presented only as a means of providing a synoptic picture

of the influences exerted by each of the strategies.

I
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4.5 Discussion Specific to the Criteria of

Reliability and Maintainability

Software Logistics

Hardware Logistics

Military Personnel

Civilian Personnel

4.S.1 Amplification of Evaluation Criteria -

Reliability and Maintainability: These were evaluated relative to

their effect on the availability of a computer to meet mission requirements

and the ease of maintaining computers in the presence of failures. This

criterion, then, measures the government's expectations of reliability under

each of the acquisition strategies and standardization levels.

Software Logistics: This criterion was evaluated with respect to thle

effect on support software, to the exclusion of the transportability of

applications software.

Hardware Logistics: This is within the context of the existing sparing

and maintenance philosophies of the services.

Military Personnel: This relates to the imupact onl zhe technicians and

system operators in the field. Tliat -*>, it reflects the potential availability

of the talent pool necessary to support the system as well as the level of

training required to ensure thle capability of maintaining and operating thle

system.

Civilian Personnel: This factor measures the availability of the

necessary pool of talent within industry -- engineers, designers, and techni-

cians -- able to respond to a particular acquisition strategy. Civilian

contractors hired to provide services to the government were not considered

to be an issue.

-9-
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4.5.2 General --

1. Sub-Panel 1, to whom the above criteria were assigned, felt that

since the laissez faire approach to acquisition does not have associated

levels of standardization appropriate to it, and is, in any zase, an unaccept-

able method, it would evaluate laissez faire without regard to levels of

standardization, but use it merely as a basis of comparison.

2. The Accreditation I approach was evaluated for standardization only

at the source level and at the object level. It really is valid only at the

object level since the basis of the approach is an ISA standard and there is

no attempt to standardize below the ISA.

4.5.3 Premises --

1. It was assumed by the sub-panel that standardization at the LRU level

included standardization at the box and object levels. Likewise, standardiza-

tion at the box level was assumed to imply standardization at the object level.

2. It was originally assumed by the sub-panel that source level standard-

ization was only viable when high order language (HOL) direct executable machines

were within the state of the art. After discussions with sub-Panel 3, it was

accepted by sub-Panel 1 that source level standardization wr-ild mean that the

contractor would deliver a computer and compiler and that HOL ,programs woule

run predictably on the machine and ISA or object level p'rograms would not be

transportable.

3. It was further assumed by the sub-panel that standardization at the

source level means that multiple code generators would be required for target

machines since ISA's would not be standard. Standardization at the object

level implied CPU ISA standardization and no I/O standardization of any kind.

Standardization at the LRU or box level implies I/0 standardization and the

-10-



equivalent transportability of the ItOL and object level software.

4. In terms of sparing philosophy, it was assumed by the sub-panel

that when standardization was levied at the box level, the services would

also replace and spare at the box level, thereby requiring personnel of

lesser skill to maintain the equipment. This is in contrast to standardiza-

tion at the LRU level where it was assumed that the services would also replace

and spare at the LRU level.

5. It was assumed that major improvements in reliability would result

from the ability of contractors to use more current technology in the computer

design. It was also recognized that major improvements would also occur during

a long production run with a fixed technology as a result of learning curve

experience and reliability improvement programs; however, no attempt was made

to further develop the advantages of one approach over the other.

4.5.4 Ratings Table -- See Figure 4-i.

4.5.5 Notes applicable to Rating Table --

1. RAM/Source and object/Accreditation I & II: Accreditation I & II do

not inhibit technology infusion by the contractors; therefore it was determined

that reliability and maintainability benefits would be increased.

2. Military personnel/object/Accreditation I & II: Under these strategies,

and implementing ISA standardization, hardware commonality wouid be non-existent

and it would be more difficult for the military to provide the personnel

necessary to maintain and operate the systems.

3. Civilian personnel/object, box, LRU/Accreditation I & II: No compari-

son with laissez-faire was intended. The generally low rating is due primarily

to the unavailability of specialized engineering/design personnel within the

-*11-
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civilian community to be committed to the developments of specialized

computers to meet military specified ISA's/HOL's.

4. Source/Accreditation II: Under the strategy of Accreditation II,

technology used to build a computer is completely flexible with standardi-

zation at the source level. Reliability would be high, software logistics

would be average because of the number of code generators that would be

required for various target machines, hardware logistics would be extremely

low due to the different technologies used by the multiple vendors, military

personnel would be extremely low because of the training required to maintain

multiple computers. Civilian personnel impact would be very favorable because

of the improved productivity, especially if a high order language was selected

by the military that was also in common use in commercial applications.

S. RAM & Software Logistics/box/Accreditation II: The high rating is a

result of the fact that technology flexibility is completely available to the

contractor. In addition, the box level of standardization favorably impacts

software logistics since it implies both ISA and I/O standardization as well.

6. Hardware, logistics/box/Accreditation II: In this case, hardware

logistics is affected by the additional cost and space required to support a

maintenance and sparing philosophy required when there are multiple vendors

for the same computer using different technologies. This approach also

usually requires depot level repair as opposed to organization or intermediate

level repair.

7. Hardware logistics/LRU/Accreditation II: The high benefi: is due to

the fact that multiple manufacturers are producing standard LRU's. Therefore,

the only risk is that of interchangeability of spares.

* j
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8. Hardware logistics/LRU/Accreditation II: The strategy of open

accreditation would have most favorable benefit with box level standardiza-

tion for military personnel because sparing would be at the box level and

replacement would be likewise at the box level. Therefore, trouble shooting

would involve only detecting a failed computer and replacing that computer

with a spare.

9. Military personnel/LRU/Accreditation II: The impact in this area

is primarily dependent upon the adequacy of the BIT. If BIT can be expected

to exceed 99% isolation to one LRU, the benefit of this approach is definitely

inlproved.

10. RAM/Source, object, box/Accreditation III F Standardization I:

These generally high ratings are given because it is assumed that when more

than one developer was involved, the competition will provide the government

a better technical product using the latest technology and thereby improved

reliability at the time of development.

11. RAM/LRU/Accreditation III, Standardization I, Standardization II:

The lower ratings werc assessed because constraining the developer to standardize

at an LRU level would limit his flexibility in terms of utilizing the latest

technology to achieve major reliability improvements.

12. Military personnel/Accreditation III: Under the assumption that

standardization at the box levels implies sparing at the box level, the impact

on military personnel would be the most favorable. LRU standardization would

be somewhat less of a benefit because there would be a requirement for more

skilled personnel coupled with the risk of non-interchangeability of LRU's

between multiple vendors. The avwrage benefit with standardization at the

source or object level is due to the fact that multiple vendors would imply

multiple logistics problems.

... ......... .......



13. Civilian personnel/Accreditation III & Standardization I:

Relative to a strategy involving N developers, the impact of civilian

personnel is primarily in the development stage since it could in fact

require N times as many engineers/designers, technicians, resulting in a

general unwillingness of industry to participate.

14. RAM/Source, object, box/Standardization II: The strategy of one

developer - one producer does not promote improved reliability through

insertion of major technology advances through frequent competitions.

However, this would be offset by a reliability improvement program that

would allow improvements to be implemented during a long production cycle.

15. Software logistics/object, box, LRU/Standardization II; Standardi-

zation at the object, box or LRU level would in effect give the government

a defacto software standard.

16. Hardware logistics/Standardization II: With a strategy of one

developer - one producer it does not really make any difference what the

leVl of standardization is because the hardware itself becomes a defacto

standard at the LR"J level. However, within a concept of standardization above

the LRU level, the contractor could have the option of hardware modifications

over the length of the production run which may cause differences at the LRU

level. The significance of this impact would be dependent upon the configura-

tion management controls that were imposed on the contractor by the government. I
A

17. Military personnel/source & object/Standardization II: Standardizing

at the source or object level is good for the military because the training

and maintenance is the same for all personnel across all systems applications.

18. Civilian personnel/source/Standardization II: Although the impact

is favorable, it was felt that industry would not participate unless it had

the specific expertise required to develop a computer at a military specified

I101. level of standardization.



19. Civilian personnel/object/Standardization I1: Note 18 again

a!pplies except that it will be even more difficult for industry to find the

expertise necessary to participate when it is also standardizing on a

military specified ISA.

20. Military & Civilian personnel/box Fi LRIJ/Standardization II: It

was considered that standardization at the lowest level, and using the

acquisition strategy of one developer and one producer, was easiest for

everyone concerned, military and civilian.

21. Civilian personnel/source/Accreditation I: A high rating is based

on the assumption that a HOL adopted by the DoD would be compatible with a

HOL used for commercial applications and supported by computer manufacturers

in that regard.

4.5.6 Conclusions --

1. Except for reliability and maintainability, the more restrictive

acquisition strategies (moving from laissez faire to standardization II)

favorably improve the impact that the acquisition strategy has on the measures

of comparison. Further, increasing the level of standardization (moving froan

source to LRU) also has a favorable effect on the criteria considered. That

is, the more restrictive the acquisition strategy and the greater the level of

standardization, the greater would be the benefits to the government.

2. RAM is the exception to the first conclusion. The reason is that the

less restrictive the acquisition strategy, the greater the potential for

contractors to be innovative in using the most current technology to achieve

improved levels of reliability. The attendant ability to implement extensive

BIT using newer technologies also improves maintainability.

• Ij!
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4.6 Discussion Specific to the Criteria of

Funding Sources

CompetitionI
Acquisition Cycle

4.6.1 Amplification of Evaluation Criteria -

Funding Sources: This refers to the willingness of industry to

invest in computer development and qualification.

Competition: Competition was evaluated in terms of the ability of

an acquisition strategy to promote a competitive environment.I

Acquisition Cycle: This criterion is the expected effect of an

acquisition strategy on the lengthening or shortening of thc acquisition

cycle of a weapons system (not of the computer).

4.6.2 General -

Although production quantity had Initially been considered as a separate

criterion, sub-Panel 2 discovered that quantity considerations were implicit

in the discussions of the other criteria..

4.6.3 Premises -

1. DoD market stability (commitment) is critical to industry investment

and to attracting competition (i.e., avoiding market fragmentation).

2. It is essential that 1)0th development and production be linked

together to provide industrial incentive. A production allocation plan is

critical to achieving multiple production suppliers, as in Accreditation 111.

3. DoD microprocessor needs may promote different industry incentives

and lead to other acquisition strategies.

4. Actual and perceived objectivity and fairness are critical to any

DoD acquisition policy for industry acceptance (i.e., willingness to complete

and invest). I



5. In general, the attraction of industry investment was assumed

to be good for the government. Thus, high ratings in this column of the

rating table (Figure 4-2) translate into a tendency for industry to invest

under the vario'us standardization/investment strategies. Conversely, a low

score should be interpreted as a tendency for industry not to invest, and one

should expect government funding to dominate.

6. Sub-Panel 2 found the level of standardization (source et al) to

be immaterial to the criteria of para 4.6. Accordingly, Figure 4-2 does

not depict a "third dimension" to account for the four levels.

4.6.4 Ratings Table -- See Figure 4-2

4.6.5 Notes Applicable to Ratings Table -

22. Controversial findings: In the discussions witih the entire

Panel C membership, substantial disagreement emerped regarding the degree

of industrial concentration which would actually take place. One school of

thought held that industry will respond to the certain knowledge that its

participation w:11 be rewarded (as in Standardization II), while the other

school believed that the greater the opportunity to make a sale (laissez

faire as the extreme), the greater will be industry's willingness to risk

investment.

23. Funding sources: The laissez faire and Accreditation II strate-

gies tend to discourage investment because the market is too diffuse, lacks

certainty i-rec and does not lend itself to accurate return on

investment assessments. The two standardization strategies tend to draw

the heaviest investment because the market is concentrated and defined,

because of the implieC' commitment, because risks are bounded, and

because the business opportunity (return on investment) is more quantifiable.
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Accreditation I and III were rated in between these boundaries, with

Accreditation III having a slight edge over Accreditation I in market

certainty and service commitment.

24. Competition: The laissez faire strategy was seen as being the

least advantageous in fostering a broad competitive environment, primarily

because it encourages concentration to a few (or perhaps one) firm willing

or able to bear marketing and development burden across many different

government program managers and system prime contractors. The barriers to

entry are high and the "staying" costs are also high. This argument, too,I

drew some disagreement in the full Panel C deliberations and no resolution

of differences was achieved.

Accreditation II was thought to experience the same competition pheonmenon,

but not quite as severely as the laissez faire strategy. '[he two standardi-

zation strategies do not suffer from this in the initial. competition, and

hence were judged best on this factor. However, the issue of subsequent

competition was not fully addressed.

25. Acquisition cycle time: This factor (lid not appear to be a

significant driver in determining a computer acquisition strategy. Never-

theless, for completeness, the sub-panel did a relative ranking. The 1
laissez faire strategy holds the most potential danger because each develop-

ment is a "new game," and, as such, has the potential for impact on acquisi-

tion cycle. At the other pole, the two standardization strategies had the

most favorable impact on this factor because products Would be more or less

instantly available once development was completed. The three accreditation

strategies were viewed as only slightly less advantageous because some choice

is involved and it was reasoned that this choice process would consume some

time.

-18-
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4.6.6 Conclusions -

1. Industrial investment is more likely to be drawn toward standardi-

zation strategies than to the more flexible strategies*.

2.Standardization strategies tend to promote a slightly more competi-

tive environment than do accreditation strategies; laissez faire, least of

all.

3. Standardization and accreditation strategies have about the same

impact on system acquisition time, and both appear better than laissez faire.

This factor does not seem to be a driver in determining a computer acquisition

strategy.

4. The government members of sub-Panel 2 were asked to respond to the

question: "What is the most important of these criteria with respect to tht~ir

use in evaluating the various strategies?" Their unanimous response was the

order of importance of Competition, Funding Sources, and Acquisition Cycle.

*Disagreement exists depending on the degree of industry concentration/
investment which will occur or is anticipated to occur.
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4.7 Discussion Specific to the Criteria of

Life Cycle Cost

Product Availability

Capability of Achieving Technological Currency

4.7.1 Amplification of Evaluation Criteria --

Life Cycle Cost was divided into 5 categories:

"* 1ardware Development Cost -- The steady state aggregate cost to

the DoD of the development of all embedded computer systems.

"* Hardware Production Cost -- Cost to the DoD of embedded computers

acquired in production quantities.

"* Hardware Logistics Cost -- Cost of maintaining embedded computers.

"• Software Development Cost -- Includes cost of tool;, training, and

code production.

"* Software Logistics Cost -- Software maintenance.

Product Availability was divided into 2 categ:lries:

"* Assurance of Adequate Quantities -- The level of conridence that the

DoD can procure the necessary quantities independent of the commercial

climate, for an equitable price, for the expected production life of

the product.

"" Adequate Industry Participation -- Industry's willingness to invest,

as a function of competition. Compare with para 4.6.1 (Funding Sources).

Technological Currency: This is a measure of the degree to which the

latest available technology is c:;ptured in the computer acquired for any given

weapon system.

-20-
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4.7.2 General --

Faced with the forbidding task of evaluating 8 unique criteria, sub-

Panel 3 decided to work first at the object level of standards and then

perturb those results as appropriate to the source, box and LRU levels. As

it developed, it was necessary to treat the box level hastily, and the LRU

not at all as time ran out.

4..7.3 Premises--

1. Object level standardization was taken to mean that computer archi-

tectures would be restricted to thosu on a list such as proposed under 5000.5X.

Currently accepted architectures were used in considering scenarios. At this

and other levels of standards, transient effects caused by the institution of

standards were disregarded. Steady state comparisons were sought, in spite

of some strong feelings that nothing stands still long enough to achieve a

steady state.

2. The average production cost for military computers is driven by

many factors, but it was agreed by the sub-panel that the major discriminant

between acquisition strategies is the length of productions runs; or, conversely,

the degree to which the market is split up between different producers. The

strategies also differ as to how effectively the production price can be

competed and thereby driven down.

3. Hardware logistics cost is driven chiefly by the number of different

computer types in service, each with its own parts list. Some cost penalty

will be experienced when one type is produced by multiple sources, leading to

problems with inter-changeability of parts. The sub-panel noted that the

entire logistics problem is mitigated by higher levels of circuit integration.

VLSI brings such a reduction in number of replaceable parts (with concurrent

increase in reliability) that the contribuiton of hardware logistics to life

cycle cost will diminish sharply in the years ahead.

-21-



4. In an unconstrained environment, each different architecture

requires its own set of software tools, including assembler, compilers,

simulator, and all elements of the environment. Because of limitations

on development dollars, a complete software development environment can

only be afforded for a few architectures. For other architectures,

inadequate tools will mean high cost of application software. Architectural

proliferation also increases training costs, and particularly increases the

cost of all code which must be written in native language and assembled,

which, at minimum, includes all I/O oriented code. When the number of

architectures is constrained, the foregoing cost problems are controlled.

Software costs arv architecture dependent and are not affected by the manner

or variety of implementation.

5. Assurance that production quantities will be available immunizes

tile government against industrial instability. It is driven entirely by the

number of scurces available. Sub-Panel 3 did not see this as a strong

discriminant among acquisition strategies.

6. Adequate industry participation is ai measure of the disadvanta'ges

of highly competitive strategies as viewed by industry. As the investment

required to compete goes up and/or the chance of winning some profitable

business goes down, it becomes less attractive for industry to get in the I
game. The sub-panel noted that in the case of each of the AN/UYK-43 and

AN/UYK-44 competitions, only two companies perservered to the point of
submitting proposals. The others dropped out for just the reasons cited.

As the congress urges more strongly competitive strategies, this is a

significant criterion to bear in mind.

7. Technological currency is a measure of the degree to which the

i-ii
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latest available technology is captured in the computer acquired for

any given weapon system. Generally, it is high for computers developed

specifically for a weapon system, less when the Program Manager has to

procure through a central buy, which may not be a recent development.

Sub-Panel 3 did not regard this criterion as a major one.4

8. With regard to hardware development costs at the source level2

of standards, the sub-panel agreed that development costs would be increased

to the extent new architectures were brought into play, but reduced to the

extent that militarization of commercial machines would be permitted. The

latter option becomes increasingly attractive as the level of circuit inte-

grat ion increases.

4.7.4 Ratings Table --
J

See Figures 4-3 and 4-4. Recall that notes applying to the object level

of standards apply equally to th-e other levels unless noted otherwise. Where

two ratings are separated by a solidus (/), the first applies to single sourcei

and the second to second source utilization.

4.7.S Notes Applicable to Rating Table -

26. Hardware development cost/object level: This was seen as being gen-

erally proportional to the number of different computers being developed over

a given period of time. The sub-panel also agreed that, since new architec-

tures usually require sore clean-up during the first implementation, standards *
which discourage proliferation of new architectures tend to lower development

costs. Acquisition strategies that are predicated on contractor financing for

development result in minimum cost to the DoD.

-23-A
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27. Hardware Development/object/laissez faire: This unconstrained

approach leads to the largest number of different computer developments.

28. Hardware Development/object/Accreditation I: Here again, the

tendency is to develop a new computer for each new platform or weapon system.

29. Hardware Development/object/Accreditation II: Development costs are

incurred by the contractor, so DoD sees minimal cost.

30. Hardware Development/object/Accreditation III and Standardization I:

Central buy strategies preclude new developments until they' are clearly life

cycle cost justified, keeping development costs low. Multiple developers cost

more than single developers.

31. Hardware Development/object/Standardization II: Similar to note 30,

but one developer costs less than multiple developers.

32. Hardware Development/object/Standardization I & II with second sourc-

ing: An additional increment of development costs is required to develop and

qualify a second source.

33. Hardware Production/object/laissez faire, Accreditation I, and

Accreditation II: These strategies permit a larger number of types and

therefore shorter runs than the central buy strategies.

34. Hardware Production/object/Accreditation III: Although this was

ranked very good, the ranking relative to Standardizatlon I is a function of

market size. Central buy minimizes Lfe number of different types, and multi-

ple developers compete the production price. Breaking up the run among an

even greater number of producers decreases the advantages of volume production

but permits conti.nuing competition for follow.on market share. The latter only

predominates for very large total buys.

35. Hardware Production/object Standardization i: This hz;s all the

advantages of long runs and competition for production.
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36. Hardware production/object/Standardization II: This, too, has all

the advantages of long runs, but no competition after development.

37. Hardware production/object/Standardization I & II with second

sourcing: A small increment of cost is added for this. This results from

a reduction of production volume and tile added costs of coordination and

parts compatibility.

38. Hardware logistics/object/laissez faire: The maximum number of

computer types generates the maximum logistics cost.

39. Hardware logistics/object/Accreditation I & II: Less proliferation

of types than laissez faire, but more than central buy strategies.

40. Hardware logistics/object/Accreditation III: This has minimal

proliferation of types, but includes some avoidable costs traceable to the

difficulties of multiple sources.

41. Hardware logistics/object/Standardization I & II: These have

minimum proliferation of types. With second sourcing, there is a small

additional cost due to difficulties of multiple sources.

42. Software de"elopment/object/laissez faire: Architectural prolif-

eration leads to high cost.

43. Software development/object/all but laissez faire: Costs are

improved when architectural proliferation can be controlled.

44. Software logistics/object: Software maintenance can be viewed as

"in-service development," so logistics costs run exactly parallel to develop-

ment costs. Proliferation has an acute effect, because specialists cannot

be afforded to handle the whole inventory.

45. Quantities/object/laissez faire: Only one source per computer.

46. Quantities/object/Accreditation I: Within the context of a single

source per computer, this was rated average. However, the sub-panel noted

that second sourcing is applicable to this category and would raise the
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availability.

47. Quantities/object/Accreditation II: The feeling was that this

strategy, if successful, would generate sufficient redundancy of suppliers

to cushion any failures among them.

48. Quantities/object/Accreditation III: Rated good because multiple

sources are available.

49. Quantities/object/Standardization I & II: These are only average

with single sources. However, with second sourcing they share the advantages

of Accreditation III.

50. Industry participation/object/laissez faire: By definition, this

strategy permits the Program Manager to design his computer acquisition to

get what he wants. It should be noted that this does not necessarily

maximize competition.

51. Industry participation/object/Accreditation I: This is similar in

business prospects to other single developer strategies, but is generally

with lower production prospects.

52. Industry participation/object/Accreditation 11: The supplier foots

the whole development bill, and still has to enter a Chinese auction to get

any business.

53. Industry participation/object/Accreditation III: The supplier must

compete at least twice and contribute investment ir1 development. This has a

slight edge over Standardization I in that there is more than one winner of

the last round.

54. Industry participation/object/Standardization I: Poorer than

Accreditation III because there is only one winner of any profitable business.

-26-
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55. Industry participation/object/Standardization II: This more

conventional approach limits the investment required for a contractor to

win the pot. This applies also to second sourcing.

56. Industry participation/object/Standardization I with second

sourcing: This raises industry's willingness to participate because a

loser can now get a second chance.

57. Technological currency/object/laissez faire: Good, because con-

current development is always an option.

58. Technological currency/object/Accreditation I: The Program

Manager is still free to choose the latest technology.

59. Technological currency/object/Accreditation II: Rated as average

because sometimes the Program Manager will have to take an option that is

not the latest vintage.

60. Technological currency/object/Standardization I & II: A central

buy holds off new developments until justified on a total life cycle cost

basis.

61. Hardware development/source/laissez faire and Accreditation I:

See premise 8. Sub-Panel 3 agreed that there should be a reduction in cost

here relative to the object level, but were unable to agree on any change

in the overall ranking of strategies for this criterion.

62. Hardware production, hardware logistics & quantity/source: These

are identical to the issues at the object level.

63. Software development and software logistics/source: Admissibility

of more architectures increases software development cost for all categories

except laissez faire. Laissez faire remains the highest in cost, but the

difference is no longer as significant.
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64. Industry participation/source: Commercial VLSI computers can be

inexpensively militarized, and this fact would increase participation where

it was otherwise discouraged by heavy investment. The sub-panel was unableI
to agree on any change in rankings.

65. Technological currency/source: Militarization of the latest

commiercial models will improve currency for the laissez faire, Accreditation I,

and Accreditation II strategies. These three had already been rated the high-

l6ve Box level: The sub-panel observed that the central buy strategies,

Accreditation III and the two Standardization strategies, really assume box

lvlstandardization, while the other strategies preclude it. Nonetheless,

a matrix at this level was hurriedly prepared in the closing minutes of the

session, and is presented without further notes of justification, save the

next.

.67. Hardware development, hardware production, hardware logistics, and

quantities/box: Costs improve with second sourcing.

4.7.6 Conclusions -

1. Central buy strategies are best for hardware development, production

and logistics costs. This is because central buy strategies do not permit the

development of a new computer until it is fully justified on a life cycle cost

basis versus continued use of its predecessor(s). Trhese strategies therefore

minimize the frequency of computer developments, maximize the production runs

for each and minimize the number of types in the field.

2. Architectural standardization is the key procurement attribute for

moderating software costs. By pelrnitting the development of mature software

production enviroments, it has a strong effect on moderating software develop-

ment costs; and considering the more reasonable requirements for maintenance
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personnel as wjll as the environmental benefits, it has a very stron~g

effect on mioderating software logistics costs.

3. Sub-Panel 3 expressed concern that the cleaniness and feasibility

of source level standardization not be overstated. True 1101, compatibility,

as defined in para 4.2, cannot be achieved without stringent controls on

machine architecture (word length, number representation, arithmetic details,

etc.) Lifetime maintenance of source level code is rare and hard to enforce.

Assembly level code will continue to be needed -- as a minimum for I/0

routines, interrupt handling, resource management, and diagnostics -- and

these requirements will grow as code is written to control distributed

systems. The debugging stage of softwvare development continues to require

knowledge of machine architecture. Thus, standardizing at the source level

falls short of generating many of the advantages of ISA standardization.

In any case, the relative ratings at the source level are much the same

as at the object level for the criteria considered by the sub-panel.

4. Multiple sources in production constitute a mixed blessing whose

benefits grow with production volume. Dividing production volumes several

ways increases costs, but competitive pressures reduce them. Commonality at

the form, fit, function and interface level exacerbates hardware logistics

costs; while commonality at the build-to-print level leads to extra non-

recurring hardware costs to enasure full interchangeability, a set of problems

with which industry has almost no successful experience. Advantages-- of assumed

availability are of secondary importance.

5. As the Congress insists on more and more competitive procurement

strategies, it should be remembered that these are likely to be less and] less

attractive to industry. In particular, N developers - 1 producer requires

discouragingly heavy investment, and Accreditation II looks unreasonah~y
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risky under most circumstances.

6. Although the less restrictive strategies abet the attainment of

technological currency, it was not regarded as a criterion of major

importance.

7. The sub-panel felt that all strategies other than the central buy

methods really preclude box level standardization. Note that this view

was not held by sub-Panel 1, the other sub-panel that found standardization

level to be a factor. They felt that Accreditation II also applied to the

box level.

8. As VLSI technologies become predominant in military computers,

the criteria for selecting procurement strategies will change. Hardware

development costs will generally increase, while hardware production and

logistics costs will diminish sharply. Software considerations will not

generally be affected. The militarization of commercially available com-

puters, whose chip designs and fabrication masks are in place and whose

software development environments have been paid for, will become increas-

ingly attractive.

9. As sub-Panel 3 worked these issues, there was no tendency toward

concensus for any one procurement strategy across the services.
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4.8 General Conclusions

The following conclusions are in addition to those found in

paras. 4.5.6, 4.6.6 and 4.7.6.

1. Accreditation relates to acquisition strategies rather than to

an extent or level of standardization. Accreditation includes the process

of certifying that a product meets a standard.

2. The success of an accreditation strategy will be driven by such

factors as

a. Hardware/software standardization

b. Ability to satisfy DoD weapon system requirementsI

c. Acceptance by DoD and industry

d . Life cycle cost

e. Availability of qualified personnel

Taken as a group, the two standardization practices appeared advantageous

with respect to more evaluation factors than the group consisting of the three

accreditation strategies. To determine the optimum strategy for a given

weapon system would require a weighting of the criteria specific to that

system.

3. Although a significant'data base of issues relating to acquisition

strategies for standardization was addressed and evaluated in a short period

of time, more work is needed. Analyses conducted in depth with reference to

hard data resources are also required. For example, the degree of industrial

responsiveness and breadth of competition under each of the acquisition

strategies deserves further quantitative analysis.

4. There has not been sufficient study to define and implement a single

acquisition policy. Nevertheless, the potential exists for common embedded
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S. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The panel recommends that "he data base of acquisition/accreditation

issues developed at Monterey II be used as the basis for further study,

leading to the selection of computer acquisition strategies best able to

achieve the benefits of standardization.

2. Studies of computer designs should be conducted to determine the

impact of standardization level. These designs should include those capable

of direct HOL execution. The level of detail should be sufficient to fully

expose t~e implications to development, life cycle cost, and support of

such designs.

.I
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ACCREDITATION• CONCEPT - GENESIS

ASN(RE&S) EMBEDDED COMPUTER REVIEW PANEL

PANEL RECOMMENDATIONS - OCT 1978 REPORT

1. STRENGTHEN/TIGHTEN MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTERS IN THE NAVY

2. ACCELERATE NEW EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEM

3. REGARDING THE UYK-7

A. DO NOT ADOPT THE RECOMMENDED UYK-7 IMPROVEMENT.

B. INSTEAD, ACCELERATE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW

NAVY EMBEDDED COMPUTER (NECS).

C. IF NECS IS TOO LATE, DISTRIBUTE ANY OVERLOADED

UYK-7 FUNCTIONS TO OTHER 7's OR 20's,

D. IF C IS NOT FEASIBLE, HOLD A COMPETITION FOR AN

EMULATED UYK-7/UYK-7 UPGRADE,

4. ADOPT A POLICY OF MOVING AWAY FROM TIGHT STANDARDIZATION

A. TECHNOLOGY WILL YIELD THIS EVENTUALLY,

B. EXPEND R/D TO ACCELERATE THIS MOVE,

NECRP REPORT



DEFINITION

ACCREDITATION: A LIST OF ACCEPTABLE COMPUTERS IN A

PERFORMANCE RANGE, AS OPPOSED TO ONE COMPUTER IN A

PERFORMANCE RANGE, WHICH IS STANDARDIZATION,

NECRP REPORT
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ST ANDARD IZAT ION

POLICY I COMPUTER FOR A GIVEN PERFORMANCE

RANGE

REASON - OPERABILITY ABOARD SHIP

OPERABILITY - RELIABILITY + MAINTENANCE

AIDS + PEOPLE + PARTS

NECRP REPORT
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ACCREDITATION STUDIES

OBJECTIVE -OBTAIN INDUSTRY CONCEPTS AND ANALYSES

IN SUPPORT OF WORKABLE ACCREDITATION
APPROACH

THEME- TO PERMIT THE NAVY TO OBTAIN THE BENEFITS
OF NEW TECHNOLOGY AND OPEN COMPETITION AS
FREQUENTLY AS rjSSIBLE WHILE AT THE SAME

TIME SATISFYING OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS,

MILITARY LOGISTICS AND COST CONSTRAINTS

SOURCES - FOUR SEPARATE STUDIES AND VIEWPOINTS

hLA



AS A MINIMUM THE STUDY SHALL CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING ISSUES

0 REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY. RELIABILITY,MAINTAINABILITY

o LOGISTICS SUPPORT, SPARES, PERSONNEL, TRAINING

o ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

o OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

o QUALIFICATION AND TESTING

o PERTINENT TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

o ABILITY OF RELIABILITY/MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENTS TO
DIMINISH LOGISTICS CONCERNS

o APPROACHES TO LOGISTICS COMPATIBILITY - BOX LEVEL F 3 ,
STANDARD MODULES, LEADER/FOLLOWER CONTRACTS, ETC.

o COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS

o CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTANCE AND RETENTION OF COMPUTERS
ON ACCREDITED LIST

o LIFE-CYCLE COST AS ACCREDITATION CRITERION

o FREQUENCY OF INTRODUCTION OF ACCREDITED COMPUTERS - AT
REGULAR INTERVALS, AS REQUIREMENTS DEVELOP, ETC.

o PRACTICAL LIMITS ON NUMBER OF VENDORS AND/OR COMPUTER
TYPES

o LIMITS OF APPLICATION OF ACCREDITATION CONTROLS TO
DIGIIAL PROCESSING DEVICES

o ACQUISITION/CONTRACTUAL STRATEGIES FOR OBTAINING
ACCREDITATION CANDIDATES

o SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION -

GOVERNMENT OR INDUSTRY

o PROMOTION OF COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

o TRANSITION FROM CURRENT NAVY PRACTICES TO ACCREDITATION
-- APPROACH AND TIMING

Loi
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POLICY/IMPLEMENTATION EXTRACTIONS FROM STUDIES

0 IMMEDIATELY TO FSED

0 2 TO 4 FSED FOR PERFORMANCE RANGE

0 RE-DEVELOP EVERY "5" YEARS (WITH CONSTANT CHANGE RATES)

o F3 /ISA STANDARDIZATION (ISA- HOL)

0 2 OR MORE PRODUCERS PER PERFORMANCE RANGE

0 VISIBLE LCC, VENDOR ROI/PAYBACK & EFFECTIVENESS BENEFIT
ANALYSIS AGAINST EXISTING ACCREDITED COMPUTERS

0 INCLUDE MICRO & SIGNAL PROCESSOR PRs

0 INCREASED NAVY PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

0 VERTICAL LINK SYSTEM/PLATFORM/PROCESSOR & NAVY-WIDE
LEVELS WITH LCC & MOW ANALYSES

41I
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UNRESOLVED ISSUES

o ACCREDITED COMPUTER LINE

- STILL HAVE TO RECOM1PETE FOR EACH BUY

-PIECEMEAL BUYS

- NO MARKET CERTAINTY

- SPECIFICITY OF CRITERIA FOR LIMITING I
THE N'TH + 1 OFFER

o LOGISTICS IMPACT

- MULTIPLE SOURCES

- MAINTENANCE DIFFICULTIES

- TRAINING

- SPARES .1
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ACCREDITATION PREREQUISITES

o NO INCREASE IN LCC

-AND I
o NO INCREASE IN MANPOWER NUMBERS OR

QUALIFICATION/TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

- AND - Ii

o NO REDUCTION IN OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY

- AS COMPARED TO STANDARDIZATION -

!I
LI 'F.

I. .

", |l
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LOGISTICS

o LACK OF SPARE PARTS IS SINGLE LARGEST CONTRIBUTOR
TO COMPUTER DOWN TIME AT SEA

o ACCREDITATION WILL REQUIRE INCREASED (OVER STANDARD-
IZATION) ON-BOARD SPARES TO MAINTAIN GIVEN LEVEL OF
OPERATIONAL, AVAILABILITY

o OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY MUST BE MAINTAINED

CONTINUED SHORTAGES OF HIGH GRADE, HIGHLY TRAINED I
COMPUTER/ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL PROJECTED
THROUGH 1986 AND BEYOND

o ACCREDITATION WILL INCREASE MANPOWER/TRAINING
RECUIREMENTS FOR SHIPBOARD COMPUTER MAINTENANCE

o NEW R&M TECHNOLOGY AND MILITARY PERSONNEL POLICIES
WILL BE NEEDED TO OFFSET THIS BURDEN

MORE EXTENSIVE USE OF: STANDARD/ACCREDITED.PROCESSORS
IN PLACE OF NON-STANDARD PROCESSORS AND SPEC'IAL PURPOSE
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS COULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE OVERALL
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE TRAINING AND-SPARING REQUIREMENTS

•tii
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LIFE CYCLE COSTS

o ACCREDITATION WILL INCREASE NON-RECURRING

ACQUISITION COSTS, E.G, MULTIPLE DEVELOPMENT,
PRODUCTION LEARNING CURVES, ETC.

o ACCREDITATION WILL INCREASE MANPOWER
TRAINING AND EQUIPMENT LOGISTICS COSTS

o ACCREDITATION MUST LOOK TO PRODUCTION COMPETITION

COST BENEFITS TO OFFSET OTHER COST BURDENS

o VALUE (COST PERCENTAGE) OF MARKET COMPETITION

NOT DETERMINISTIC, BUT FIGURE COULD BE "ESTAB-

LISHED" FOR ACQUISITION DECISION PURPOSES

o "ESTABLISHED" MARGINAL VALUE OF COMPETITION

CAN PROVIDE UPPER LIMIT CUT OFF POINT FOR

DETERMINING NUMBER OF VENDORS TO ACCREDIT,

LOW BID ON COMPUTED LCC FORMS BASELINE.

'~Ii
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SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY

o SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY AMONG ACCREDITED

COMPUTERS IN A PERFORMANCE CLASS IS A

NECESSITY

o NEAR TERM - USE THE PROVEN, ISA COMPATIBILITY

MECHANISM WITH STANDARD HOLS

o LONG TERM - MOVE TO THE HOL LEVEL

- DIRECT HOL MACHINE (ISA = HOL)?

- IL MACHINE (ISA = IL) WITH STANDARD HOL?

I
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POSSIBLE ACCREDITATION PROGRAM OUTLINE

o ESTABLISH MODEL FOR COMPUTING/CONPARING LCC OF
CANDIDATE ACCREDITED COMFUTERS

o DEFINE MINIMUM ESSENTIAL F3 SPECS FOR ACCREDITATION,
i.,e., PACKAGE, ENVIRONMENTAL, I/O AND SOFTWARE
INTERFACES, PERFORMANCE, R&M, ETC.

o AGGREGATE EMBEDDED COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS PER PERFORIANCE
CLASS FOR 3-5 YEARS TO ACHIEVE ATTRACTIVE MARKET

o SOLICIT PROPOSALS FROM INDUSTRY FOR TWO OR MORE
SUPPLIERS PER PERFORMANCE CLASS: OBTAIN PRICE QUOTES FOR VARIOUS PRICE/PRODUCTION
RATES AND QUANTITIES

CONTRACT QUANTITIES/VENDORS TO MINIMIZE JOINT BUY LCC

o LIMIT JOINT-BUY LCG TO FIXED MARGIN OVER SINGLE
LOWEST BID LCC. THIS WILL LIMIT NUMBER OF SUPPLIERS.
SINGLE SUPPLIER IN PERFORMANCE CLASS MAY RESULT
WHERE MARKET IS TOO SMALL TO SUPPORT MULTI-VENDOR,
SPLIT-MARKET COMPETITION

o LIMIT COMBINED MAINTENANCE/TRAINING AND SPARING
REQUIREMENTS OF NEW ACCREDITED COMPUTERS TO NOT
GREATER THAN THAT OF THE EXISTING COMPUTER(S) TO
BE DISPLACED. THIS WILL ALSO CAP NUMBER OF SUPPLIERS.

o CONTRACT FOR VENDOR PRODUCTION RATE/QUANTITY

o REINITIATE CYCLE AT 3-7 YEAR (5 YEAR?) INTERVAL

o PROHIBIT/DISCOURAGE OUT-OF-CYCLE ACCREDITATIONS
FROM INDIVIDUAL SOURCES, EXCEPT PERHAPS FOR
EXTRAORDINARY, UNFORSEEN TECHNOLOGICAL BREAK-
THROUGH. MUST STILL SHOW OVERALL LCC WIN IN FACE
OF MARKET DISRUPTION. TREAT SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
WITH WAIVERS.

o REVIEW/UPDATE ACCREDITATION CRITERIA PERIODICALLY

o KEEP INDUSTRY APPRISED

[ . -',
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1. OBJECTIVL

Evaluate existing software cost estimating. mrodc'ls antd
recommend to the Joint Logistics Cnmmanders Joint Policy
Coordinating Group on Computer Pesource Management a Tri-service

!| approach to improve software cost estimating methodology.

..2. SCOPE

The percentage of total embedded computer systems cost that
is allocated to software is increasing. Software cost estimatinq
methodology has never been satisfactory, and it is becoming more

VI critical that a satisfactory methodology be developed. Such a
methodology should:

e Improve the ability to forecast total software life cycle
costs during the Concept Exploration phase.

• Predict software development and maintenance costs during
the Demonstration and Validation phases and during the Full
Scale Pevelopment phase.

e Allow a standard for evaluation of software components of
pronosa I s.

a * Provide a means to updlate project schedule and resource

* Incorporate evolving software estimating technology and
reflect advances of improvid software engineering
technology.
This panel wYas asked to review existing software estimating

"mod eels, and assess each modej's limitations and benefits,
i.including where models are beneficial and w•here they are

• inadequate. Furt~her, the panel was to establish for ,hich life

cycle phases software costs could be estimated, and assess the
-ccuracy of the estimates by phase. The fundamentals of softw,,are
cost estimating ,ere to be reviewed, and an assessment made of
the usefulness of parameters and the desirability of
multi-varinble algorithms.

The panel was also asked to determine software cost
estimating needs for each life cycle phase. These needs were to
be established through all phases, and were to be expressed in
terms of the use to be made of the model, the output desired, the
desired accuracy of the output, and the input required to drive
the model. The means of using the methodology were to be
reviewed, with analyses to include the constraints imposed by
resources, and the probable background of users. The contractual
aspects of using the methodology were to be studied and
recommenlations for implementing the methodology developed.
Finally, a software cost estimating technology program needed to

L
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m(eet r-oD) nreeds was to be developed.

3.1 Preparation

The Panel had been provirlet references (Appendix C) to rea (
in preparation for the meeting, prior to the l"or1,shop. In
addition, Panel members brought copies of reference material for
use. These references are listed in Appendix P.

The first meet 4 ng of the Panel (see Appendix A for
attendees) started with presentations on individuals' hackqround,
information on current cost models, indusLria] practices, and
automated library practices. Copies of these presentations are
provided in Appendix D.

3.? Issues

Based upon the Panel references and the Panel presentations,
the Panel established a list of issues which are tabulated in
Table 1. The items in this table express concern in a number of
different ways. The Panel concluded, for example, that most
available cost models are deficient in some way. This conclusion
is based on the considerable body of survey information alrear.y
available, and it was conclurled that additional surveys would not
be productive. There also was concern that existinq models d-o
not meet all system lifu cycle needs, do not cover all
software-related functions (e.g., software quality assurance) and
require considerable expertise to use. Finally, there %yas a
general concern about legal and contractual aspects of the use of
models in the acquisition process.

3.3 Issue Consensus

The Panel collectively had a broad back.ground and the
members were able to present varying viewpoints on the subject,
as itemized by the issues in Table 1. A list of items on which
the entire Panel could concur was developed. This list is shown
in Table 2. A significant conclusion is that DoD has common
Software Cost Estimation (SCU) needs, the methodology should be
directed toward embedded weapons systems methodologiy but that
this SCE methodology was not necessarily implemented in one tool
or model. It was suggested to the Panel that the DoD automate(4
data processing community was considerina selecting an existina
model as a standard. The Panel concurred that no existing SCE
model or technology would satisfy the needs of the embedde,d
computer system community. Therefore, it concluoded that,
although such an existing methodology or model might bc
applicable to automated data processing needs, the Panel should
restrict its attention toward an nCE methodology that is directed
toward embedded weapons systems applicat ions. "incc th",
methodology would be at the DoD level, it also appears that a

-2-
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central org;nizntion wnul(l he rpquired to oontrol the process ann
improve it cts technolocy ant! ancauisition regulations change.

The Panel filed to concur on only one point: should cost
data reporting be tied to present financial reporting. 17h i s
coul, have lenal implications about which the Panepl cou]I r!"d not
achieve a consensus vi thout considerable ana]yý. s.
3.4 Issue Resol utioan

The issues anO consensus items (Tables I and' 2) 'ere divided
into the three principal groups indicatc-d. Three ,ub-PaneIs %.,ere
formed, and items assigned to the three o hb-Pa nel s for
development of appropriate conclusiont.. The Sub-Panels
addressed: (1) definition of the SCE methodology requirements
for all aspects of the system life cycle ind. the expected use of

the methodology; (2) evaluation of , both the existing
methodologies and the Panel's derived requirements, and
recommendations for research and development. of the required
methodology; and (3) legal and contractual implications
associated with using a DoD - level SCE, methodology. The
Sub-Panel findings are provide, in Section 4. t'cmbers of the

three subpanels were:

Sub-Panel 1 Sub-Panel 3

Life Cycle Sub-Panel 2 Contractual
Requirements Model Technology Considerations

Robert Earnest Roger Bate Marilyn Fujii
Ronald Leask Deane Bergstrom Clell Gladson
Herman Oberkrom Joseph Duquette Richard Latshaw
Richard Page James McCall George Robertson
David Thornell Robert Paulsen Newnam Thompson
David Usechak George Trever

The panel co-chairmen, Dean Hartwick and Robert Berri,
coordinated w*,ork among the Sub-Panels. For the remainder of the
workshop, the Panel primarily worked within the subpane]
sessions, with periodic meetings to prepare the presentations to
the entire workshop.

4. DISCUSSIOtV

Many different software cost estimating models have been
developed and used by DoD and industry, .ith varying results.
Within DoD, SCE models have most commonly been used to develop
independent cost estimates for budgetary purposes. Mornt
recently, they have been used to evaluate sources and support
software developer selection.

tiost DoD contractors use software cost estimation mcdels
during proposal activities. In some cases these models are

.i



proprietary anal have been ,devoloperl solely by th1,7- contractor
organization based on its past dcevt'opment cxppri,.rics. l]ovever,
because of the use by governm'ent orqanizations of ore of the 1C
commonly available cost models and because the ]e've.opment of an
accurate cost model is difficult, most con~tratctors tenl t. r us( I
one or more of the common riodlcs. The tse of software cost
estimation models' by contrtctors is almost always a supplementary
activity to' the tr,-Iitional bot toms-tip engineering estimate
generated by the technical contributors to the proposal] The
bottoms-,up engineering estimate can be very accurate if t0e
development is basecl on similar past experiences of the technical
personnel. The (Iisadvantages of this technique for JLC use is
its questionable applicability to new or uninue deve]opnients ann(
the requirement that a significant amount of preliminary Oesign
effort is required to effectively make a bottoms-tip enqinoering
estimate. This detail of information is not generally availahle
nor is the time or resources available to generate it early in i
the acquisition life cycle when estimates are required.

The organizations, both government and industry, that are
making effective use of the mold s have certain common
characteristics in brow they are using the molel s. • hese
characteristics are:

* The models are usel ,i.thin a cost estimation andc
evaluation m, tholology which tightly controlt the input to
and use of the models. These methodologies cause a certain
discipline to be enforced and result in consistent,
repeatable, and documented use of the molels.

* The models have been calibrated and tuned to the specific
application environment in which they are used.

o The models are used to perform risk analysis and identify
sensitivities and deficiencies.

* The models only supplement common sense and the estimates
of knowledgeable and experienced personnel.

a The methodologies incorporate a concept of evolutionary
development and refinement of the cost estimation models.

In Section 4.1, the SCE models in common use by DoD and
industry are summarized according to modeling parameters,
applicability to different life cycle phases, anO how closely the
models estimate actual efforts. A series of conclusions are
drawn in Section 4.1, but an overall assessment is that no
existing SCE model or methodology can Pven remotely be considered
now as a basis for a JLC embedded computer software cost
estimating standard.

One of the characteristic shortcomings attributed to SCE
models is that they have all been developed to satisfy an

-6-
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exi.stina soft.ware, development cnvironment. In ,ection 4.2, thr
requireminents that FCE methbodology (includinq thu use of rCTr
mode.s) must satisfy to adequately estimate DoD emhcled comnputer
soft\par.* life cycle costs are discussed. ,"hree different neerls
are formulated - using the rCr mct.hodiology to prepare long range
hudnet estimates; supporting software acquisition; and to
support software maiintenance anO enhnnoement after depploymont.
Additionally, the necessity of the rCr. methodology to react to
improved so ftware engineerinn technology and to satisfy j
operational needs are considercd.

All SCE models gain their credibility an• responsiveness as
a result of the data used in their development. A shortcoming of
most molels is that a coherent anO we1l-defined data base has not
been consistently collected or maintained. In Section 4.3, this
problem is discussed, annd an Ppproach that the JLC can follovw to
correct these problems is proposed. '"his approach consists of
establishing P single Government agency to servc as an ICE data
repository, and assigning it the task of defining data collection
techniques and procedures. Also it is concluded that VL-STA•,
,nlA should be modified to better reflect the complexity of
computer software.

most important. consideration in the use of FCE methodology
is the manner in \hich it should be used. In Section 4.4, the
xamifications of using SCE model results are considered. Among
the conclusions drawn there are that SCE methodolcgy shou)d not
be used to dctermine fees and progress payments, I1ow.ever, SCE
mcthodology can be used to support source selection and to aid in
Government technical performance measurement.

A final area of -iscussion, Section 4.5, relates to the
question of the evolution of SCE methodology. That is, given ths
prcsent state-of-art and the obvious needs of the embeddea
computer software community, what steps can be taken by JLC to
encouraqe technology advancement. It is concluded that
procedures and guidelines should be established to support DoD in
using existing SCE methodology over the next three years, while
JLC should sponsor a technology improvement program to achieve A
common mEthodology in the next three to seven years.

4.1 State-of-the-Art Of Software Cost Estimation Technoloq1

Several extensive surveys of cost models have been conductedI
under DoD sponsorship to assess the utility of current software
cost estimation models. Table 3 identifies six surveys and the
models evaluated during those surveys. Also Indicated in Table 3
are the assessment techniqu(?s utilized in conducting the
evaluation. These assessment techniques include evaluating the
features of tne model, what cost factors are taken into account
in the model, what life cycle phases are covered by the model.
and how accurately the model predicted the costs of actual
software developments.

-8-
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Thesc surveys represent evaluation of the models from the
following application view.•ointst

e Management information systems

* Command and control

* Data base management systems - commerciial

* Command, control, communication and intelligence

* mlight dynamics

* Real-time applications

* Space, aircraft, avionics

* Wbeapon systems

e Scientific and engineering

* Logistics and maintenance

In each cmse a structured consistent evaluation process was
utilized. To illustrate some of the findcings:

• Table 4 identifies what cost factors are accounted for in
each of the cost modlels surveyed. Note that no one model
considers all of the factors that intuitively have an impact
on the cost of a software development project.

a Table 5 identifies what cost elements and what life cycle
phases arc covered by each of the cost models surveyed.
Table 6 represents the same evaluation from another survey.
In this case a weight or score was assigned. Note that the
phase coverage of the models is limited. Either the model
does not cover the phase or does not cover it in the level
of Oetail required.

m Table 7 provides an error evaluation of several of the? models across three very distinct application areas: a

commercial data base managcment system, the Air Force Data
System Design Center, and NASA/Goddard flight dynamic
systems. Vote that the models, in general, demonstrated
poor accuracy in estimating actual costs and also their
accuracy varied greatly from one application environment to
another.

* Table q describes the results of an accuracy assessment
within one development environment for one application. The
findings here indicated that a very simple model, the SEL
model, developed strictly from local data, was as effective
as more complex and expensive models.

-9--
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TABLE 4. COST eACTORS CONSIDERED IN COST ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

COST FACTORS OOTY to" GAC PITHAM SOC TIR PRICK-S BOEING

OUVELOP4uNT EXPERTISE

'ENSONNtL EXPERIENCE ANO I I I I
FJAL IFICATIONS

OtSIGX PERSIONNE. PARTICIPATION IN 2 2

txPERIIDNE WITH CoIPUrR SYSTEMI I
EXPERIENCE WITH PRNORRAMING LANMW[M I I I I

EXPKNINCKI WITH APPLICATION I 2 1 2

CUSTO•tR EN? INVIENT

ClISTOMER INTERFACE COMPL'2XITY I 2
UStR PARTICIPATION IN REQUIREMENTS IDEFINITION

REQUIREMENTS STABIL.ITY X i

CUSTM•ER EXPERIENCE 1ITH APPLICATION I 2

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 2 1
DOCJMENTATION REIQUIRqENTS I I I I
MIULTIPI.E OPERATIONAL SITES
MUJLTIPLE CONTRACTORS

FOIRNALIZED WVIC I
TRAINIPI (IF OPERATING AGENCY

Vt

COST rACT"RS OOTY Is" GRC PlITNAM SOC TIN PRICK-S BOEING

mi~omm LNVIRO?6EN
mN"ER or PERSONNEL I
DURATION Or PERSONAL ASSIGNMENTS x
CONCURRENT 11ARUWAREISOFTIIARE 2 1 I I

oEVELOPMENT
ACCESS TO DEVIELOPiN " C¢11PUITER x 2 X

USE OF IOBERN PRDOGRMING PRACTICES I I

DETAIL OF REQUIREMENTS IEFINITION X I
DEVELOPMENT VIA INTERACTIVE OR BATCH X X x X
DEVIELOPMENT AT OPERATIONAL SIRT X I

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM OIFFERENT FROM X X
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

DEVELOPMENT AT MORE TllANM ONE 2 x
LOCAT ION

CAP'ABILITY OF TOOLS ANO AIDS X I

MJPPORT PERSONN4L AVAILjBILITY

RIELIAIILITY OF EELOPMENT SYSTEM
MANAGIIOT TECI3 h•UES
STANOARDS AND PROCEDURES

CONFIGURATION MANAGUIEMET I
IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE ll/POLQ 4 x x

1 - }I111. DIIRECTLT CONSIIWR. FACT)R Reference:Junk, et al "Survey of Software Cost
I - M(OEL INOIRECTLY CONSInFRS FACTOR Estimating Techniques," GE/MDSO

CIS 010, May 1978
-10-
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Table 4. Cost Factors Considered in Cost Estimation Technique (Con't.)

COST FACTORS DOT? IOM GUC P11TNAM SDC TRW PRICE-S BOEING
-i- -,- - - -

TECIPIICA.IKJ~fR OF DELIVnERE INs'rMICTION$ x x I x x

MOWN OF PROGRAM MODULES X
APPLICATION CATEGORIES x X I
INSTRUCTION MIX I X I X

DATA BASE SIZE 1 I x II
COMqPLEXITY OF CODE X" X X X

OUTPUT/Ot SPLAY RF.UIREMENTS I I X
RESOURCE•CONSTRAINTS I I X X I I

TECIPIOLOGY LEVELS x x
WOCtFtCAI~tOR OF EXISTINIG SOF'TWARE X " X, X
FIRST SUFITIARE DEVELOPED ON CPU X X I

qJAL ITY REOUI REMiENTS A

SCIIEOIJLE

ELAPSED TIME X X
MILESTONE PLACEMEN9T X

.1

X - ODDEL DIRECTLY CONSIDERS FACTOR SECONDARY RELATTONSHIP
I - MODEL INDIRECTLY CONSIDERS FACTOR

P u MODEL PARTIALLY CONSIDERS FACTORS

S~-11-



TABLE 5. EVALUATION OF COST

ESTIMATION MODELS AGAINST SELECTION CRITERIA

A

SURVEYED MODELS P

1. DoD, MICRO LEVEL Ci - PP

2. DoD, MACRO LEVEL E -- iP
3. ARON-IBM xS"FESp

4. RADC, S.P. SERIES

5ý MYERS-IBM xSS2SSp

6. MALONE-IBM F77T:2SE
7. GRC-FEFINED DISAGGRE- XSR

GATED
B. GRC-AGGREGATED xS SP

9. TELCOLOTE WVR
10. DOTY/PUTNP M-ESD X 7TR

11. GTL SYLVANIAPp
12. SCHWARTZ-CSC S SA

13. HANSEN- SAVIO x PER
14. PRICEe

15. RCA-INTERIM STANDARD SS SSP
16. BOEING COMPUTER x0:0aSp

SERVICES
17. SDC COST ESTIMATION xp

METHOD
18. HAHN & STONE-MITRE Niw

ILC'0BINATION OF REGRESSION EQUATION AND PUTNAM MODELS LGN

t**CMBTNATION OF PROGRAMMER PRODUCTIVITY AND ARITHMETIC
FOMUA ODLSP - PRIMARY COST ELEMENTS

S0*URVMOELESODL

S - SECONDARY COST ELEM=ENTS*.*A SINGLE PMICARY COST ELEMENT IS ALLOCATED BY
EXTRAPOLATION TO THE LIFE CYCLE ACTIVITIES PP - AGGREGATED COST ELF'4ENTS

SS - AGGREGATED COST ELEMENTS
Reference: Bratman9 "Analysis of Cost AF - ARITHMETIC FORMULA MODEL

Estimation Models," SDC-TM-L-6132, PE - PUTNAM'S EQUATION MIODEL
16 June 1978. PP - PROGRAMMER PRODUCTIVITY MODEL

12.12H ATZ-CC A

17. -OC COST ES TIMAIONN PPL '

METHOD7



TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF MODEL COMPLIANCE 71
WITH AIR FORCE ESTIMATING REQUIREMENTS

4 OZ

ESTIMATING SITUATION H O W

I:J
1. CONCEPTUAL

Scope 2 4 4 1 1 3 5 4 4

Detail 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5

2. CONCEPTUAL

Scope 2 4 4 1-1 3 5 4 4

Detail 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 4

3. CONCEPTUAL

Scope 3 4 4 2 2 4 5 4 4

Detail 2 4 3 2 2 4 3 3 4

4. VALIDATION

Scope 3 3 4 2 2 4 5 3 4

Detail 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 1 4 I
5. FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT

Scope 3 3 4 3 3 4 5 3 4

Detail 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 1 4

NOTE: Numbers indicate degree to which the model satisfies
the particular estimating requirements. 5 indicates
nominal satisfaction of the requirement.

Reference: Thibodeau, "An Evaluation of Software
Cost Estimating Models", RADC TR-, February, 1981.

S~-13-
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TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF MODEL ESTIMATING PERFORMANCE

)i
RMS ERROR*

I: !)"MEAN PROJECT SIZE

SD A T 'A S E T

MODEL TYPE COMMERCIAL DSDC SEL

REGRESSION

A AEROSPACE 1.35 2.11 0.605

B DOTY 1.05

C FARR & ZAGORSKI 16.9

D TECOLOTE 4.36
E (Recalibrated) 0.643 0.933 0.309

HEURISTIC

F BCS 0.787

G DOD MICRO 1.26

H PRICE-S 0.383 1.44 0.297

I TRW/WOLVERTON 0.927

PHENOMENOLOGICAL

J SLIM 0.246 0.216 0.865

S~N
*RMS ERROR~ - 1 " (ACTi -ESTi)2]

Reference: Thibodeau, "An Evaluation of Software Cost
Estimating Models," RADC TR-, February 1981.

-14-
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TABLE 8. AVERAGE % ERROR FINDINGS

I
I

MODELS AVE % ERROR*

DOTY 80

SWALSTON-FELIX 16

TECOLOTE 19

GRC AGG 112

SLIM 19

PRICE-S 20

SEC 16

• Applied to 8 actual projects.

Reference: Cook, "An Appraisal of Selected
Models for Software Systems", NASA X-582-81-1,
December 1980.

-15-



e Figuire 1 illustrates a comparativpe evaluation of the
effort-time t-rade-off between three molels. The Putnam
mod•l anI PrZICE-S model are the only model s which recognize
this trade-off.
The conclusions draw.n from these surveys are as follows:

Conclusion 1: The statistical confi(.ence with which one can
use the current cost estimation models is quite low. The
demonstrated accuracy of current cost estimation models is
insufficient for JLC application.

Conclusion 2: The current cost estimation models'
performan':e varies greatly from one development environment
to another and from one application to another.

Conclusion 3: The current cost estimation models do not
typically cover all of the life cycle phases of a software
product in the required level of detail.

Conclusion 4: The current cost estimation models do not
typically covcr all of the cost elemcnts in the required
level of detail nor are they related to the W'ork Breakdown
Structure of the development.

Conclusion 5: Complicated models have not proven to perform
better than very simple models.

Conclusion 6: The burden of an accurate estimate is on the 4

user. The current models require full understanding of
their characteristic behavior to a particular environment
even though this behavior cannot be logically related within
the model to specific characteristics of the development
environment.- The user is also required to fully understand
the definition of the input parameters even though user
documentation for the models is typically poor. In order to

Sminimize estimation error the user must do extensive
calibration and tuning of the models.

Conclusion 7: Current cost estimation models are better
able to satisfy needs of JLC early in acquisition life i
cycle. A

Conclusion B: No one current cost estimation model
satisfies all of the JLC cost estimation neods.

Conclusion 9: Reliable historical data for model I
development or validation is almost non-existent.

The following technology needs exist based .n this
assessment of the present state-of-the-art of software cost
estimation models-

i i ~ ~-16- Ii
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Conclusion 10: A software cost estimation (SCE) inmthodology
(including definition of SCE models) should be dleveloped
which covers the life phases completely by providling the
required cost estimation informuation to the user based on
data available at -,hat time in the acquisition life cycle.
They should be adaptable to development environment,
application, and software development methodology, and be
capable of being automated, with tools to support decision
analysis.

Conclusion 11: Basic research should be conducted into
techniques, determining parameters that characterize the
software development environment, and the influence of
application environment upon cost model accuracy.

Conclusion 12: While no more surveys appear to be required,
additional evaluation of why the current models perform
differently in different application and development.
environments would provide additional insight.

4.2 DoD Software Estimating Requirements A•I
4.2.1 Life Cycle Considerations .1'

Software cost estimates are typically of two classes:
software lifecycle costs for a specific system, and cost and
schedule for a specific change to the software of the specific
system. Prior to developinq recommendations for an overall FCE
methodology, the issue of what FCEs are required at various
phases in the system life cycle (Figure n) in order to sunport
budget actions and management program planning must be addressed.
Within the various phases of the software system life cycle
certain types of information are needed to provide costing
"-stimates. These estimates can then be used for system life
'ycle cost estimating and budgeting.

An SCE methodology can be used in Concept Exploration to
perform cost/risk assessments. This is the first opportunity to
examine longer range costs of software, given a reasonable,
though imprecise system concept together with gross functional
allocations of hardware/software. The SCE methodlology, used with
a historical data base of cost information, can be used to
formulate rough estimates of system cost and potential ris) in
development. A model is needed to generate the above output
during the early phases of the system life cycle. Different
types of data are required for this early process. First a need
or operational requirement should have been !,tated which as a
minimum should contain system performance testing requirements,
and support philosophy (i'e. maintenance and manning).
Secondly, the type of (hardware and software) technology
anticipated for use on the program must be included. Third,
historical system data derived from past similar systems,
technologies, and methodologies should be included to form the

-18-
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initial cost estimating base. Figure 3 is a graphic
representation of this. At the end of any of the softwarre system
life cycle phases anI before the start of the next phase, more
refined cost estimate data are required in order to allow for
appropriate decisions.

In the Demonstration and Validation phase, SCE methodology
can be used to assist the Government/Contractor in estimating the
cost of a particular system design on either a near-term
development basis or a longer term life cycle cost basis.
Variations of the design can also be tested for cost sensitivity
and allocations of functions can be shifted from across the
hardware/software boundary to reach an acceptable system cost
advantage or cost/bei:efit tradeoff. As a new technology or
design approach is considered, SCF methodology can assess the
cost advantage of a new "strawman" design in comparison with
earlier technology. The types of input and output data required
for this detailed estimation are shown in Figure 4.

As a system follows the acquisition cycle as given in Figure
2, a more detailed cost estimate is needed very early in the
Full-Scale Development phase. As the decision is reached to
build a particular item in the Full Scale Development phase, more
accurate assessments of cost/performance can be made through
hardware/software allocations and tradeoff analyses. The basic
design is urfolding andi the results of analyses become more
precise and firm. The hardware/software design is more visible,
and historical data being acquired during the course of the
contract are more exact. However, the same methodology shown by I
Fiaure 4 can be used, merely using the better input to improve
estimates. The SCE methodology can expose preferred design
approaches as various parts of the system are more finely tuned.
At this point, the most cost-effective approach should appear in
terms of development potential.

During the production phase, SCE methodology can be used to
assess all cost impacts due to the many late changes that must be
incorporated into the production design. Incorporating multiple
software change- into the production version of the system may
become increasingly complex because of the necessity to integrate
modified CPCIs into a finished software package. Here, SCE
methodology assists the Government/Contractor in assessing the
overall cost impact of late, and possibly voluminous, changes to
production versions of system software. During software
maintenance, especially for large-scale ground based systems
deployed in widely dispersed geographic locations, extensive
support resources can be required to maintain system software.
SCE methodology should be applied to deterrmine the long term cost.
of support services. Because of the critical :equirement for

weapon system readiness, adequate staffing with shilled personnel
implies a costly continuing training and retraining activity to
be carried on throughout the system life cycle.

-20-
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As soon as configuration updates are required to bniise]inrO
software, there is a need for management to accurately estimnite
the cost and schedule associated w.ith each orticular uprdatc, n
well as the impact that the update may have on the softnre ]if-
cycle cost. The methodology that is needed to fulfill that
requirement is shown in Figure 5. The methodology would have as
input data uniquely associated with the software update in
question. The specific characterics of the software would be
quantifiable in detail, as would the testing requircments, the
capabilities of the testing facilities and tools, as well as the
qualifications of the personnel involved in the update process.
As DoD systems become increasingly integra'ted with each other,
the methodology must account for the influence of systems
interoperability requirements as well as mandated schedules for
the completion of the update. The output should he an update
cost and a schedule which is apportioned into the functions or
phases as shown. Separate local user adaptation of the
methodology should be authorized to allow the system program
management personnel to develop cost and schedule estimates for
elements or subsets of the total system update for internal
planning and management purposes.

Conclusion 13: Based upon an evaluation of the intended use
of the SCE, and the available input data during the system
life cycle, it is determined that three classes of software
cost estimating methodology are needed. SCE methodology is
needed during the Concept Exploration phase when input data
are limited to historical life cycle data on comparable
systems. The second level of SCE methodology is an
enhancement/refinement of the first in that it incorporates
estimates based upon specific design characteristics of the
system as they evolve during the ,evelopment process. The
primary output is an estimated system/software life cycle
cost. The last level of SCE methodology uses actual
historical data on the specific system and is used to
estimate cost and schedule associated with specific software
updates. All of the software cost estimating methodologies
should be usable at the location of the organization having
management responsibility for the software.

4.2.2 DoD Goals

A major element of the DoD SCE goals is establishing a
reasonable, representative, and standardized SCE methodology.
This is not to say that DoD should select a specific model of the
current state-of-the-art and declare it a standard. The Panel
concluded that there are many dangers in doing this. The Panel
believes that DoD would be better advised to specify the general
procedure for estimating software costs (i.e., major activities
model selection, model documentation, estimate documentation and
management actions required to use the results of any software
cost estimating effort). The establishment of this estimating
methodology should be in concert with the data collection goals
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II

and should make use of the data collected to "fine-tune" current
models and develop new models. The modlel/methodology development
should possess the following attributes.

e Open discipline - A procedural envelope could be defined
in which rationale for specific model selection and exercise
is provided. This allows flexibility in estimating while
providing a disciplined approach to the development of a
software cost estimate.

e The use of multiple mrodels - It should be pointed out that
the term methodology is meant to imply the approach that is
taken to employ specific SCE models. This methodology
should allow for the employment of a number of models as 4
required by life cycle phase or for application. This

attribute will alltc for a best-fit situation and yield the
most accurate results.

e Reproducible - Given the same situation and the same data,
two independent activities should be able to produce the
same estimate of cost. This attribute provides for accuracy
assessments and auditability in the software cost estimating
exercise. In providing su'ch an attribiLe, comparative
trade-off studies are enhanced, source evaluation is
expedited and continuity in program monitoring activities is
achieved.

e Living riethodology - "Thatever methodology is chosen, it
must constantly be updated to reflect the current state of
software technology. This attribute is achieved though
institutionalizing methodology, and through DoD
instructions, manuals, regulations and standards. These
should be constantly updated to reflect the results of
current research in the SCE activity.

Another DoD SCE goal should be the encouragement and support
of software cost estimating research. A comprehensive DoD SCE
technology development plan should be developed, identifying SCE
research requirements into the future. The DOD centralized group
should be charged with the management of this plan and be
provided with sufficient resources to accomplish the objectives
of the plan. Clearly the SCE technology research should address
itself to near term, interim, and long term objectives, all of
which support the data collection and model development
activities.

There are certain general characteristics which SCE models
should have in order to be useful and cost-effective in the
variety of applicv-tions expected of them. Some of these are
listed below. Special mention should be made of, the general
finding of surveys of present SCE models that they are sensitive
to the development environment. It is clear that, for management
of development programs, models that contain adjustable
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parameters to reflect different environments are appropriate, but
there is a need for models that compute the "should-cost" amount
for the best possible environment in order that the qovernment
sh,i 'have a standard against which to measure development-.I
environments of vendors.

Before a model is admitted to general use, there should be
adequate testinq against an appropriate set of different software
projects in order to adequately describe its effective
application domain and the expected accuracy of the model in that
domain. Desirable characteristics include: I

e Automated execution.

o Transportable for all commonly used computers. Written in ,
HOL.

o Model algorithms should be thoroughly documented and
available to all users.

e Outputs should be flexible and tailorable to the several
applications.

a The total set of models should cover the whole software
life cycle, although individual models may be specific to
certain phases of the life cycle or certain applications of
the SCE.

9 Models should be able to deal effectively with missing
data.

o Models should be conservative of use of resources for data
loading and computer time.

A wide variety of applications of SCE models exist, and a
detailed description of the output required for each application
is impractical in this paper. Several different outputs which
should be considered as candidates are given below. Further
study should be undertaken to develop a more specific
description. Each of the items listed below is an output of at
least one SCE model which exists now demonstrating that the list

is not unreasonable.

o Total manpower effort by phase and by effort type.

o Reasonable development time.

* Amount of documentation.

* Staffing profile.

o Computer costs.

-26-
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o Cost-schedule trade-off factors.

* Sensitivity of output to input variations.

e Expected rate of software deficiency repor s.

o Milestone occurence times.

* Risk profiles.

SCE models must *be designed so that the necessary input can
be reasonably expected to be available when the model is applied.
Most existing models require that the number of lines of code be
input. Where models are to be used before coding, these models
are not very helpful because a difficult manual estimation must
be accomplished before applying the model. Models which use more
readily available information are urgently needed. For example,
models which use the size and complexity of a language for the
system to estimate development effo•rt would be very useful. It
should be noted that some applications, e.g. maintenance
resource requirements, may have completed code metrics available
as input to a SCE model. Tools are needed to analyze code and
determine useful metrics such as number of lines of code,
complexity measures, number of operators, number of operands
etc., which can be used to estimate maintenance costs or to
measure software quality.

Conclusion 14: Model requirements should be developed in
the areas of input and output parameters, and refined to
correlate specific requirements with each anticipated area
of model application. Research should include establishing
accuracy requirements in each instance, and determining if
the reouired accuracy is attainable.

4.3 Software Cost Estimation f1etrics and Data Collection

In just about every piece of literature or special report on
SCE, a common conclusion exists: the data or data base for SCE
is in bad shape in that the data are non-homogenous. Therefore,
it is difficult to achieve such desirable ends as model
validation, financial performance, technical performance, data
base development, and advanced SCE modeling. In addition, the
ability to try other predictive metrics is missing, thus code
size is usually the predominent predictor. Another point that is
clear is that the clarity of underlying definitions and precision
or integrity of the reported data is poor. Clearl-, there isn't
a shortage of data. However, for the above reasons it is
generally unuseable. The Panel consensus is that data collection
should be a major element in the DoD SCE goals, This dati
collection effort should be well defined, properly controlled,
manageable and produce the highest quality data possible.

To establish data collection and methodology for DoD, an

-27-
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j
implementation approach must be established. This implementation
approach will take different forms as the SCE teclinology
improves. Some of the general requirements that shoul I be
present in any implemcntation approach are:

* Data collection and cost estimating methodology should be
Swell defined and specified in appropriate regulatory form,

i.e., in DoDs, MIL-STDs, DoD-STDs, DIDs, etc.

9 A centralized group should be provided to control SCE
methodology application and development.

0 Weapon system acquisition Program M~anagement Directions
(PMDs) should specify the requirement for software data
collection. In addition, the PMD should allow or provide
for the required resource to do that data collection.

e Flexible accuracy standards should be developed so that
the results of SCE activity can be properly evaluated in
view of the current software LCC phase. For each phase of
the software life cycle, a separate accuracy standard should
be established with regard to the results of the software
cost estimate for that phase. These accuracy standards
should have an increasingly finer granularity as the program
moves through its life cycle.

Software metrics have been produced that are used to measure
various qualities of software. The quality of software referredI
to does not imply "good" or "bad" software. Instead, software
qualities are those attributes of software by which we determine
software reliability, portability, maintainability, etc. Work
has been done to define the attributes which comprise the
respective software qualities. A few automated tools have been
developed to make the data collection task more precise,
manageable, and less time consuming. it appears feasible to
extend the software quality metrics role to include measures that
will concentrate on attributes which are the "cost drivers" in
system life cycle phases. In certain instances the attributes
that make up a certain quality are directly applicable to the
cost elements to be modeled. If a system is complex (new and/or
difficult) then the cost associated with the system over its life
cycle in all phases should be higher than those associated with
less complex implementations. Algorithmic complexity, structural
complexity, and performance requirements are just beginning to oe
understood and measured. Thus, these measures offer a way to
quantify the cost aspects of complexity as an input to the
modeling situation. Many other software metrics may serve as
candidates to obtain cost parameters.

Once a suitable (beginning) set of software metrics for cost
estimation is derived, data must be collected, stored in a
centralized location, and analyses conducted that will result in
the next generation of more precise, accurate, and viable
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soft%.are cost estimating methodologies. This gives rise to
implications for both mnnagcmcnt ani technology. 7. uniform
(standarize-d) datta collection instrument must be flesigne-1 that
will enable data collection in a consistent manner. This
approach is mandatory to avoid problems arising over w.hich data
to collect, when to collect them, and hoa to maintain the data in
machine readablc format for subsequent storagc and analysis.

A candidate Data Item Description (DID) has been prepared by
the Air Force Systems Command Electronic Systems Division
(AFSC/ESD) which specifies magnetic tape formats for reporting
financial and technical data on system acquisition programs under
SO0 series regulations. The DID specifies requirements for a
Software Cost Performance Report (S/11 CPR) to he used in
conjunction with a companion document for an expanded work
breakdowrn structure (VgBS)t. The S/ CPR is an automated system
which produces magnetic tapes in accordance with the DID format
instructions.

llanagement policy is needed to enforce the use of the data
collection vehicle and sufficient resources allocated. P
repository is needed to focus the data collection activities.

T1he repository could also be chartered to perform the analytic
functions on the resulting data base. Open access for
technologists, researchers, management personnel shoull be
guaranteed for industry and government alike. Data could be
"sanitized" to remove the onus of competitive adventaqe and
possible revelation of corporate cost estimating strategies. A
very positive benefit is obtained by allowing a view across the
data base and mere quickly obtaining a critical mass of data for
cost. modeling and methodology d'velopment. One possible choice
for such a repository is the Data and ,nalysis Center for
Software (DACS) lccated at the Rome Air Development Center. DAC.'
is presently responsible for collecting and disseminating
software data and could be called upon to perform an expanded
role for cost estimation. In Government fiscal year 1983, the
DACS will be operated under the aegis of the Defense Technology
Information Center system of Information Analysis Centers (IACs)
for the Defense Logistics Agency.

The ultimate unit of software selected for measurement and
data collection will vary depending on the life cycle phase of
interest and the particular cost estimating methodology and
models employed. Thus, the unit of software at any point in time
should be considered as a variable. During the conceptual phase
of the life cycle a less detailed view of software is needed than
during the full scale development phase where functional
"allocation has been made to computer program configuration items
(CPCI's) and lower. Models used during early phases from concept
through preliminary design will utilize softwari units where
scale factors are more important than implementation details.
Later in the life cycle, cost models may be employed for :ost
performance and tracking. The granularity of software units and
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cost elements will correspond. Technology for rntrics ;nd dataI
collection will need to account for the varying grnnularity of

software components.

A worh breakdown structure (14BS) to support metric and data
collection is needed. The current version of 'IL-STD :PIA
specifies a IJBS for system acquisition with el ements at the
first, second, and third levels. Additional levels of dotail in
the WBS are needed if effective cost modeling is to be obtained.
Software related WBS elements must account for operational
computer software, computer programs that support the acquisition
of operational software, and software that support the services,
facilities, and data required to acquire the defense system. A
draft military specification has been prep-tred by FlSD which
expands the current VIBS to the fourth, fifth, and sixth levels.
This IBS will be applied by CSD on a pilot basis in the near
future and should be monitored for suitability and performa!nce
vis-a-vis cost estimation. Consideration should also be given to
a companion document prepared for ESD which -stablishes reporting
requirements needed to characterize computer software develcpc'd
during system acquisition. This document should require that
software data be collected on structure (i.e. functional ity),
schedules, factors indicating size, degree of difficulty, numbers
of development personnel, development cliannes from initial plans,
and deviations from accepted practices. ."lese data could thl'n he
used to monitor soft\:are acquisition in conjuinction with the
reported software cost data. The cost data will explicitly
identify cost problems, and the analysis of The other data should
provide reasons for cost problems. In view of the poor
performance of existing software cost estimption models an4 !

methodology, it is clear that a better understanding of the
software life cycle is needed in order to establish new insights
into the process for cost estimation purposes. Technology
improvenents are needed for cost modeling, but these improvements
will not be realized unless there is a corresponding improvement
in software metrics and data collection. These tasks are the
foundation by which more precise, accurate, and timely cost
estimation can be performed.

The above discussion supports the following conclusions:

Conclusion 15: Additional research in the area of software
metrics is needed to define software attributes which are
the cost drivers over the life cycle.

Conclusion 16: Data collection activities must be
established using the metrics in an organized and
standarized manner.

Conclusion 17: Data collection should be automated and
outputs provided in machine readable format.

Conclusion 18: A central repository should be designated
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for storing and analyzing software cost estimation dat,-.

Conclusion In: MIL-STD-'•llA should be modified to p-rmit n
work breakdown structure that supports data collection an,!
analysis.

4.4 Contractual Implications of Applyinq (SCE) to Contractor
Per formance

I

4.4.1 Genera] Contractual Considerations

The Government uses various tools to ascertain the
contractor's performance in fulfulling the terms of a contract.
Information derived from these tools might or might not be
combined with SCE methodology to derive an additional view of
contract performance. Three areas have been identified where the
SCE methodology may play a significant, contractual role. These
areas are: technical performance measurement (TP:2), progress
payments, and fee determination.

In general, potential contractual problems could exist if
specific SCE methods were imposed by the Government. If the
Government imposed a type or types of models for use by
contractors, there would be immediate problems with validatinq or
calibrating the methodology for the contractor's environment.
This would lead to misinterpretations, inaccuracies, and
potential legal problems when, or if, the SCE methodology would
be applied to a performance measurement situation. Hence, it
would be in the mutual interest of the Government and industry to
constrain contractual application of IcCE methodologies to a set
of narrow guidelines.

If the Government desires the use of SCE methodology, then
the contract should only specify that the contractor will define
the particular SCE methodology, that the particular SCE
methodology will be analytical in structure, and that both
parties will mutually agree to the minimum input and output
parameters. Provisions should also be made to assure that the
contractor's SCE methodology could sustain modest refinement
(i.e, change to factors or structure), but prohibit major or
radical method changes without a two party agreement. The use of
the SCE methodology by the contractor should be oriented more as
a tool for the contractor to communicate to t.is managers and
developers in addition to the Government. Thus, the SCE
methodology would best function if integrated into the
contractor's management system.

The first area where SCE methodologies could be applied to
the performance measurement process is the technical performance
measurement program, as defined in MIL-STD-4Q9A. Software cost
estimation methodologies would be a reasonable adjunct to the
evaluation of technical parameters, particularly when riský
assessment (costs and schedule) is needed. The addition of a SCE
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methodology would provide a consist,.nt, timely an(l cost-effective
means of including managemcnt factors with technical performancp
factors. It would also assure a quantitative feedback so that
reasonable priorities and tasks could be formed to address
identified problem areas. The SCr, mothodology would aid in
communicating to all parties the scope of a problem.

Conclusion 20: The Government needs to integrate the SCF
methodology requirement into its technical performance
measurement system. Since the application of the SCE
methodology is strictly informational, no contractual
problems would result. The contractor, however, must be
given the latitude to select, modify, or develop the
evaluation methodology that is best suited for the

particular procurement environment.

Progress p-yments represent another area where SCE methodologies
could have a significant contractual impact. A software model
(or models) could be used to compare predictions with actual
cost/schedule performance independently of any cost tracking
system (e.g., C/SCSC or C/SSR). The results of such a comparison
could give management the basis to reevaluate contract
performance. However it appears inappropriate for the Government
to use such results in a progress payment determination. SCE
methods presently have not demonstrated sufficient accuracy to
serve as criteria for payment or nonpayment. Also, cost
estimates tend to be real-time and do not reflect established
baselines. It is more appropriate, then, to expect the software
cost estimation techniques to be predictive of future performance
and not applicable to evaluating past performance.

Conclision 21: The SCE methodologies should not be applied
to .,ogress payment determInations. Such methodologies are

relatively inaccurate and only predictive in nature.

In establishing a fee payment structure, SCE methodologies
could possibly be applied. For instance, the requirement for
stating and meeting cost and schedule objectives could be tied to
a fee payment. This would give an incentive for the contractor
to avoid misleading or misrepresenting management and technical
factors that make up a forecast. However, as was the case for
progress payments, one recognizes the inaccuracies associated
with pres',-t (1 7 CE meth-dAologies are only predictive in nature.
Hence, ioul - em inappropriate for such methods to be applied
or connected with fee determinations. The present, appropriate
approach is to use metric methodologies which rely on measures of
past events.

Conclusion . SCE methodology should not be employed in
the fee c: .rmination process as it is predictive, and
cannot adequately support evaluations of predetermined
baselines and criteria.
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4 4., Prograim 'anagement Considerations

An accurate picture of projected costs and schedules is
essential for effective program management. fnvery nrogram
manager would prefer to havc projections that are based on the
best and most current, data available. Such information also cnn
serve as a valuable contractor tool for assessing the need for
reallocation of resources. The desire for the best avail.able I
information must be balanced against the cost to obtain such
information. It is apparent that the need for updated costestfmates will vary with the size of the software development A

effort and the level of rist associated with the development. It
is unreasonable to require a small, straight forward project to
"bear the cost burden of, extensive data collection and SCE
computation. Howev'er, every program involving software
development should gather software cost estimating data. Data
should be collected at the end of each phase of the development
life cycle.

A definite requirement exists for regularly scheduled
updates to cost and schedule estimates. The r.evelopment
contractor should be obligated to provide the necessary data, andr
funding should be provided for this purpose. Since critical

'program decisions often are associated with results from formal
program reviews, these program review points constitute logical
points for Government review and recalculation of SCEs.

For proarJms that can be identified as involving, a high
Aleqree of r~isk, clue either to technical complexity or uncertainty
in original costs, contractor recalculation of cost/schedule
estimates shculd' be required in conjunction with each formal
program review. This additional point of comparison should
assist the Government in the monitorirng of high risk efforts. A

In addition to the scheduled recalculation of SCis in
conjunction with formal program reviews, recalculations should be
required whenever major changes or deviations occur in a program.
Examples of such changes include modifications to the program
scope, budget reductions or changes in the development
environment. ;Then such changes are proposed by the contractor, I
change proposals should be accompanied by cost/schedule
recalculation using the contractor's SCE methodology. In all
cases, the contractor should be obligated to provide necessary
input data and the Government should recalculate costs/schedules.

The balance between the need for current estimates and the
cost to obtain such estimates will change as collection methods
become more efficient and, thus, less costly. The best
opportunity to reduce collection costs involves increased use of
automation in the collection effort.

Conclusion 23: SCE data should be collected at each formal
program review point. These Oata can be gathered by
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automated or other "no cost" means. Successful application
depends on cost efficient (automatet!) collection methods.

4.5 Software Cost Estimation Technology Development Plan

The first step in establishing an effective DoD technology
plan is to clearly state Dot qoals. A DoD standard and quidebook
is in order to insure a standard1 methodology for collecting and
categorizing data for the system and software data base. The DoD
standard would also insure commonality for the data base item
descriptions and terminology. The DoD standdard would be used by
both Government and industry to insure proper identification of
data for the' data base by system type, development methodology,
complexity , schedile duration, etc. It is also anticipated that
Sa guidebook will be required to describe how to access and use
t-:e data base and how to utilize the.cost models developed from
the data base. The guidebook should contain procedures for using
the various models of software costs and should indicate how
these models may be tailored for a particular application.

The embracing of SCE methodologies will. be an evolutionary
process. Policy should be in conformance with and serving to
implement an overall SCE technology plan. This policy should be
initiated by JLC with a policy statement that addresses the
following:

* Intent and goals with respect to SCE technology

* PRP consideration

e Source selection :1

* Data acquisition .

e Contractor performance evaluation

o Use by life cycle phase

* Model technology development

e Regulatory policy requirements from DoD

* Protection of proprietary information

* Prime/subcontractor interrelationship K
* scope of programs affected

As the use of SCE methodology matures, additional guidance
can be prepared and disseminated. This could be in the form of a
DoD directive, guide books, central data repositories, etc.

The Panel's assessment of current SCE technology reveals an
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absolute nved for improvced methodology to accurately predict the
software resources require(l over the complete software I ife
cycle. As a-lvanccs in software engineering are made, these
advantages should be reflected nncl incorporated in the imnproved
SCE methodologies. The SCE techliology also should he %seful to
all of the large numbers of potential users, eachi of w'hor has a
diversity of application for this technology. An undertakinq to
collect statistically valid historical data is the next loqical
step in developing better SCE models. This effort should begin
as soon as possible and should be accomplished as a requirement
of all software related contracts and activities. It is
desirable that a central DoD agency be identified to provide the
proper incentive, direction, and control for this effort.

A number of activities are proposed as a plan to achieve
both an interim capability and the long term development of a
complete SCE methodology. A phased development plan is
considered appropriate to achieve near-teim and long term aoals.

In the near term (next three years), DoD should concentrate
on implementing procedures to best use SCE metbodology as it now
exists, and establish a data base suitable to develop advanced
SCE methodology. Factors to be reviewed include:

"* A guide to applying existing SCE methodology.

"* A DoD policy for use of SCE methodology.

"* Establishment of a Don control center for technology and
ssociated working groups to encouraqe research in SCE
technology in the form of alternate metrics and advanced
simulation models.

& Definition of the metrics and data required for the
collection procedure that has provisions for changing
collection requirements.

* Implementation of data collection procedures that have
provisions for changing collection requirements.

a Reevaluation of the goals and objectives for SCrI
technology.

On a broader front, DoD shoul.0 concentrate on gaining an
accepted, standard SCE methodology for general application. T.his
could be achieved in three to seven years. Goals at this level
should include:

* Development of improved methodology for software resource
estimates (e.g. develop SCfE model inputs for program size
estimation based program requirements, languages, or program
design languages).
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* Validation of existing models based on the data Na s
acquired in the near term.

SEstablishment of prototypes of advancel SCL methodology.

o Implementation of improved SCE methodology to gap the
existing versus the complete methodology.

e Establishment of guidelines/procedures for the application
of the complete SCE methodology.

o Development of complete •CI methodology.

Conclusion 24. The JLC should issue a policy that
implements an SCE direction. This policy should direct that
SCE methodology be adopted that makes existing SCE
technology usable by program managers. It should also
provide for a technology upgrade to SCE methodology over the
next seven years.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Panel has developed four recommendations for the Joint
Logistics Commanders as a means to best utilize existing software
cost estimating technology in improving software cost estimates,
and a program to follow to gain better and more accurate cost
estimates in the future.

Recommendation 1: Use of Existing SCE Vodels

The Panel believes that no existinc SCE model is sufficient
to adapt as an embedded computer system standard. The Panel
recommends that the JLC not adapt any existing SCE model as a
standard. (Refer to conclusions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2, and ').

Recommendation 2: Application of Existina RCE Methodology

The Panel believes that a judicious use of SCE models anO
methodology can improve the acquisition and management of
software. There is no accepted methodology or guide to using
current SCE models or methodology in a generally acceptable
manner. The Panel recommends that a guidebook be developed that
can be used by program offices to orderly qualify models and
methodologies to develop better software cost estimates
throughout the entire software life cycle. (Refer to conclusions
7, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and '24).

Recommendation 3: Improving SCE Methodology

The Panel believes that an SCE methodology can be developed
that would result in SCE models that could be generally applied
by both the Government and industry to estimate embedded computer
system software costs well. The Panel recommends that JLC
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3sponsor a proizrtrn to impl vment an improved PCE metbhorlooy.
(Retfr to conclusions 10, 11, 12, 33, 34, 15, and 24).

Rcc-ommendntion 4: rEstablishing an SCE Data Sase

The Panel believes that an improved softwnre oost estimating
rnmethodology must be supported by the gathering and maintenance of
an accurate, complete, and coherent data base. The Pane]
recommends that JLC appoint an existing Government agency as an
SCE data base repository and empower this agency to develop data
collection standards. (Refer to conclusions 15, 16, 17, In,, 19,
and 23).
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INTEROON

INTERCON13YSTEM8 CORPORATIONi

14 May 1981

To: Members of the JLC Panel on Estimating Software Costs

Thank you for agreeing to serve on the Estimating Software Costs
K Panel of the Joint Logistics Commander Joint Policy Coordinating

Group on Computer Resource Management (JPCG-CRM). Bob Berri and
I look forward to participating with you. As you all know, the
workshop will take place in Monterey, from 22 June through 25
June. The tentative agenda shows registration on 22 June between'
1300 and 1500, followed by a general work-shop session until 1715.
At that timc, we will meet as a panel for a get acquainted and a
get organized session. Thereafter, we will mostly meet as a panel
until, presenting our results at a general work-shop session at 1500,
25 June.

Attached is a copy of suggestions for the panel that was given to
us by JPCG-CRM, which effectively serves as a charter for our panel.
Our expected results might very well be broken down to another
level of detail, as follows:

1. Evaluation of pertinence of existing models.

2. Evaluation of limitation of existing models.

3. Determination of desired estimation model output
by software life cycle phase.

4. Determination of minimum parameters to serve as
input for estimation models.

5. Determination of acceptable interfaces for exchang-
ing information between DOD/industry for bidding,
contracting, and monitoring purposes.

6. Recommendation of R & D direction to improve
technology.

Most of you will be somewhat familiar with the various estimation
models now published. A bibliography is attached for those of you
who wish to do some homework before the work-shop. In addition to

CORPORATE OFFICES
1130 EAST 193RD. STREET

CERRITOS. CALIFORNIA 90701

12131 994-7770 C-1
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Members of the JLC Panel on Estimating Software Costs
14 May 1981

t • Page 2

this, we solicit all of you to bring any of your own estimating
procedures, present or future needs, results (good and bad) from
past efforts, thoughts for borrowing from other technologies, et
cetera to share with the panel.

Our panel will have approximately 18 people on it. (Attached is
a list of the members and their affiliations for your interest).
As a result, we will likely want to split our effort into three
or four narrower issues, with subpanels addressing themselves
to these issues. Each of you might give this same thought, and
we'll try to decide on the subpanels at our get organized meet-
ing. Some suggestions for subpanel topics that have been ad-
vanced are:

e Evaluation of existing model strengths and limita-

tions.

e Recommendations for R & D technology directions.

* Definition of use of estimation model in software 4

life cycle activities.

0 Implications of estimation model use in contractual
relations.

Our panel has been assigned a topic that has tradionally received
a lot of attention, occupied many pages of literature, and has
generally fallen into the category of black magic. It will be a
real challenge to see if our three days of effort can advance the
state of art. Bob and I believe that we can, given the collective
talent and experience that is being brought together. We look
forward to interesting sessions with you all in Monterey. If
you have any questions, please call either Bob or me, or the work-
ship coordinator, 2Lt. Ed Petersime, Hq. APLC/LOEC at (513) 257-2054 "or AV 787-2054.

Very truly yours, I

R. Dean Hartwick

RDH: lb

cc: Ms. Antonia Schuman Maj. Larry FrycC:~ ic MaherrrFy ,
Mr. Dick Maher CDR Ronald Ohlander
Mr. Robert Dunn LCDR John Barnes
Mr. Robert Berri Dr. Matt Fisher B
fr. Jack Munson LTC Casper Klucas
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PANEL D

SUGGESTIONS FOR A MONTEREY PANEL ON
ESTIMATING SOFTWARE COSTS

1. Issue: Given the increasing percentage of total system cost
that must be devoted to software, it is becoming more critical
that viable procedures be developed for accurately predicting
the cost of software. Is this possible using the Software Life
Cycle Cost Models currently available?

2. Questions:

-- How and where are current Software Life Cycle Cost Models .
of bnft

-- For which phases of system development can Software costsK be accurately estimated? (Why?)

-- For which phases of system development can Software costs
not be. accurately estimated? (Why?)

-- Is the use of program size or lines of code an accurate

guage for estimating costs?

3. Expected Results:

-- An evaluation of Software Life Cycle Cost Models i~denti-m-
fying deficiencies or strengths of each.7

-- Recommendation on how to improve Software cost estimating.
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3 2.40 ý1.21 1.21 .61 .93 .003 1.48-0
4i 2.01 1.02 1.02 .52 .70 .70 0.5.30

51.69 .85 .85 .4i'1 .59 .59 0.187

1i.*;.I,:& ..,%l Iu* 2L'16 2.0Oi 2.O04 1.91 2.U3 2.00 63.634

4 ' ~LV~~ I-'~cr~vi'i' 1E6T FOR EACH CATEGORY (6) WITH THE
LkuiJLLXil Y i.AiýX iWI1% TiiAd CAfL'(%)'Y. THlE PRODUCT OF THlE SIX WEI GHTS
LiIVES hiz 'i~i Pilul'JCCT ICT:Y ESTIMATE.

I 1- LIH

11 3.40
if 2 1.45

4I 1.02

v 2 .99 j
V I

COMPOSITE 1.79
(PRODUCT)

IN 'HI U*PAC1 lKA[1 L'SLd1GTl iAIiUM POSSIbLIE COST
Al 1Id I U;% hiAl FijC1Ui%'. " ( /911 f-llF
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L; iU uuL IJAI(Y Lo.I I 0A IL VRIUL LiJU k L

SILP 1. ~Lki0111WE INLQu1RLLriLdS

S I LP 3- LUNPfLc1L Itlud LLVLL ýLSIGW

JI'Ll? I. ALLULAIL f. tAib11AE/SUFTWARE rASKS

S. Le~. ;(I ~, i ~JU1iuiLi UF Mi';CII114 W~ STR. Fci ;,IOUUL'*S (OR PER
MU DL*'L)

'i; EX i1%u' ILE. CUM1PARE WITH AN AS"L"ShEio'T ul- SYSfEhiV tLI~i-IiJLTY AS "Vb(Y lA~IV" (01 O= d 0..,ljSTi'%'41-Hh.),
"NURNAL" (PI1 .71 .T.I-I.) Oii 'VER~Y EASY"

SAL3 . ESTlEKATL I7u'L 1J1VFT,,'hHF LABOR AS:
LI = i/u/ x P1) IN ti-M0NTHiS

*i. E'.)' AleiIiL' LPl)OK C0S"1Z AS:
It x W.., JILKL R1 I~ Ali APPRUI 2RIA[L viWHJING KATE FUR

a r1 ~h1Cz1N5 utaISII OIRL WHR HI LUNITYI ESTIMATED DIRECTLY.
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BUDGETIKY LSTIMATE PROCEDURE (CONT.)

Ii ,i
STEP 11. ESTIMIATE CUNPUTEH SUPPORT COSTS AS SI = COMPUTER

FACTOR x Li x Ri (SI IN $).

STEP 12. ESTIMATE DOCUMENTATION COST AS: N1/5 x Dl, WHERE Dl IS
$/PAGES.

STEP 13. ESTIMATE TRAVEL T1l $I.N.

STIP 14. COMPUTE SOFTWARE COST AS: Cl = L1 x RI + Sl + Dl x
i

N1/5 +T1.

P1
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SUFTWARE'COS3T ESTIMATING

COST iWFLUEI1CESIi

S COMPLEXITY

Ii SIZE

I MODULARIITY
iI
iI

I DIFFICULTY

I NUV:LIY

I METIIUDuLU6Y

I. I PKUCESSOR bESIGN MATURITY

* CPU RESOURCL UTILIZATION

* AUULD COSTS

L - RISKS - POSSIBLE ADDED COST FACTORS
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ADDEi COSTS ESTIMATE

P r

STEP 1. IDENTIFY ALL ADIJI)L COST ITEMS, E.G.:

I SUI-CONTRACTLIJ ITEMS
[I LEASED COMPUTER SUPPORT SYSTEMS

I SPECIAL FACILITY REQUIREMENTSII LEASED CUMMUNICATIONS
. CAPITAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMiENT SUPPURT SYS.

r I OT1HER COSTS NOT COVERIED ELSEWIIERE

STLP 2. ESTIMATL EACH ADDED COST ITEM IN $.

STEP 3. SUMMARIZE ADDED COSTS, CA IN $.

STEP .4. UPDATE SOFTWAIRE COST ESTIMATE, C3 = C2 + CA
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SUFTWARE LUST ESTIMATING.i

• ':-COST INiFLUE14CES

S COMPLEXITY

I SIZE

I MODULARITY

I DIFFICULTY

I NOVLLTY

I METilUIOLOGY

I PRUCESSOR DESIGN MATURITY

* CPU RESOURCE UTILIZATION

* AI~DDED COSTS:
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RISKS - POSSIBLL ADDED COST FACTORS

* OMITTED OR INCORRECT REQUIRILMENTS

I SYSTEM R-LIABILITY DEMO REQUIRED

I CRITICAL PROURAMS TO iHE CFE

I CUSTOMER IMPOSLU QA PROVISIONS

I CRITICAL DATA BASES TO BE CFE

I TEST DATA TO BE CFE

I CRITICAL COMPONENTS TO BE DEVELOPED BY YOU AT CUSTOMER
FACILITY

* KEY PERISUWNLL TO BE CFE

I SPATIALLY SEPARATED DEVELOPMENT FACILITY

I UNUSUALLY INWXPERIENCLD PEKSUNNEL

I APPLICATIUN IS IIl1ilILY CLASSIFIED

I IIARIDWARLE PROC-SSOR LIIA1bL IN MID-IPR(UJLLI

I FIX.U x IV'Hl(l., I iiLLNIIVL 1O I'LIJAHIY LOWJ AC.I
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t SUFTWAKE LUST ESTIMATE
I]

REASOI1ABLLIJESS CHIECKISIi

I A BUUbETARY ESTIMATE MAY HE USLD AS A REASONABLENESS
CHECK AGAINST ANOTHER ESTIMATION METHOD.

I A IUDGETARY ESTIMATE MAY BE COMPARED FOR REASONABLENESS
AGAINST PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITHt SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS FOR SIMILAR SYSTEMS.
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1.0 OBJECTIVF.

The Software Reusability Panel was convened to ev'aluate whether reusablE..
ity represents a potentially val~uable concept to reduce cost and elapsed
time to develop embedded computer system software. Furth.r, if there was

>.consensus on the viability of this issue, then what barriers must be
overcome and how does the program manager and/or software manager make
reusability a reality?
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2.0 SCOPE

Agrowing concern exist~s in DOD and in industry over the lack of reappli-.
cation of software and the difficulty in adapting software to even very
similar systems. By contrast, standardization in the hardware arena has
already yielded DOD gains in various aspects of life cycle costs. In the
coimmercial. world, reuse of software has been widespread and profitable
for many companies. These lessons need to be drawn upon by the DODI
software coimmunity to achieve parallel gains in this critical area.

Two other dimensions are discernible as stimuli toward achievement of

reusability. First, software applications are growing at a tremendousIrate in both size and complexity. This growth rate will far outstrip the
capacity of our universities to turn out software engineers. A way must
be found to produce more software with a small increase in staff. An
obvious solution would be to find ways-to reapply existing software
rather than to create new software for each new application. Secondly,
the technology trends towards microcomputers and very large scale
integration are going to push for compl~ex embedded software implementing
specific functions in these small hardware elements. When this occurs,
software must be reusable in order for the hardware to be extendable into
many different applications. Conversely, if the software does not become
reusable, the gains in life cycle cost and risk reduction in DOD embedded
systems acheived via hardware standardization will be eroded.q

Three specific types of reusability were surfaced and addressed by the
panel:

1) Reusing functional software systems across multiple configurations of
the same basic system. An example of this is the variation which
occurs between different platforms supported by the Naval Tactical
Data System Software.

2) Reuse of generic software components for different applications. An
example of this would be for the Air Force to reapply radar tracking

algorithms from one radar system to another.

3) Reuse of prototype and development software during the evolution of a I
system through its life cycle. Software must provide its appropriate
contribution in support of DOD's Preplanned Product Improvement Ini-

A new acronym was established by the panel to facilitate discussion and
reporting: RUS is used herein to denote Reusable Software. The term
software package used herein refers to a separatcly compiled and config-
ured unit(s) of computer program source code.

2



S3.0 APPROACH

The panel initially addressed the very basic issues of reusability:
definition, areas of greatest reusability, areas of least reusability,
and expected payoff. The following definition was formed by the panel:

r Reusable software is existing software, including specification,
design, code, and/or documentation, which can be employed or
adapted, in part or total, into a new end use.

It was pointed out by members of the panel that this definition is in
conflict with the DAR definition of software since the latter does not
include specification, design or documentation as part of software. How-
ever, for purposes of the panel deliberations, this distinction was over-
looked. The above definition does highlight one specific approach of the
panel: That is to consider reuse of the specification, and of the design, A
as well as the code itself.

The panel's input in greatest reusability and least reusability reflected
the diversity of background of the group. Although there was no general
consensus, observations of attributes for greatest reusability were:
standard interface, structure, and style of software; modularization to
very snall elements; reapplication in a family of systems; reapplication
by the same developer; and applications with a very specific single
requirement (e.g., a compiler).

Least reusable software was characterized as the converse of the above as
well as software which interfaces to sensors (including radar, transduc-
ers); software which is highly machine-dependent; and software which has
a specific narrow mission. It was observed that embedded computer sys- I
tems generally share these latter attributes. A

The payoff discussion similarly reflected the diversity of the group.
Those with a DOD embedded applications orientation declared a more modest
expected payoff (25% cost reduction) than those from a business systems
background (up to 66%) where reuse has been a reality for several years.
There was clear consensus that reuse would improve the project schedule
and reduce the risk of new system developments. Further benefit would be
realized throughout the life cycle, both development and maintenance, and
would apply in many different areas: documentation, testing, trpining,
reduced personnel skill requirements and rapid prototyping.

Subsequent to these early deliberations, the panel was subdivided intofour Subpanels:
SUBPANEL 1: (Section h.1) flow to design And build reusable software.

What are the techniques, tools end significant considern-

tions in constructing a softwaro system, including
specifications, documentation end code, such that this
software will be reusable? The orientation of this group 1'
lays the groundwork for what software developers should
consider in order to achieve reuse in their future
developments.

3



SUBPANEL 2: (Section 4.2) Managing a "ported" development. What are
the unique aspects of managing a project where at least

.50% of the software is reused instead of developing all
new software? The group considered the source of the
software as either within one's own company or from an
outside agency.

SUBPANEL 3: (Section 4.3) How to employ existing software and what
can be learned from past experience. There have beenprojects which have successfully adopted existing •,

software. What were the lessons (both good and bad) from

these efforts? Also, what steps must be accomplished to
use existing software?

SUBPANEL 4: (Section 4.4) Implications on DOD policy and acquisition
practice and strategy. The group considered new policy
requirements, impact on existing standards, and how to
provide incentives -to government program managers and
contractors to reuse existing software. Also, what role
must DOD play to make software accessible to potential
reusers?

I
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I.Y DISCUSSTCN

This section conteins the roports from the four subpan els. introduced
"above. In general, it w ,s agreed that n much greater degree- of reusabil-
ity in embedded systems is achievable. Currently, existing software can-

jnot be expected to see much reuse but in-the future, now software can be
built for reuse. However, very significant changes are required in
development methodology, support tools, acquisition practices, and last,
and most significant, in the attitudes of softwpre managers and develop-
ers. The gains in overcoming "private" progratmming have only been
achieved with great effort and patience. Reuse of software on a large
scale will require even greater effort and patience. This is furtherIdramatized by problems of moving software between contractors. Software
acquisition managers will have to recognize that there are practical lim-.
it ations to the amount of reuse which can be expected to be achieved in a

new application. New applications always have some unique requirements,[ti hence new code. They can help achieve reuse by carefully questioning
"ec e eurmn ovrf ti nfc eurmnntjs"nice t~o have" feature. And, finally, by including design reuse under

this topic, aven "new" code can benefit from the ppst.

11.1 Implementing Reusable Softwere

A typical software development cycle begins with the mapping of require-
ments to software functions, then performing functional design of
software, and, in a top down manner, providing a successively more
detailed design of software functions, modules and packages. The design
"layers" are docimented as specifications (for functions, programs,
etc.). These are used to implement program elements (code). Two end
products result from this process, namely code and "as-built" program
implementation docurentation. Figure e4.1 shows what is reusable in the
project cycle: intangible design, and tangible code, specifications, and
documientat ion.

Specific techniques for implementation of reusability are presented in
Table m 4.1. The techniques for generating RUS, which are described in
this section, are generally different than current standard practice.

For purposes of discussing reuse issues, reuse of source code implies the i
reuse of accompanying program implementation doctumentation, specifica-
tions and functional design. Reuse of program specification material.
(without code reuse) also implies reuse of the underlying functional
design. Reuse of functional design alone generally implies that new pro-
gram specifications and new source code will result.

14.1.1 Functional Design Reuse

Structure and Partitioning. Functional design, to be reusfle, must be
clearly identified, locatable, and understandable. For maximum benefit,
the design must be structured and partitioned such that individual func-
tions become portable software packages. A technology of structuring and
partitioning requirements into functions needs to be developed. (At
present, requirements allocation and functional partitioning is an art

prjcLyl:itnil ein ndtnil oe pcfctos n
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TABLE 4.1 RUS TECHNIQUES/ISSUES AND CONCEPTS

Functional lenign Reuse

- Structure ind Partitioning
- Identificatiun

Rr:quireitmunt,, Fulffllcd All
Geineric Function IdentilicAtl1on

- Loc at ion

Cataloging Scheme

Ulnderstanding
.l.iterarchical E1xposition

Langu•tge

SpecificaLitn and Documentation Reuse

- DID) Format

Specification Language, Standardizqt-on

- Investigate Documentation Automatically Generated from Code

- Machine readable interchange media
Word processable diSLribution

Code Reuse

- Transferability (Peoplewise, assumes no personal contact)

Readability
Package specification
Interface specification
Procedure 7

Modularity
Packaging and Information Hiding
Standards, Conventions, and Style

- Tranportation (Systeinwise) j
Language Standardization
Toolhne St:mdardization
Packa.u/IUnitr Sizing
FleXibility
lliterfaue SLandardization (Intermodule and I/O)

Paramet ri c
P,dckage Specification
hindiag
Conv" r- ion

Tfining Indepeindoluce
A:wi:t.ml v L.any'ttitg i i Co lid~rtations

,I -.!...•.... .. •• ..... ......i l ... • i • • .. , , , , . . ..- - - .. .i,



process dependent on the software engineer's skill.)

Since RUS is intended to be put. to a new end use after its initial appli-
cation, a number of special technical considerations affects its imple-
mentation. A future.end use will not be known at the time of initial
implementation. Judgement must be cxercised in the partitioning of
requirements and allocation, of functions to software components to maxim-
ize the probability of future reuse.

Mdentification. A unit of functional design is identifiable when it is
described byboth (1) the requirements it fulfills and (2) by the generic
,or specific functions it implements. As part of defining rules and
scientific procedures for functional design structuring, identification
criteria can be established. Providing consistent identification cri-
teria for each end unit of functional design represents a new task for
software designers.

Location. A unit. or collection of units of functional design is locat-
able when the software designer can readily identify pre-existingsoftware packages as candidates for reuse. A tool providing a mul.ti- •

dimensional location catalog (index) is needed to provide location by
identification criteria described above, Preparation of inputs to the
catalog is performed by the functional designers as each design component
and software unit is identified.

Understanding. Functional design is understandable when it can be under-.
stood from design specifications in separate design environments (e.g.,
different companies, without personal contact or communications with the
original authors). Design which fails to be understandable is not reus-
able. Techniques for go-no go judgment of design specification under-
standability need to be established and procedurized.

To be understandable, a top-down hierarchical exposition of the design is
mandatory. (Design is presently documented by introductions and func-
tional details, without intervening levels). The time to read and under-
stand design communications material should be minimized by clear top and
clear successively detailed descriptions. Figure L.2 shows how the
number of levels needs to become larger than the two (top level and bot-
tom) presently documented. Reuse of portions of design (such as algo-
rithms and subprocesses) will be facilitated by specification material
which allows the reader of a unit of reusable design to learn a minimum
of application-specific details to understand internal subprocesses and
subfunctions, other than those applicable to the specific portion which
is the candidate for reuse. In the figura, in the past method, to under-
stand detail 1.2 (presumably a reusable unit candidate), one needs to
understand interfaces, which are to 1.1, and l... Thus, much of the sys-
tem must be understood. But in the future example, to understand
1.1.1.2, one need only examine its neighbors (if interfaced to) and the
higher levels 1.1.1, 1.1, and 1.0. This reduces the level of detailed
understanding a future software user need gain about interfacing

* units/functions. Techniques such as ICAM Definition (IDEF) methodology
support a hierarchial exposition and should be explored for wider appli-
cation.
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Language. The textual, or graphical, means of, functional design exposi-
tion is not at present constrained. For reuse, progress toward con-
sistency or standardization is required. Significant advances are being
mado in the area of tools which provide languages for design specifica-
tions. An these language tools become standardized and accepted, a
methodology for their use for hierarchical functional design is needed.

4.1.2 Specification Reuse

While specifications and documentation are semantically different, they
have common attributes. As used here, specifications describe functional
design, they "specify" the implementation of program code; documentation
describes how the programs interface and operate, as built. Documenta-
'tion is covered in Section 4.1.5. Specifications and documentation need
to be meaningful conveyances of functional and detailed design, and of
software implementation. This is presently difficult to implement on
large DOD projects. Research into formats of design exposition (such as
hierarchical and multi-level as previously described) is needed to iden-
tify tools and techniques which will provide support to reuse. The
"writing-illiteracy" of many software designers has caused specification
writing to be decoupled from code implementation which is often (even
usually,) decoupled from program description (documenting). The applica-
tion of automated specification production tools and graphical computer-
aided 'design documentation is needed to compensate for this problem. Use
of specification languages and accompanying tools are a part of this
need. The POD should consider building and providing specification gen-
eOration and maintenance tools, including a comon specification language,
to contractors...

Any &ttempt to reuse specifications of any sort is presently thwarted
because (unless written by same contractor, same department), the physi-
cal appearance and organization of contents is inconsistent. The present
JLC Monterey I and Monterey II efforts to produce a single set of Tri-
Service DIDS for software specifications, when brought to a completion,
will significantly aid reusability..

Specifications are not readily reusable when distributed on paper (hard-
copy). A DOD-wide documentation interchange media is required which is
word-processable (for text and "language") and graphically-processable
(for non-text techniques, as used com r rcially). Procedures and tech-
niques for incorporation of reused specification material with mechanical
file transfer can then be considered.

4.1.` Code Reuse

Source code reuse requires sou,'ce code transferability (peoplewise, from
an author, who is not in personal contact with reuser, to a reuser) and
source code transportability (physical movement, from one host/target
combination to another).

4.1.?.l Transferability. Transferability requires human factors type
considerations: readibility, modularity, packaging, information hiding,
and use of standards, conventions, and style.

10



Readability. Present technology of languages and program organization
provides two basic sections to a software package: the specification and
the body. The package specification defines the naming, calling, and
interface to the package's subprograms. The package body includes inter-
nal declaration and procedural code implementing the packaged sub-
processes. Both the package specific.ition and body need to be readable
by reusers, but for different reasons.

The package specification, and in particular the included interface
specification sections, needs to be readable by a future software
engineer evaluating the package for reuse. A highly underst idable
description of algorithmic and control parameters is critical to the sui-
tability for reuce. The package specification readability must address
interfacing to new and other reused packages.

The peckage body is not meant to be examined by the average reuser. or
DOD system maintainers, the package body may be centrally controlled by
an issuing agency which may not even distribute source code 'to using
agencies and contractors. If distributed, it may be only of use to a
scientific, communications, or special discipline expert. Thus, the
sophistication of' the code body may be higher than that of a package
specification.

In the real world, even if the package body is intended to be reused by
machine code capture without source code, access to its body portion is
needed during test, integration, and maintenance. Given that testing, or
post-deployment retest, uncovers a problem with the package operation, a j
readable package body is necessary. The degree of sophistication and
knowledge of the "body" reader will be, higher than that of the package
specification (interfacing) reuser, thus allowing sophisticated tech-
niques of programming to be used so long as the transferability of pro-
cedure understanding can be conveyed in the absence of personal autýhor-
to-reuser contact.

Moduiarity. Modularity refers to the partitioning of a collection of
functional operations within a reusable package. Modularity isian impor-
tant transferability characteristic which encourages the physical parti-
tioning of program code into small comprehensible units (representing,
for example, single ideas). Limits on the number of lines of source code
in a package enhance the ability of a reuser to comprehend its total
scope. Limits on number of functions performed in a package encourage
simplicity. Given compact size and simple functions, understanding and
reuse is facilitated. Modularity of z package will result in modularity
of the package specification (the user desription and interface section)
and modularity of the code internel to the package body.

Packaging and Tnformation Hiding. Given functional modularity and good
partitioning of the package's internal operations, the reuser will have
access to individual functions as needed. Information hiding is imple-
mented by strict separation of package specifications from bodies and by
judicious unit partitioning. Given that. a package is a distributable
collection of software subprograms, careful attenticn must be given by a
system's designers to the partitioirng of functions to packages. Like
functions (which may map to diverse requirements) should be candidates

-•'-", .- -



for co-packaging. Machine-dependent operations should be candidates for
mandatory separate packaging from generically transportable functions. A
formal methodology for packaging must be developed in order for reusable
software to be developed.

Standards and Conventions. The issues of standards, conventions and
style is a natural one to code transferability. Examples of standardsare: language• -interfaces (interprogram and input/output); modularity;design specification; documentation; and programming environment.. Stan-
dardization of these types of issues enhances understandability of both

package specifications and procedural code.

Conventions govern those issues which cannot be edicted by a standard.
Examples, are: naming conventions, formatting of listing and commenting.
Universal standards and conventions will be required in order to transfer
software between contractors. However, it is not, feasible to consider
that all software developers could agree on a).l standards. Therefore,
effort is required to isolate those standards and conventions which most
effect transferability.

4I.1.3.2 Transportability. Transportability requires mechanical compati-
bility from original system tc reusing system. Standardization of
language, toolset, and interfaces facilitates transportation.

Language Standardization. Language standardization is an important con-
sideration for code transportability for both physical movement of code
to the computer of a new system and for the inability to translate
between languages (the language issue is fully discussed in 4.1.4).

Tootset Standardization. Toolset standardization is needed so tha't a
package's author's environment is available to the reuser. The Ada
effort presently is experimenting with a standardized tool.set, the Ada
Program Support Environment (APSE).

Interface Standardization. This issue addresses creation of package
specifications which 'utili;ze standardized interfaces. Interface con-
sideratiors are separated into parametric interfaces (the passing of data
values) 4nd tasking inter'faces (the timing independence and scheduling
coordination, e.g.Ada "rendezvousing") of sections of program code.

Parametric interfacing is enhanced by information hiding, as mentionedabove, as well. as value format and parameter order conversion. Theserequire use of HOLs which perform parameter conversion, reordering, and i

subroutine acceptance of parameters somewhat independently of caller
specifications. Other parameter interface issues which require attention
are naming conventions and parameter conversion such as from fixed to
floating numerics or scaler to array.

The reuse of time-dependent software and the problem of coordinating
software items within their native task structure environments may result
in practical limitations to widespread reuse of such items. Further
study is required on this point.

Assembly Language Considerations. Assembly language issues cover ISA
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standardization, package separation, and common data item reference: ISA
standardization is needed if reused packages are to be allowed to include
assembly code. Package separation is necessary so that assembly language
(machine-dependent code) is physically removed from transportable machine
independent RUS.

4.1.11 Language Issues

in looking at th& technical factors which influence the degree to which
software i' reusable, it becomes evident that language issues must be
considered as a primary factor. The proliferation of languages, dialects
of languages, and hence language processors, give rise to various syntac-
tic and semantic differences which preclude, to a degree, the reusability
of software. Although it is expected that the transition from the use of
"existing "standard" languages tc the use of Ada will alleviate the prob-
lem significantly, the language problem may continue to persist unless
very strict controls are implemented and enforced with respect to both
the Ada langusge and its compiler(s). It is incumbent upon the responsi-
ble DOD support software agency to take forceful action to ensure that
"dialects" of Ada are not permitted to occur. With respect to existing
languages DOD program managers must take action to restrict the use of
language features in the various dialects to the common subset, if it
exists.

Similarly, reusability is affected somewhat by both the magnitude and the
frequency of changes which are applied to existing languages to incor-
porate enhancements or new features. The latter is especially a problem
in the event that there exists multiple dialects of the same language,
often managed by separate agencies, and enhancements are not incorporated
in each dialect. The result clearly is language divergence and, thus,
the ability to interchange software elements between projects using the
different dialects is greatly diniinibed.

Another factor which affects RUS is the degree ito which the language sup-
ports coding of required functions at the high order source level. If
the language features are such that the software enginb.er is forced to
resort to the frequent use of assembly language, then reusability isaffected adversely by the resultant machine dependencies. It is incum-

bent upon the responsible DOD support software agency to ensure that the
language supports the coding of required functions. Otherwise, and for
existing ]anguges which are not adequate, software developers must iso-
late machine dependencies in order to achieve reusability.

A point is frequently made that the use of assembly language is necessary
in order to achieve efficiency. The argument most often prevails with
respect to operating system software where inefficiencies give rise to
system overhead, in terms of both memory and processr Although valid
in many instance(, it is nevertheless the case that couing in assembly
language results in machine dependencies which, again, tend to minimize
software reusability. With regard to this issue, the DOD Ada Program
Office must provide compilers which generate code that is efficient
enough to permit the development of time critical processes in HOL.

At the current rate of hardware technology advancement, it may be that
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the hardware will compensate for tremendous degrees of. inefficiency per
today's standards a lot sooner.,thar the compilers can make very signific-
nat gains in efficiency. At any rate, the short term so.utopn to this
will be for designers to identify and locate packages with the-highest
probability of reuse and ensure those packages are implettented in: higher
order language.

Another factor which affects the rapidity with which RUS 'is achieved,
assuming Ada is all it is expected to be, pertains to whether or not a
capability is provided to DOD's program managers to incrementally upgrade
Ada. Since an enormous amount of software exists today which must be
supported for many years to come, it might be worthwhile to consider the
implications of supporting mixed-langupges in the Ada support environ-
ment. However there is a trade-off of providing this capability or hope I
that the other current stan'dard languages might "die a natural death"
much sooner. If the mixed-language concept is not supported in the Ada
environment, and if we are not successful in upgrading existing systems
to Ada, then the languages currently in existence will require support

Ft well beyond the year 2000.

4.1.5 Documentation

Documentation requirements in an environment of RUS are more elaborate
but less labor intensive than with conventional non-reusable software.
The techniques to support the producing of RUS require a number of new
items of documentation. They also require consideration of new tools, to
support production, distribution, and reuse of documentation.

Documentation considered by this section includes but is not limited to:

Functional Design Specifications

Functional Performance Specifications
HierarchicaliDesilgn Specifications

Software Implementation Documentation

Program Design Documentation
Code Documentation (Embedded Comments)
Interface Design Documentation
Traceability Documentation I

User Documentation

Testing Documentation

Maintenance Documentation

Tri-Service DIDs. A single set of documentation formats is required to
implement reusability of documentation. A single responsible agency
(such as the JLC) will need to consider DID evolution in support of an
emerging technology for reusability. A primary reason for having a sin-
gle set of DIDs is so that all services can reuse packages which may have
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been generated for any other service.

*Improved Design Documentation Methodology. Two considerations for
improved design documentation standards are hierarchical multi-level
design documentation, and use of s standardized language for textual
design descriptions. Each package specification segment should have a
brief summnary as to inputs/outputs required, linking information, who
wrote the software, and what it does. Attention must be given to package
specification formats which are not subject to design and coding technol-
ogy variations. Thus, material can be extracted from one application and
inserted into the deliverable documentation of another without requiring
rewriting.

Computerized Tools. A number of advanced capabilities are required to
*facilif1tat ruse of software documentation. These entail machine distri-

bution of word processable text (including language prose, if any) and of
graphically processable figures. In addition,, tools will provide an
automated capability to edit and incorporate revisions to reused documen-
tation sections as they are issued by the agencies responsible for reused
material in a new end item.

Documentation Traceability. An absolute essential for RUS is the tracea-
bility of documentation. A package of code must have a traceable, iden-
tifiable document action history. When a system segment or package is
used, documentation segments may also be reused. This will have other I

benefits that are a requirement for the ability to reuse software. If an

analyst is to reuse segments or packages of application software, he must
-* ~know the function and parameters of that package. Given good documenta-

tion and organized cataloging, the reuser Will know what is available and

the functions the segmients and packages perform.

Two items of special interest in traceability and derivation are identi-

a) Traceability of Requirements. If one views the tier of documents as
successive levels of requirements, then the purpose of each source
statement can be associated with a requirement. For RUS, we need to
be able to trace from system requirements to a source statement.
This may require some additions to the documentation standards.

b) Derivation of Family Tree. To reduce the documentation that would
result when a module is modified for a slightly different function,
reusers must keep a very precise record of the derivation of the
modified module. This need anid the general need for documentation of~
the smallest modules probably mean that CPC~s will be established at
lower levels than normally required.

The two above items may require further work in the areas of CPCI defini-
* tion and documentation standards.

Automated Test Support Documentation.- This topic covers a data base of
*automated test sequencing, control, and analysis data; the tools which
*automatically test based on this data, and reports produced by test tools
*using such data. The test tools should operate under much greater
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automated control then at present. The purpose of automated support
documentation is to facilitate automated retest of both the configured
end item (its components and integrated segments) and retest of the reus-
able system segments delivered to a RUS library. Automated retest should
occur automatically upon change to internally authored code and upon
receipt of updates to reused segments of code, specification, or design.

4.1.6 Tools

Software support tools are an important pert of present-day (1981)
software projects, but will, become even more important in future projects
which are both consumers and producers of RUS. Table 4.2 characterizes
specific needs for tools identified 4n this section. It is neither com-
plete nor exhaustive but aims at identifying the minimum set of tools
required for software reuse. As noted in the Table, many new tools will
be required to effect an efficient transfer of software between develop-
ers. Investment will be required to research and develop these tools.

All support tools must themselves be transportable and, when needed to
support application of source code (e.g., preprocessors), rehostable.
The languages supported (if several) must have the capability to produce
object code linkable to that of each others language, and usable on dif-
ferent target machines. Standardizing on a single language would elim-
inate the need for language compatibility and would eliminate the redun-
dant effort and money expended to maintain and enhance older incompatible
translators. By restricting the software development process to the tar-
get computer, we neturally inherit its limitations in terms of both
hardware resources and support software tools and, thus, frequently pro-
vide to our software developers an unsatisfactory environmept within
which to generate software. This results often in less freqLr,-nt recom-
piles and, consequently, greater reliance upon machine-dependent code in
the form of patches to resolve software errors. The problem is exag-
ierated when source libraries are not kept current, when source libraries
are maintained at sites remote from the integration facility, and when
developers are not forced to incrementally recompile programs. Tran-
sportable standard support tools capable of being hosted on a variety of
commercial systems will help to alleviate this problem.

The concepts of RUS must be applied in entirety to support tools. With
the increased dependence on support tools that reusable application pro-
grams will require, it is mandatory that support tools be controlled, and
certified in a very thorough manner. The tailoring is inevitable, but it
must be controlled such that it does not result in unique machine or
application dependencies being inserted into the application programs.

4.1.7 Recommendations

There was a consensus among this group that attempts to reuse present-day
existing software are likely to meet with failure. Widespread reuse of
software will require that new software be developed with a requirement
that such new software be manufactured for reuse. Hence, software
modules, segments, and items must be identified as candidates for reuse
at their initial creation based upon their inherent potential for reuse,
the expected requirements, and other economic factors. The comments of
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TABLE 4.2

SOI'rWAJi-, SUPPORT TOOLS IN REUSE ENVIRONMENT

1. Catalog and Source and recipient of reusable software (Code
Librarian and Specification). Includes indexing systemA.

2. Computerized Standardized text processable and graphically processable
Documentation distribution needed. Used for functional design*,

program description, and user documentation. Allows
selected or complete reuse of text and figures from
pre-existing documents, with automatically repeatable
editing and update* (e.g., so revised reused specs
can be automatically reedited and updated).

3. Configuration Tracking and control of reused components; tracing of
Management elements in reusable system delivery segments; control

of automatic retest*, code and documentation update
upon internal or reused item changes/updates.

4. Languages Standardized transportable design language*. Standardized
transportable retargetable programming language.

S. Standard Standardized transportable toolset*. Interhost file
Utilities and media conversion vehicles*. Standardized interactive

command language*. (Includes linkers, binders, and
loaders for reused (object) components.)

6. Verification Specific tools to enforce standards and reusability.
and Audit

7. Computerized Computer sequence unit test and integration testing*.
Testing Repeatable automatic retesting upon revision of reused

packages. Testing both to end item configuration and
for deliverable reusable system segments.

8. System Automated system generators (for producing configured
Generat ion end- i tem of software objec ts).

Denotes tools not currently available in present state-of-the-art, they will
require new development.
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Section 4I' would then form the methodology by which the new software
would be developed to achieve the reusability.

Specific recommendations are:

1. Siructure and partitioning methods must be developed including func-
tional design description by hierarchical exposition.

2. Software unit packaging, modularity rules, coding standards and
information binding concepts require exploration and standardization.

3.Interface standardization criteria (Intermodule and Input/Output),
including parametric interface (data passing, binding, and conver-

sion) and tasking interface (timing/scheduling, flow of contr'ol and
coordination) require development.

4. A standard for identifying functional units (at the design level) by
(1) requirement and (2) generic/specific function is needed. The
methodology of using centralized catalogs of reusable software
components/functions must be developed.

5. Use of, and standardization of, specification language and accompany-
ing tools is needed.

6. Develop and standardize a support tool environment which emphasizes
transportability, multiple target machine code generation, and a
standard support tool. interface. !n some agencies, this is cuv.,ently

underway and should be supported.

7. A rigorous certification of support tools and reusable application
software should be performed.

8. Reqq ire that support tools be identified during the design phase of
application software with consideration given as to what tools exist
and the re-application of project-specific tools to other projects.
A controlling board or standard should be created to enforce these
requirements. Project-specific tools which are needed to reuse source
code (e.g., preprocessors) must be transportable and rehostable.

9. A study should be initiated to identify new management support tools
needed for control of the developed software intended for reuse such
as computerized generation and dissemination of specifications,
verifications and certification of adherence to reuse standards.

10. For existing standard languagcs having multiple diaJects, restrict
software development to a common ]anguage subset.

11. For the ultimate set of standard languages, the responsible govern-
ment agency should maintain strict configuration control to ensure
that multiple dialects are not permitted to occur. Also, the agen-
cies should ensure that coding of all required functions is Mde-.
quately supported at the source level (without having to resort to
direct code).

S18
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12 Determine the feasibility of supporting multiple languages in the Ada
Support Environment (APSE) and thereby permit incremental upgrade of'
current systems to the ultimate language set.

13. Compare maintenance documentation requirements to reusability docu..
mentation requirements to determine what additional. requirements
exist.

14. Investigate and develop traceability methods/tools such that:

iL ! a) System requirements can be traceable down to a source statement.

b) A precise record of the module derivation can be kept (parent-
"offspring relationships).

±4.2 Managing a "Ported" Development

The purpose of this subpanel was to identify the differences that exist
between the management of a development project employing some amount of
reusable software and the management of a development project employing
no RUS. All areas of project management that required special emphasis
were identified. In the subpanel, all project management functions were
analyzed, and it was determined that there were differences or special
emphasis required in the following project management areas:

o Project organization
o Project control
o Configuration management ISo Quality assurance
o Testing
o Documentation
o Library

Three conditions of RUS were considered. They are as follow!-

1. The new development project reuses software developed
within it's own company.

2. The new development project reuses software supplied
by the Government as GFE.

3. The new development project reuses softwore developed
and resident within a company other than the company
using it.

4.2 1 Reusable Software Organization (RUSO)

Within each system or software producing entity, both industry and
government, an organizational structure must be established which specif-
icaely addresses the reuse of software. The objectives of the RUSO Pre
to establish an effective company-wide reuse program. The goals are:
reduced development time; reduced duplication of effort; improved system
reliability; and reduced costs. An effective BUS program will ensure
that productivity on software development projects is improved ond the
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cost of software is reduced. The effective RUS program will also cause
generated software components to be likely candidates for future reuse.

Initially, the.RUSO should review current software development practices
and determine where standardization for reusability would have the
greatest payoff in future reuses. In the beginning, software packages
containing procedural routines usually offer the highest payoff for stan-
dardization efforts.

Upon identifying areas for standardization, the RUSO should evaluate sup-
port software in use for its appropriateness as a "standard development
environment". In the likely event adequate development environment tools
do not exist to support reuse, the RUSO shall undertake to procure,
develop, and otherwise install the required tools.

As the RUSO matures in its function, serious consideration should be
given to developing applications software components in anticipation of
future systems/programs needs. This requires that the RUSO coordinateI
with business planning and miarketing groups to identify areas in which to

concentrate the building of reusable components.

The system documentation of designated tools should be maintained by
RUSO. Such a practice helps to ensure software maintenance in the event
original software authors depart the organization. The documentation of[
reusable components, usually in the form of the user guides, will be
critical to the overall success of the RUSO. The documentation will be
the primary mechanism for transferring reusable software throughout the
programmning community. The RUSO should employ a professional technical
writer to ensure that the documentation quality is of a level that will

'A ~be readily accepted by the organizations' programming commiunity.

The effectiveness of the RUSOC program should be measured on a routine
basis to ensure that the RUSO is meeting pre-established goals. Produc-.
tivity measurements may be obained by developing baseline estimates on
the amount of time required for the various stages and functions of an

application development. For example,

Man Days for Dnita Hiandling Routines (Storage & Retrieval)

Complexity Design Code Debug

Low 1 1 1

Middle 1 2 2

High 2 2 4

Baseline estimates for comparison would be from past performance on prior
contracts for each specific application. A specific set of baseline
estimates must be prepared for each discrete application stage or func-
tion. All future projects should be monitored for their performance

agninst these baselines to determine the productivity gains. '
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4.2.2 Project Control

The actual cost of employing RUI on a new development is valuable infor-
mation to have from both an historical perspective and from a software
cost control perspective. It is anticipated that there will be a cost
savings by employing RUS, however, the actual savings is not known at
this time. The Project Manager of the new developmerit(requires up-to-
date information on each RUS component used so that he can make informed
continuing estimates of project cost and schedule. Additionally, from a
corporation or government standpoint, it is very useful to have a history
of the actual costs of various RUS elements.

With these requirements in mind, it becomes imperative that the RUS to be
used in the new development be included in the WBS in such a way as to
allow the tracking and collection of RIIS costs. For instance, each piece
of RUS should be identified as a separate work package. Thus, historical
information will be gathered which could be used to estimate future costs
and cost savings.

D.2.3 Configuration Management

Prior to the start of any project using RUS, the corporate CM office and
the project CM office must prepare for the RUS environment. Existing CM
plans, policies, and procedures must be revised to accommodate the
employment of RUS. This effort will be accomplished in coordination with
the RUSO in addition to normal coordinating efforts such as with other
company offices.

The RUSC should establish a separate and distinct library for the RUS
(see Section 4.2.7). Procedures and controls must be established, as
described in 4.1, such that anyone can access the contents of the library
sufficiently to determine if there are library elements which would be of
use to the new development. The library also addresses recapture of the
new software components developed for reuse on future projects. Of
paramount importance in the library is ease of access by future develop-
ment projects, as covered in 4.1.1, under "Location".

The RUS library components should be identified by the referenced loca-
tion scheme. Changes made to an RUS component will cause the changed
element to be re-identified. This facilitates automatic retest of sys-
tems employing the changed compondnt.

RUS supplied to a contractor by the Government would be identified by the
RUSO using the same identification/location scheme used to identify other
GFE.

The prime responsibility for configuration control rests with the RUISO.
This is accomplished by establishment of a RU, Change Control Board
(RCCB) whose charter woulq be to maintain the integrity of the RUS and
its library. Any change required to be made to RUS by a project employ-
ing the RUS must be submitted to the RCCB in the form of a change propo-
sal prior to the change being made. The RCCB is the sole authority for
the approval, disapproval, or deferral of proposed changes. Figure 4.73
identifies the change processing flow for RUS changes required and
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proposed by the project employing the RUS. If the change to be imple-
mented is to be made to every project employing the RUS, the RUSO will
accomplish the change and submit the new version to the users. If the
change to be implemented is to be made only to the single project PUS,
the project will implement the change and submit a copy of the changed
RUS to the RUS library. The RUSO should validate the change and then
incorporate it into the library.

It should be noted that if a project proposed change is disapproved by
the RUSO, the project can still implement the change but the RUSO will
probably then not continue to support the RUS.

4 . 2.-1 Quality Assurance

Software Quality Assurance (SQA) functions remain largely the seme in the
RUS environment. However, additional plans, policy, and procedures may
be required to accommodate certain differences. The company SQA office,
in coordination with the RUSO, CM, and the software department, all
should assist in establishing SQA criteria and attributes which will
qualify software to be identified in RUS.

The SQA Group should review, evaluate, and verify the RUS package for
completeness and compliance with the company-established SQA criteria and
attributes for RUS prior to placement of any elements into the library.
Upon receipt of an RUS package from a source externpl to the company, the A
SQA Group should participate in the evaluation of the RUS package for
completeness and performance as stated.

4.2.5 Testing

One of the benefits of employing RUS should be reduced component-level
testing. The degree of reduced testing will vary depending on several
factors. The source from which the RUS comes appears to be one factor
which will affect the amount of testing conducted. If received from the
government, the RUS is more likely to have been subjected to rigorous
testing and therefore will likely require less testing by the recipient.

The documentation and tests available to the RUSO should include a com-
plete test package from the development organization which initially pro-
duced the RUS. This package should include the RUS test plans, pro-
cedures, results and reports. It may also include test programs and
drivers, test scenario, etc. This allows the reuser to assure that the
tests cover the intended scenario of operation.

In the case in which the project company receives the RUS from another
company, additional testing of the RUS is probably required to establish
a performance benchmark or system baseline. The test group will probably
have a bigger task in adapting and integrating the other company's RUS
test plans, procedures, etc., into the project test plan and procedures.
The size of the task will depend upon the amount and quality of test
documentation receivee in the RUS package. Inter-company standardization
of test plans and procedures would help alleviate this expense.

The approach to formal testing of RUS should be that of testing the RUS
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at the highest level of testing first. !f the RUS portion of the project
scftware fails at the higher level of testing, then regressive testing
would be conducted on the BUS to isolate the erroneous elements.

4.P.6 Documentation

A key responsibility of the RUSO must be to provide documentation for the
RUS which is suitable for adapting to each project. Thus, a staoidard set
of dociUMnts must be provided for each RUS element. The documents should
be a superset of those normally required by the companies' customer base.
Tneluded in the documentation should be an abstract designed to quickly
oriont the potential RUS user to the specific element. This documenta-
tion required by the RUSO with each RUS element should be determined and
identified in RUS standards and procedures developed by the RUSO. Sec-
tion 11.1 discussed specific documentation practices to promote RUS. When
the RUS is changed because of project requirements, the documentation
must be submitted to the library along with the copy of the changed code.

When providing BUS to a contractor, the government has the responsibility I
to provide comprehensive documentation with the software elements. As
updates are made by the government's original source, the documentation
on these changes must be passed on as well.

ANOTE: In general, whenever the government puts themselves into the posi-
tion of providing software to contractors, they must assume the responsi-
bility for on-going baseline control and dissemination of that same
software to every re-use application.

4.2.7 Reusable Software Library

A RUS Library must be established by the RUSO to retain master copies of
each piece of the RUS along with copies of the necessary documentation.
As each BUS is changed, the library will ensure that updated documenta-
tion and updated masters replace the existing masters in the library.
Additionally, the library must ensure that a historical record of the BUS
is kept.

The RUS Library is responsible for the distribution and dissemination of
RUS required by individual projects. Additionally, as RUS is revised by
the RUSO, the revised RUS and revised documentation is distributed to
projects employing the RUS.

e0ne of the tasks that the PUS Library must accomplish is the development
of a system for storage, numbering, indexing, etc., to ensure not only an
organized filing system but also an organized and efficient method of
retrieval. The RUS Library will index the BUS stored in the library.
The library should periodically distribute throughout the company the
index of BUS to ensure that company personnel are aware of the BUS
library contents.

4.2.8 Recommendations

The following specific recommendations resulted from this subpanel:
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1. A Reusable Software Organization should be established within each
large organizational entity, to effect the reuse of software. Their
responsibilities should include standards and methods for developing I
reusable software. ý:.nforink documentation standards and controlling
the reusable software. Tn addition, the RUSO should be concerned
with performance measurenment to assure the reuse applications are
cost effective.

2. Project control mechanisms must be adjusted to account for RUS.
Specifically, the WBS must allow for visibility into the RUS.

3. Configuration management fir RUS must be centralized with the RUSO.
As changes are needed, they should be individually approved and
incorporated by the cerJtral organization, disseminated to all users,
and accounted for aý. distinct changes. All of the RUS must be
retained within a central master library administered by the RUSO.
The library would be responsible for control and dissemination of all
packages and for historical records related to reuse of the software.

4. Testing and documentation methods should be examined in RUS applica-
tions. Automated regression tests and high level testing have an A

increased importance. A standard modular set of documents must be
available for each RUS package. Testing documentation needs to be
portable along with the software itself.

4.3 Learning from Past Experience

Over the years, some members of the commercial business sector have had
excellent success in utilizing the reusability technique in the develop-
ment and maintenance of business application software. This section
examines the lessons learned from these experiences; addresses contrac-
tual considerations for the planning, award and performance of the system
and software contracts; looks at documentation needs and user groups; and
provides recommendations to the DOD community for achieving greater reuse
of software.

A case study of the reuse of business application software is presented
in Appendix B. In brief, this specific experience is as follows:

During the last five years, one division of a large company
developed, implemented and perfected a reusable design and code
technique supported by software packages, tools and services. The
concept behind this methodology was to accelerate application
development through the elimination of redundancy in the software
cycle. Techniques of functional modularity are employed to prepare
modules for use in multiple applications. These modules are
designed, coded, tested, documented, certified, and stored in a
library for )ater use. To date, a central library, containing over
2500 certified reusable modules composed of 76,000 lines of code,
has been built. The payback for this one time investment is close
to a million lines of reusable code. This technique has largely
been responsible for the development of eight new data base manage-
ment applications with an average of FO percent reusable code. In
addition, the methodology imposes a top-down approach to develors.• 11tL
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in which high-level logic is designed and coded first. The result

is the production of logic structures, prewritten for each of six
types of business application programs. Each logic structure serves1
as a"wo~rking shell" to be com~pleted by reusable modules and unique

code. Over '1000 new programs have averaged 4l2 percent reusable code
through the use of logic structures. By applying these techniques,4
it was found that 40O to 60 percent of the redundancy in business
application development can be eliminated.

This implementation experience could serve as a logical model for future
reusability programs for the DOD. Most of the experiences described
below come from this successful program and from information exchanges
among businesses which have implemented or are contemplating implementing
reusability programs.

4I.3.1 RUS Development Philosophy Lessons

The implementation of RUS methodology forms a system to develop systems.
Because it is a system itself, the PUS methodology should pass through
the same development activities as any other system - from identifying
the project goals to installing the system. The main project goal for
the development of an PUS methodology is to formally integrate structured
technology (analysis, design, coding, testing, and documentation tech-
niques) into a set of practical guidelines - a system, if you will, for
developing automated software systems.

Experience in implementing these structured techniques has indicated that
these guidelines must be used in order for the reusability concept to
work within an organization. Tt is difficult, if not impossible, to
create and rejise software unless structured technology is utilized. How-
ever, experience has also shown that some business systems analysts and
programrmers find, it difficult to adapt to structured technology princi-
ples.. The reason behind this problem is that their past training and
experience have conditioned them to think in a procedural fashion rather
than in a hierarchical, functional way. One solution is to identify and
train personnel who can ado'pt to this kind of structured environment and
then use them in a pilot project. Another strategy is to institute an
entry-level training program. The program should concentrate heavily on
structured and reusability techniques. Tt was found that an entry-level
training program i~s one of the best investments an organization can. make
when trying to overcome the inherent problems of using structured tech-1.
nology and reusability concepts.

In sum, the RUS methodology used to standardize system development
activities should impose a structured, disciplined approach on the
development process and enhance cormmunicotior. between all members of the
project team and organization.

4I.3.2 Tnstallation Considerations

More important than the formulation of project goals is the proper
installation of RUS methodology. (If a system is not correctly
installed, then it may not be used at all)! There are four major factors
to consider when installing RUIS methodology. Listed in order of
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importance, they are: political/psychological factors; installation and
training; the training medium; ongoing support and monitoring; and con-

_J suiting. In the following paragraphs, these considerations are discussed
briefly.

Political and Psychological Factors. These factors can profoundly affect
user's acceptance or HUS methodology. The most important consideration
is the commnitment by high level management to the installation of RUS
methodology. Tn order to enlist their backing, managers must be educated
in the advantages of using a new methodology. it is important that the
methodology be adopted throughout the organization, because isolated
groups using the methodology, or part of it, will n-t be able to commnuni-
cate effectively.

Ii The second consideration is the potentiaý feeling of loss of freedom or
of power, as well as the natural resistance to change, on the part of new
users of RUS methodology. To combat this resistance, the methodology
must appear simple to use. This, of course, depends on the training,
tools, and services (such as an automated data dictionary) provided to
support the methodology. The quantity of forms and control procedures
that a company assigns to go along with the methodology will also affect
its complexitv. It's best to keep procedures to a minimum until person-
nel become accustomed to the methodology.

Finally, there is the possibility that users' acceptance of RUS methodol-
ogy will be extreme, and that the methodology will be taken too
literally. Some data processing personnel may look upon it as a "cook-
book" solution to all their problems, instead of as an aid to their own
thought processes. This could potentially lead to the problem of the
developers supporting the methodology, as opposed to the methodology sup-
porting the development process.

Aware of these considerations, the following steps can be taken to minim-
ize their effect:

o Classify the methodology as a guideline rather then as a standard
and allow users to customize it whenever problems are found in
its use, thereby allowing the methodology to be viewed as a help,
not as a restriction.

0 'Set up a review group consisting of managers whose departments
will use the methodology, thus giving them ownership and a part
in the decision to accept the methodology (beware, however, that
reluctant managers may make any meeting of this group their pol-

itical battleground).
0 Prove that the methodology works by offering statistics from

other users of the methodology or results of a pilot project.

o Send key personnel to reusability seminars and conferences. ForJ
example, the IBM Guide User's Conference has a project on reusa-
bility.

Io Carefully consider methods of training new users to apply the
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methodology.

Installation and Training. There are four general strategies that can be
uised to install a methodology and to train its eventual users. :

o The Prototype Project Strategy - The installation is tested by

applying the techniques on a reasonably.-sized prototype project,
and the resulting documentation from the project is used as sup-
port for adoption of the methodology. The developers of the pro..
totype project are then used to assist or even train members of
other projects. Experience has indicated that this usually is
the best approach for gaining acceptance of the reusability con-
cept in most organizations.

0 The Walk-Before-You-Can-Run Strategy - Training in the methodol-
ogy consists of teaching only those techniques that will be used
immediately by members of new projects. For example, a course in
structured design techniques is held before structured design
activities; a reusable design course before reusable design
activities, and so on. This training is repeated for each new
project team.

o The Functional Job Description Strategy - Training courses are
held for each category of employee (dnalyst, designer, coder,
database developer), starting with the course applicable to the
specific role and proceeding to courses on activities with which
the employee may need to interface. A programmer, for instance,
would take a course in reusable coding techniques first, and a
design overview course later. This is a realistic strategy for
groups that are functionally organized.

o The Educate-the-Masses Strategy - In this approach, all available
staff members Pre trained when a course in any of the techniques
is scheduled, regardless of whether they will need to use the
techniques in the near future. This strategy also advocates
training every employee in all of the techniques at once. The
approach is usually not successful unless the personnel can apply
the techniques on a project at the end of the training.

As with any system development effort, a plan should be developed to mon-
itor and control the installation of RUS methodology and its associated
training. Realistically, a combination of the above strategies will be
needed for most (large) environments.

The following list denotes some training requirements for each level of
participant:

"o High-Level Management - Requires an overview of the reusability
concept.

"o Middle Management - Requires an overview and possibly an intro-
duction to the structured techniques

" Project Leaders- Require s working knowledge of the complete 1
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methodology.

o Technical Project Staff Members -Require a detailed working
knowledge of the activities for which they are responsible and
possibly an overview of other activities.

Training Medium. How RUS methodology is taught will greatly affect its
unesandiidTlity and, therefore, its acceptability. Although cost will

probably determine the training mcdium used, some options include a
workshop course, a lecture course, and a self-study audio-visual course.

A workshop course is one of the best forms of training, as it provides
the staff with hands-on experience in applying a technique with irmmediate -

feedback to questions. Experience has demonstrated that an entry-level
workshop training program can provide the foundation required to imple-
ment a successful reusability program. Personnel graduating from an
entry-level training program can then be assigned to experienced person-
nel who will. believe in reusability techiques. This approach has worked
out extremely well and is cost effective. A lecture course also provides
jimmediate answers to questions and is usually easier and cheaper to
present, but doesn't offer participants the chance to practice using the
techniques. A self-study audio-visual course allows easy assimilation of
m~aterial and is a user-friendly medium.A

All of these media can be backed up with assistance from outside consul-
tants and on-the-job advice of experienced personnel. When using this
approach, the best results come from using a combination of training
vehicles, such as a workshop course with follow-up visits from the
consultant/advisor.

On-Going Support and Monitoring. BUS methodology, like any system,
shuld be maintained to keep it from becoming out-of-date. A support

group or possibly one person must be responsible for this task. The
importance of the task should not be minimized for the data processing
industry is developing rapidly; new software development and support
techniques are being introduced in virtually every phase. For the metho-.

dology to survive, it needs to accormmodate pertinent innovations, but the
process of incorporating their must be controlled according to the same I
principles used in the original methodology. This rule applies to any
customizing of the methodology, either for the organization as a whole or 1
for a particular project. The effectiveness of BUS methodology should be !
tracked and compared with results using the old technique to determine
the cost-effectiveness of the methodology. Based on these results,
adjustments to the methodology should be made when necessary. Conse-
quently, measurement data must be collected before total installation of
the methodology has taken place.

Conultng- Finally, a point to stress is the need for support consult-
in. Hexpert in the methodology (someone who has used the techniques,
in a project or in the original training group) should be available to
help out on new projects to ensure that the methodology is being used
correctly. This can be accomplished simply be having the advisor acces-
sible during reviews or walkthroughs.
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In summary, the installation (and on-going support)~ of any system
requires a great covmmitment of cost and effort. A RUS methodology is no
exception.

4~.3.3 Contractual Considerations

The reusability of software has an impact. on the planning, award, and
performance of system and software contracts. The following are some ofA
the existing or anticipt.ted problems having contra~ctual imnplications:

0 Adequacy of Documentation - A meaningful competitive proposal cannot
be prepared or evaluated without the availability of thorough docu-

mentation of the software which must or may be reused. This is true
whether the reuse of software is by the government in the Request for
Proposal (RFP) or initiated by the contractor in a proposal to gain
competitive edge. If initiated by the government, a complete docu.-
mentation package must be maoe availabl.e during the solicitation
period and consideration should be given to extending this period to
allow a thorough examination by pot-ential bidders. The RFP should
also indicate that if a bidder initiates the reuse of software,. a
complete documentation package must be made available for the evalun-
tion and any proprietary rights clearly identified. The documenta-
tion package must include detailed test procedures and reports.A

0 Contractual Direction - Problems arise in performing a contract reus-
ing government-furnished software if the contract does not specify
the rules of how it is to be used. It must be made clear if reuse of
the software is mandatory or at the discretion of the contractor. It
also must be made clear whether the software, if used, can be modi-
fied by the contractor with or without formal government approval and
participation in Configuration Control Board activities.

0 Liability/Responsibility - The area of liability or responsibilityA
must be clearly addressed in the contract if software will be pro-
vided by the government either by direction or at the request of the
contractor. Contract requirements without a means to measure compli-
ance, usually cannot be enforced or lead to government-contractor
conflict. I

0 Incentives - New technologies and development procedures are best
encouraged by providing a profit motive for their introduction.
Incentive fees in contracts may be a workable mechanism for this, but
care must be exercised to preclude arbitrary reuse of code without
proper regard for cost effective benefits to the government. How-.
ever, an incentive plan must not overlook the need for government
investment in software tools, aids, services, training and library
development for the enhancement of reusability. Investment in these
areas should be included in the DOD Computer Resources Technology
Plan. Other methods of funding experiments in the reuse of software
should be explored by the JLC.-JPCG-CRH. Thiese include the Co3t-plus
contracts where reuse is required or parallel engineering develop-
ments where reuse is specified in one development and new design in
the second.
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4.3.4 Documentation

"Code breakage" between prototype systems end first-item production units

has demonstrated some necessary but not sufficient requirements for code
reusability. Changing requirements, even though minor, significantly
hamper the use of prototype code in a production item. This difficulty
is further complicated If the original code is not in an HOL and is
poorly documented. Although this "breakage" may be acceptable in the
prototyping environment, when code is being developed with the intent
that it is to be reusable, the requirements for programming in an HOL
with proper and thorough documentation are essential. JLC-JPCC-CRM
should continue to support the development and use of HOLs and the defin-
ition of appropriate documentation standards.

4.3.5 User Groups

Specific previous experience in transferring both hardware and software
technology has provided some insiKht into the necessary elements of an
environment for reusability. History has demonstrated that transfer of
technology can be accomplished by the establishment of User Groups. In
the area of software, many User Groups exist such as DECUS and SHARE/7.
Software exchange and reuse frequently take place between individuals in
these groups. Necessary ingredients of this transfer are the meeting of
individuals working on similar problems in similar environments with
follow-up technical support. In the examples mentioned above, the
follow-up support is informal and normally carried on by telephone or
computer network communications. JLC-JPCG-CRM should sponsor the forma-
tion of User Groups in the software areas which they consider candidates
for cost-effective reusability. NOTE: The IBM Guide Conference User
Group is currently sponsoring a reusable design and code productivity
technique project.

11.3.6 Recommendations

The following specific recommendations resulted from this subpanel:

1. The CRM should define a technology transfer program which incor-
porates lessons learned in business applications to Weapon System
Programs. IncLuded would be a pilot project to gain the necessary
experience needed to implement reusability on a global level. This
demonstration project could also be used as a logical model for DOD
environments similar to the business model referenced in Appendix B.

2. JLC should provide a government investment plan for reusable software
technology development. Included should be incentives to invest IR&D
and overhead fjna it, reusable software technology and tool develop-
ment, respectively. Also, training programs and an organizational
structure for their implementation. A plan for library support ser-
vices on a DOD-wide basis should be addressed.

3. JLC should determine the feasibility (possibly under contract) of
i standardizing on a language and methodology for system and software

requirement analyses. This study should identify applications that
are made amenable to the use of requirements analysis methodologi ts

I..
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and evaluate the possibility of DOD adopting a single methodology or
methodologies for various applications. The study would also address
the impact of adopting a methodology on government/contractor rela-
tionships and contractor performance on DOD contracts.

4. Existing DOD guidebooks should be updated to address technical prob-
lems and remedies in the planning, award end performance of contracts
where the reuse of software is anticipated. Standards and acceptance
criteria must be developed to determine compliance with contract
requirements to reuse software or to generate reusable software.

5. CRM should sponsor the formation of User Groups in areas considered
candidates for reusability.

4.4 Impact on DOD Policy and Acquisition Practice

The use of digital computers continues to pervade military systems. A
major limitation to realizing the full potential of this technology is
the time, cost and risk of software acquisition. The concept of reusable
software holds the dual benefits of significantly reducing the develop-
ment time and life cycle cost of military systems, as well as increasing
the labor pool available for development, operations, end maintenance of
computer software. A DOD Software Reusability Program should include the
following goals:

a) Reduce software implementation personnel requirements.

b) Reduce the maintenance contribution to life cycle costs.

0) Reduce the elapsed time from identification of an operational
requirement to system deployment.

d) Reduce the variety and level of skills required for system operation
and maintenance.

e) Reduce overall life cycle risks and costs.

Achieving reuse requires new thinking in DOD policy and acquisition prac-
tice as outined in the following paragraphs.

4.4.1 Augmentation of DOD Policy

DOD policy on software acquisition must reflect a desire for, and a com-
mitment to, software reusability. This concept should then be made a
requirement by integrating the various facets of reusability into exist-
ing directives. DODD r000.29 should be changed to promulgate DOD's pol-
icy on software reusability. Next the DSARC Guidebook should be updated
to include questions of program managers on the various areas of reusa-
bility (i.e., can this requirement be satisfied with existing software?
Will this new software have application in other, later developments,
etc.?). Also required is a DOD Instruction 5000.RUS which would be a
companion 5000.31 and 5000.5X, stating DOD's requirements on reuse.
The indivi. services must then promulgate their own implementing
instructions.
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The DOD acquisition process must contain the appropriate incentives for
getting both program managers and contractors to carry out the intmnt of
the official policy. They must be convinced that to develop RUS, and to
include in their projects the reuse of existing software is in their best
interests. In the case of government program managers, the DSARC lever-
age cited above will be effective only in a limited sense; they must also
be enlightened and convinced that RUS will provide them with very
specific benefits during the acquisition cycle of their system. Items
like lower risk, reduced costs and reduced development time are examples
of the payoffs that they are most interested in. Contracts can be incen-

i tivised through the source selection and award fee processes. Proposal
evaluation criteria should contain weighting factors that reward offerers
for capturing existing software. This requirement should then be

d- integrated into the government's monitoring, review and auditng pro-
cedures to ensure continued compliance. Finally, an award fee should
contain a factor for the amount of software actually reused (this can be
directly measured).

To effectively implement the DOD policy on RUS, action must be taken to
modify, where appropriate, the various contractual vehicles that can
influence the various aspects of reusability. The following is a partial
]ist of contract mechanisms that must be analyzed for impact and then
changed accordingly to support the concept.

o Defense Acquisition Regulations
o Military Standards & Specifications
o Statement of Work Preparation
o Work Breakdown Structure Preparation
o Solicitation Process
0 Proposal Evaluation Criteria
o Source Selection Process
o Contract/Project Incentives

It is imperative to involve the industry in implementing the concept of
RUS throughout the DOD. They must be frequently briefed on the status of
DOD initiatives in the area. Their review and comments must be solicited
in order to capitalize on their experience and expertise. All documents :
promulgated should be coordinated with the industry through the various
associations such as ETA, FDPA, NSIA and AMA.

The government's thinking regarding the specification of contract
deliverables must be revised. When a contractor is tasked to develop a
specific item of software that will ultimately be reusable, that item
must be documented, designed, tested, etc., to a greater degree. This
must be incorporated in Project Plnns, must be budgeted for, and QA and
CM must be augmented.

The DOD should coordinate their efforts with other organizations, both
nationally and internationally, that potentially have similar or related
interests. Candidates are: ANSI, NPS, Foreign Militery Sales Offices,
NATO, ISO.

4.4.2 Areas of Necessary Standardization
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If software reusabilit.y is to be a viable objective, DOD efforts to pro-
mote and promulgote standardization will have to be expanded beyond the
current areas of high order language (HOL) and instruction set architec-
tures (ISA), to the entire programming and operational support environ-
ment. The primary areas of additional standardization deal with the
interfaces that any RUS element must have with the overall software sys-tem.

High Order Language. Reusability at the source code level makes the use
of a standard HOL an absolute necessity. In this light, the on-going DOD
activities to restrict the proliferation of programming languages and,
further, to ultimately arrive at a single, common high order language
(i.e., Ada) is the necessary prerequisite for making RUS a reality.

Instruction Set Architecture. DOD activities directed toward standardi-
zation of computer instruction set architectures can also be viewed as
supportive of the concept of RUS. The benefits derived from standardiza-
tion at this level do not apply as much to reusability of applications
software since reusability at the object code level tends to be less
viable than reusability at source code, design, or algorithm levels.
Rather, instruction set architecture standardization supports reusability
of support software tools that are applied in the development process.

Operating System/Executive Interfaces. The concept of RUS would be
greatly enhanced if the DOD standardization activities could be extended
to address the idea of a standard operating system or executive. How-
ever, in light of the variety of operating envionments and consequent
demands imposed on the operating systems and/or executives to function in
those environments, a standard operating system is probably infeasible.
It is feasible, however, to consider standardizing the way in w1ich an
element of software interfaces with the operating system (e.g., the way a
package is invoked by the operating system). Standardization at this
level would eliminate the need to modify an element of software to
achieve compatibility with the operating system or executive being used
for a given application.

Data Base Interfaces. For reasons similar to those stated for standar-
dizing the operating system interface, the way that software elements I
store and retrieve date from a global data base should be st,..dardized,
Data handling provisions of AdP will aid in this area, however, if sub-stantial modl.fication to achieve data base compatibility is to be

avoided, additional standardization is required.

Inter-Function Interfaces. The operatirg system and data base interface
standardization activities 'described above, coupled with the procedure
definition provisions of Ada will., in substantial. measure, standardize
the functional inter-relationships among elements of software. Whether
in fact, these prove to be sufficient to effect this standardization is
unclear at present. This is an area for additional study.

Inter-Computer/External Tnterfnces. An obvious candidate for DOD stan-
dardization activity is in digital communications. Some work has already
been done in this area (e.g., MIL-STD-155?: data busses). This has pri-
marily addressed avionics applications to date. This activity needs to
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be broadened to encompass other forms of digital communications for
applications such as CCCI and fire control systems.

L.4.. Additional General Comments Regarding Practices

A number of additioral issues loom as significant in addition to the
above two major areas. These are: support requirements, data collection
and dissemination, configuration management, and promoting acceptance.

Supprt Resuirements. For software to be effectively reused, thv support
requirements mus-t- e examined. Software development practices such as
modern programming techniques must be reviewed to determine what the
lower-level elements will look like. The over twenty Integrated Logistic
Support Plan items will have to be tailored to support reuse. Quality
Assurance programs will have to be expanded to audit for reusability.
For example, several (i.e., correctness, maintainability, efficiency,
testability) of the eleven commonly applied quality factors will be
directly impacted by RUS. Reliablity measurements that also insure reu-
sability must be developed.

Data Collection/Distribution. Tn order to make RUS a reality on anything
but an intra-company basis, it will be necessary to estabish a mechanism
for the accumulation, maintenance and distribution of RUS. Tf done prop-
erly, this RUS library, implemented at the DOD level, would serve as a
repository for descriptive data for all software identified as being
potentially reusable together with a pointer identifying the location of
the code, documentation and test data for each software element. A data
storage retrieval system needs to be established with data retrievable on
a key-word or relational basis to respond to contractor or program office
requests for existing software that is potentially applicable to a new
program.

An alternative approach would be to establish a RUS library within each
service to exchange top-level information (key-word lists, software ele-
ment names, etc.) and to provide a cross-reference to the other services'
library lists. Documentation will assume a more important role; without
adequate documentation, reuse will be limited to applications within the
same company. Greater emphasis on tri-service standards and documenta-
tion contents will be required.

Configuration Management. While the concept of PUS has definite ecnfi-
guration management implications, configuration management need not have
direct impact on the establishment or maintennnce of the RUS library. It
will, however, be necessary to devise appropriate procedures for keeping
the library updated with data reflecting current versions of the
"software. Also, procedures to maintain current status once the software
has been imbedded in multiple new applications are required. Reuse will
affect configuration management practices as to the allocation of CPC~s
and level of control.

Promoting Acceptance. The introduction of the RUS program to the acquis-
tion process must be multifaceted. The concept is often not an accepted
practice for personnel currently involved in computer software design,
implementation, integration, and test. Resistance to change to the
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status quo is likely. Education is the primary means to help balance the
perception of risk and benefit occasioned by a RUS program. Methods of
education should include familiarization in service sohools and briefings
to both government and industry. "Road shows" of both high and low
detail as well as "guidebooks" shoula be used to build a consensus for
software reusability. Audiences should include sponsors, project
managers, source selection authorities, industry leaders, and contracting
personnel. Training curricula must be revised to promote adaption of
existing software and group collaboration rather than individual effort
and zero base approaches to programming projects.

Dual incentives are needed for both industry and government to both pro-
duce reusable software and capitalize on exi!tni software when designing A

new systems.

4.4.4 Recommendations

The transition to maximize the amount of RUS will not be easy. The
implied significant cost and manpower savings gives DOD a strong motiva-
tion. However, this does not motivate the individual program manager or
contractor. To be effective, changes must be made in the basic way thegovernment does business. Policy must be updated, standardization fos-
tered and contractual vehicles updated. Education is important; if
government and industry recognize the potential of FUS, the mechanics and
implementation will follow. How fast will be determined by the accep-
tance and emphasis by top level management, government, and contractor
personnel.

The following specific recommendations are offered:

1. Update the following documents to reflect DOD policy end emphasis on
reuse of software: DODD 5000.29, DSARC Guidebook, and specific con-
tractual vehicles. In addition, the individual services must issue
supporting implementing instructions.

2. Promulgate a new DODI 5000.RUS on Software Reusability.

3. Develop/provide incentive)s for DOD PM's and contractors to support
the concept. One necessary element of this is to establish an educa-
tional program to make both government and industry aware of the
potential benefits. A guidebook detailing practices might also be of
benefit.

14. Re-evaluate deliverable requirements to be consistent with reuse by
organizations different than the developer.

5. Re-evaluate support requirements for reusability, to include develop-
ment, ILSP requirements, Q.A., reliability and configuration manage-
ment practices.

6. Conduct a study to identify and define a feasible approach for reus-
able software data collection and distribution.

7. Expand DOD standardization activities to include standard software
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package interface techniques (operating system, data base, and exter-
nal communication).

8. Trainihg curricula in DOD for PM's and in industry for software
designers should be revised to promote reusable software.

9.- Legal questions concerning reused software as it relates to competi-
tion must be examined.

I
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5.0 RECO"MENDATIONS

The panel deliberations resulted in a large number of recommendations for
subsequent action and a number of areas requiring special attention by
DOD and/or industry. These are all reported in Section 4.n. The major
recommendations, have been extracted and are Presented here to consoli-
date the conclusions of Panel E.

1. Standards, instructions, directives, guidebooks, training criteria,
regulations, and contractual vehicles must be revised to identify the
changes which must be made to include the concept of reusability.
The JLC should foster preparation of new policy documents to
encourage and enforce reusability.

2. There must be provisions within both industry and government for
focusing on the establishment of 3 reusable software (RUS) program.
"f7 ,rresponding investments in new techniques, tools and training
should be applied by both government and industry. A dedicated Reus-
able Software Organization may be required within each company to
standardize and control software designated for reuse.

3. Tncentives should be provided for DOD PM's and contractors for com-
pliance with reusability concepts.

L. Reassessment of the deliverables currently specified in DOD contracts

must be based on added information needed to effect reuse of the
software. Additional data collection and distribution of information
will need explicit attention. Support requirements must also be re..
evaluated for applicability (e.g., QA, CM, ILSP) in a reuse environ-
ment.

5. The success of RUS in business applications has been much greater
than that of embedded computer systems. A more thorough analysis of
the management, techniques, and tools used to achieve this will yield
valuable insight to individuals operating in the DOD environment.
Pilot projects in proven reuse techniques should be considered to
establish a DOD methodology.

6. The JLC should foster investigation into methods for effecting the
transfer of software between agencies and contractors. This may
include library and information access techniques available to all
interested parties and user groups.

7. Standards and methods for requirements analysis and formal specifica-
tion languages should be pursued.

8. Functional design techniques must be defined to focus on identifica-
tion, structure and partition for reuse. The design must be
cataloged and be accessible independent of the code. Modularity
guideliens must be reviewed for appropriate packaging and package
specifications for reuse.

9. Nt, ,.An and coding techniques for interface standards will need
attention. Binding between components and with operating
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systems/executives, convertibility for moving to new architectures,
avoidance or control of timing and sequence relationships are, all
examples of these areas. DOD or system family-wide standards may be1 required. Further, coding standards with greater emphasis on readi-.
bility, individual style restrictions, built-in flexibility for
change, and parametric bindings are needed.

10. Research and development of new support tools specifically to promoteA
reusability are needed. Such new areas include specification genera-
tion and dissemination, verification, and certification of reused
software components, and management tools for project control.

11. Development and standardization of a support tool environment must be
initiated to emphasize transportability, address multiple target
machines and consider standard support tool interfaces. Support
tools must be rigorously validated and certified. In some agencies,

this is currently underway and should be supported.

12. Exclusive use of higher order language is a single very strong neces-
sary precedent for reuse. To the degree that multiple dialects (sub- .
sets or supersets) are allowed, reusability will be adversely
affected.

13. Further attention is required to the transition to Ada from current 1

languages. A large investment in CI4S-2, FORTRAN and JOVIAL programs
will not be discarded for many years to come. One consideration
would be to have the Ada PSE support multiple languages. Further,
some languages (e.g., Atlas, CQOML) may not be replaced by Ada; these
languages will need continued attention to ensure that all required
functions can be implemented in the higher order language.

14. Special investigation is required into current documentation stan-
dards to achieve reusability. This includes allowing for a clear
traceability of requirements through the entire document hierarchy
(so when accessing a reusable component, the associated documents are
easily identified and extracted). Also, investigation is required of
the relationship between CPCI's and reusable units (i.e., CPCI's may
be defined to a lower level than at present to facilitate reuse). i4i

Brief consideration was given to microprocessor software by the panel.
Hardware-intensive applications would not be areas for considerat~ion for
design for reuse. Software-intensive applications might be candidates
for RUS, however, these applications tend toward machine-dependence by
plan. Hence, attempts to apply reuse principles to non-complex micropro-
cessor software should be carefuly weighed to ascertain if it is economi-
cally advisable.

Risks. All new endeavors generally have risks associated with them. A
large scale effort to reuse software in new applications is no exception.[1 In the process of deliberation, Panel E did identify certain risks atten-

-dant to developing and reapplying software in new applications. These
are stummarized below.
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o Hardware trends (VLSI, VHSICN are moving towards standalone hardware
devices which are quite capabl6 and have distinct functional capabili-

ties. The world of reuse in the future ma~y center around configuring .
systems with such functional hardware elements. As such, the software
interfaces will become hardware interfaces and software reuse would
require adjustment accordingly.

o If software is to be reused after the initial development, consider-
able attention must be paid to the proper cont~rol. and support of the
fielded software. That is to say, once the development is done, the
software has transitioned to P maintenance environment. If someone
else is going to extract the software from that maintenance environ-
ment for reuse, the maintenance staff must be very careful to make
sure that all of the development documnentation is in fact sustained
and all zof the development tests are available to the reuser. ThisA

H ~comment would apply whether the reusable software is being provided by
DOD or is just being retained within the organization of a single con-

[I tractor.

iio Reusability must be addressed as an objective of the developmenit pro-V cess. ne~cannot build software and then decide (after the fact) they
intend to reuse it. At the time the development is started, specificA
'gui~delines for' methods and standards must be established to support
the intended reuse.

o A corollary to this is that not all software will be able to be
reused. Certain designs will not lend themselves to new applications.it Thus, even though software has been devel~oped with reuse as an objec-
tive, if the application is different enough or the interfaces are
different enough, the reuse may not become a reality. There has to be

asensitivity to such incompatibility; reuse cannot be arbitrarily

o A certain amount of generality must be injected to the software toIsupport its reuse. For example, standard interfaces and standard pro-
J granining languages readily come to mind. This generality may
j translate into inefficiency of operation and limitations of accuracy.

When one goes to the next application, i~f the inefficiency or inaccu-
racy is intolerable, then the reuse has been lost. Thus, in order to
achieve the reuse, some considerations may be required to allow for I
less than total optimumn performance of a new application.

o In the short term of this Panel's deliberation, there was not an ade-
quate dialog as to the cost attendant with the development of reusable
software. How much more would it cost to develop software which is
intended for reuse than to develop it for single application? There
definitely is an increased cost and a specific returni on investment
curve could be plotted. Onie must be careful to ascertain that the
cost reduction in the new application will compensate for the
increased cost of the original development.

o Legal (or quasi-legal) questions relative to the impact of reuse prac-
tices on contract competition might present some concern to DOD.
Practices must be addressed to both present software (or allow access ..-
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* to software) to contractors when reuse is an expected part ot the pro-

curement; and also to assure no single contractor receives unfair£ preferentia] treatment in procurements where reuse is expected.
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3 Ltc R. Goodman U.S. Navy/NSSC
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Chairperson Mr. P Mauro Hughes Aircraft Company

I Subpanel 1 Ldr Dr. F. Maxwell Aerospace Corporation

Mr. M. Mesecher Sperry Systems Mgmt. Co.

I Subpanel 2 Ldr Mr. R. Morraele Computer Sciences Corp.
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Mr. L. Osborn Boeing Aerospace Corp.

Ms. S. Peele U.S. Navy/FCDSSA IýA
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A SUCCESSFUL APPROACH TO THE REUSE OF BUSINESS

APPLICATION SOFTWARE: REUSABILITY MODEL

INTRODUCTION

Picture yourself with the following problem.

You are the Systems and Programming Manager respor!ible
for eight Programmer Analysts. Your pi-lme respon. ility
is maintaining a large dock-to-stock manufacturin.: ystem
with 90 to 100 terminals. The system runs on a tn'%r2.ac 1106.
You are using a data management system developed by your
company. Your managemen':, for economy and centralization
reasons tells you to rewi-ite the system for an IBM/370,
located 25 miles from your plant. The system will use
IBM's information Management System, You and your people
know nothing about this new environment. However, one
of your eight Programmer-Analysts has liad previous exper-
ience in a IBM 0/S environment. You are given four months
to rewrite the system. At the end of this time, your
Univac 1106 will be removed. There is one positive note,
however, your eight Programmer-Analysts have a good &rasp
of the present system. What development approach do you
use under these circumstances?

Needless to say, a project with these conditions han all
the earmarks for disaster and under the circumstances your
best bet would be to get your resume polished up and move
on.

In 1975, a group of eight Progranner Analysts in our Raytheon
M4issile Systems Divisi6n located in Bedford, Massachusetts
did not polish up their resumes. Instead, faced with these
conditions, they carried structured techniques to their next
logical step, reusable cobol source copy code.

These eight dedicated believers in reusable code techniques
developed sixty-two programs with an average of 65% reusable
source lines of code and over 800 reusable COBOL source code
modules. The system was completed on time with minimum
testing and impact on our ussr community and has run with
minimum maintenance and problems over the last four years.
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Due to this remarkable achievement, a new era in software
development began in Raytheon Missile Systems Division in
April, 1976. At that time, our business data processing A-
management initiated a three man, four month study to
determine how to implement this reusable code tichnique in
three plants and to make recommendations for additional
software tools and aids to increase our programming
productivity.

OUR ENVIRONMENT

The environment studied was a business applications environ-
ment using IBM's ANSI COBOL with full extensions and,.where
applicable, IBM's Information Management System. The work
force is comprised of approximately 120 Programmer Analysts
located in three different physical locations with three
different Data Processing Managers.

STUDY APPROACH

Our approach to the problem of HOW to globalize this reusable
code concept was to determine what type of programming work
was produced in each of the three locations, what tools were
required to improve this work, what kind of training was
required, how much training was required and, how to measure
and monitor our progress.

After examining work records for a two year period and inter-
viewing three Managers, twelve Supervisors, and other key
personnel, we determined the following about our work profile,
personnel and programming environment.

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING AND ADMINISTRATION WORK PROFILE FINDINGS

To evaluate the type of wor'N our 110 people performed, the
study team developed a work profile that consisted of eight
categories of work.
1. NEW DEVELOPMENT - The development of a new application

not presently on the computer.

2. REPAIR - The fixing of operational bugs.

3. ENHANCEMENT - The addition or modification of code or
program to an existing computerized application.

4. CONVERSION - The transformation of an existing computer-
ized application from one language to another or from
one computer to another.
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5. REPLACIMENT The development of a computer application
that t le-"the place of one already existing.

6. SYSTEMS SUPPORT - Manpower dedicated to total usersupport 7f " sTven application.

7. CONTRACT MANPOWER - People not tied to any specific
application but supplied by the hour to do what is
required by the contracting organization.

8. OVERHEAD ACTIVITIES - Information systems manager and
stafIf angaged in administrative and support activities.

A percentage work breakdown for the above categories was
as follows:

I. New Development 15.0

2. Repair 7.5

3. Enhancement 30.3

4. Conversion 9.7

5. Replacement 14.5

6. System Support 6.7 ?,
7. Contract Manpower 8.3

8. Overhead/Administrative Activities 8.0

100.0

The above profile showed that 15% of our effort over a two
year period was expended on new application development,
8% on overhead and 77% on what we defined as maintenance.

PERSONNEL SKILLS STUDY FINDINGS

To determine the work skills of our personnel, a general
skills inventory questionaire was completed Oy ourr 120
progra~mmer/analysts. The results were as follows:

1. 3% had received formal training in program design.

I
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2. 12% had received formal training in systems analysis.

3. Less than 10% had received formal training in testing
and documentation techniques. ]

The same study was conducted in three other large companies
with close to the same results.

As a result of this study, it was apparent that formal train-
ing and assistance after training would be mandatory if the
REUSABLE CODE approach was to work.

OUR PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT FINDINGS

Approximately 1200 ne porams were written annually
and they were categorizedlnto three groups:

1. New application development programs for
new systems.

2. One-time programs written for our user
community which required quick response,Kusually less than one week.

3. Programs written to enhance, fix, convert
or replace existing systems which also
required quick response, usually loes thanhone week.

In addition to our new program findings, we determined
that we enhance or fix approximately 2000 programs annually.

After analyzing this data from our programming work environ-
ment, we arrived at the following conclusions:

1. Approxim~ately 37A% of our programmiLng time was .
spent writing new programs.

2. Approximately 63% of our time was spent on
modifying old programs.

3. Approximately 80% or 1600 of our new programs
were batch sequential.

4. Approximately 65% or 1300 of our new programs
were required in less than three weeks. The
"I need it tomorrow" syndrome.

5. A large percentage of our programming work was
redundant in nature and held much potential for
the reusable code concept.
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PROCEDURE USED TO TEST OUR REUSABLE CODE THEORY

To validate the. conclusion that much of our business appli-
cations programuing work was redundant in nature and holdI
much potential for the reusable code concept, the study
team, managers, supervisors and key personnel discussed
the various types of programs written in our organization.
They came up with the following types anld terms:

.Edit or Select -This consisted of editing
Programs data, selecting or extracting

data and reformatting data.
These programs are classi-
fied as utility programs.

.Update-Programs -This consisted of updating
or modifying data on any
type of file.

.Report Programs -This tons isted of producing
reports from any type of file.

Over 5000 production COBOL source programs were classified

by typ.a using the following procedure:
Each supervisor was given a list of the programs for which
he was responsible. This list included the name and a
brief description of the program along with the number of
lines of code.- The supervisor then classified each program
using the following categories:

K Edit or selection programs

ii . Report programsJ

If a program did not fall into the above three categories
then the supervisor assigned his own category name. The
result of classification analysis by progx'am type was as

follows:
1089 Edit or Selection Programs
1099 Update Programs
2433 Report Programs
247 Extract Programs
245 Bridge or Conversion Programs
341 Data Fix Programs

5454 Total Programs Classified
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After analysis, the 247 Extract and 245 Bridge or Conver-
sion Programs were placed in the Edit or Selection class
and the 341 Data Fix Programs were placed in the Update
class. The results of our program clavsification task
after these adjustments were as follows:

1581 or 29% of our programs were Edit or
Selection Programs1440 or 26% of our programs were Update Programs

2433 or 45% of our programs were Report Progrmns

$45t4 Total Programs Classified after Adjustments

The average lines of code by program vype for the 5454
programs were as follows:

626 Lines of'code per Edit or Select Programs

- 798 Lines of code per Update Programs
E 507 Lines of code per Report Programs

The supervisors then selected over 50 protrams that they
felt would be good candidates for validating our redundancy
theory. Working with the supervisors, the study team found
that approximately 40-60% of the COBOL source code in the
programs examined was redundant and could be standardized.

In September, 1976, we presented the following conclusions
and recommendations to management:
CONCLUSIONS

1. Our maintenance and productivity problems are caused
by re-writing the same redundant functions using
different programmer styles and solutions.

2. Our programming environment consists of three types
of programs and that 40-60% of the source code could
be standardized and pre-written for these three types.

3. The reusable module source code technique would pro-vide a significant increase in programmer productivityand provide a consistent style required to improve our
programming maintenance problem. We used the dock-to-
stock inventory system as a success story.

4. Our personnel required additional training to upgrade
their skills. We used the skill study to prove our
point.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. One manager and five key technicians should be
assigned to staff this effort. Each location
should be represented.

2. A six months R&D effort should be funded, to
develop software tools and aids, standards,
procedures and a in-house training program.

3. A one year implementation period should be
scheduled to give our 120 programmer analysts
5 days of training and follow-up assistance as
required in reusable code techniques.

4. A steering committee should be establishd to
audit the progress of the project.

Managment approved our proposal with one prcvision. They
required that we provide for measurement reorts on reusable
code results.

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the Advanced Software Development
(ASD) project was to reverse the upwaru cost trend of soft-
ware development and maintenance by using reusable modules
and logic structures and implementing new disciplines and
aids which would yield a more reliable, maintainable product
and increase productivity of our systems and programming
p(.,sonnel.

Other goals which complemented the above objective were to:

o Design, create and reuse standard modules for
new applications development. 60% reusability
was the target.

o Increase the maintainability of all new programs
anI programs that require modifications.

o Increase the control over our work products.

o Decrease the overhead required to maintain our
work products.

o Upgrade the skills of our staff using state of
the art technology.

o Create an awareness and environment that fosters
the development of new tools and aids within the
organization. B-8
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IMPLEMENTATION. OF THIS CONCEPT

General

Encour-aged by the results of our study we ,decided to
further test the concept by proceeding in parallel along
two paths. One path was the use of pre-written COBOL copy
code source modules. The other'path was to develop pre- I
written COBOL logic structures that contain redundant
programming functions.

Thet'e are modules which are written for a specific purpose. ]
They are walked through, tested, certified, documented and
stored in a library. Examples in a scientific environment
would be routines for trigonometric functions. In a
business applications environment we break these into threegroups. The first group is called Universal Routines.
These are routines that most companies can use. Examples
are:

- Gregorian date edit routine.

- Gregorian to Julian date conversion routine, and
vice versa.

j

- Payroll tax routines.

The second group is called Company Routines. These are•"•![ ! -outines that are used for our standard systems. Examples i•

are:

- Part number validation routine.

-Manufacturing day conversion routine.

Edits for data fields used throughout our standard
company systems, e.g. employee number, puichase
order number, etc..

The third group is called Functional Area Routines. These

are routines that are used by functiona.4L areas in our
company such as manufacturing or accounting. Examples are:

- Customer, vendor, and invoice number routines.
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- For those companies doing work on Government
Contracts there would be another group. Many
data fields are standardized for all Government
applications. Examples are Federal Stock Number,Federal Vendor Code, Interchangeability Code,
Shelf Life, etc.

From a systems and programming point of view, all these
routines fall into several categories. What follows are
the descriptions of the categories and the number of modules
that exist to date in our reusable code library.

- File description i.e. FDs

I -Record descritions i.e. 01 levels in an FD
or in working storage

!"Edit Routines i.e. the data area and procedure
code to edit a specific data field

. Functional Routines i.e. the data area and
procedure code to perform some function, such
as left justify and zero fill

- Data Base I/O area specifically IBM's IMS I/O
-- area descriptions,

- Data Base interface module, specifically IMS
H Program control blocks

- Data BaseL Search Arguments, specifically IMS
Segment Search Arguments

- Data Base 'Procedure Division Calls .7!

Using the reusable code centralized, library approach, eight
major systems have been developed averaging over 60% reusable
code during the last four years.

!• ,KEY CONCEPT BEHIND OUR REUSABLE CODE SUCCESS

4 The key concept behind this successful methodology is that

reusable modules are designed, coded, tested, 'certified
and documented prior, to completing programming specifications.
When a programmer receives a program specification it spec-
ifies what, Why, when and how to use modules that are applicable
to thie program Vr.oblem. The technique resembles a manufacturing
environment in that many standard parts are used in building
manufactured products. The only difference in our environnient
is the program is the .product. This approach produces systems
that are tuore reliable with less -testing, coding and

* 1' "1 :,'.
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documentation. The biggest payback however, lies in
greatly reduced maintenance since a reusable module is
independent of the physicdl program and need only be
modified once even though it's used in many programs.

LOGIC STRUCTURES

A logic structure has a pre-written Identification Division,
Environment Division, Data Division, and Procedure Division.
It is not a complete program because some paragraphs contain
no code, and some record descriptions are also empty, con-
sisting only of the 01 level. It does, however, contain.
many complete 01 levels and procedure paragraphs.

We have written six Logic Structures:

The update is designed for the classical, sequential update.
There is a version with an embedded sort and a version
without. The update is designed for situations where the
transaction record contains a transaction type field (add,
change or delete). This can be easily overridden for co-
llator type updates. The update logic structure is also
designed to accommodate multiple transactions per master
record. Error messages to a transaction register are
provided for standard errors such as an attempt to add an
already existing record. Final totals are also provided,
as well as sequence checking.

The report logic structure is also written in two versions,
one withand one without a sort of the input records prior
to report preparation. Major, intermediate and minor levels
of totals are provided for, but more may be added if needed.
If multiple sequences of reports are desired the record can
be released to the sort with multiple control prefixes.
Paragraphs are also provided for editing, reformatting, and
sequence checking.

The select logic structure is also written in two versions,
with or without a sort of the input records. This logic
structure was designed for two purposes. One is the editing
of input records. In effect, the input records are examined
based on some criteria and written to the selected (good
records) or non-selected (error) file. Another use ffor :his
logic structure is the selection of records from a file,
based on some criteria, for later use in a report. In
practice one of its most common uses has proven to be special
purpose runs against master files when customers reques,
specific non-standard modifications to existing data.

IB
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Combinations: We rank these logic structures in the
order-update-report-select- when determining which one
should be used for a combined program. The highest
included function determines which logic structure to
use. For instance, an update with editing of transactions
would indicate adding edit code to the update, rather than
adding update logic to a select.

CONSTRUCTION OF LOGIC STRUCTURES

For each type of Logic Structure there is a central
supporting paragraph.

For the update program it is the high-low-equal
comparison.
For the report program it is the paragraph that
determines which level of control break to take.

For the selection program it is the select/non-
select paragraph.

Let us consider the report program as an example.

Prior to the control break paragraph we can identify support
functions which must occur in order for the control break
paragraph to function. Examples are: get-record, sequence-
check-record, edit-record-prior-to-sort, and build-control-
keys. These are supporting functions. Other functions such
as major-break, intermediate-break, minor-break, roll-
counters, build-detail-line, print-detail-line, page-headers,
etc. are dependent on the control break or central paragraph.

Obviously many of theae paragraphs (functions) can be either
completely or partially pre-written.

Our report program Logic Structure Procedure Division
contains 15 paragraphs in the version without a sort, and
20 paragraphs in the version with a sort.

To further clarify what we mean when we talk about logic
structures, it might be helpful to indicate the number
of non-comment lines of code in each part of a Report
Logic Structure, without an embedded sort.
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iwo

Identification Division

Environment Division

Data Division

File Section

Working Storage Section

01 AMI - CARRIAGE-CONTROL-SPACING
01 881 - CONSTANTS-AREA
01 BB2 - TRANSACTIONS-STATUS
01 BB4 - FILES-STATUS01 CCI - COUNT-AREA

01 ODD. - MESSAGE-AREA
01 EEl - TRAMSACTION-READ-AREA
01 FF1 - KEY-AREA
01 GGI - HEAD-LINEl
01 GG2 - EAD-LINE2
01 GG3 - HEAD-LINE3
01 HHI - DETAIL-LINE

r 01 LU - TOTALS-AREA
01. SS1 - SUBSCRIPT-AREA
01 TTI - TOTAL-LINE-MINOR

V i01 TT2 - TOTAL-LINE-INTR
01 TT3 - TOTAL-LINE-MAJOR
01 TT4 - TOTAL-LINE-FINALiI

Procedure Division

K0010 - INITIALIZE
0020 - MAIN-FLOW
0030 - WRAP-IT-UP
004O0 - CHECK-CONTROLS
0050 - FINAL-BREAK
0060 - MAJOR-BREAK
0070 - INTER-BRETA
0080 - MINOR-BREAK
0090 - PRINT-TOTAL
01Q0 - ROLL-COUNTERS
0110 - FILL-DETAIL-KINE
01210 - WRITE-PRINT-LINS
0130 - NEW-PAGE-HEADING
0140 - GIET-TRAH SACTI ON -RECORD,
0150 - TRANSACTION-:ORMAT-OR-EDIT
0160 - SEQUENCE -CiECK
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Only two of these paragraphs are totally empty. Some,
like GG2-HEAD-LINE2 have a filter to prevent Compute 4

errors if they are not needed, but they are essentially
empty. Taken together as a program they provide the
programmer with a modular functional structure on which
he can build a report program, many parts of which are
partially pre-written.

For the update logic structure the central paragraph is
the hi-low-equal control paragraph. Prior to the central
control paragraph there must be supporting functions such
as get-transaction, sequence-check-transaction, edit-
transaction, sort-transaction, get-master, sequence-check-
master, build-keys, etc. As a result of this central
paragraph you will have functions such as add-a-record,
delete-a-record, change-a-record, print-activity-register,
print-page-heading, print-control-totals, etc.

Our update logic structure Procedure Division contains 22
paragraphs in the non-sort version and 26 paragraphs in
the version with an embedded sort.

BENEFITS OF REUSABLE CODE

We believe that logic structures have many benefits.

- They help clarify the programmer's thinking interms of what he is trying to accomplish.

- They make walk-thru easier.

-. They help the analyst communicate with the
programmer relative to the requirements of
the system.

- They facilitate debugging.

- They eliminate certain error prone areas such
as end of file conditions, since 1:he logic is
already built and tested.

- They reduce program preparation time since parts
of the design and coding are already done.

However, we believe the biggest benefit comes after the
program is written, when the u:ier requests modifications
or enhancements to the program. Once the learning curve
is overcome, and the programmers are familiar with the logic
structure, the effect is similar to having team programming
with everyone on the same team. When a programmer works
with a program created by someone else he finds very little
that appears. strange. He does not have to become familiar
with another person's style, because It is essentiaily
his style.
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S1STRUCTURED TECHNOLOGY GUIDELINE

Our structured design approach advocates that a program
be divided into segments called functional modules. Each
of these modules is independent of other modules in the
program and performs a separate function. Emphasis is
placed on the main functional modules first because they
contain the highest-level control logic and are the most
critical to the success of the program. These modules
are designed, coded, and tested. Then the next lower-
level modules are created in the same manner. In this
way, most of the details of the design are left until
the lowest-level modules are designed. Thus, a program.
develcoed by using a top-down design consists of a
series of modules created and related in a treelike
(hierarchical) structure.

The treelike structural relationship between modules in
a top-down designed program can be represented in a
STRUCTURE CHART. The structure chart shows each module
and its funcF--onal relationship to other modules. The
flow of control is from the highest-level module to the
lowest-level modules (top-down). Each module is called
or invoked, by a next-higher-level module.

The logic structures described earlier in the reportreflect this kind of design.

STRUCTURED CODING GUIDELINE

Pure structured program code reflects three basic control
structures :

Sequence (ADD A TO B, MOVE C TO D, ETC)

Selection (IF A less than 8 MOVE C TO D else
MOVE D TO E)

Looping (PERFORM ROUTINE A UNTIL THERE ISNO MORE DATA)

Each of these structures has a single entry and single exit.
The program listing is easy to read because there is no
random branching using GO TO's (FORWARD OR BACKWARD) from
one part of the program to another part. Since control flows
from top to bottom, the listing can be read more or less like
a book.
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Our approach advocates a modified approach to the pure
structured coding defined above. The approach advocated
using GO TO's that branch to the entry, or exit. oints
of a functional module.

STRUCTURED WALKTHROUGH GUIDELINE

The purpose of STRUCTURED WALKTHROUGHS is to find errors
and to find tham at the earliest possible time by having
one or more peer people review the software work productsof others.

The advantages of walkthroughs are many: higher reliability,
increased maintainability, better dissemination of techni- j
cal information between technicians, and an increased
likelihood that work can be salvaged if someone leaves
the project.

The walkthrough technique used in our organization is
informal. Usually it consists of one person and the author.
The objective is no find errors, not to criticize style.

STANDARD COBOL PROGRAM FORMATS

The purpose of STANDARD COBOL FORMATS is to improve the
readability and understandability of our primary work
product - PROGRAMS.

Our organization modifies over 2,000 programs annually.
In addition to this, over 1,200 new programs are written
by practicing programmers in our organization. Most of
this activity centers around enhancing existing systems
*hat have serviced the user community for many years.
•st of the programmers who now maintain these old systems

are not the original authors. Since programmers must read
nd understand programs before they can fix or enhance them,

a process was developed to improve maintainability.

To satisfy this objective the projedt team modified soft-
ware that produces a consistent standard COBOL formatting
style. Some of the primary functions of the software are:

o Attaches paragraph numbers to paragraph names.
This increases the productivity of maintenance
programmers because logic flow is easier to V
follow.

o Provides indentation for the "If Then Else"
construct in COBOL.

o Prints one COBOL statement per line.
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0 Provides spacing between paragraph names.

0 Assigns consistent hierarchical numbers to4 group and subordinate data names in the data
divis ion.

MECHANICS

The procedure to generate a STANDAR.D COBOL FORMAT is as
follows:

0 Before the program is moved back to thej
CENTRALIZED PRODUCTION SOURCE LIBRARY, the
programmer runs the program through the
STANDARD COBOL FORMAT SOFTWARE using a]
standard procedure.

The implementation of this technique addressed the problem
of what to do with 7,000 programs written over a period
of 10 - 15 years by many programmers using different writing

styles.

CENTRALIZED LIBRARY CONCEPT

The centralized source program library at the Business
Computer Center at West Andover, Massachusetts is a
collection of functional libraries that are shared in common

LI among several independent customers. The libraries are used
to store and modify both test and production source programs
and copy code. Each library in the network is functional
in the respect that it exists to satisfy a specific need.

BENEFITS oF A COMMON LIBRARY SYSTEM

A centralized facility offers its customers and the Divisionj
the following advantages over a diversified multiple library
syst~em.

COST REDUCTION

A single common facility is maintained by full time indivi-
duals who have expertise in library management. This is
Drefer~able to the situation where individuals are required
co expend mar. hours on arn on-going basis to maintain their
,.wn private libraries and whose primary responsibility is
'Jomething other than library overhead maintenance tasks.

A second significant cost reduction is the elimination of
redundant and overlapping facilities.



INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

Because application programmers do not have to spend time
maintaining private libraries, they have more time to
perform additional programming oriented functions. This
tends to relieve the application programmer from perform-
ing clerical activities and many peripheral programming
duties are reduced to standardized tasks.

SECURITY ENHANCED

Library management by full time experienced professionals
greatly reduces the likelihood of modules or libraries
being permanently damaged or lost due to human error
and/or inadequate backup facilities.

GLOBAL PROCESSING

Because all source code is systematically stored in one
centralized location, it is possible to perform a variety
of global functions.

EXAMPLES

li Scanning all lines of all modules on the
library for specific character string.

S2. Making global changes to all (or selected
modules) on the library.

3. Tnsuring that all organizations within the
division are complying with established
standards.

OUR MEASUREMENT APPROACH

Since the introduction of the Structured Technologies, the
data processing community has heard claims of increases in
programmer productivity. These claims range from moderate
to fantastic and tend to intensify the concern many install-
ations have about their own productivity. "Will the
Structured Technology significantly improve my programmers'
pr3ductivity and, if so, by how much?", is a question many
data prccessing managers are asking themselves.

Unfortunately, most installations have no real baseline
from which their own productivity increases can be measured.
In fact, very few know what to measure, much less how to
measure it. At the present time, there are no industry
standards for measuring either the pertinent aspects of
software development or the people's time that goes into
producing software. Therefore, any attempt to compare
one installation's performance against another, may be
futile if not downright dangerous.
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Perhaps the greatest danger of all is getting caught
up in the magic of measurement for its own sake. Some -

installations have started to count lines of code and
keep track of programming time without really determining
why this data was needed or how it would be used. In i
effect, they are making measurement an o*nd rather than
a tool to be used to help meet their goals.

With these considerations in mind, it was the purpose ofA
our software productivity to project to identify factors
that should be considered in a measurement effort.

Our Measurement Approach in no way tried to determine
THE SINGLE WAY TO MEASURE for no such simplistic solu-
tion currently exists.

L MEASUREMENT PHILOSOPHY

At the start of the project, it was decided by manage-
ment and our project team that it would be counter-
productive to our productivity goals to have programmers
keep manual records or rely on their memories for reusable
code statistics. Instead, we decided to measure reusable
code utilization at the program and progrananer level.I These statistics are produced when a program is moved
from our test source library to our production source
library. This approach made the gathering of statistics
transparent to our managers, supervisors and programmers.

In addition, it gives management and supervisors the
visibility-to monitor their reusabl4 code progress.

MEASUREMENT PLAN AND OBJECTIVE

Our objective was to produce reliable, maintainable
programs and increase the productivity of our practicing
programmers by providing 40 - 60% reusable code for newI
programs. It was felt that this was attainable because
of our success with the reusable code concept in test -

mode in 1977. During this time, a range of lS-8S% reusable
code was realized for new programs when logic structures K
and copy code were used.

Our plan for implementing our reusable code technique
was composed of three simple steps.

1. Establish a flexible standard which made it
mandatory that programmers would 'use logic
structures and copy code unless they could
tell us why they should not. This approach I
allowed us to gain the feedback from our
programmers necessary to improve our reusable
code technique.
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2. Give our programming personnel five days

training. This was accomplished by using
half day training sessions and by gibing
assistance to each programmer as required
after the training sessions were completed.

3. By establishinf a measurement system to
meassy.e the utilization of reusable code
by program and programmer.

The major items measured were by program, programmer super-
visor and plant. Other items reported on were:

1. Total lines of code for each new program.

2. Total reusable copy code for each new pro-
gram in terms of modules, lines of code and
reusable code percentage.

3. Total number of logic structures used and total
number of reusable lines of code within each
logic structure. i.e., code that the programmer
did not have to modify.

REUSABLE CODE RESULTS TO-DATE

By eliminating redundant programming and application depen-
dent functions, the following results have been attained
over a period of four years:

o 8 New Systems have averaged over 60%
Reusable Code

0 Over 3000 New Programs averaged over 40%Reusable Code

o Over 6000 Programs are now more maintainable

o Over 2500 Reusable Modules now exist in a
Central Library

HOW WE APPRAISE OUR PROGRESS

Measurement reports are distributed weekly to all super-
visory and management personnel at each location. This
gives our managers and supervisors the opportunity to
analyze and appraise their progress and the progress of
others.
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To control our progress and deal with problems of imple-
mentation, quarterly status meetings are held with project
managers and aanagement. These meetings give us meaningful
feedback required to tune our reusable code technique. In
addition, these meetings also give recognition to our
programming personnel for their reusable code feedback,
utilization and contributions.

SUPPORT PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS, AIDS AND SERVICES

Other disciplines and aids developed and implemented by
the ASD project team used to complement REUSABLE PROGRAM
MODULES - STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING TECHNOLOGIES - STANDARD-
IZED COBOL FORMATS - CENTRALIZED PROGRAM LIBRARIES - are:

o Indexing Scheme to foster the usage of reusable
code.

o ProarammingoStandards to provide consistency
required to support the reusable code concept.

o Where Used System to monitor and analyzeS{reusable code.

0 Certification Procedures to validate reusable |
code."

o Program Change Activity system to provide
change control visibiliy,

o Configuration Control System to provide
synchronization of source and load programs.

o Standard Job Control Language Procedure$ to
improve productivity.

o Entry Level Trainink Program - Entry level
programmers are put through a two month full
time reusable code training program. They
design a complete inventory system usingstructured technology and reusable code techni-
ques. In addition, they receive training in
productivity tools and aids and reach a high
level of productivity in three months after the
training ia completed. The students use a team
approach with the instructor acting as the chief
technican.

CONCLUSION

After studying our business programming community for over
four years, we have concluded that we do similar work year
in and year out and much of this work deals with redundant
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programming functions. By standardizing those functions
in the form of reusable code and logic structures, gains I
in productivity and reliability can be attained and the
programmers can concentrate on the real creative problem
rather than the redundant one. In addition to the one
time development benefit, the programming community can
eliminate much of the programmer's individual styles
which are the root of the maintenance dilemma that most
business data processing installations are faced with
today.

FUTURE PLANS

Currently, our logic structure programs provide us on the
average 40-60% reusable code for new programs. The
programmer however, must add, change and delete code to
produce a comple:e program to fulfill the problem
specifications.

Examples are:

- Moving data fields from the input area to
the detail line image in the report logic
structure.

- Moving data fields into the hi - lo - equal
key in an update logic structure.

To attain additional productivity the next logical extension
is to automate these changes rather than have the programmer
manually make the modifications.
We are currently developing software which will automate

our logic struct'ure technique by using an INTERACTIVE COBOL
Generator process which will automatically generate the
COBOL source code necessary to complete a large percentage
0,o our new programs utilizing structure code.

For example, the question "How many levels of control breaks?"
would cause the required number of control break paragraphs
to be included in the source code. In response to a subse-
quent question such as "What data field controls the most
major break?" could cause that data name to replace the word
"major" in all references to that paragraph. Thus, the
paragraph "O090-Mijor-Break" becomes "0090-Department-Break".
A sentence which reads "0erfort,| O100-Inter-Break" would read
"Perform 0100-Emp loyee-number-break".
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This interactive prompting approach will enable a programmer, .
an;"analyst or, in some cases, even a user to produce a work-
ing COBOL source program in less than 30 minutes' ifi one -

i'nteractive session. This, coupled with our powerful text -•

editing capability and other tools and aids will provide our
programmers with a full, set of tool4, to minimize the amount
of time required to bring an application into production.

II
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